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Consultation on Comparable Worth
Proceedings, June 6, 1984

Opening Statement of Chainnan Clarence M.
Pendleton, Jr.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Good morning. My
name is Clarence M. Pendleton, Jr. I'm chairman of
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. On behalf of
my colleagues, I would like to welcome all of you
here today to the Commission's consultation on
comparable worth.

I would like to say here and now that there is a
difference between a consultation and a hearing. In a
consultation, the Commission hears from witnesses
that it has selected to give it information for study,
to decide what we want to do about or with an issue.

This is not tc say that from this consultation we
necessarily have to come to agreement or a recom-
mendation or a policy positkm. So I want to make it
clear that we are here only to hear those persons
that we have selected.

If there is information anybody wishes to send to
the Commission for the Commhsioners' perusal or
use, you can feel free to send it to us. But there will
not be testimony from persons other than those who
are on the program.

I'm also obliged tc say here that if there are any
hearing-impaired people in the audience, we need to
know your locations, so that the interpreters may be
able to have you in sight oryou have them in sight.

Are there any such persons here?
Federal law requires equal pay for equal work and

prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in
employment. Similar State laws further protect
working men and women.

The number of women entering the labor market
has increased dramatically over recent years. During
this neriod, their earnings have remained roughly
thrt,tifths that of the earnings of males. Many
women still enter and remain in predominantly
female occupations. Some persons attribute occupa-
tional segregation and the pay gap to discrimination
against women.

Comparable worth has been described by many as
a major civil rights issue in the eighties. It is the
subject of numerous articles and books. The compa-
rable worth concept is the subject of litigation in the
courts, labor negotiations, and legislation in the
States. Several bills addressing the issue are now
pending in Congress.

The Commission's jurisdiction extends to discrimi-
nation on the basis of sex, and we remain committed
to the need to eliminate sex discrimination in
employment. As a result of this strong, continuing
commitment and the growing attention to occupa-
tional segregation and the pay gap, as well as the
increasing mention of the comparable worth con-
cept, the Commission decided to hold this consulta-
tion.

Over the next 2 days, we will be hearing from
experts on pay equity, assessing the merits of
comparab:e worth as a remedy for sex discrimina-
tion in employment. These experts will be discussing
the causes of and the explanations for occupational
segregation and the pay gap in wages of men and
women. The legal aspects of the comparable worth
concept will be explained, PS well as current compa-
rable worth proposals a 'he Federal, State, and
local levels.

This consultation is wuctured to allow the panel-
ists 20 minutes for their presentations. A question
and answer period will follow. Due to the time
constraints, we will not be able, as I mentioned, to
entertain questions from the audience.

We hope these presentations will be both enlight-

ening and informative.
With that, I will turn to Dr. Goldin. Thank you

very much.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Mr. Chairman, ini-sy I be

recognized for a moment?
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Yes.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Could you please ask the

psnelists to merely summarize quickly their re-
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marks? Because I think we have all read these
papers. and I'm not prepared to sit and listen to
papers being read, and we would have more time for
questions.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Introducing you, Dr.
Goldin, I would like to say that you will provide us
with the historical perspective of the changes in the
relative earnings of men and women, including an
overview of occupational patterns in the 20th
century.

Dr. Goldin is an associate professor of economics
at the University of Pennsylvania.

I would just like to reiterate Commissioner Ber-
ry's comments. We have all been inundated with
papers. They have been voluminous and have
required a lot of time to read and to digest. If you
would give us, in 20 minutes, a summary as best you
can, in which you might wish to make some
comments that might not be in the paper, we would
be glad to have that, and it would give the
Commissioners a chance to raise questions and have
some discussion with you.

Thank you.

FACTUAL OVERVIEW: WOMEN IN THE
WORK FORCE
Statement of Claudia Goldin, Associate Professor
of Economics, University of Pennsylvania

DR. GOLDIN. Thanks.
What I'll be discussing today and summsrizing in

my 20 minutes are long-run changes in the relative
earnings of females to males and in the variables that
determine this ratio. Now, it is often thought that
economic progress will eventually eliminate all
differences between the earnings of females and
males. That is, we believe that there will be a
substitution of inanimate power for human strength
anti education for on-the-job training and intellect
for might and so on.

In this paper, the historical record is examined to
see if changes in technology, work organization,
educational standards, and increases in life-cycle
labor force participation of females have altered the
relative eaniir js of females to males. The reason
that I ask this question is because, as the introduction
pointed out very well, the current level of this ratio
is about 0.S and, indeed, has been about 0.6, hovered
around it, since about 1950.

If one uses a finer microscope, one sees that it,
indeed, declines a little after 19% and then rises a
little in the more recent period. But it is, in some
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sense, remarkably stable. But the last 35 years is
really a very short period of time within which to
test this sort of hypothesis that I just laid out. Thus, I
asked: What was this ratio a century or two ago in
our country, and how has it changed over time?

The implicit framework that I'll be using is one of
an evolving labor market in which skills, education,
strength, job experience are differentially rewarded
across occupations that emerge over time as the
economy develops.

The stress here is on the demand side in the sense
that this is a very long-run analysis. Indeed, you'll
see that in some sense I am raising the notion of
stages in the labor market, where an economy will
begin in an agricultural stage, will evolve, let's say, a
light industry stage, into a heavy industry stage,
into, let's say, a growing tertiary and clerical sector,
and into, then, a growing professional labor force.

That's not to say that each one of these stages is
separate. Indeed, each one of them flows from one
to the other. There is an emerging demand for
cer tin types of labor and certain skills, certain
attn. ates, are rewarded. The question is: How does
this affect these relative earnings?

This framework is implicit in my discussion of the
earnings gap in historical perspective, and I will
discuss two primary aspects of it.

The first is a factual overview, and as a factual
overview, it will be a description of the time series
of this ratio, and in addition, some of what I call the
proximate determinants, which is just asking how
this ratio changes over time if we hold one thing
constant or another thing constant.

The second aspect that I'll be discussing is an
interpretive overview. Here I'll try to get into some
of the underlying causes invoking this implicit
framework.

It is no accident that the earnings gap literature, as
was just stated, has stressed only the last three and a
half decades. There are severe data problems in-
volved in going back further. We stress the last three
and a half decades, not because the last three and a
half decades are of primary importance, or are the
only decades of importance, but they are the only
decades for which we have readily available data,
and it's always convenient to use those decades. If
the Current Population Reports began in 1900, we
would discuss the last 84 years. But they didn't, and
so we discuss the last 35 years.

But as I said before, to understand this evolution
one must go back one or two centuries. So, how



does one do it? One does it by using archival records
and government documents and builds up various
time series from wages and earnings and from
occupational percentages.

The data problems that I just discussed demand
that two series be constructed. One is a very, very
long-time series from 1790 to the present, but that
only includes data from two sectors, the preindustri-
al agricultural sector and the manufacturing sector.
The second series is an aggregate series for 3
benchmark years so far. The 3 benchmark years are
1890, 1930, and then any one of the current years. I
picked 1970. They are computed by weighting
occupational distributions by the earnings or the
wages of women and men in each occupation.

I turn now to the salient features of these series.
The first series, as I said, is this very, very long-

time series. We begin in the preindustrial agricultur-
al sector at the turn of the 19th century. Now,
relative wages for females compared to males in the
agricultural sector are very much determined by the
nature of the crop.

In the American Northeast, where the crop was
grains, and where the work required a tremendous
amount of strength in this preindustrial period, the
relative earnings of females to males were extremely
low. It was about 0.3.

The relative earnings of females to males in areas
in which cotton and tobacco are produced are
considerably higher. One finds the same pattern in
Southeast Asia today in the differences in relative
earnings between females and males in rice versus
tree crops. Very similar patterns appear in areas in
which preindustrial sector relative earnings of fe-
males are very low: One tends to find industrial
development occurring more rapidly or earlier in
thet u.

That's precisely what happened in the United
States between the North and the South. Of course,
in our country, we have a very different piece of
history, but it is related to this, in that it is no
accident that we had sLvery in the South, where, in
fact, women and children were relatively more
productive. That, of course, is a completely separate
issue.

With industrialization, this ratio began to rise and
rose very rapidly and immediately, so that by 1820,
it was about 0.35. By 1832, when the McClane
report was done, which was a census of manufactur-
ers. it was about 0.44. By 1850 the census of
manufacturers indicates that it was about 0.50. So it

rises very, very rapidly during industrialization in a
way that is predicted by the original hypothesis.

Then after 1850, there is a more gradual increase,
increasing to about 1930, and then a plateau. So
that's the first series.

The second series is an aggregate series and, thus.
of more interest. Manufacturing, while a very
important part of the economy and part of the labor
force, employed still a fraction of the labor force,
and thus we must build up an aggregate series.

What does the aggregate series show? In 1890 the
aggregate gender gap or earnings gap was about
0.46. In 1930 it was about 0.55. In 1970 it was about
0.60.

Therefore, the aggregate ratio increased by abc ut
32 percent over the last 80 years. This ratio would
rise even more if hours worked were held constant.
As has been pointed out over and over, particularly
for the most recent period, while the ratio that we
usually cite is about 0.6, if hours worked were held
constant, it would be more like 0.7.

This ratio was constructed by a weighted average
of wages for males and females within each of six
occupational groups for each of the 3 years, weight-
ed by the structure, the percent of the female or
male labor force in that occupation.

Thus, it is instructive to see why these changes
occurred and what factors were tending in one
direction or the other direction to simply partition
the change into separate factors and get what I call
the proximate determinants, which are not the
underlying causes, but really a simple algebraic
manipulation.

I perform a somewhat similar but somewhat easier
experiment instead of this sort of partition by
creating a matrix in which the structure changes
across the rows, but the woes are held constant.
The wages change down the columns, but the
structure is held constant.

Then one can ask if we hold the structure
constant, do the wages matter? If you hold the
wages constant, does it seem like the structure
matters?

It seems that changes in the wages appear to be
considerably more important than changes in the
structure, at least when we use only six occupational
groupings

Let me point out that because there is extensive
occupational segregation, the finer and finer you
make these occupational groupings, the more you're
going to find that it's the occupations that matter
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and less so the wages. Thus, you have to come to
grips with what a good occupational grouping is.
Economists do have ways of answering this ques-
tion, the same way we would answer what makes a
commodity a commodity. This issue comes up in
antitrust cases quite frequently.

One can further subdivide and partition in various
ways the I do in the paper. It seems as if the results
that I get from these experiments (they are not true
partitions; they are little experiments) are quite
robust to the way in which you attempt to partition,
and thus that it appears as if, given that these
occupational groupings are the correct number,
relative wages within the occupations and how
those change over time for females and males seem
to be of paramount importance and the structure in
some surprising way somewhat less important.

Let me also point out that there is another trend
going on here that should also be partitioned out.
Not only are there changes in relative wages for
females to males within occupations, but there was a
wholesale change in the skill differential in the
economy across these two centuries.

It's very important to understand that not only is
this change occurring for females to males, but one
must understand in what sense that is different from
or the same as the change in the entire skill
differential due to changes in immigration and
changes in education for the male labor force alone.

The analysis of the proximate determinants has
isolated the variables of concern, but hasn't told us
why change has occurred and hasn't told us what
determines the absolute level of the earnings gap.
Thus, I turn to an interpretive overview of the
underlying causes.

In tine with the implicit framework that I dis-
cussed before, there are three main categories of
attributes that I'll discuss that are differentially
rewarded across occupations. Here let me briefly
discuss these three.

The first is what I call gender specific skills. The
second is education. The third has to do with work
experience and the expectations of individuals con-
cerning work experience.

I'll discuss each very briefly only for a particular
time period in which I think it's most relevant.

The first one is gender specific skills. In 1890, 47
percent of all females in manufacturing worked on
piece rates. This allows us a very interesting experi-
ment. In certain industries that I've been looking at,
the ratio of female wages to male wages in these
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occupations, or earnings I should say, was about
0.58.

The overlap of females and males in manufactur-
ing at this time occurred primarily in occupations
where the pay was by the piece. Thus, differences in
earnings A-itirely reflect differences in physical
output, since the piece paid was the same. Because
there was once, in fact a century ago, one of the
most prolific Commissioners of Labor named Carol!
Wright, we have these data I don't think we have,
today, as good data as Carol! Wright produced then.
What we have are data by firm, so we can get
laborers within the same firm working the same
machinery. Differences in physical output accounted
for about 60 percent of the differences in earnings,
indicating that these were occupations which de-
manded a tremendous amount of strength or some
strength.

It may also have been that males had more
incentive. We don't know precisely what the differ-
ences were. All we know is that these are true
differences in physical output, not differences in
hours, not differences in machinery, and not differ-
ences in pay.

Of course, the fact that this accounts for about 60
percent of the difference within occupations in
which there was overlapand the occupations in
which there wasn't overlap extend from skilled
carriage makers to unskilled workersindicates that
some of the difference was surely due to differences
in skill.

The second attribute that I would like to discuss is
education. In the paper I point out two very
important periods of change in education which
affected the female labor force and affected this
gender gap to a considerable degree.

The first one is the rise of high school, which
occurs in a brief period of time from about 1910 or
1915 into the 1920s, when you get a rapid increase,
with individuals entering and completing high
school.

These are cohorts of War Dell who enter the
clerical labor force when they're young and, indeed,
later enter the labor force in very large numbers in
the 1950s.

In terms of the earnings gap, this affected relative
earnings. This is one of the prime reasons why
relative earnings from the 1890 benchmark date to
the 1930 benchmark date actually rise as much as
they do.



Why, from the 1930 benchmark date and the. 1970
benchmark date, they row somewhat less has some-
thing to do with another transformation of the labor
force, which is the rise of college education after the
1940 period, which initially benefited males consid-
erably more than it did females because males had a
much greater life-cycle labor force participation.

Let me go quickly into an issue of tremendous
concern, which is life-cycle labor force participa-
tion.

I think that most of you have the paper. There is a
diagram in it called figure 1 on one of the many
unnumbered pages in the paper. And the diagram
looks like this.

If you look at this diagram, you will see that these
are labor force participation rates for cohorts where
the birth cohort is indicated on each one of the lines
and their participation rates within the marital status
"married." That must be kept in mind.

The individuals in this diagram might have much
higher participation rates when they are single.
They then marry, and their participation rates go
down somewhat.

As you can see, participation rates rise significant-
ly for each one of those cohorts as it progresses over
time. What this means is that unless these individuals
had very rapid turnover in the labor market when
they were young, it must be the case that individuals
in the labor market are being joined by individuals
over time whose work experience is both brief and
distant.

The greater the change in labor force participa-
tion for females over time, unless there is really rapid
turnover, the more we're going to get a dilution of
the work force with individuals who, while intelli-
gent and able, are basically unskilled in the work
force, and whose experience in the work force is
going to be very small.

Two studies have been done that produce esti-
mates of life-cycle labor force participation which
indicate that over the last 40 years or 30 years, the
work experience of the working population of
women has increased trivially.

There are many people who say there is a
paradox. The paradox is that for the past 30, 40
years, we have had rapid increases in the labor force
participation, and this indicates that there is a
growing social revolution going on for women, but
it's called into question by the stability of the relative
wages of females to males. Indeed, this is not a
paradox at all. It in some sense must be the case,

because if experience matters in the labor market,
matters in terms of earnings, we should see this, and
it shouldn't be anything that's terribly disturbing.

But finally what is disturbing, though, is that there
are many studies, and some that I have done, which
show that individual women who are in the labor
force and who stay in the labor force over long
periods of time do not advance to the same degree
that men do. In many ways that's why we're here.
The question is: Why don't they?

Once again, let me appeal to this diagram and say
that work expectations might have something to do
with it. If you are in a period of rapid change in any
important variablehere, labor force participa-
tioncan you extrapolate from the experiences of
your elders and get any notion of what your life is
going to be like in the future? The answer is,
possibly not.

Indeed, if you look at figure 1-A, you'll see that
there are data from the National Longitudinal
Survey that asked young women: What do you think
you're going to be doing when you're 35? Point A
gives what these young women thought that they
were going to be doing in terms of their future labor
force participation when they were 35. They were
asked this when they were about 20 years old.

That was more in line with their mothjs' labor
force participation rate at that year. Their own
turned out to be point B. This could mean that these
individuals' expectations vastly or had vastly unders-
tated their participation and, thus, that they underin-
vested in certain amounts of training.

It turns out that, for various reasons that I'm not
very certain of, individuals have revised their
expectations now and that are far more in line with
what is actually happening.

In summary, relative earnings across all occupa-
tions have increased through most of this century,
although not over the past 35 years, and have
advanced within manufacturing across the 19th
century as well.

Let me end with a quotation from another
economist who was faced with a similar undertaking
a while ago. He noted, "When I was asked to
prepare a paper upon the alleged differences in the
wages paid to men and to women for similar work, I
felt very reluctant to undertake the task. . . .The
problem is apparently one of great complexity, and
no simple or universal solution of it can be offered."

The writer was the British Fabian Sidney Webb.
The article appeared in the very first volume of the
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British journal. the Economic Journal. The editor
was Edgeworth, and the date was 1891.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Dr. Goldin, thank you

very much for an enlightening presentation.
Do I see hands of Commissioners who may wish

to ask questions?
Commissioner Destro.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Thank you, Dr. Goldin.

I have not only enjoyed reading your paper, I have
also picked up a few more questions in listening to
your presentation.

One of the questions that I have deals with your
framework, and it's in relation to a number of the
other papers and some of the comments that you
made in yours. On your second page, and I guess
now I don't have to apologize if the pages were
unnumbered. I thought maybe mine was aberration-
al.

DR. GOLDIN. They were numbered in pencil.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Oh, okay. They just

didn't come out in the Xerox. All right. In any
event, you indicated that your implicit framework
was one of a evolving labor market in which skills,
education, strength, and job experience are differen-
tially rewarded across occupations.

In the paragraph preceding note 7 of your paper,
you indicated that those espousing comparable
worth eschew human capital theory, but it seems to
me that it includes human capital theory, as I
understand it, and that it is included in the implicit
framework of your study.

Is that a correct observation on my part?
DR. GOLDIN. Not necessarily, but it could be. I

wasn't joining those two parts of the paper. The
reason that I have the latter one is that my reading of
the comparable worth literature from the legal side
was that we should look at the attributes of jobs and
not the attributes of people.

We as economists generally look at the attributes
of people, although in competition it wouldn't
matter. It just depends upon where your data
happen to be better. Okay?

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. I guess theI
wondered about someone who looks at the attributes
of jobs: Would they consider the data that you have
given us to be relevant to the issue?

DR. GOLDIN. Right. I think so. I think that it
really just depends on, as I understandI found the
legal literature to be rather difficult, because I come
at it looking at the attributes of people. I wasn't quite
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certain exactly what happens if you look at the
attributes of jobs. Perhaps this will come out in the
discussions, the conditions under which they won't
coincide.

One of the things that I found interesting in the
historic literature is that Edgeworth, in 1922, actual-
ly discussed the same point. So I read it carefully,
and Edgeworth said that they should coincide, but
under certain conditions they might not coincide. I
haven't given tremendous thought to that point, but
it is a very important point for us to consider.

COMMISSIONER UESTRO. One of the other ques-
tions that I have deals with the charts that you had
on labor market participation.

DR. GOLDIN. Yes.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. It seems frot 1 reading

your section 2 that marital and family sta.a appears
to be a critical variable. How critical would you say
it is?

DR. GOLDIN. That marital status and
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Marital or family status.
DR. GOLDIN. Right.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. In terms of labor market

participation. Because I read the charts
DR. GOLDIN. Right.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. I noted some striking

differences
DR. GOLDIN. Right.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. when you added that

variable.
DR. GOLDIN. Yes. Well, over long periods of

time, it matters tremendously. I think that, of course,
since we're dealing with a percentage, everything
has to converge to something. I mean, the male
labor force participation rate, of course, the entire
aggregate of males is around 0.78, and, you know,
we're not converging to I. We're converging to a
number considerably below 1. Female labor force
participation rates now are fairly high.

So, these differences have got to even out at some
point. But as we go back in time, when female labor
force participation was much smaller, one finds
very, very large differences.

The participation rate of young unmarried females
rose throughout the 19th century and reached a peak
in the urban areas of America in the early part of this
century, when just before we have this tremendous
increase in high school, and at the same time we
have a very large increase in industrialization. At
that point, the difference between the young and the
single and the older and the married in terms of
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labor force participation was as wide SS it's going to
be.

So certainly it matters more at certain periods of
time than at others. Right now, even being married
and having young children is beginning to matter
much less.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Ossy. And then I'll ask
one more question, and then if anybody else wants to
jump in, they can because I have a number of
questions.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Somebody else just
wants to jump in.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Pardon?
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Somebody else just

wants to jump in.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. One other ques-

tion on the same tables, and then I'll quit for a
moment. Your tables I and 2 struck me as being
consistent with the assumption that the economic
class of the individual or the need of the individual
for extra income would be relevant.

Is that consistent with your findings? If so, would
that, in itself, have any impact on the wage differen-
tial by way of class or race characteristics with
respect to education and that type of thing?

DR. GOLDIN. Right. I think that just as there are
two blades to the scissors, in the labor market there
is the supply side and the demand side; there are also
these two sides in terms of family decisionmaking,
and economists split them up in their way into these
income and substitution effects. I think you're
saying, well, there's a very strong income effect
going on here across certain groups, that there are
groups whose family income is so very low that
other workers in the family in these early periods of
time were sent into the labor market. Being sent into
the labor market, these individuals may have had
very low, as we call it, reservation wages.

Thus, it could be the case that what is happening
is .here is some sort of selection bias over time that
in periods of time when you have very lowa
group of males that has very low income, and their
wives are in the labor force, and they have very,
very low reservation wagesthat we're in some
sense biasing this early period towards very low
wages.

That's something that should be thought about in
greater detail. I don't know how to implement it,
and I think it's ar important point and a good one.
But over tim ma as if, I mean, if that were
indeed the Actor, then we should expect,

over time, female labor force participation to de-
cline, and of course it doesn't. It continues to rise.

It seems as if over long periods of time if this
framework is a good one, then the substitution effect
seems to be very, very powerful.

So, it's a point that I'll think a little bit more about.
Thanks.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Abram.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Thank you very much

for a very perceptive paper.
I suppose all of us agree that our interest in the

matter is an interest that arises out of the charge that
is placed upon us to deal with issues of discrimina-
tion.

Now, since 1963 we have had an equal pay for
equal work act, with which I'm sure you're familiar.
If that act were enforced throughout the country in
all of its ramifications and aspects, do you feel that
the 0.6 ratio would yield somewhat?

DR. GOLDIN. Isn't that the $64 question?
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, let's put it a little

differently. I'm not asking you to give a conclusional
statement, but I guess that will probably be our
responsibility.

But you've indicated, I think, that grouping
matters a great deal, whether women or any other
disadvantaged group can enter a certain occupation-
al group is of significance.

DR. GOLDIN. Right.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Is that right?
DR. GOLDIN. In some sense, yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Yes.
Now, the Equal Pay Act addresses itself to that

issue; does it not?
DR. GOLDIN. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. you have also

indicated that even within groups, productivity and
incentive and all of the factors that are self-motivat-
ing have a part to play; is that correct?

Da. GOLDIN. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And that particularly

was true with respect to the rather dramatic exam-
ples you gave from those piece work examples in the
past; is that correct?

Da. GOLDIN. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. So if the issue is

fairness
DR. GOLDIN. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. nondiscrimination,

there are many factors involved in addition to equal
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pay for equal work that might accr um for the lack
of absolute parity; is that right?

DR. GOLDIN. That's right.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And U... Jack of abso-

lute parity does not riecessarily mean discrimination?
DR. GOLDIN. That's right.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Okay, sir.
DR. GOLDIN. Let me just extend this somewhat.

When we estimate equations, which we have now
called discrimination equations, which we used to
call earnings functions, and we find a significant
term fordone whatever way we do on the female
variableI was going to say dummy, but that
wouldn't be niceon the female variable, and if this
is done properly, then it seems as if it's prima fade
evidence of discrimination.

What I was pointing out in terms of the underly-
ing causes is that there may be other factors which
involve us in unobservables and that are very, very
hard to get at. I think that I certainly agree with
Sidney Webb when I said at the end this is an issue
of great complexity. ! think that it adds a sense of
humility in some sense to realize that this has been
discussed for a very, very long period of time with,
in many ways, a very similar bottom line.

It's a question of great i-omplexity, and, thus, we
must bring to bear more than a single regression
equation. We must bring to bear the weight of
evidence from many, many corners, qualitative
evidence, evidence from sun ,;ys, theoretical evi-
dence, empirical evidence.

It seems as if the evidence concerning work
expectations is very strong, and it points to other
factors outside the labor market. It points to factors
within society and within the family.

This is not to say that the labor market does not
have barriers and does not have discrimination. But I
think the best way to get at it is to try to leave it as c
residual and to piece away and to pick away. In
some sense, that's what my paper is about.

If I don't mention discrimination; it's not because I
don't believe it exists, but because I want to be able
to pick away at it with variables that I can observe
and that I can measure.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Have one more question.
Commissioner Bunzel.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. One more? Is that all?
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Yes.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. I have a question.
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CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. If we keep on going,
we'll get ourselves into a problem with scheduling.
How do you want to handle this?

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Skip the break or some-
thing.

COMMISSIONER DEsrao. Right. Yes.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Well, ocGy. I just want

to make sure we know we are on a time frame, that's
all. Go ahead, Commissioner Bunzel.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. She says she has an
urgent question. Urgency always takes precedence
Over

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. We will allow some time
for her question after yours.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. As a social scientist, let
me say that I really very much ar preciate your
presentation. I'm a political scientist, and you're an
economist, but I still appreciate it very much.

Continuing with the question that Mr. Abram just
raised, would you say that regression analysis as
you've talked about it, or the manipulation of
statistics basically, can conclusively show that dis-
crimination causes or has caused disparity in earn-
ings?

DR. GOLD!?'. I think under certain circumstances
there is rather compelling evidence. I think that if
depends; I mean,, it depends upon the nature of the
sample.

My area of expertise is not that. I am an economic
historian. But I can look at certain estimates and say
this really seems to be compelling evidence.

As a social scientist, we can never prove anything.
We can only pile up the weight of evidence and
attempt to convince through a variety of ways,
including rhetoric, including argument, including
statistics, including qualitative evidencewe can
attempt to convince an audience that something is
so, but we can't prove it.

But I think there are certain cases in which the
evidence is just far, far weightier than other cases,
and particularly when it concerns a specific firm.
Then I think that the weight of evidence is usually a
lot better than when you're running things across
many, many industries.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Why has the ratio of
female to male earnings tapered off?

DR. GOLDIN. Well, I think that one of the reasons
that it's tapered off, as I suggested towards the end,
is that with very large increases in labor force
participation, you're getting brought into the female
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labor force women whose experience is, as I said,
brief and distant.

My own estimates, combined with those of some
other people, indicate that from 1930 to the present,
the years of experience accumulated by the working
population of women have not risen very much at
all. They have risen somewhat and then not risen
very much. When you're in a period of very, very
rapidly rising labor force participation, you're flat
going to have very large increases in the work
experience of the working population; indeed, you
can have decreases in the work experience of the
working population.

You have to remember that we're measuring
wages only for those people who are working. If we
measured wages for those people whl are working
and those people who weren't working, then we
would have an increase, because the entire popula-
tion of women Ims had more experience in the labor
market, but the population of currently working
women hasn't.

The second point has to do with this issue of
education; that during these periods of time of
rapidly rising female labor force participation, wom-
en still perceived their future as having a rather
truncated role in the labor market. Older cohorts,
indeed, were quite correct in that.

We have had, since 1940, a transformation in the
economy of an extremely large group, a large part of
the male labor force that's professional, whose
rewards occur because of formal education and
because of on-the-job training. Their earnings pro-
files rise over time.

Women have not plugged into that. Women are
just plugging into that now, and I think that the data
show over the last 5 years a turnaround and now an
increase in this ratio.

I would expect for these two causes, these two
underlying causes here, that we will see movement
in this ratio. Indeed, if you correct for hours, of
course, it is around 0.7.

So, I think we're getting factors tending in two
directions, and they balanced out.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. So in the technological
fields into which we're moving now, you would
expect education for women to continue to replace
training, which would

Da. GOLDIN. Well, I expect both are coming into
view now. I expect women now, because they
anticipate remaining in the labor market, will opt for
jobs in which there are rewards to formal education

and rewards to what we might call persistence on
the job. Sure.

But I think it should be recognized that from 1930
to 1970, if you look at the table, there were still
increases in relative wages for females to males
within occupations. But this was somewhat balanced
out by changes in the occupational structure itself.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Ramirez.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I enjoyed reading your

paper very much- -
Da. GOLDIN. Thank you.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. that part in which

you were drawing some quantitative analyses. But I
wish there was some way we could come up with a
model that would take the qualitative elements,
which you have recognized as being very critical to
any real understanding of what is happening, and
juxtapose those with the type of analyses you've
done.

I kept looking for the individuals in *.he data, the
real live stories in the data which you presented, and
was intrigued by your focusing on expectations,
work expectations, that you so heavily related to the
expectations or, rather, the experiences of the
mothers of the persons that you looked at.

DR. GOLDIN. Right.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ- From my own experi-

ence and experience. of many of my colleagues, it
seems to me that expectations interact with the
pervading attitudes within the work force and that
whenever you talk about expectations, you do not
have solely the individual and his history coming to
the setting of expectations, but you have interaction
between the context in which the expectations
would be played out and the expectations of the
individual.

I en.ered the professional work force in 1964. I am
very surprised that I am still in it. It had much more
to do with the fact that I was a wunian than with the
fact that I was a Hispanic, and I did it outside my
own State and I did it within the most prestigious
and conscientious institutions, including the Ameri-
can Bar Association and other places.

So, it seems to me that simply looking at expecta-
tions, work expectations, as a function of the
experience of the previous generation and not
analyzing the attitudes of the reward system and the
expectations of the workplace, vis-a-vis this popula-
tion, falls dangerously short.

Have you seen both historical and contemporary
analyses of the relationship between the investments
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that women make, if you would, in preparing
themselves lot work and those expectations of the
work force?

DR. GOLDIN. Yes. Sure. Thanks. That piece of
this paper on expectations is a small part of work
that I've done on it, and I do not impose simplistic
a framework. All I was saying was, as an empirical
fact, the National Longitudinal Survey did ask
questions in the 1Ca Os and then in the 1970s of their
young females who were between 14 and 24, asking
them questions about what they were going to do
when they were 35.

Unfortunately, the questions changed over time;
so did the answers, and we're not quite certain
whether the answers changed because the questions
changed or the answers changed because the people
changed.

But be that as it may. it turned out that in 1968, the
answers were consistent with the most simplistic
framework of expectations, the one that you just
talked about.

I don't believe that that's the model of expecta-
tions that's going on. But, indeed, the data for 1968
point to that. They point to the fact that the very
'young women are looking to their elders and saying,
`That's what I'm going to be like," and that there is
a stady which indicates that their investments were
severely reduced because their expectations were of
that form, that they started in jobs that may have
paid a fair amouat, but didn't have very much on-
the-job training.

I have estimated a model for the last 90 years
which, in some sense, produces an estimate of what
these expectations are under various circumstances.
I agree with you that one has to have more in some
sense rational expectations than the very simplistic
models that I have imposed here. 3ut it was imposed
because it was consistent with these data from the
National Longitudinal Survey.

However, the more recent survey of this young
woman sample indicates that their expectations not
only have advanced with female labor force partici-
pati-n, but they're higher; that, indeed, their expec-
tations as to what they were going to do at age 35
exceeded what they, in fact, are doing right now.

So, in fact, they have revised upward I think,
perhaps because we are in a society which makes it
very apparent and very obvious that this tremendous
change is taking place.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. But as I understand
your analysis-
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DR. GOLDIN. Yes.
COMMISSIONER RA*HREZ. One Of the reasons

for the continued disparity in relative earnings for
men and women is that there are older cohorts of
women who remained under a set of expectations

DR. GOLDIN. Right.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. that interact, but

both may have been developed on the basis of the
experience of their elders, but may also have been
very realistic reflections c' what actually was
happening in the workplace for women. So that, in
fact, those sets of attitudes which relegated women
to not participate in the on-the-job training or to not
expect to stay with a company for very long

DR. CrOLDIN. Yes.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. because they weren't

going to get anywhere. that those conditions in the
work force may have, in fact, been at the cause of
those cohorts who continued to occupy places in the
work force where they are not compensated at the
same rate as men.

DR. GOLDIN. I think you pointed to definitely a
very sticky and difficult point in trying to separate
out individual choice from se- fetal and labor market
constraints. I think that that's very important.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you.
Commissioner Berry, and then we'll have some

other questions.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Miss Goldin, just two fast

questions, maybe three. What were the earning
disparities between black women and black men, and
black women and white men in 1890 ; ad 1930 and
1950 and the other dates that you

DR. GOLDIN. I haven't done those. But, I mean,
the data difficulties are enormous. I think it's the
only way in which you can do that, and. in fact, in
some sense I did do it for certain areas in 1870 and
1880, and these are the problems.

You can get occupational distributions for black
women, black men and white women and white
men, but you can't get wages by race. These wages
are because certainly in 1890, the differences in
region are very, very strong. The occupations that
most blacks bad in the Southit's going to be very
difficult to get very specific wages. I mean, you're
getting r very, very large number of agricultural
workers.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. How about 1930?
DR. GOLDIN. It's something that can be looked

into, but I think that in 1930 you still haveI mean,
even for 1930 I had to construct these series from



very, very basic elements. We do not have aggregate
earnings data in 1930.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Well, what percentage of
the samples that are discussec: in your paper

Da. GOLDIN. Yes.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. are black women?
DR. GOLDIN. Which sample?
COMMISSIONER BERRY. These various cohorts?
DR. GOLDIN. I have about 20 samples.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. The various cohorts in

1890. Any of them. I mean just generally.
DR. GOLDIN. Well, for the
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Do these data apply with

equal force to black women? That's all I want to
know.

R. Gownv. I think that the black women arr a
very, very special part of the female labor force ard
must be discussed separtely.

COMMISSIONER BFetRY. I just wanted to make
sure. So that

Dn. GOLDIN. Let me just say that I got into
studying women in the labor force because of my
interest in black women, which came out of my,
interest in a book that I wrote on slavery. F^ that's
how all this e ,4

I always re' ,.ck women were very difficult
to study. The .1 roes were not as easy to come
by, because black womenI think if there was
discrimination against women in the Unit& States, it
was certainly against black women.

I mean, what you find in the urban centers of the
American North, for example, in 1890 are white
immigrant girls in fRctories and black (Pair% svi rking
with their mothers at servants.

COMMISSIONER PERRY. Well, I on,./ asik,:c try
Da. GOLDIN. So, the occupzional distiactk.n is so

tremendous that if you want to get the first estimate
of what this number is going to be, just take the ratio
in the service sector and use it, and that's it, or take
the ratio in the farm sector and use it, because there
are no black women doing anything in this period of
time in manufacturing, not until much, much later.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Is it your understanding
that the labor participation rates for black women in
1890, 1930, and the like were higher than similar
labor force participation for white women?

DR. Gomm. Considerably higher. There is no
doubt about it.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Okay. Wei, my only
reason for asking the question was not to be critical.
I mean, I understand the data problem, but just to

point out and tz make sure that I was correct that
mostly what ii in the paper does not apply with
equal force to the condition's of black women at
these particular times, and we should not draw
inferences which automatically apply to them. If
that correct or incorrect?

DR. GOLDIN. I think in some sense it's incorrect. I
think that I'd like to hold my comments. I think that
the reason that it's somewhat incorrect is because I
think that if any labor force was transforrr.cd by
educational advances, it had to have been Cie black
female labor force, because they vi ere in the labor
force while white women, adult wumen, in this early
period of time were nlt in the 'tabor force. I think
that that really has to be isolated and studied
separateln

As I said, I came to this studying that, and I left it
because it's t big and difficult question.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. I hate to do this, Mr.
Chairman, but this is an important point. I'm sciry.

DA. GOLDIN. Yes.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Yes. I want you to keep

on, because I got something on it, too.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. The labor force, if labor

force participation and life cycles, if I've got the
language correct, are very important in terns of the
analysis that :a done- -

DR. GOLDIN. Right.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. --it would seem to me

that if you look io the group that had very high
labor force perticipaiion at a certain time, and if you
could infer or approximate: or dr) whatever econo-
IllibtS do, the earnings ratio, it might tell you a whole
lot about what -.7, expect from other kinds of labor
force r,,irticipation la'er and that that would be a
'very good example if you have the data

DR. GOLDIN.
COMM ,ONE31 BEr.F4Y. But I'm not being critical.

I just wantet. to make sure that we did not, without
being careful, assume that all of this included black
,...nnen, Hispanic women, all kinds of women, and
that we understood the limits of the particular data
that were here. That was all.

DR. GOLDIN. Yes. I think that your point is an
extremely good one, that we have a group of
laborer whose life-cycle labor force participation
was extremely high, but whose occupations were
the worst that could possibly be imagined.

They stayed in occupations where there was very,
very little change in their earnings over tirw. But, of
course, the same thing was true for black men. So
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you can take the ratio, and the ratio is going to look
just the same as for whites.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. But you don't know what
the black men-black women ratio looked like.

DR. GOLDIN. I sure do.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Well. what did it look

like?
DR. GOLDIN. The first approximation
COMMISSIONER BERRY. I ask xl you that in the

first question.
D. GOLDIN. is just to tale: the
COMMISSIONER BERRY. What was the ratio?
DR. GOLDIN. The first approximation would be to

take the ratio in the service sector, where all I have
to do is get the shares for you broken down by race.
That's all.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. I'd like to see that.
DR. GOLDIN. I shouldn't say that's all, because

that's not very easy. Indeed, it's interesting. In 1890
and 1900 in the U.S. Government, there was
tremendous concern with what females were doing,
and that's when. we have a lot of these data, shall I
say, broken down by age and sex.

It reminds me of a T-eiirt that my demographer
friend has that says on the back o':" "Broken down
by age and sex."

If w: do get these things broken down, then I
think that your fir! best guess is gr .ng to be just to
look at part B and go across on the service or the
farm sector, which is the same, because I'm using the
same data, and you can see that the ratio of black
female earnings to black male earrings is going to be
approximately the same as white female to white
male.

But it's the black female to the white female and
the black male to the white male that's going to be
very different.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. That we don't have,
,,..?
DR. GOt.D:N. Okay.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. I have one last question,

Mr. Chairman.
DR. GOLDIN. Sure.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Miss Goldin, assuming

without arguing, assuming without arguing the
point

DR. Gomm. I'm willing to assum . anything.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. assuming without argu-

ing the point about whether jobs are similar or not,
since you're focusing on individual characteristics
and not jobs, so let's just assume without arguing
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that if a person can prove that a job is similar, if a
person could prove thatis there anything in your
paper that supports the notion that employers can
pay a person less if the wage is based only on the sex
of the person involved? Is there anything in your
paper that supports that notion?

DR. GOLDIN. No.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Okay. I just wanted to be

sure of that. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. If I could just follow up

a little bit on what Commissioner Berry is saying,
and we were talking about differentials in blacks and
whites, and you raised the issue about expectations.

I guess from a policy point of view, I guess
economic policy, if you will: Can black women
expect to be a part of the comparable worth situation
as you outline it based upon the historic situation
that they face? Is this one that includes them or does
the data that you have say that this is one that purely
applies to those people, predominantly whites, if you
will to make that case, who have had the advantage
of t: LT training and what-have-you and have differ-
ent levels of expectation and have different reasons
for going in and out of the work force?

Can black and minority women expect to be
carried into the mainstream with this phenomenon?

DR. GOLDIN. I would think so. I would certainly
hope so. I think that black women are an extraordi-
nary group, as we know from the number of black
women in Congress, that have always been in
politics and in high pieces.

That's not to say there isn't a very large group of
unskilled women. But I think that black women, for
the longest period of time, more than white women,
recognized that they could take their place in the
labor force along with the black men and along with
the wEte men.

Certainly the data for the most recent period
indicate that the ratio of black female earnings to
black male earnings is higher than it is for white
females versus white males, if that's of relevance to
the question.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. And for black females
and white females.

DR. GOLDIN. That's right. Yes.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. In some cases.
DR. GOLDIN. I think once againand let me end

with another quotation from Sidney Webb and say
that Sidney Webb said in 1891 that these differences
in earnings "might be largely removed by educa-



tion. . . ." He then a,'ded, "and (by) combination
amoe women themselves." But he was a Socialist.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. But it seems to me that
we might be in that same spot, from what you say, in
1991 that we were in 1891.

DR. GOLDIN. I think it certainly does add a bit of
humility, doesn't it?

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. There are some staff
questions, I guess.

MR. DISLER. If no other Commissioner had any, I
had one.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. I had one, if I may.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. As you see, we are not

gcing to have a break. We're just going to go right
on so we can move to the next panel. We'll take the
break when people feel the urge.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Dr. Goldin, you indicat-
ed in your paper that the doctrine of comparable
worth is predicated on the notion that it's easier to
measure the characteristics of jobs than to measure
the characteristics of individuals. That makes a lot of
sense from a practical standpoint to me. But could
you address the question of easier for whom and
easier for what end?

DR. GOLDIN. I'm not quite certain easier for
whom and easier for what end. It seems to me that
from my reading of the legal literature and from my
reading of the document from the National Acade-
my, that cases that are brought under the doctrine of
comparable worth utilize the skills of individuals
who go into the .lorkplace, and say I'm going to
rate this job and I'm going to give it a ranking from
0 to 1,000, and then these rankings are utilized in
these regression equations to indicate whether an
individual can come and say, "Look, I'm of equal
ranking in my job to this person and, get, our salaries
are very, very different."

It seems to me that this is an incorrect way of
using these rankings, just like it would be an
incorrect way to use a ranking of an individual, you
see, because this ranking is a scalar. It's a single
number. But it's being built up from a vector, from a
whole set of numbers. The question is how do you
rate this vector to get this scalar The way in which
you weight it at one period of time may be very
different from the way you would weight it at
another period of time. Or it may be, indeed, that the
way that you weight it for one job may be different
from the way you might weight it for another job in
a region that's different.

So, it seems to me that it is. in some sense,
convenient. It may be that particularly since the
passage of the 13th amendment that it is repugnant
to give such weights to humans, but we give these
weights to jobs.

Now, I am not quite certain exactly why it is done
this way. It is the reverse of what economists
generally do. But it seems to me, easier for whom?
Perhaps easier for everyone to accept people going
around and saying this job has a scalar of 56 rather
than saying that you have a scalar of 52.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. The last follow on
is that don't the factors that you have identified as
the framework that you have studied, when you're
rating a job, become what you call unobservable? If
you give a crucial weight to the job evaluation, you
don't look at all to the other factors, and those just
become the unobservables, which may influence the
coefficient, which is then assigned to the sex differ-
ential.

DR. GOLDIN. Right. I mean, it could be that. For
example, let us say that we have school teachers, and
these are in some sense the most obvious cases. The
most obvious cases have always been, once again,
since the time of Sidney Webb, cases that involved
the government. Indeed, the reason that the British
were one up on the Americans 100 years ago was
because they had a much bigger government.

Let's say that we have a high school and we have
male teachers and female teachers, and the male
teachers happen to be paid more than the female
teachers, but they are ostensibly doing the same
work and someone comes in and gives them this
identical scalar. The question is: Is it unobservable?
Is it the case that only male teachers can walk into
the boys' room and catch these kids doing terrible
things, and that you must have a certain timber of
male teachers? Males aretheir opporf .pity, of
course, in the labor market is higher, ther .fore, they
must receive a higher wage. Then we lave to ask:
Why is their wage higher in the outside labor
market?

But the unobservable here will be this aspect of
the job which the person who comes in and gives it
this scalar isn't going to know about. I think it's as
simple as that.

ComossioNta Marra°. Why wouldn't they
know about it?

DR. GoLorx. Well, I think it is just a Catch-22. If
they knew about it, it would be in there. There are
things that might be unobservable. There are unob-
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servahles, of course, in individuals. Someone might
just have much, much better intrinsic ability that is
not easily measured, not easily measured by some-
one who comes in to give them a battery of tests. It
might come out over a period of time in the labor
market, or it may be very obvious to supervisors
over a period of time. Or it might be that a large
group of women in a factory want the advantage of
having jobs that are more flexible.

I mean. these may be unobservables. We may see
this differential. We may be able to hammer away
and hammer away and still have this little stone
remaining of our residual, and we say, "Well, is this
discrimination?" And we might say, "Well, what of
the `unobservables'?" There are a whole set of
unobservables that we're trying to hack away at.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Ms. Chavez.
Ms. CHAVEZ. One can infer from the longitudinal

survey data that you cite that women in earlier
decades had certain expectations about their labor
force participation that were in part based on their
modeling after their mothers, and in previous dec-
ades it was not illogical for a woman to assume that,
like her mother before her, she may drop out of the
labor force for a certain number of years for
childrearing.

The longitudinal survey data you referred to in
your oral comments a few moments ago suggest
that, in the most recent years, women have overesti-
mated their labor participation rates at age 35.

To what extent can we infer or are there actual
surveys done to show what effect the biological
clock has on women, and are there studies which, in
fact, test women's expectations not just at age 25, but
at age 30 and 35 and on which that whole biological
dock would, in fact, have a bearing?

DR. GOLDIN. Right. I think I'd be able to answer
this question better after next October, when I'm
involved in looking at sets of data, more recent sets
of data, that might get into that.

My answer right nowother people in the room
may have a better answer for thisis I don't know
of any good survey data that ask this question.
Indeed, even the National Longitudinal Surrey,
which is one of the two major panel studies in the
United States, asks the question in an inconsistent
fashion over time, and, thus, the data might be not as
good to use and robust as I have tried to employ
them.

So, there are these problems, and I agree with you
that we would rather have had much better informs-
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lion on expectations. It may be that there are small
surveys, not national surveys, not surveys that were
done with as much care as this one was, that isolated
a single group of individuals and asked them these
questions. I don't know of them right now, and I
think it would be important to have them.

Ms. CHAVEZ. Just one followup question. Is there
any data for relatively recent times on the number of
years that married women tend to drop out of the
labor force? Has this figure changed much over the
past several decades, or has it remained constant?

DR. GOLDIN. I think it would have to have
declined overit must have declined over time.
Indeed, one of the interesting things about the data
that I present in that figure is that for many of these
cohorts, rather than women in theirlet's say their
married years, being in the labor force when they
are married and then dropping out and then coming
back into the labor force and then dropping out,
these lines are upward rising. What it says is that
particularly for cohorts born, let's say, between 1890
and 1930 or so, these women quite frequently
dropped out of the labor force upon marriage or just
very, very soon thereafter and reentered much,
much later on. In fact, the period that they spent
outside the labor market was extremely long. That,
of course, must definitely have reduced over time.

MR. DLSLER. My question was asked.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Okay. If there are no

other questions, thank you very much, Dr. Goldin,
for spending time with us.

DR. GoLotti. Certainly.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Well take just a short

break to assemble the next panel or panels.
[Recess.)
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. May we reassemble,

please? Now that we have had the various functions,
I would ask that we reassemble.

We will now move to panel number one. Our
consultation's first panel will examine wl y certain
jobs continue to be dominated by males and others
by females. It will also address why an earnings
disparity exists between working women and men,
whether discrimination plays a role in this disparity,
and what effect, if any, equal employment opportu-
nity laws have had.

Participants on this panel are Dr. Andrea Keller,
assistant professor in the Department of Family and
Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois.
Welcome.
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Dr. Brigitte Berger, professor of sociology at
Wellesley College; Dr. Paula England, associate
professor of sociology and political economy at the
University of Texas at Dallas; and Dr. Solomon
Polachek, professor of economics at the State
University of New York at Binghamton.

Is Dr. Polachek here?
DR. ENGLAND. He WIS.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. He was. Thank you.
The oral presentations will be as follows: Dr.

Belier, Dr. Polachek, Dr. England, and Dr. Berger.
You thought that you would not be first, Doctor?
DR. BELLER. I thought I was going to be last since

I was last on the program.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. That means you're first.

The last shall be first and the first shall be last. But,
anyway, that's the order of presentation, and we
may now begin.

Excuse me. I guess most of you were here during
my earlier request of the panel; that is, we would
like for you to take about 20 minutes to discuss an
overview of what you are giving us in the paper. If,
during that 20 minutes, you prefer to take some time
to raise some questions or issues about the other
panelists' papers, you should feel free to do so
during that time period. We don't think you should
be constrained if you have an urgency to make some
comments.

After that time, then we will have some questions
from my colleagues and from the staff in terms of
the Staff Director and the General Counsel. Okay?

DR. BELLER. Okay.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you.

PANEL: OCCUPATIONAL SEGREGATION
AND THE EARNINGS GAP

Statement of Andrea Beller, Assistant Professor,
Department of Family and Consumer Economics,
University of IllinoisUrbana

DR. BELLER. This paper that I wrote for the
session addresses the following questions: What is
the relationship between occupational segregation
and the male-female earnings gap?

If occupational segregation is due to discrimina-
tion, to what extent do equal employment opportu-
nity laws reduce that discrimination?

Third, why do some occupations continue to be
male and others female?

Finally, what are the implications of relying on
changes in the occupational distribution to reduce
the male-female earnings gap?

First, what is the relationship between occupa-
tional segregation and the male-female earnings gap?

Much of the earnings gap between men and
women can be explained by occupational differences
rather than by unequal pay within the same occupa-
tion. There are many studies by economists that
have shown this. That earnings and occupational
segregation are related is demonstrated by the
empirical finding that earnings are about 30 to 50
percent higher in traditionally male occupations
than in female or integrated occupations. Differ-
ences in hours and weeks worked and in human
capital measures, such as education and training,
between individuals in male occupations and in the
other occupations cannot explain the entire differen-
tial. Percent of the earnings difference between male
and other occupations remains unexplained after you
control for the productivity-related measures that
WC can measure.

The model of discrimination, originally developed
by Bergmann, can explain why wages would be
higher in male occupations than simply due to
productivity-related factors alone. This explanation
says that discrimination against women in certain
occupations acts as a barrier to their entry to those
occupations and results in fewer women being hired.
Not only will those occupations become male
dominated, but the decline in the demand for women
relative to men will tend to lower the earnings of
women.

The restrictions upon entry of women into the
male sector force them, if they wish to find employ-
ment, to crowd into the occupations that do not
discriminate against them. These become female
dominated and they become overly crowded with
women workers.

This crowding tends to push wages down in this
sector because it's an excess supply; a lot of people
looking for a limited set of jobs tends to reduce the
wages of those people. It is this fact, that discrimina-
tion causes the wages in the female sector to be
below what the market level would be for wages in
that sector, that provides the basis of an argument
for comparable worth.

Now, competing with the discrimination explana-
tion for the occupational differences that we observe
is the explanation based upon choice, women's
choice, a human capital-based explanation devel-
oped by Professor Polachek. He argues that incen-
tives to enter various occupations differ between
men and women, and they differ because of planned
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differences in labor force participation over the life
cycle. He says women will choose to enter those
occupations where their earnings losses will be
minimized for their anticipated absences from the
labor force for childbearing and childreari

Clearly, on the surface both of these toeories are
persuasive, and they are not mutually exclusive.
That, is, they can both be true at the same time, and
they can both explain a portion of the gap. So it
remains basically for empirical testing to try to
attempt to sort out the relative validity, the relative
explanatory power.

The empirical evidence for Polachek's explana-
tion has not been very impressive. Results in a study
that I did show mixed evidence on that choice
hypothesis. Let me just correct something that
Professor Polachek presents in his paper here. He
selectively quotes from my article, and he quotes the
things that I find that are consistent with the human
capital hypothesis, and he neglects the other part of
what I said, so I feel 1 should read that here now.

The entire paragraph that he quotes from begins,
"Are the estimated regression coefficients on the
labor supply variables in the direction predicted by
the sex role differentiation human capital approach
to occupational segregation? The results are mixed."

Then he quotes the results that are consistent.
Then I go on to say, "But single women are only
slightly more likely, around 1 percent, than married
spouse present women to be employed in nontradi-
tional occupations, while other marital status groups
are not more likely. Contrary to prediction, the
probability that a working woman is employed in
nontraditional occupations, that's a male-dominated
occupation, increases as the number of children
increases, by 0.4 percent per child."

The human capital mcx iel would predict the
opposite, that the greater the number of children, the
less likely a woman would be employed in a
nontraditional occupation.

Another thing that he says that is not accurate
about my research is, "Simple comparisons of the
magnitudes of the discrimination and human capital
coefficients are taken to yield a direct measure of
how much each factor contributes to the likelihood
that any individual is employed in a male oc: !po-
tion." This is not correct.

The first way I test this hypothesis is by compar-
ing the estimated coefficients in the regression model
to the predictions of his model, and I find mixed
results.
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The second way is to assess the overall contribu-
tion of the model by asking the question of whether
the human capital model explains well which wom-
en enter male occupations and which women do not.
I say that the answer would have to be that it does
not. First, the human capital model does very poorly
in differentiating those women who are in the male
occupations and those women who are not in male
occupations.

I also show that even if women had the same labor
supply characteristics as men, that is, they had the
same number of weeks worked, the same hours
worked, the same proportion working part time, the
same marital status (this is a kind of decomposition
that economic like to use), their probability of
being in a male occupation would increase only very
slightly from what it is now.

So, changing women into men as far their labor
supply characteristics are concerned, as far as the
variables that affect lifetime participation, would not
improve their situation as far as being in male
occupations very much. It would improve their
probability of being in a male occupation by be-
tween 0.4 and 1.6 percent, something like that.
That's what I did do in that article.

Another thing that you would expect to find with
Polachek's hypothesis is some evidence that women
who entered the female occupations would earn
more over their life cycle than if they entered male
occupations. There has been no evidence on this
point. Nobody has shown this to be the case.

Other evidence has beenthere are several other
articles that have been even less favorable to his
hypothesis, one by England, and I think that she'll
be discussing that.

But another paper that I recently came across I
think is very critical, and I think it addresses the
point that Commissioner Ramirez raised earlier.
According to results by Reuben Oronau, it is not
women's own intentions to drop out of the labor
force that explain why women invest less in on-the-
job training, but, rather, it is "the lack of investment
opportunity owing to employers' expectations that
they will drop out of the market."

Now, this is not just a statement. He had a whole
empirical study that differentiated these two hypoth-
eses, and he showed this, convincingly to me.

What happened as a result is that women's lower
wages caused them to make plans to drop out of the
labor market. It was not their plans to drop out that
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affected their wages and the amount of invest) dent
that they made.

On the discrimination hypothesis, as has already
been mentioned, we cannot measure discrimination
directly. We simply don't have a measure. It's
typically the unexplained residual in an earnings
regression, where we measure as many productivity-
related factors as we can, and these productivity-
related measures typically account for less than a
fifth of the earnings difference between men and
women. In those studies that have explained the
most, one by Mincer and Polachek, and one by
Corcoran and Duncan, they still explained less than
half the earning difference between men and wom-
en. No study has explained more than that on the
basis of productivity-related factors.

One can say that there are unobservables, as
Claudia Goldin has said, but for them to add much
to this explained portion, they would have to be
uncorrelated with the measures we already have in.
Their explanatory power would only be the differ-
ence between how correlated they are with the
variables we already have in. In my view, even if we
could measure everything else, we would not ex-
plain the full gap, but this is a matter of opinion.

Now, I used an indirect measure of discrimination
in a study of mine. I looked at the effects of
enforcement of equal employment opportunity laws,
and I argued that if EEO laws were successful in
narrowing the sex difference in the probability of
being in a male occupation, that was evidence of
initial discrimination in the first place; that is, if firms
responded to the investigation and prosecution of
complaints by changing their behavior, then, at least
as defined by the courts, that suggested that there
was discrimination in the first place.

This leads me to the second question. If occupa-
tional segregation is due to discrimination, to what
extent can/do equal employment opportunity laws
reduce that occupational segregation?

Antidiscrimination laws provide incentive for
change in discriminatory behavior by making dis-
crimination more expensive to employers. There-
fore, Title VII could potentially reduce discrimina-
tion against women in employment, and that would
tend to reduce occupational segregation

Firms who were violating the employment provi-
sion of Title VII, that is, nondiscrimination in hiring,
promotion, may come into compliance by seeking to
hire more women in those occupations. This in-
creases the demand for women relative to men and

tends to increase the employment of women relative
to men and/or to raise their relative wages. So.
equal employment opportunity laws would just
reverse the effect that discrimination creates. So,
Title VII is well designed to reduce the occupational
segregation.

Now, what have the actual effects been? First, let
me say that it is difficult to study the actual effects of
Title VII. I have done several studies, and there
have been a few others, but very few, because it is
difficult to study this.

According to my empirical work, Title VII has
significantly narrowed occupational segregation.
Title VII increased a woman's chances compared to
a man's of being employed in a male occupation. Its
enforcement narrowed the sex differential in the
probability of being employed in a male occupation
by about 6.2 percent between 1967 and 1974 and by
about 8.3 percent by 1977.

Also, Title VII narrowed the sex differential in
earnings by about 7.1 percent between 1967 and
1974. The gains were largest for the youngest
cohorts, and college-educated women appear to
have benefited most from equal employment oppor-
tunity laws over this period.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. You have 2 minutes,
Doctor.

DR. BELLER. Two minutes?
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Yes.
DR. BELLER. Well, I guess I didn't time this very

well, then. Let me see. Where am I?
Okay. Even if Title VII continued to work at this

rate, it would take about 75 to 100 years to eliminate
the gap between men and women in occupations.
Then there are several modifications on that as to
whether that may be a little overestimated or a little
underestimated.

Why do some occupations continue to be male
and others female? Actually, there has been consid-
erable change during the 1970s. There's been consid-
erable desegregation of the occupational distribution
over this period. Younger cohorts have benefited
considerably more than older cohorts. There has
been greatest change in white-collar occupations,
consequently for college-educated women.

There has also been considerable change in
college majors of women over this period.

Now, given this, you would expect to see a
narrowing in the male-female earnings gap. You
don't see it because of competing factors. There
actually has been an increase in the relative earnings
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of younger cohorts of women, and there has been a
decrease in the relative earnings of older cohorts of
women. Older cohorts of women continue to crowd
into the same occupations and perhaps crowd more
than they did before. And these competing forces
leave no change in the earnings gap between men
and women.

What if we rely on changes in the occupational
distribution to diminish the earnings gap? What
would the situation be like?

Well, the women who are presently members of
older cohorts are seeing absolutely no benefit,
although younger women are moving into nontradi-
tional occupations and toward narrowing the earn-
ings gap. It is these older women who, in their
lifetime, will see no change in their labor market
position and who may be suffering the effects of
discrimination. It is this population that, it seems to
me, serves as the basis of an argument for compara-
ble worth: The older cohorts of women crowded
into traditionally female occupations are receiving
no benefit in terms of their wages, which may be
lower than they would be in the absence of discrimi-
nation. It is these sets of arguments that would
provide the basis of an argument for comparable
worth.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. Dr. Pola-
chek?

We will save questions untie after all four panelists
have presented. So jot them down.

Okay.

Statement of Solomon William Po Luba,
Professor of Economics, State University of New
York, Binghamton

DR. POLACHEK. Chairman Pendleton started off
the discussion by discussing gender inequality,
which seems to be rampant throughout this econo-
my and other economies as well. He stated that
occupational differences exist between men and
women and are rampant. Also, he stated that wage
differentials exist between men and women to the
tune of about a 40 percent gap.

The question that he raised was: Is it true that
discrimination is the culprit of the differences in the
inequality which exists and to what extent is discrim-
ination the cause? If it exists because there are
barriers to entry for women into certain occupa-
tions, then what would happen if we did not have
these barriers? That is, what would happen if this
occupational segregation which came about would
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not exist? What would happen to the level of
inequality between men and women?

What I do in this paper is try to answer some of
these questions, and I would like to make four points
in my answers to these questions. What I'll do is
state these four points and then I plan to go back to
the tables and the charts in my paper to try and
illustrate why I believe in the four statements or thy
four conclusions that I am going to make.

First of all, I hope everyone has the paper so I can
illustrate some of the gender differences to which
Chairman Pendleton alluded.

In my table 1, I illustrate occupational segrega-
tion, the difference in the male-female occupational
distribution. It is obvious that men predominate in
certain occupatiora. It is obvious that women
predominate in others.

COMMISSIONER GUESS. Mr. Chairman, could you
get the page number?

Da. POLACHEK. I am on table I at the end of my
paper and shall just note two sets of numbers.

For example, in managerial occupations, there are
about close to 15 percent men and 7 percent women.
Why?

In service occupations, there are 20 percent
women, only 9 percent men. Why?

Next, if we go on to table 2, we could find that
there are wage differences between men and wom-
en. If we look at median money income by race and
by sex, we find out that the gap in earnings, that is,
the female to male income ratio, is actually below
the 60 percent that was alluded to, the unadjusted
earnings for the year. It is closer to 40 percent. That
is a 60 percent gap in earnings, but the gap is smaller
between black men and black women.

If we adjust for hours, that is, if we look at a
weekly wage, then we get the 60 percent figure for
whites. We get a 70 percent figure for blacks. That
is, the gap in earnings between black men and black
women is 30 percent. The gap in earnings between
white men and white women is more like 40 percent.

Now, what some people have done, and what
Andrea Beller has alluded to, is a theory by Barbara
Bergmann, namely, the crowding hypothesis. The
crowding hypothesit, claims that there is a link
between these two tables. The link is discrimination,
discrimination by firms. Firms do not permit women
or other minorities into certain occupations, thereby
forcing women into a select few menial occupations,
resulting in an increased supply of women in these
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occupations, thereby driving down the wages com-
pared to men.

This hypothesis is called the crowding hypothesis
and is sometimes referred to as the occupational
segregation hypothesis. It forms the basis for trying
to overcome this discrimination through a compara-
ble worth procedure.

The question, then, is: How important is this
occupational segregation hypothesis in explaining
the wage gap? The way to answer this question is by
a question, and the question is By how much would
the female wages change if females had a male
occupational distribution? Or, how much would the
male wages change if males had a female occupa-
tional distribution? That is, if we invert the distribu-
tions, could we explain away the gap in wages?

The answer to this question is we don't explain
away very much of the gap in wages.

If we turn to my table 3, I have a computation
which indicates the explanatory power of this
occupational segregation hypothesis. This is illus-
trated on the bottom line of that table. The answer
that I obtain is that occupational segregation ex-
plains, at best, between 9 to 12 percent of the gap in
wages.

So, just in a nutshell, let me just state before I go
on to do the remaining tables my first major
conclusion: Occupational segregation is not an ex-
planatory factor for wage differences in the econo-
my. Shortly, I shall go through the table- a little bit
more to explain why.

If occupational segregation is not an explanatory
factor in explaining the wage differential, then what
is? The second major conclusion I have is that the
gap in wages between men and women can be
explained by gender differences in lifetime labor
force commitments. In fact, I'll illustrate a little bit
later that differences in lifetime labor force commit-
ment explain at least 45 percent of the gap, not the 9
to 12 percent explained by occupational segregation,
and. if done correctly, can actually explain almost
100 percent of the gap in wages.

The third conclusion that I am going to come to is
that not only do differences in lifetime labor force
participation explain differences in the wage gap
between men and women, but they also can explain
some of the occupational distributional differences
to begin with. If it is believed that differences in the
occupational distribution are the causes of differ-
ences in wages, then at least part of this difference in

occupational distribution is caused by differences in
lifetime labor force participation.

Some people claim that I claim that discriminatio.
doesn't exist. The fourth major r inclusion that I am
going to come to is that this accusation is not true. I
claim that discrimination can exist. 'Hut I claim that
discrimination exists not because the market doesn't
work, but because often the market is not permitted
to work. If we want to combat any kind of
discrimination that can exist, the way to get at that is
to alleviate factors in our economy that do not
permit the market to work effectively.

Now, those are the four major points that I want
to make. I started to go through some of the tables
illustrating the first point, namely, with respect to
the importance of occupational segregation as a
determinant of wages. I got as far as table 3, which
indicates that occupational segregation explains be-
tween about 9 and 12 percent of the gap in wages.

I am not the only ant. who performed this
computation. In a book that received much atten-
tion, namely, the one by Don Treiman and Heidi
Hartmann, a similar computation was performed,
and that is on table 4. And if you look at their
numbers, when they look at the importance of
occupational segregation, they find, in dealing with
a narrow occupational classification, between 3
that at the third to the bottom line in that table
between 3 and 11 percent of the gap in wages is
explained by occupational segregation.

When one has 222 occupations, one explains
between 11 and 19 percent of the gap in wages by
occupational segregation. which is very much akin
to the computation I performed.

When one uses as many as 500 or 479 occupations,
to be exact, one obtains up to 39 percent of the gap
explained by occupational segregation.

But the problem in using all those occupations is
that there is a question as to what these occupations
really mean. Are we really measuring job levels,
which is really a proxy for wages to begin with? If
so, that may be why we have as much as 39 percent
explanatory power. Further, these numbers do not
adjust for levels of education, levels of skill in terms
of experience, or other factors which should deter-
mine wage.

For these reasons, other scholars have used an
alternative methodology to measure the importance
of occupational segregation. This is by means of
regression analysis through the use of a percent
female variable in the regression. The question asked
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is: By what amount would female wages increase if
women were in jobs which were, say, 1131) percent
male as opposed to 0 percent male, or 67 percent
male as opposed to 33 percent male, as is the case in
the population?

If you use that approach. only S to 6 percent of
the gap in wages can be explained by occupational
segregation. The bottom line is that occupational
segregation does not have very much explanatory
power in determining the gap in wages between men
and women.

If occupational segregation doesn't explain the
gap in wages between men and women, what does?
What 1 have done is I have looked at some data, and
I have taken these aggregate male-female wage
ratios and I tried to break them down further. I
disaggregate :hese grossly aggregate wage differen-
tials.

I start with marital status by looking at sex wage
differentials in different marital status groups. I find
something very dramatic. I find that the gap in
wages between married men and married women
tends to be very large. It is in the magnitude of 60
percent But if I look at the gap in wages between
single men and single women, it's very small,
varying from 0 percent to 15 percent.

So, if that is the case, and discrimination is the
culprit, inen why is discrimination different between
the married group versus the single group? Why is
there only a very small wage gap between single
men and single women versus a very large wage gap
between married men and married women? Why?

Further, one can take other demographic mea-
sures. If I take families which have many children
and widely spaced children, the gap increases
further. So then, what is it about marital status and
what is it about these demographic variables which
have so important a power in explaining the wage
Sap?

The answer is interesting. If one turns to figure 1
in the paper, what I have done is plotted out in a
graph form the labor force participation rates of
these different marital status sex groups. Married
women have the lowest lifetime labor force partici-
pation pattern. Married men have the highest life-
time labor force participation pattern. Single males
and single females have lifetime labor force partici-
pation patterns which are roughly comparable.

What does this mean? Perhaps there is a link, and
maybe there is a link between lifetime labor force
participation and observed wages. In fact, if one
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plots these wages, they exactly match the labor
force participation profiles. Put differently, lifetime
labor force commitment appears to be a very
important variable in explaining the gap in wages.

Some studies try to measure the importance of
lifetime labor force participation in explaining the
gap in earnings. They test something called the
human capital hypothesis. They need not call it a
human capital hypothesis, but that is the appropriate
jargon. The studies that Professor Belier alluded to
explain about 45 to 50 percent of the wage gap.

First of all, 45 to 50 percent is larger than the
explanatory power of even the best occupational
segregation models. Recall that the occupational
segregation models explain as little as 5 percent and
as much as 39 percent, if one uses 500 occupational
categories.

The weakest human capital t! w models explain at
least 45 percent of the wage gap.

But even these human capital models that explain
45 to SO percent of the wage gap are not even done
correctly, and hence obtain underestimates of the
explanatory power of the human capital model. If
one looks at figure 4, one could illustrate why these
human capital models do not adequately get at the
question.

Figure 4 plots out on a graph a typical life cycle.
There is a period R-1 of initial experience, a period
H depicting that portion of the life cycle when a
large segment of the female population drops out of
the labor force, and then there is a reentry period,
E-Z

There are some letters in this figure. The J which
is right after the H period, is earnings that women
have upon reentry to the labor market. There is also
a D. right above the C which is the gap in earnings
that studies measure via a typical human capital
approach.

The fact is that the human capital model doesn't
predict only a B/D gap. The human capital model
predicts a gap that is B/K. Current studies do not
measure the full gap, and the reason current studies
fail to measure the full gap is that these human
capital models or these tests of the human capital
models do not take into account expectations, which
was brought up in Claudia Goldin's talk. They do
not account for the fact that when people have an
expectation of dropping out, they choose different
type jobs to begin with. In fact, they choose
different type college majors, and they choose
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different type courses even as early as high school
and before.

Thus, the true gap that the human capital model
would predict is not BM but B/X Current models
fail to measure the B/K gap.

Now, there is one model that I know of that tries
to capture this expectation, and that is a model that I
explored back in 1975. But it is a very technical
model, so that many would unfortunately shy away
from the mathematics. Nevertheless, it shows that if
we appropriately adjust for these expectations, and I
do this in table 8, we achieve a human capital test
that can explain 97 percent of the gap in wages
between men and women. That is indicated in table
8.

Now, some might be skeptical of this strong a
result. So what I did as a check is look not at sex
differences in earnings, but at marital status differ-
ences in earnings. We know that married men earn
much more than single men, and we know that
single women earn much more than married women.

The question then is: Can these differences in my
measures of lifetime expectations explain away the
gap within a gender category by marital status? It
turns out in table 9 that I could explain 82 percent of
the gap in wages by marital status for men, and I can
explain 75 percent of the gap by marital status for
women. These are large numbers.

It turns out that these lifetime labor force expecta-
tions also have power in explaining occupational
differences between men and women. If we go on
and look at some of the other tables that I have, it
',ens out that intermittency explains much of the
difference in occupational distribution. For examples
if women had full-time labor force participation, my
models predict almost a doubling or a 50 percent
increase in the number of women in professional and
managerial type occupations. Similarly, it predicts a
halving of the number of women in the menial
service type occupations. What I am saying is that
lifetime labor force expectations explain occupation-
al segregation as well.

All this doesn't mean that I think discrimination
does not exist, because I think discrimination can
exist. But I think discrimination manifests itself in
what we call societal type preconditioning. It
manifests itself because there is a division of labor in
the household. It turns out that by and large
husbands specialize in market activities, and wives
specialize in nonmarket activities. That's why there

is such a divergence in the earnings and occupations
of married women compared to sing' women.

So now, why has this come about? Part of it
comes about because there are some implicit taxes
on married women working. There are some incen-
tives for married women not to partake in the labor
force. Part of it is due to government and part of it is
societal preconditioning which exists from way
back.

One form of discrinn don that could exist is a
societal form of ciiscrin.:. *ion, and part of it can
come about because there are certain type govern-
ment policies which create incentives for women not
to be in the labor force full time, marriage taxes and
also, say, unavailabilit' .4 day care.

One other force of discrimination, namely, blatant
firm discrimination that we alluded to in the first
part, can also exist. But if firms have a profit
motivation and if firms can hire a woman or anyone
else that can do the same job at a lower wage, then it
pays for them to hire the low-wage worker who can
provide an equal output. Why? Because it can
enhance its profit,. If it doesn't, some other firm will
come in and drive out of business the firm that
doesn't behave in an efficient way.

But there are firms that do not behave efficiently.
Why? Because there are some reasons that exist in
the economy for inefficient type firms. There are
some firms which are not profit motivated. These
could be nonprofit firms. These could be firms in the
government sector. These could be regulated firms.
We find that when we get rid of certain types of
regulation, we reintroduce competition and create
greater and greater competition, so there is less
incentive to discriminate. In fact, even in the case
with respect to the wedge that unions created in
wages, the deregulation of the airline industry, for
example, drove out the wedge of pilots' wages. Now
airlines, like Continental, cad undercut the union
wage for pilots, and that's the story.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you very much.
We'll now move to Dr. England.

Statement of Paula England, Associate Professor
of Sociology and Political Economy, and Center
for Policy Studies, School of Social Scion"
University of Texas at Dallas

Da. ENGLAND. Thank you.
First, I want to clear up a mystery that Professor

Polachek is suffering under. He is wondering why it
is that single women make almost as much as single
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men. If there's discrimination, surely this wouldn't
be the case. He's always telling us we should adjust
for human capital. In fact, on average, single women
are more highly educated than single men. So what's
extraordinary is that they don't make higher earn-
ings than single men.

DR. POLACHEK. They do in some cases. They do
at later ages. The older single women make more
than single men.

DR. ENGLAND. So, we don't know if it's enough
more to compensate the extra education.

Anyhow, that aside, I am a sociologist by training,
but as I have done research and teaching on this
subject, segregation and the sex gap in pay, I have
come to the conclusion that it's very important to
try to blend information from sociology, economics,
and psychology if we're really to understand what's
going on here.

What I am going to try to do today is give you an
overview of research in these three areas that bears
upon two basic questions: How do we explain
occupational sex segregation and how do we explain
the sex gap in earnings? Those are the two questions
I will address.

Now, explanations of both segregation and the
gap in earnings tend to be broken into supply side
and demand side explanations. Supply side explana-
tions refer to the choices or qualifications of employ-
ees. Demand side explanations refer to the behavior
of employers.

I'm going to argue to you today that this is not an
either/or proposition, that the explanations of the
sex gap in outcomes come partly from the supply
side, the premarket factors, the family, etc., and
partly from demand side behavior of employers.
There is no either/or situation here. They both
influence each other reciprocally.

Let me start with explanations of job segregation
by sex, and let me start with the supply side. I think
one important factor creating job segregation is sex-
role socialization. Studies are still showing that little
kids at the age of 5 have already figured out that the
girls are supposed to be nurses and teachers and
waitresses, and the boys are supposed to be firemen
and construction workers and managers, etc.

Psychologists have a couple of different ideas as
to how this socialization occurs. One notion empha-
sizes reinforcement. Kids are reinforced for these
traditional choices.

Another branch of thinking in pyschology empha-
sizes cognitive learning. The idea here is simply that
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kids look around them. They are not stupid. They
see that some jobs are done mostly by women. Some
jobs are done mostly by men. They conclude that
that's tht way things are and that's the way they are
supposed to be, and they make their own plans
accordingly.

That suggests that the biggest single thing we
could do to change how kids are socialized would be
to change the occupational sex segregation of adults,
because that's essentially the data that kids use in
their cognitive socialization.

So, sex-role socialization influences segregation.
The other prominent supply side explanation of
segregation that's been offered is the human capital
theory, and Professor Polachek is a prominent
proponent of that. I am going to argue to you that
human capital theory does not explain much of
occupational sex segregation at all.

On the other hand, I will later tell you that I do
think it explains some of the sex gap in earnings,
some but not all.

Now, let me try to summarize how it is that we
disagree on this point. Thu simplest human capital
explanation or segregation would say that we know
that, on the average, men have more labor force
experience than women; women have been out of
the labor force longer. Maybe there are some jobs
that you can't get into unless you have a lot of
experience, and so we're less apt to see women in
those jobs than men. Good enough. That probably
does explain the exclusion of women from certain
jobs that you just can't get into unless you have a lot
of seniority.

But that really doesn't explain the bulk of segrega-
tion, because, in fact, at entry levc.:, when, remem-
ber, men and women are equal, having 0 years of
experience, jobs are very sex segregated, even today.
Jobs are less segregated today in the entering
cohorts than 10 years ago, but still very sex
segregated.

FurtItermore, research has shown that women
with very continuous labor force experience are
virtually no more apt to be in a predominantly male
occupation than women who have had very inter-
mittent participation. So, if experience were exolain-
ing it all, why don't we see the women with
continuous experience being much more apt to be in
the male occupations?

Now, Professor Polachek hol answered that with
a more sophisticated rendition of human capital
theory that points not just to one's experience, but to
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one's plans for experience and the way in which
they affect the choices one makes. It's a very
complicated argument. The best way that I can
summarize it for you is to say that Polachek has
argued that for those people, mostly women, who
plan intermittent participation, to drop out, in, etc.,
it will pay them in an economic sense, that is, they
will maximize their lifetime earnings, if they choose
occupations that have relatively high starting wages,
and have low wage depreciation when you are out
of the labor force.

That's a reasonable hypothesis. But research that I
have done and some others have done seems not to
tear ;! out. That is, predominantly female occupa-
tion!, the occupations women are going into, do not
have relatively high starting wages compared to
male occupations that require the same amount of
education, nor do they offer women lower deprecia-
tion rates than the women would find if they went
into male occupations.

So, my own research and that, I think, of several
others suggest that women lose economically by
choosing traditionally female occupations over the
life cycle. They don't gain as the human capital
thesis would suggest.

While I'm saying this, could I point out one very
critical typo in my paper to you? Please make t: 's
change if you happen to have the paper, because the
typo reverses the meaning of something. If you
happen to be looking at the paper on what I think is
your page 9, there is a middle paragraph that starts
out, "Although Polachek's thesis is deductively
plausible." The last line of that paragraph says,
"choosing male jobs." That should read, "choosing
female jobs."

That is, the sentence should read, "Thus, there is
no pecuniary advantage to women of choosing
female jobs." So since I reversed my meaning by my
typo, I wanted to straighten that out.

So, to the extent that segregation is explained on
the supply side, I think the factor of sex-role
socialization is more important than Polachek's
human capital theory about lifetime plans for wom-
en being different and that affecting their occupa-
tional choices.

What about the demand side? What about demand
side explanations of segregation? Well, of course, the
important explanation we have here is discrimina-
tion, and this seems to be this elusive thing that we
can never measure. Unfortunately, we are never
going to get a number where we can say, well, X

percent of the segregation comes from choices and X
percent comes from discrimination. I wish we could
calculate that number, but we can't, because we
never have data where we have got all the informa-
tion we want. We don't have what the people's
preferences were and what their qualifications were
and what the employers.did to screen them.

The question is: How can we approach this,
figuring out to what extent there is discrimination in
men and women getting into jobs? Andrea Beller has
provided one approach by looking at the effects of
enforcement.

Let me tell you about another approach to this
question. That is surveys of managers. Managers
hire people and make personnel decisions. So some
industrial psychologists have suggested research that
asks managers what they do.

A number of studies have either asked managers
their impression of male and female workers or
asked them more directly: Here is a hypothetical
personnel decision. What would you do?

A number of such studies find very compelling
evidence of discriminatory attitudes and managers
saying that they would make discriminatory person-
nel decisions. Of course, they don't use the word
"discriminatory" to describe their actions.

I am particularly struck by a study carried out at
the University of North Carolina School of Business
by Rosen, where over 800 managers were surveyed.
One of the things those surveyed were asked to do
was take different traits and tell whether they
thought these traits were more common among male
employees or more common among female employ-
ees, and there was a middle of the scale where you
could say that the trait was no more common in
either males or females.

This study was conducted after 1972, in a time of
ostensible liberation. Those answering the survey on
average evaluated men more highly on understand-
ing the big picture of the organization, approaching
problems rationally, sizing up situations accurately,
administrative capability, leadership potential, set-
ting long-range goals, and standing up under fire.

Women were rated more highly on the following
traits by these m wagers: clerical aptitude, being
good at detail work, etoyment of routine tasks (I
like that one), timidity, jealousy, and excessive
emotionality regarding their jobs.

Now, you might say that these are just attitudes.
You might say, surely these managers know about
EEO laws and so they don't use these attitudes when
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they make their personnel decisions. This study and
others went on to give the managers and others
surveyed hypothetical personnel decisions to make.
It found that nuinarrs were more apt to select a
hypothetical applic 1r a demanding managerial
position when a p.m. it was male than female,
given identical scriptions of qualifications. They
were more apt to recommend a male than an
identically described female for a prestigious train-
ing conference, and more apt to terminate a female

engineer for excessive absences than a male engi-
neer.

While this evidence again is somewhat indirect, it
does suggest to me that we still do have some sex
discrimination out there in hiring and placement.
Now, I would be the first to say that I think this
discrimination has declined radically in the last 10

years. But these data are from the last 10 years, and
so I think that there is some of it still out there.

Let's turn now to explaining the sex gap in pay.
The first point I want to address is the link between
segregation and the sex gap in pay. I fear, again,

here, Sol Polachek and I are just going to confuse
you so terribly because we seem to disagree on
everything. I want to argue with Andrea Belier that

segregation has everything to do with the sex gap in
Pay.

Now, if I can help you cut your way through this
confusion in the battle of the experts here, I think
really the only difference between what Professor

Polachek is saying and what I'm saying hinges on
how detailed an occupational classification one goes
to. That is, I think we all agree that if you take very
broad occupational categories, you'll find that more
of the total sex gap in pay comes from men and
women within the same occupation getting paid
different amounts and less comes from men and
women being distributed into different occupations.

If you go to a more detailed occupational classifi-
cation, you will find that a greater share of that sex
gap in pay comes from men and women being
distributed into different occupational categories.
Women always seem to end up in the lower paying
ones. With a more detailed occupational classifica-
tion, not so much of the gap conies from differences
in pay between men and women within single
occupations.

Now. I guess where we disagree is whether it's
appropriate to use more and more detailed occupa-
tional classifications. It seems a semantic question. If
what we mean by a job is a specific, pretty detailed
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occupation in a specific industry in a specific firm,
then we haven't even begun to go to the level of .
detail in our measurement of jobs that is really out
there in the work force. I agree with the economist
Victor Fuchs who said this "about" or "exactly" 10
years ago, that the further we press the occupational
classification, the more we'll find that there is
virtually never a man and a woman sitting in the
same firm doing exactly the same thing in the same
industry getting paid different amounts. Now, they
sometimes are, and that's how we get Equal Pay Act
cases. But it's rainy a small part of this total sex gap
in earnings. So, I think segregation has everything to
do with the sex gap in pay.

It follows, then, that the explanations I've just
offered for segregation are also explanations of the
sex gap in pay. That is, sex-role socialization and the
demand side discrimination in hiring and placement
that I argued to explain segregation also help explain
the sex gap in pay.

However, once we have men and women segre-
gated into these different jobs, I think there arc two
additional factors that contribute to the sex gap in
pay. Let me address those two in turn. One is a
supply side factor and one is a demand side factor.

On the supply side, we have our old friend human
capital. It is, indeed, the case that differences in the
labor force experience of men and women do
explain some of the sex gap in earnings. I think we
all agree on that. We seem to disagree on what
explains the rest cf the gap.

I think that the most definitive study on this is one
by Corcoran and Duncan. Actually, it comes up
with a similar estimate to the Mincer and Polachek
study in 1994. So, take whichever one you want, but
what I like about the Corcoran and Duncan study is
that they used a very elaborate list of human capital
variables, including how many years of labor force
experience you had before your present employer,
how many of those years were part time versus full
time, how many years you have been with your
current employer, divided into how many years
with your current employer included training versus
how many were just years of experience without
training, and whether you have plans to quit your

job for a nontraining reason. So they are including
some expectation variables and also something about
absences for family reasons.

I would submit to you that this is about as
thorough a list of human capital attributes and plans
that we're ever going to get. Using all of that, they
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find that all of these variables explain about 45
percent of the sex difference in earnings between
white men and white women. Then they compare
white men and black women, .'id they say it
explains about 30 percent of that gap.

Let's not bicker about the exact number. All of
these things are estimates. The point is that sex
differences in employment experience are clearly a
factor in the sex gap in pay.

Now, I don't know of this study that Professor
Polachek is telling you about that purports to
explain 95 percent of the sex gap in pay with human
capital variables. I strongly suspect that it's voodoo
economics, but I'm going to go home and read it.
You can write me a letter and ask me what I think
after that.

One thing I would point out, though, about this
human capital study of Corcoran and Duncan is that
one of the things that was going into this 44 percent
was how many years in your present job did your
employer provide you with training. It turns out that
men have a higher level there than women. Now
that could be itself from demand side discrimination.
That is, maybe the employers won't put women in
the jobs where they are going to give training. So
even some of that 44 percent of the sex gap that
Corcoran and Duncan attributed to human capital
would be explained by demand side discrimination.

The final factor that I'm going to discuss influenc-
ing the sex gap in pay is the sort of digrimination at
issue in comparable worth. Once we have men and
women in these segregated occupation, regardless
of whether they got there through supply side or
demand side processes, we need to ask bow these
different occupations get compensated.

We know that excess supply or demand affects
wages. If there is an excess supply, wages go down.
If there is an excess demand, wages go up.

We also know that, in general, the skill levels and
educational requirements of jobs affect their wages.
A number of studies have tried to get at this
comparable worth question by doing an analysis
where we take occupations rather than people as
cases. The studies use regression analysis to explain
earnings across occupations. They put in variables
measuring an elaborate array of the skill demands of
occupations, not just our old friend education, but
also measures of manual skills, social skills and
cognitive skills, education, and some other things.
Such studies find that predominantly female occupa-
tions are not only paid less than male occupations,

but they pay less than one would predict them to
pay based on their skill characteristics.

This finding appears in virtually every study that I
have seen on the subject. Studies come up with
models that explain upwards of 75 percent of
between-occupation differences in earnings. But if
we enter a variatie for the percent female of the
occt infirm, it has a net negative effect on earnings.

One 1982 study of which I'm a coauthor explained
something like 30 percent of Ole -ex gap in earn-
ingsthis was among fall-time yea. -round workers
in 1970by this net effect of percent female. In
other words, the extent to which predominantly
female occupations paid less than was commensurate
with the skills and education they require explained
over 30 percent of the 1970 sex gap in pay.

Thus, I think that the evidence is strong that there
is a form of sex discrimination in the allocation of
wages to jobs; that is, if a job is done by females, the
wages tend, to be set lower than can be explained by
the skill level of the job.

A lot 'Orpeople have said that comparable worth
hinges on crowding. I don't agree with that. I may
be the only person in the country who thinks that
female occupations are not necessarily crowded.
Because there has been such a huge increase in
demand for labor in the jobs that are traditionally
remade, I think this demand has "sucked" women
into the labor force. Thus, as women poured into the
labor force they haven't crowded female jobs. I
think that crowding does not explain the lower pay
of female jobs. Rather, I think thVemployers, by
custom, have said that if a job's done by women,
they're going to pay it less. Those differentials have
been perpetuated over time.

My time is up. Let me very briefly summarize,
then. I have argued that segregation is explained
primarily by sex-role socialization and by demand
side discrimination; that the sex gap in pay is
explained by segregation and, to a certain extent, by
differences in labor force experience of men and
women. As a third factor, the sex gap in pay is
explained by this type of discrimination in wage
setting that is at issue in comparable worth.

Thank you for your attention.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. Dr. Berger,

you have waited patiently and have heard lots of
testimony and now it's your turn.
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Statement of Brigitte Berger, Professor of
Sociology, Wellesley College

DR. BERGER. As a sociologist with a strong
theoretical background, who has done much of her
work for 30 years of her professional life in the areas
of social change, modernization, and the role of
individual values and social values, all of this, I feel,
on this panel, like the proverbial rabbit that has
unwittingly fallen into a lion's den of economists,
lawyers, and the like. I'm, therefore, particularly
grateful to the Commission that a different perspec-
tive has been given a chance to be heard.

The issue before this Commission, as I see it,
revolves !wound discrepancies that follow from the
persist; ,g occupational segregatiori of women in
today's; labor market and, along with it, the setming-
ly intractable gap in the earnings between men and
women, on the one hand, and the aims and guaran
tees of the civil rights acts of the 1960s to do away
with pernicious discrimination on the basis of race,
color, religion, gender, and national origin, on the
other.

Now, these measured discrepanciesand there is
no doubt about this, that they are realhave the
potential for developing into one of the most
divisive social, economic, and political issues in the
years to come. Hence, it is of enormous importance
that great care be taken in the understanding of the
many dimensions of the issue that has entered into
the public discourse under the label of comparable
worth.

In the paper I prepared for the Civil Rights
Commission I have attempted to focus on three
aspects that, to my mind, have not so far received
sufficient attention, aspects that tend to be shoved
under the rug conveniently.

The first aspect has to do with the frame
reference or general methodology.

The second aspect, which constitutes by far the
bulk of my paper, deals with the role and the
meaning of work in the life of women in contempo-
rary American society.

The third aspect is concerned with the unintended
consequences of those attempts that seek to base the
value of work on educational credentials.

Finally, in my concluding arguments to the paper,
I briefly argue that the real or imagined discrepan-
cies in the earnings gap between men and women be
resolved within the political and legal avenues that
already exist in an open democratic society like ours.
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Permit me, then, to turn to these three major
points. The first is concerned with the frame of
reference used. In view of the extraordinary eco-
nomic, political, and social implications of the
comparable worth proposition, I propose that we
must take it beyond the narrowly defined economic
context in which it is commonly discussed today.

This is not to say that economists and job
evaluation experts have not and cannot make impor-
tant contributions to the clarifications of the issue.
But in their more or less one-dimensional focus on a
very complex issue, they tend to abstract primarily
economic aspects from a profusion of individual
practices, motivations, and values.

To a sociologist like myself, all issues, be they
now political, economic, or individual, have to be
located within the broader structures and within the
larger context of society. To lift any social phenome-
non out of the broader structures in which it is
embedded and disregard the meanings a particular
phenomenon holds, for the individuals participating
in it, means to reduce it to an empty form from
which all life has been drained.

From the mounting number of publications on
comparable worth, we do not learn mu :h about the'
life and hopes of the millions of women who have
joined the labor force today. Instead, we learn about
abstract problems of measurements, market mecha-
nisms, performance evaluations, and the like. But
after the methodological onion has finally been
peeled, if, indeed, it can be peeled, and after the
arguments for the establishment of an abstract
notion of justice have been settled at last, we still
know little, if anything, about the way in which
ordinary American women seek to order their lives,
the things they value and they cherish.

In sum, my argument here is that before any
governmental action can be considered, it is vital to
understand the motivations and values of those
whom the comparable worth measures are supposed
to benefit.

This takes me to my second point, the role and the
meaning of work for women in the labor market
today. The dimensions of the mass migration of
women into the paid labor force since World War II
are too well known to be repeated here. The reasons
for this dramatic change have been and continue to
be many. But an argument can be made that women
turn to the labor market above all out of a desire to
make a contribution to family income.
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The available evidence inaicates that the mass
participation of women in the labor force has to be
largely viewed in terms of economic self-interest, if
not economic necessity. As women moved into the
labor market, they encountered long-entrenched,
massive discriminatory barriers.

The civil rights acts of the 1960s sought to
eradicate these barriers. There is little doubt that
these congressional acts have been of beneficial
value. In the past few years, impressive evidence has
emerged that women have begun to avail themselves
in ever larger numbe, f the new job opportunities
as well as of opportuni, >r occupational mobility.
Census data, commission studies, individual academ-
ic research, and the like reflect the rise of women in
the traditional male bastions of managment, law,
and medicine.

A brief look at the current enrollment figures in
law schools and medical schools provides further
evidence that this trend continues today in full force.
At the same time, however, there also exists impres-
sive evidence that certain categories of jobs in the
market are predominantly held by women. It's
precisely this persistent adaptation of women to
historically defined female job categories, such as
nursing, school teaching, secretarial and clerical
work, and service work, that is the basis upon which
the argument for comparable worth stands or falls.

The question that arises for us here, I think, is:
Why have women not availed themselves more of
the opportunities that have been created on their
behalf?

I think it's wrong to argue on the basis of biology
as many today are inclined to do. Women have
aptitudes and interests in technology and those crafts
from which they are conspicuously absent today to
the same degree as men do, and quite a proportion of
women dispose of physical strength and energy
comparable to that of men as well. The reasons why
they are reluctant to make greater use of the
opportunities in these typically male careers that
have increasingly opened up to them since the 1960s
have to be sought elsewhere.

On the basis of a great number of data, I think a
strong argument can be made that although women
are committed to participate and stay in the work
force, they are even more committed to values and
practices that center around marriage, children, and
family.

Summarizing a good number of recent studies, it
can be said that for the vast majority of women,

some 92 percent, family life, a life that includes
children, husband, and a household, is of paramount
importance. To some 86 percent of them, the family
is the single-most meaningful aspect of life, in
contrast to the barely 9 percent who in 1979 claimed
that work was the most important aspect of their
lives.

Moreover, recently conducted studiessuch as
those on the use of flexitime, on the career aspira-
tions of high school girls and college students, and
evidence of a more or less anecdotal kind, as well as
evidence based on demographic statistics on the life-
cycle patterns of those highly educated career
women who entered into their careers in the 1970s
altogetlpr these many studies attest to the fact that
for the vast majority of women something more than
a successful career is needed for what they hold to
be a full and meaningful life.

From a plethora of evidence on the values and
commitments of American women, the April 1984
data on the rise of the two-income family released by
the U.S. Census Bureau deserves special mention.
For what these and similar data demonstrate above
all is that millions of married women and particular-
ly those with small children went to work in order
to supplement the family income. To meet the very
real economic needs cf their families, millions of
women today are engaged in a heroic balancing act
between the demands of the family and the demands
of the workplace.

For most, there is little doubt where their priori-
ties lie and why they are engaged in this seemingly
superhuman struggle in the first place. It is for
reasons of the priority of the needs of their families
that women have been primarily drawn to those
types of jobs that offer opportunities for part-time
and flexitime work schedules. By the same token,
they are drawn to precisely those types of careers
that permit easy exit and reentrance and that, thus,
can be reconciled to their larger life plans, life plans
which involve children and family.

In sum, my argument on the relationship between
women and work is decidedly different from that of
the proponents of comparable worth. Failing to
recognize that the majority of women continue to
look on the family as the most significant and lasting
factor in their lives places the proponents of compa-
rable worth into a position that, to my mind, is oddly
removed from American realities.

In the heat of the argument, they are falling prey
to an exaggerated ideology of work that is difficult
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to sustain under close examination. One may consid-
er the strong preferences American women give to
their families irrational and misguided. But who is to
decide upon life priorities in a world that appears to
become ever more complex and uncontrollable?

This takes me to my third aid final point. It is an
aspect of the comparable worth debate that has been
largely ignored up to now. It is an aspect which, to
my mind, is one of the most divisive points in the
future. It has to do with the unintended and, to my
mind, objectionable consequences of giving greater
weight to educational credentials and the yet to be
established system of job evaluations.

The aspect I wish to emphasize here leaves aside
the question of whether one would want to establish
such a regulatory system in the first place. I leave
the debate on these questions to those better
equipped than I to analyze.

Within the context of my paper, the argument is
taken into a different direction. The search for a job
evaluation model that is hoped to be more equitable
to women has led comparable worth advocates to
legitimatize the argument for increased earnings in
traditional female job categories by placing greater
stress on educational credentials. Now, this is not
accidental, for there exists currently a trend that
women today, in contrast to the past, spend on the
whole more time in educational institutions than
men do. The claim is made that the educational
factor has not received sufficient recognition. Now,
this factor is likely to be a major one in the argument
for determining the comparable worth notion.

In arguing for awarding higher value to educa-
tional credentials, however, I think that comparable
worth activists fall prey to a credentialing bias that
has little to do with the value of work as such. If this
vision should take hold and become the accepted
defini'ion of the value of work in America, a blatant
antiblu. :oiler and antiworking-class bias will be
introduced under the guise of justice and equity.

In this, comparable worth entails an implicit
irony. It is supposed to benefit women workers, and,
in fact, it discriminates against the poorest and
neediest among them. When all is said and done,
comparable worth, if carried out, would benefit in
the main the type of white-collar credentialed jobs in
which women predominate. In turn, it would dis-
criminate against that large category of manual and
service jobs that are the only opportunity for making
a living for a substantial portion of American men
and women.
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For those who are concerned with the plight of
more than 40 percent of inner-city young and not so
young who in Bayard Rustin's term are unemployed
and unemployable, the comparable worth notion is a
difficult notion to accept.

Lest I be misunderstood, let me emphasize once
more that my exposition of the credentialing bias
contained in the comparable worth argument does
not in any way imply that the market is fair or that
any one of the occupations under discussion does
not merit higher pay. On the contrary, I think a
good case can be made for the financial upgrading of
quite a number of job categories, regardless of the
gender issue.

In a democratic society, like ours, there exist all
sorts of opportunities and avenues for this purpose
that can and should be utilized. They range from the
politics of unions to those of occupational associa-
tions. What I am firmly opposed to, however, is
arguing a financial upgrading of occupations on the
basis of gender discrimination. Such efforts, aside
from being based on wrong premises, entail, to my
mind, grave consequences for the fabric of Ameri-
can society.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. You have
some time left. Do you have anything else?

DR. BERGER. NO. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you.
DR. BERGER. I think I have said enough.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. We'll take a

little break and come right back. Is that okay? Can
we spend just a minute or something? Is that all right
with you, Dr. Bunzel?

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. That's fine.
[Recess.]
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Can we reassemble,

please? There are many Commissioners who have
some burning questions.

We will start the questioning with Vice Chairman
Abram. We try to ask that we not have other studies
or other reports as they ask the questions. Perhaps
we can ask the questions and get the answers so we
can get everybody's questions in within T'le time
frame that we have, which is about an hour.

So, if we could be as kind as Commissioner Berry
and ask those questions and get those answers, I
think we will be able to get to everyone.

Vice Chairman Abram.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Dr. Beller, would you

state that the following factors are legitimate factors
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in compensation, education, bearing in mind it, too,
may be irrelevant in some occupations?

Da. BELLER. Bearing in mind what?
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. That it, too, may be

irrelevant in some occupations, the degree of educa-
tion, bearing in mind, that is a factor, isn't it?

DR. BELLER. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Skill?
DR. BELLER. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Length of service?
DR. BELLER. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Continuity of service?
DR. BELLER. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Motivation, including

the need to work?
DR. BELLER. Motivation, not sure that
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, a person who is

well motivatedwe heard some figures. The reason
I ask this, we heard some discussion of the fact that
married men apparently make more than single ones,
and that suggested to me thatI may be wrong
that there is some compelling need for a man with a
family to produce more than a man without. Do you
agree that compelling need factored into motivation
may be a just basis for compensation?

DR. BELLER. Not in and of itself, no, not unless
the person is more productive and would be worth
more as a result.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. But motivation, does it
have any relationship to productivity?

DR. BELLER. It doesn't?
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Does it? I'm asking.
DR. BELLER. Well, it may in and of itself. It

wouldn't be necessary.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. So then it may be of
DR. BELLER. In and of itself it wouldn't be

necessarily.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. BUt the answer is it may

be or it may not be a factor. What about the ability
to move, mobility?

DR. BELLER. Mobility tends to be related in some
ways.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Yeti. Now, there are
seven factors as I have listed them. Would you say
that differentials, wage differentials, based on the
differences in those seven factors or any one or two
or all of them, if the differentials are based on those
factors, are the differentials proof of discrimination?

DR. BELLER. If wage differentials
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Are based on either one

or all seven or any number of those factors

DR. BELLER. No. If they are explained by those
factors, then that's not related.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Right. Then are those
factors not proper components in judging equality,
whether there is equal pay or not?

DR. BELLER. Yes, those are proper components.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And the failure to pay

equally for equal work is discrimination; isn't it?
DR. BELLER. not following you.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Does failure
DR. BELLER. Can you ask one full question rather

than
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Failure to
DR. BELLER. I'm not used to being cross-exam-

ined. I'm sorry. I can't answer these chopped-up
questions.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Usually thought to be
one of the best.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Unfortunately, you are
on the lawyers' turf right now.

DR. BELLER. Well, I have never been in court.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. All right. I'll move to

another.
DR. BELLER. I can't follow them.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I would like to ask, if

these seven factors are, as you have said, either
singularly or in combination, legitimate bases for
differentials in pay, why should we expect a one-to-
one ratio of earnings by groups when they may vary
in respect to one or all seven of these components?

DR. BELLER. We don't expect a one-to-one ratio.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. All right.
DR. BELLER. If there are statistics.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Right. Have you ever

run a comparison of the male-female ratios taking all
of the above determinants into account?

DR. BELLER. All except the motivation, yes, I
have. And there was an unexplained earnings differ-
ential of about 30 percent that could not be ex-
plained by those factors.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Did you take mobility
into account?

DR. BELLER. No, I did not.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. You didn't? Did you

takeyou said you didn't take motivation into
account?

Da. BELLER. No.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Are you familiar with

the famous XYZ case, which was reported in a
scholarly journal some time back, arising out of the
failure of persons, I think who were working for
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Delta Airlines, to be moved or willing to be moved
from city to city? Are you familiar with that work?

DR. BELLER. No.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. You are not? Should

society, in your judgment, reward equally all who
have the seven components that we have described a
moment ago in equal degree?

DR. BELLER. I don't
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well
DR. BELLER. I can't answer that directly. I mean,

people have different degrees of education and
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, suppose they had

all of the seven in equal degree or however you
measure them. Should society have a right to
compel equal pay for persons who have those equal
qualifications?

DR. BELLER. I don't know what you mean by
"compel." The market would tend to reward those
qualific.ations equally if there were no discrimina-
tion.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Fine. That's fine. You
would rely on the market?

DR. BELLER. I would rely on the market if there
were no discrimination, yes.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Right. Now, you have
pointed out that Title VII legislates, and if it's
properly enforced, and God knows there is an
apparatus to be sure that it is and the courts have
been very diligent in my experience, but if Title VII
legislates and the judiciary does its function with
existing legislation to place women into formerly
male bastions, and if in those bastions equal pay
makes pay equal as between men and women
working in the same bastion, then may I ask you
what more can the government be expected to do?

DR. BELLER. Okay. Let me see if I understand
what you're asking. You're saying if Title VII or the
other equal employmnnt opportunity laws move
women into nontraditional jobs

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Arid equal pay takes
over.

DR. BELLER. achieve equal pay for it, what else
should the government

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Should the government
do.

DR. BELLER. should the government do. I guess
that's the question of this hearing, and I feel that I
contributed evidence to the best of my knowledge
on the subject. I don't think I can answer the
question until the end of the hearing.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Okay.
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Professor Polachek, I listened to you. I got the
distinct impression that if there is discrimination, it is
against marriage, the condition of marriage. You
seem to indicate the figures certainly demonstrate
that. Is that right?

DR. POLACHEK. Well, I stated it is a question.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Right. Well, if that's the

case, and you seem to have a good deal of feeling or
evidence about it, should we legislate that married
women should be paid equally with single women?

DR. POLACHEK. Definitely we should not.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Regardless of their

length of service or seniority or anything else, since
the discrimination is in marriage?

DR. POLACHEK. Definitely should not.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Legislate against dis-

crimination by virtue of marriage, forgetting every-
thing else?

DR. POLACHEK. We definitely should not.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. All right. I think those

were all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. You Caine off the roll.

Commissioner Ramirez, do you have questions?
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ.. I'll wait.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Guess.
COMMISSIONER GUESS. I have a question for

Professor Beller, and I can assure you I'm not a
lawyer, so you don't have to worry about a cross-
examination. As a matter of fact, Professor, I heard
the other day that scientists are thinking about
replacing white mice with lawyers for experimenta-
tion for two reasons.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. So long as they pay
them equally.

COMMISSIONER GUESS. Well, the two reasons
they want to replace these white mice with lawyers
are, first, there are a whole lot of lawyers and,
second, you don't become as attached to them.

(Laughter.)
COMMISSIONER GUESS. Looking forward to that

myself.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Mr. Chairman, that is a

significant statement.
COMMISSIONER GuEss. Professor Beller, one

question I have. It is a straightforward question. Are
there any studies that tend to suggest that the pay
differential between men and women narrows when
there is a female owner or employer or policymaker
seating the pay scales?

DR. BELLER. I don't know.
COMMISSIONER GUESS. Does anyone?
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DR. ENGLAND. I don't know.
DR. BERGER. Usually female employers are

tougher than males.
COMMISSIONER GUESS. So then, in the absence of

any evidence to suggest that the market does work
ifone concludes females also pay females and
males that same wage differential?

DR. BELLER. I can't answer that question, but
there is some evidence on a related, if you can see
the relationship, subject, and this is drawing on
sociological and psychological studies. In studies
that have been done where people were asked to
rate papers written by males and females or articles
written by males and females, they would put
sometimes they %would put a female name on an
article and sometimes they would put a male name
on the article. Uniformly, both males and females
rate the quality of the work lower when it is done by
females, when a female name is on the paper. So,
that's a related piece of evidence.

COMMISSIONER GUESS. Mr. Chairman, that is all.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. Commis-

sioner Ramirez, you're still waiting?
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Yes.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Bunzel.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Let me ask just one

question quickly, and I'll reserve the right to come
back.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. You can yield.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Thank you. Dr. Pola-

chek, one question that was brought to my attention
I'd like to ask you is based on something you said,
namely, that if women were to have a full, uninter-
rupted commitment to the labor force, the number
of female professionals and managers would increase
and the number of women in menial occupations
would decrease. Isn't it true that a great deal of or
even most occupational segregation and wage dis-
parity exists in blue-collar occupations, where per-
haps intermittency is not a serious factor?

DR. POLACHEK. Yes. That is correct. Do you
want me to expound upon it?

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Yes, would you expand?
DR. POLACHEK. Okay. In the evidence that I was

citing, we find that the strongest results in terms ut
the impact of labor force intermittency or lifetime
labor force commitment occurs in the professional
and managerial occupations compared to the service
and household type occupations. Those are the two
sets of occupations where the strongest results
occur, as you have just said. It is true that we find

weaker results with respect to the operative and
craft occupations as well as the clerical occupations.
Now, the reason for that is that when I talk about
the lifetime labor force commitment, I'm talking
about full commitment to work, vis-a-vis the
family interest in the household. That is, one can
work all one's lifetime, but, again, it gets back into
the motivation with which one works and associated
job characteristics.

Let me give you a couple of examples. There are a
lot of characteristic differences between the clerical
and the blue-collar occupations that exist. In particu-
lar, there are certain job characteristics which are
very amenable to having a role in being charged
with family responsibilities.

Clerical occupations, for example, are near tele-
phones; clerical occupations have more flex time in
terms of hours. Blue-collar occupations are not near
telephones, for example. There might be more
rigidity in terms of hours and responsibilities. In that
sense, part of the motivation, part of the commit-
ment toward family, might indicate or might dictate
that one might want to choose a clerical type
occupation, where one can be within telephone's
reach of one's family in case of emergency, as
opposed to, say, blue-collar occupations.

So, I guess the bottom line of what I am trying to
say is that labor force commitment, lifetime labor
force commitment, is more than just working year
after year. It deals with other kinds of characteristics
of the job and not just the loss in earnings power if
one would drop out. That's just one characteristic.

In a lot of my work I say I deal mostly with that
one characteristic, the cost of dropping out, because
it's easy to measure. The other amenities of the job,
the other characteristics of the job, are harder to
measure. This research on occupations is still at the
preliminary stages, and we haven't gotten into
explaining all the fine nuances of the differences in
occupations. Nevertheless, I am sure that reasons
exist that can be explained by the market mecha-
nism, which characterize the differences as to why
women tend to be more in clerical occupations as

(Olar occupations.
CHAMIA. o Commissioner Berry.
COMMISSIONkR Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man. I have several question&
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. She says she has four

pages of questions
DR. POLACHEK. Four pages.
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BERRY. But I won't ask all of
them.

First of all, if I understood your paper correctly,
Ms. Berger, is it the case that you believe that an
employer can be expected to pray women less than
men, even if the wage is based on a woman's sex,
because one understands that women have less
commitment to work, more commitment to family,
and all the other factors that you cite, and we
shouldn't be disturbed by that phenomenon?

DR. BERGER. No. I do think that in the case of
typically female occupations, such as nursing, teach-
ing, clerical work, secretarial work, service work, an
argument could be made that these occupations as
such deserve a higher value than what they are
receiving right now, and I'm prepared for this
argument.

But I do not think that we can make the argument
on the basis of gender discrimination,and I think that
gender discrimination is the issue before this Com-
mission.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. On what basis can we
make the argument?

DR. BERGER. You could argue, as it is argued,
indeed, by a number of people today, that teaching,
for instance, is a profession that is of enormous
national value, is an occupation that has not drawn
the brightest and the best, an occupation that needs
front line supplementary pay. You could make those
and other kinds of arguments. All right. I'm pre-
pared to entertain those arguments and am even
inclined to support some of their claims. But I do not
think that the argument should be made on the basis
of gender discrimination. That's a different issue.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Well, let me ask you this,
then: If we assume just for the sake of argument

DR. BERGER. Yes.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. that a person could

prove that their job, whatever it is, is similar,
comparable, the same as, by whatever legal standard
of proof they used in court, where they proved it,
would you believe that an employer could still say
that he should pay a woman less than a man

DR. BERGER. Of course not.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. in that same job, just

because a woman is a woman?
DR. BERGER. Of course not. We already have the

Equal Pay Act of 1963, which we can fall back upon
and which we, indeed, should fall back upon. I think
a number of women have done this and successfully
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so. If there exists genuine discrimination, we have to
eradicate it.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. To make sure I do under-
stand you, let me ask you one more about that.
Would you expect female and male sociologists
generally to make about the same salaries as faculty
members? Or would you expect female sociologists
to make less because they are committed to family
and they probably don't engage in as much attention
to their work? Or would you expect the salaries of
faculty members of sociologists, male and female, to
be about the same?

DR. BERGER. Well, let me use my own anecdotal
experience. I think I'm very well paid in comparison
to my male colleagues, since I'm the chairman of the
department and I do make a hefty bit of money.

Now, the question whether I deserve it or not is
not the question here. When I compare myself with
media personalities, I think I'm highly underpaid.

But back to the question. In general, do we find
discrimination practices in terms of gender in setting
the wage scale? I have not seen any in recent years.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. If I may interrupt you,
that was not my question. My question is: Would we
generally expect female and male sociologists and
faculty members, according to your analysis, to
make different salaries because of their sex?

DR. BERGER. No, I would not.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. All right. I just wanted to

be sure about that.
The other point I would like to ask, in your paper,

you say that comparable worth emphasizes educa-
tional credentials. You also said that here orally.
You also say in your paper something to the effect
that these proponents want a government-designed
aid enforced program which would provide compa-
rable worth in terms of job evaluation and all the
rest of it. I have been reading through all the papers
that we were given for this consultation from both
the proponents, or at least they are identified in some
cases as proponents, and I haven't seen one yet
where they said that educational credentialing was
to be the only criterion or the major criterion for
determining worth of jobs or that whitthey wanted
was a government-enforced job evaluation system.

Could you please cite to me, since you mentioned
this in your paper, so that I may read them, sources
where that has been the view of these proponents,
who obviously aren't in this consultation?

DR. BERGER. Yes. Let me backtrack. The propo-
nents of comparable worth give us continuous
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assurances that this is not their intention. But if you
seek to redress a grievance as has been identified
here, how can you proceed? You can proceed in
terms of historic discrimination. However, I think
this is no longer possible because, all, the civil
rights acts of the 1960s have exact Ate away with
that.

Now, you could argue in terms of the job
evaluation models, which are fuzzy, admittedly, on
this point.

What are you then left with? You juxtapose
different kinds of occupations and look at the ratings
they receive. Now you could argue, and some
people have gone into this direction in private
discussions, though not yet officially, that typically
female qualities have been undervalued. For in-
stance, caring, nurturing, smiling, and things of that
sort, and I would be the last person to not give any
value to this.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. You're smiling. You're
smiling.

DR. BERGER. Exactly. I think it's very important.
All right. However, Commissioner Berry, on the
other hand, I could make an argument, and as a
householder I make this argument all the time, there
are many male qualities, assurance, calm, which are
not found in females to such degree as males usually
seem to manifest, that would also deserve higher
value. Who is to say what kind of attitudes and
attributes deserve higher rating? In the end, all that
is left is for educational credentials, and that is
something as an educator I am firmly opposed to. I
have taught on every level of the educational system
and I know what educational credentials mean.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. The last question I have
for you, although, unfortunately. Mr. Chairman, I
do have some others, you say that comparable
worth, this idea would hurt the most needy or
something like that, the poorest and most needy
people.

DR. BERGER. Yes.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. All the data that we have

seen, or a lot of it that we have seen, indicates that
the people who might benefit from it had some kind
of equal pay for jobs of equal value, however that's
determined as a standard; a lot of them might be
women who are poor, a lot of female heads of
household and the like who are in these jobs that are
cccupationally segregated and the like.

So. I would like to know what you mean when
you say it would discriminate against the poorest

and the most needy, many of whom are dispropor-
tionately women. What are you talking about?

DR. BERGER. Well, it goes again back to the job
evaluation models which I may use here. If, for
instance, you compare, let's say, the points awarded
to an office manager, female, and a park ranger,
male, which are comparable in terms of worth, and
then you compare the same job of, let's say, a park
ranger and a nurse, which is slightly lower, then you
could argue the park ranger has less education.
Thus, it all comes back to the question of education-
al credentials: That's why I'm honing in on this
point. The nurse has more education. For that
reason, it is now the inclination to argue that she
deserves a higher value rating.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. How about a woman who
is cleaning

DR. BERGER. Now
COMMISSIONER BERRY. offices after hours and a

man who is a maintenance worker in the same
building.

DR. BERGER. There is no doubt that the manual
working classes in American society have lower
educational levels than the nonmanual working
classes or white-collar jobs. The manual working
classes constitute a large proportion of the popula-
tion. The future expansion of the labor market is in
the direction of service work, that is, manual work.

In other words, if we would use credentialing, and
this is my argument, as a new model, we would
discriminate, perhaps unintentionally, against manu-
al work. This may not be the intention of the
comparable worth proponents. Yet, it does have that
unintentional effect.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. So that that statement is
based on the prior statement

DR. BERGER. Yes.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. that educational cre-

dentialing is what people would use as a measure,
which has to be supported, because I asked about
support for that.

If I may quickly, Mr. Chairman, just a question for
Miss England and Mr. Folachek. I'll start with Miss
England.

I'm very interested in this business about the
marital gap or being married having to be the basis
for the earnings gap.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Dr. Berry, I don't think
we can hear you in the back or the front.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. The marital gap being
responsible for the disparities that are seen that Dr.
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Polachek talks about, since he says never-married
men seem to have almost wage parity with nt ver-
married women. In other words, if women didn't get
married, I guess they'd be all right or something.

I would like to know what you think about that,
Professor England. Is it marriage

DR. ENGLAND. Are you referring to my point
about the earnings of single women compared to
single men?

COMMISSIONER BERRY. And his about women
who are married being worse off than women who
are not married.

DR. ENGLAND. Okay.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. And about never-married

men. I just want to know what your
DR. ENGLAND. Right. First of all, oftentimes

those who are trying to convince you that there is
no discrimination left in the labor force and that all
of these differences in pay are explained by human
capital expectations, etc., will try to make that
argument by pointing to the nearly equal earnings of
single men and single women. If single women seem
to be doing as well as single men, then there must
not be sex discrimination, they claim.

The point is that the factors that select men and
women into marriage are different, such that what
makes a man marriageable tends to be economic
success, and what makes a woman real marriageable
I haven't figured out yet, but I think it doesn't have
much to do wish economic prowess.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Is that discrimination?
DR. ENGLAND. Because of the selection processes

into marriage, you see that, on average, single
women are disproportionately well educated and
have very continuous labor force experience. Single
men are disproportionately losers, socioeconomical-
ly. (No offense to any single men that might be
here.)

Disproportionate among single men are handi-
capped men, those with low education, high school
dropouts, prisoners, the mentally retarded, etc.
Those characteristics are not so disproportionate
among single women.

So, my point is that if people were paid by their
qualifications, we would actually expect single
women to have much higher earnings than single
men. The fact that they have almost equal earnings
to single men isn't a demonstration of lack of
discrimination.

Now, to the other point, comparing single women
and married women. It's true that single women do
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much better than married women. and part of that's
to be explained by the fact that the married women
are more apt to have spent time out of the labor
force. That time out of the labor force also is a factor
in the sex gap in pay. Polachek and I agree that the
differential labor force participation and labor force
plans of married women as opposed to single women
and, therefore, of married women as opposed to men
do explain sonic of the gap in earnings.

My point was to talk about what's explaining
some of the rest of the gap, some of these other
factors such as demand side discrimination in hiring
and in the allocation of wages to women's jobs. So
there is really no contradiction on the point, I think.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Okay. And if you agree,
you don't have to answer that, unless you want to
comment, Dr. Polachek.

DR. POLACHEK. Unless I like to talk. No.
I pretty much agree, but I would like to make one

important point. The point is that if we have a model
that the wage gap exists because of discrimination,
what we see here is that we have to go beyond this
model of pure discrimination. What Professor En-
gland has done is gone beyond this model of
discrimination by saying, well, single men have
different characteristics than single women, and
single men have different characteristics than mar-
ried men and married women, and so on.

So the question is if discrimination is the argu-
ment, it doesn't seem to work equally across all
groups. You have to go back to these expectations of
labor force commitment to explain it, and that's
what's important.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Okay. Then finally, and
I'm through, Mr. Chairman, to Professor England
again, when women choose, if it is true, as Professor
Berger says, that women choose to go into certain
occupations because of their commitments to home
and family and all the rest, do they at the same time
that they make that choice, choose to make less
money?

DR. ENGLAND. I would say no.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. I mean, do they under-

stand that they are choosing to make less money?
DR. ENGLAND. The question was?
COMMISSIONER BERRY. That if women, in fact, do

choose, as she says in her paper, to enter certain
jobs, occupations, because of their commitment to
home and family, which is their priority, if that's all
true, do they understand at the same time they are
choosing to make less money, or is it just that they
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are so dumb that they don't know that, o' what's the
answer to that?

DR. ENGLAND. I don't know whethci- they know
they are going to make less money in these predomi-
nantly female occupations. I think a lot of times they
are misinformed about the relative wage levels of
male and female occupations and particularly how
different they are going to be after 10 years of
employment.

But what I thought was underlying your question
was do they prefer to make less money. I would say
no to that. That is, I see no conflict between the
possible fact that a lot of women put their families
first and the existence of the sort of wage discrimina-
tion at issue in comparable worth.

Supose we have women who are secretaries
getting paid less than men who are janitors. Sup-
pose, as Polachek has speculated today, that women
want to h- secretaries because they can be close to
the phone. No that helps them. Suppose that that's
true. To me that doesn't change the argument for
comparable worth one iota. That is, if I have
evidence that the employers have set wage levels
lower in clerical work precisely because it's women
doing the work when these jobs are, in fact, much
more skilled than janitorial work, or warehou.,e
work, or dock work or any number of other jobs,
then the fact that the employers have made a
decision based on sex makes it discrimination.

I think the women would prefer to have higher
earnings and be near the phone.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Do men have their fami-
lies as a major priority or not? What do the data
show on that? Do men, do they respond like women
do, and Dr. Berger says women always say that the
family is the first priority?

DR. ENGLAND. Yes.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. I don't know whether

that's true or not, but that's what she says.
DR. ENGLAND. I haven't seen a comparison of the

same question asked to men and women on that. I'm
pretty sure that what you would find, based on other
data I've seen, is that the trend shows women
moving towards more equal priority of work and
family. The trend is towards men moving toward
that, too, but we aren't there yet. Women are still
giving a little more priority to the family than men
are. The direction of change is toward a conver-
gence in the relative priority men and women give
to home and paid work, but the convergence is not
complete yet.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. I'm finished with Mr.
Polachek.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Dr. Polachek, maybe
you want to have st, e response to that dialogue.

DR. POLACHEK. Okay. I'd like to go back to a
question that Commissioner Berry asked a bit earlier
during the presentation of Professor Claudia Goldin.
I think the question that you asked had to do with
gender differences among blacks compared to gen-
der differences among whites.

I think that some of the tables, or at least one of
the tables that I presentedit is not in the historical
perspective, of course, but it's a known fact that the
gender gap in earnings among blacks is smaller than
the gender gap in earnings among whites.

In the data that I have, 77 percent is the .wage
ratio versus 63 percent Question: Why?

Well, one reason, if we take my model as at all
valid, it would be that the labor force attachment,
the labor force commitment of black women relative
to black men is stronger than the labor force
commitment of white women relative to white men.
Sure enough, that's the case, if one looks at lifetime
labor force participation profiles.

So, what I was going to say is that the power of
this model, of this lifetime labor force expectation
model, explains the gender differences in earnings by
race as well.

It also explains other factors, too, such as why the
gender differences in wage vary by different age
levels. In fact, upon reentry into the labor market
that is, when by and large people who drop out of
the labor force, women who drop out of the labor
force reenterthat's when the wage gap is tersest.
These models explain that as well.

So, it explains not just a wage gap by marital
status, but the gender gap within the race, marital
status differences within a gender, as well as many,
many other factors.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Excuse me. While we
are on the point with you two, I'd just like to ask
something. In these days of high tert-nology and the
chance to work at home, is it di:,..- minatory, Dr.
England, if an employer decides that he wants to in a
sense exploit or take advantage of the market, and
there are working mothers or mothers who are at
home who really want to work to supplement the
family income, and they do all kinds of telephone
surveys or selling magazines, asking questions and
all of that? Men don't really do that. At the same
time, a mother gets a chance to be at home and gets
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a chance to do all kinds of things in the home
environment.

There are some situations that I know of now,
especially in California and probably elsewhere,
where there are mothers who are pretty good at the
computer and programming and work for industry.
They go out on maternity leave and have a baby and
the employer tends to bring the machine to the
house. They are able to manage the family, take care
of the baby, and at the same time have some time for
work.

Now, it does seem to me that that's not a bad
paying job, apparently. There is some value of that
job to the employer, and it seems to me that there
has been some agreement between the employer and
the employee to keep that person employed, at the
same time to keep the market forces at work.

I am trying to find out if there may or may not be
something discriminatory about that process as you
talk aboutor your answer to Dr. Berry's questions
about women and their tending to want to go one
way.

Is that not a way to go one way, to be at work at
home? I mean, does there have to be some out-of-the
house workplace for women to go to work?

DR. ENGLAND. Well, my answer to your question
as to whether such a procedure would be discrimina-
tory is as follows: If the employer is paying the
people in this job who happen to be women in
accordance with the contribution of this job to the
firm, then I would say there is nothing discriminato-
ry about it.

Some women might choose that job at home, and
perhaps some men might start choosing to work at
home and participate more in child care as well.
There is no discrimination there. If, on the other
hand, the employer says, explicitly or implicitly
(probably not in office memoranda since the West-
inghouse case), that since these are women, they
don't have to be paid as much, then this is discrimi-
nation. If the employer sets the pay scale in this job
lower than what it would be for men who were
doing the same c a comparable job in the office
with the same productivity, then I would say it is
discriminatory.

In other words, the way I would define compara-
ble worth discrimination is in terms of whether the
employer has taken the sex of the people doing the
job into account when setting the wage, such that
the wage is lower in predominantly female jobs than
is commensurate with the contribution of the jobs to
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the firm. Now, I realize that that's hard to measure a
lot of times.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. It seems to me my point
has been a little bit missed. This is a person who
already has a job at an industry and has had to go
out on maternity leave. It's not that the employer
has knocked on doors

DR. ENGLAND. Yes. Goes out and finds women.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. in some kind of way to

say are you a mother, and so forth and so on, but at
least this is a person that's at home now and
apparently has a job, and the employer wants the
benefit of that, and the person still wants to make
money, and that's one category.

On the other hand, there are advertisements in
papers for telephone solicitation. It seems to me that
that kind of a job meets the household demands or
th marital or family demands of women, and it
seems to me that that is a market that is targeted.

I guess what I'm asking is: Is the targeting of that
market, irrespective of salary at this point, because
you mentioned that that may be kind of hard to get
to, is that discriminatory? Or is that taking advan-
tage of the market forces; is it taking advantage of
the person's desire to go to work?

DR. ENGLAND. My answer would be the same to
the rephrased question. I see nothing discriminatory
about it unless the employer, in setting the salary,
takes into account that women are doing the work
and sets the salary lower than would be paid to men.
In the latter case, I would say that we're seeing sex
discrimination of the variety at issue in comparable
worth. Otherwise, I'd say no, it's not.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I just want to make the
point as you follow up. You have a theory you
talked about. What was that? Sexual socialization
theory? Is that what you mentioned earlier?

DR. ENGLAND. Yes.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I just want to say that

that is not limited to sex. When I grew up in
Washington, D.C., I had some choices that were
limiting. I was going to be a teacher, I might be a
preacher, I could be a doctor, a lawyer, or a dentist,
and that was it. But over a short period of time, I
mean, that's where we were encouraged to go. I
mean the dimensions were small. Or, if not, you
spent 20 years or more in the service, and that was a
way to have a meaningful occupation, I guess.

So, I was going to say that what I hear you saying
about the socialization of women, that's not gender
specific. I thiux in many cases that has been also race
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specific to people who were told at an early age
because of segregation, legal, that is, "This is about
as far as you're going to go and you're able to work
your job in the black community; you can't work
someplace else."

DR. ENGLAND. I agree with that completely.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Jack, you wanted to

follow up? Because I had one more question for Dr.
Berger, but I can come back to it. Do you want to?

COMINISSIONEK BUNZEL. I wanted to ask a ques-
tion based on what you've been asking and on what
both Dr. England and Dr. Pclachek have been
talking about. I've scribbled a bunch of notes here
because it comes out in a kind of skewed fashion.

I listened to you say, Dr. England. that if you
can't measure, or if it's very hard to measure sex
discrimination on the part of an employer, or, I think
that's what you said, why should we, then, on the
basis of that, move to comparable worth?

Now, this runs into some other things that I want
to join with this and ask both of you and Dr.
Polachek.

I'm playing a kind of paradigmatic game here in a
sense. I'm trying to figure out in a larger frame than
we've discussed why it is that Polachek favors this
and England favors that. My sense of it is that if you
both looked at the same data, you would see through
different pairs of glasses different things and find
different things.

Well, in social science research, we know that
happens all the time. All right. Then I go back and
say, what's really at issue here fundamentally? Why
do these two very good scholars come at these
particular data and, very honestly, as colleagues
have differences? I suggest, and then I want you to
comment, that it has something to do with some of
the following things:

Dr. Polachek believes in the free market and is
something of a libertarian.

Dr. England believes in something that might
simply be called more of the ..welfare state ethic or
the role of the government to have a role in trying to
remedy inequity, rather than the market.

Dr. Polachek believes in access and opportunity.
Dr. England emphasizes more outcomes and results.

They both agree that there are multiple factors
that have to be taken into account, that the equation
is not one to one, that we can't talk in strictly literal
causal relationships.

But the fact is tat while they have different
descriptions, they also have widely different pre-
scriptions as to what the remedies are. .

What I'm trying to get at is this, and I'm not doing
a very good job, because I Don't have the time to
sort it out. I really would like to ask each of you to
go beyond your papers, beyond the data, beyond
what it is we have been talking about here for the
last hour and a half, and just talk with us a bit about
what basically are some of the fundamental assump-
tions based on your own values that lead you to your
different views of this question.

Try to relate this to what it is that is the nature of
a civil right in all of this. You can tell I'm not a
lawyer and I'm an academic and a very wordy one.

DR. ENGLAND. Well, now I feel at home with a
social scientist.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Yes, I know you both
do.

DR. ENGLAND. Someone speaking my language,
and I can respond.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. That's discrimination.
DR. ENGLAND. I think that you have to look at

where Polachek and I disagree on describing what's
going on in the world and separate that from
questions of disagreeing on prescriptions. Actually,
neither us said a word about prescriptions in our
papers, but you infer them.

With respect to our different understandings of
what's going on in the world, I would say (and he
may disagree) that the difference is that he is trained
in the paradigm of neoclassical economics. For
neoclassical economists, when the data don't fit the
theory, they retain the theory while looking around
for data that support the theory.

Now, in sociology, we don't have any coherent
grand theory, so we look a lot at empirical evidence.
We may entertain a hypothesis from economic
theory or anywhere else. We have great fidelity to
the data because that's all we have, you see.
Theories of the middle range is much of what we
have.

Polachek has correctly pointed out how lot of
differentials do go in the direction that you would
predict by the human capital theory, and so. obli-
ously, that has something to do with what's going
on. I agree completely.

I'm saying there are also other factors operating.
There are some forms of demand side disciimina-
tion. There is also socialization.
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So my view is more eclectic and I have empha-
sized more of those thingr hat I think he leaves out.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Does this
DR. ENGLAND. Let's turn to the prescriptive

issues.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Yes. All right. Okay.
DR. ENGLAND. This is really what I think you

wanted to get at. I don't know Polachek's political
philosophy. I think there is this tendency to see
comparable worth as this incredibly radical doctrine
that's going to bring the government breathing
down people's necks on even more issues than
before, by requiring all these administrative things.

Nch, there's some truth to that. Any time you
talk about a new thing you might prohibit, that's an
added intrusion of government into the economy.
But I don't see it in principle as markedly different
from the kinds of laws about discrimination

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Markedly with a D here.
DR. ENGLAND. Pardon me?
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Markedly with a D.
DR. ENGLAND. Yes, markedly with a D.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Okay.
DR. ENGLAND. The point I'm trying to make is

this. We have now two basic sets of laws about sex
discrimination. Let me put them in my own words.
Sex cannot be taken into account in setting wages
within a single job. Then we have Title VII that says
sex cannot be taken into account in deciding who
gets into what job.

Comparable worth is adding to that a third: Sex
cannot be taken into ac coant when you assign wage
differentials between jobs.

Now, I don't see a big radical departure between
the first two and the third. It is true that if the
Supreme Court interprets Title VII expansively, to
include comparable worth, it will be one more
government intervention. Some thinv. that that's
inherently troublesome.

Maybe in the final analysis it does get down to
what moves you. It bothers me a little bit to think of
concentrations of government power. If they were
much more concentrated, I would be more both-
ered. It moves me a lot to think that women are not
earning their worth because employers may take sex
into account in setting the wages of jobs.

It moves me a lot to know that there are a lot of
women, some of them single heads of households,
who are at the poverty line partly because of sex
discrimination. That moves me to advocate some
prescriptions to eradicate this kind of discrimination.
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There is no either/or of being for Title VII or for
comparable worth. One could be for both. One
could be against both.

So that's where I think our differences are.
DR. POLACHEK. Okay. I'm not sure I agree on our

differences, so let me outline why we differ
DR. ENGLAND. Differ on our differences.
DR. POLACHEK. on our differences.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. For those who didn't

hear, Dr. Polachek does not agree with the differ-
ences.

DR. POLACHEK. Okay. I see our differences as
perhaps going into the wrong on two parts. First of
all, there are technical differences, and second of all,
we can go then and discuss the philosophical
differences which might exist with respect to what
we believe about the free market economy.

On the technical side, the difference that we find
is as follows: I find that the best model for occupa-
tional segregation which exists today for which we
have published reaJts, the best, the very best, yields
that occupational segregation explains 39 percent of
the wage gap. Most studies, including computations
from studies Professor England has done, has gotten
in the ballpark of 4.7 percent, 5 percent, at best 6
percent. Okay. The': fact one.

Fact two is that even the worst studies which
analyze wage. differentials from the human capital
point of view explain at least 45 percent of the wage
gap. Now, people who criticize the human capital
theory, and that's the weakest implementation of
human capital theories, say, "Well, wait, there's at
least a 50 percent wage gap which is unexplained;
therefore, it's discrimination."

Now, one could ask the very, very same question
with respect to the models of occupational segrega-
tion. They explain like between 4.7 percent, 6
percent, 12 percent, 19 percent, and at best, 39
percent. What's the residual? You said that this
occupational segregation is discrimination. Now,
you know, there is a bigger residual using that model
than using the human capital model.

I further claim thatyou know, what is then
claimed is that, "Well, occupational segregation
models, the testing of it isn't tested well. We've got
to do better." I'm saying that's the same problem
with human capital models as well. But we have
done better, and we can get upwards of close to 90
something percent with this so-called human capital
model, which deals with lifetime labor force partici-
pation.
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Philosophically do we differ? I'm not sure we
differ philosophically. True, I'm an economist. True,
Paula is a sociologist. It's true that economists tend
to have a paradigm, tend to have a theory, which
tries to explain some of the results. It's true that
sociologists look at numbers and sometimes don't
always have an underlying theory which might
explain all the numbers.

But the one thing about an empirical economist is
that they can separate the theory from the numbers,
and in the conclusions that I reach, it does not
depend on any underlying theory. It's just looking at
the numbers.

Professor England, for example, criticizes my
model of occupational choice because maybe, and
it's not true, but she claims that one conclusion of
the human capital theory is wrong.

Well, my model of occupational choice, the
figures that I gave you about the increase in the
number of women in managerial occupations and the
decrease of the number of women in service type
occupations, is not based on a theory. That's based
on statistical analysis void of theory.

The theory that I bring in has tried to explain why
it is true, why it is true that these patterns emerge.
That's when I bring in theory. So the conclusions
that I've give :i you are based basically were based
explicitly on data.

With respect to my reasons for trying to claim
that the market seems to work, I'm not inherently a
free market libertarian, although it seems to me the
data indicates that often markets do work. Data also
indicates that often when we have certain kinds of
legislation, we get inefficiencies within the market.

What I'm trying to avoid is creating inefficiencies
which could exist. I'm trying to avoid what some
people have called a quick fut, althoughwell, I'm
trying towhat I'm trying to avoid are those things
like the quick fix.

I'm interested in creating the correct incentives so
that we have efficiency in the economy and, yet, we
don't just change wages in the short run, which
creates more problems in the long run.

We could equalize male and female wages. That's
not hard. We can create legislation to do that. But if
we do, it might create inefficiencies which will
hamper the growth and development of this coun-
try. It will lower the rate of growth of the GNP,
which would make us all worse off in the future. It
might make some of us better off now, but in the end
we might suffer as a result of it.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Dr. England, I ask the
same question of you, and I hope it will be

DR. BELLER. Can I add something on this ques-
tion before you go on?

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Well, let me just finish
and thenlet me just finish because I don't want to
take up too much time here. I have one quick
question. I hope maybe you can give me a quick
answer. I'm still trying to clarif' my own thinking
about some issues that have really teased me a great
deal.

The question is this, and it may not be the best one
to put to you: Do you believe, each of you, that
there should be the same gender ratio in each
occupation as in the whole labor force?

DR. ENGLAND. Gender ratio in earnings?
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Yes. No, the same gen-

der ratio in eachearnings, yes, in each occupation,
as in the whole labor force.

DR. ENGLAND. Do you mean the same proportion
of men and women in each occupation as in the
whole labor force or the same sex gap or lack
thereof in earnings in each occupation?

COMMISSIONER BINZEL. I'm talking about lack of
earnings.

DR. ENGLAND. Not necessarily. That is, what
we're always interested in is the sex gap in earnings
after adjusting for qualifications.

DR. POLACHES. That's not the question.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Well, I understand that,

yes. But I was really asking just to get a brief
DR. ENGLAND. Adjusting for all of those things,

should there be the same sex gap? Is that the
question? Then I'd aay yes.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. In earnings, yes.
DR. ENGLAND. Well, if we're adjusting for all the

productivity-related factors, then we would expect,
in the absense of discrimination, to find no sex gap in
earnings within or between occupations.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Well, maybe.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Just a second. I want to

take someone. Ms. Chavez, you have a question,
then Mr. Destro, then Ms. Ramirez.

DR. ENGLAND. If we measured all the relevant
DR. BELLER. Excuse me.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I'm sorry.
CommissiONER BUNZEL. No, I want to ask Mr.

Polachek the same question.
DR. BELLER. I want to add something to the

answer to the previous question, if I may.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Fine.
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DR. BELLER. Okay. All right. I just think that it's
wrong to say that there isthat the differences are
on a philosophical basis, because I am as much of a
free market economist as Professor Polachek. We
were both trained by the same Chicago-oriented
professors, and I agree with England.

I think the difference is a difference of experience.
Professor Polachek believes that there is no discrimi-
nation against women in the labor market by
employers, and I do. I think that is part of the
difference.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. He is shaking his head;
he doesn't believe that.

DR. FOLACHEX. I never said that.
DR. BELLER. He said he believes there is societal

discrimination, but there is no discrimination by
employers.

DR. POLACHEK. No, wait. I said it indicates two
forms, societal and market, and then they go on the
discrimination point.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. He said them can be
discrimination.

DR. BELLER. Okay. Well, I think the difference
may ride on experience rather than his marital
difference.

Andbut since discrimination is an interference
in the market itself, it may call for another interfer-
ence that in some sense is countervailing.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. I know that philosophy
is no more an exact science than is economics or
political science and certainly not sociology. But I
do have a feeling, nonetheless, that there is some-
thing here that has to do with values, how one
approaches problems, which is what I had in mind
by my own idiom of the pairs of glasses one wears
and what one sees. These things have always teased
me and I'm sure they tease each of you.

I still put the same question that I put to Dr.
England to you, Mr. Polachek.

DR. POLACHEK. In terms of raw wage ratios, you
would find gender differences across occupations. If
we had the know-how to completely adjust for all of
the characteristics, including motivational character-
istics and so on, then you'd wipe away the wage gap,
and Professor England and I agree.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Miss Chavez?
Ms. CHAVEZ.. I don't want to make this simplistic,

but corning at this not as a social scientist or a
lawyer, I do think there are some very major
philosophical differences between the ways in which
the panelists have viewed data. And I think they
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stem from something that has not yet been men-
tioned. I would extrapolate from the papers present-
ed in testimony today that Doctors Polachek and
Berger view differences between groups as primari-
ly the result of individual choice. The focus of
attention is on the individual and the choices that
individuals make regarding their future.

I would say that Doctors Beller and England
view things from a determinist point of view. They
assume that society does, in fact, determine choices
for individuals and that choices are not made freely;
but other factors, such as socialization or discrimina-
tion, primarily account for differences.

Is that a fair description of differences between
the way in which you're coming at these problems?

DR. POLACHEK. Me?
Ms. CHAVEZ. Yes.
DR. POLACHEIC. I agree with your comment,

except that I think that we go a little bit beyond
claiming that the differences in my case are all
supply oriented. I think that much of it is determined
in the market, for example, not just

Ms. CHAVEZ. But it is still the individual who
taking a look at the market, makes choices?

DR. POLACHEK. That's right. That's right.
Ms. CHAVEZ. As opposed to choices being deter-

mined for the individual by factors beyond his
control, totally beyond his control.

DR. POLACHEX. Well, individuals make choices
based on conditions which exist in society, and I'm
not claiming that people's choices are completely
freethere are constraints. Everyone makes deci-
sions based on the constraints that exist, just as the
societal discrimination, which I alluded to, and it
seems that there are constraints; there are notions
that women, for example, should stay home, should
take responsibility more tor t'..e children than the
husband.

But part of this kind of constraints seems to
indicate that on average women are younger than
their husbands, which gives them a marked disad-
vantage right at the start of marriage. Also, they are
less educated than their husbands on average, which
again gives them a disadvantage right at the start of
marriage.

Da. ENGLAND. They are not less educated.
Du. POLACHEK. Well, if you look at husband and

wife pairs, they are.
DR. BERGER. Working-class women have higher

education than-
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DR. POLACHEK. That's right. But if you look at
husband and wife pairs, the husbands are more
educated. So these are conditions which exist, and
part of these conditions which exist determine the
choices. That's the point. That is where discrimina-
tion comes into play, the societal-type discrimina-
tion.

Ms. CHAVEZ. Could I just ask one short question?
DR. POLACHEK. The way to combatokay, 'well.
Ms. CHAVEZ- Of Dr. England. In all of the paper,

when you talk about socialization, I was surprised
that you make no reference to biological distinctions
between men and women, the fact that women do
bear children. I wonder what role you believe
children play? Is socialization not in large part
determined by the biological fact that women bear
children?

DR. ENGLAND. My own view is that there are
innate biological differences between men and wom-
en, for example, in upper body strength, and in who
can nurse children, and in some other factors. But
socialization patterns are a wild exaggeration of the
biological differences.

That is, the biological differences maybe did give
rise at some point to the patterns of socialization.
Now the socialized traits that females and males are
encouraged to take on are a wild exaggeration of
what differences are really biologically necessary. I
just chose not to address talking about the biological
differences. One can only talk about so many things.

It is biologically dictated that women bear chil-
dren. It's not biologically dictated that they do 90
percent of the caretaking that gets done. That's a
social decision.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Mr. Destro. Then we
have to go to Commissioner Ramirez.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. I have a question for Dr.
Heller. In your paper, you indicate that there is
about a 30 to 40 percent differential which is not
explained after controlling for measurable differ-
ences in human capital and the amount of labor
supply.

One thing I haven't heard any of the panelists
address, in terms of explaining the gap, is that it
seems to other participants as well as you that the
focus is on either the value of the work to the
employer or the human capital and labor supply.

What I'd like to know is what other factors might
account for the differential and if some of them
might be, for example, seniority and time in the
work force or the impact of collective bargaining on

wage rates. It seems to me that that's not been
addressed at all. Many times in unionized shops
workers are paid a lot more than those in nonunion
shops. There'd be a differential there because many
women's occupations have not been unionized to
date.

DR. BELLER. That's certainly true. Typically, data
sets only contain certain of the factors, and you
rarely get all of the factors in the same data set.
That's why you look at many, many studies, and you
see what the factors do account for when they are
able to be controlled for.

You know, you still have a substantial or sizable
gap that's unexplained when you control the best
you can for these different factors. The ones you
mentioned should cause wage differentials, but they
almost never all are in the same data set.

COMMISSIONER DEgrao. Well, why aren't they in
the same data set? It seems to me that as soon as you
leave out an important factor like collectivization,
then you really skew your sample or your data set.

DR. BELLER. Okay. I mean, the kinds of factors
you raise are typically in longitudinal data sets, and
so, in a longitudinal data set, you would have
information on those factors. Longitudinal data sets
where you collect data year after year are extremely
expensive and they tend to be small samples.

The kind of research I did was designed to study
the effects of equal employment opportunity laws. I
could not use a small sample from a longitudinal data
set. I had to use cross-sectional, single-year census
data, and they don't collect the information on your
wo k history, your seniority, or whether or not
you're a union member.

So, there are simply two different kinds of data
sets that tend to contain different factors, presum-
ably because of the costs and other limitations on
interview surveys.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Why, then, should some-
one whoone of the things I enjoy about this
process is that you learn a lot by reading the papers;
but when I first started reading your paper, my
immediate reaction as a person who hasn't paid a lot
of attention to this area and who has become
increasingly interested was that: My Lord, there is a
30 to 40 percent unexplained wage difference!

Then I found that there are all kinds of other
factors. Why the emphasis on the unexplained
factor, then, as a basis or as an argument for
adopting a different theory of job evaluation than
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we have now? A market theory as opposed to a
single thing or factor?

Da. BELLER. I don't follow the last part of your
question, but the- -

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Let me rephrase that.
DR. BELLER. If we could explainall right, go

ahead.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. I guess my ques-

tion is that in the arguments for comparable worth,
what we findwhether were dealing with sex-
segregated occupations or notis that whenever we
have an unexplained salary differential, some per-
centage of the unexplained differential is attributed
to sex discrimination. Right?

It seems to me that the larger the unexplained
differential, the more argument we hear that there is
sex discrimination there. What I understood you to
be saying is

DR. BELLER. Any unexplained differential can be
due to discrimination, and many economists would
argue that the unexplained differential is due to
discrimination. It was alluded to before that we are
trying to chip away at that differential. We try to
explain as much of the difference as we can on the
basis of productivity-related factors because we're
all interested in finding out the truth about this.

To the extent that wage differentials, in fact, are
due to productivity differences, that's important to
know. The part we can't explain may be due to some
of the other variables that we have not yet been able
to control for. But, as I said before, they would have
to be uncorrelated with the variables we are already
controlling for, for them to add a lot of explanatory
power, which is not very likely. The rest of the
unexplained differential may be dee to discrimina-
tion.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. I think that an-
swers my question. With respect to your use of Title
VII as a tool for analysis, in Dr. Goldin's paper I
read that demographic trends have increased the
participation of women in the work force, wholly
apart from Title VII.

How would you correlate the increase in demo-
graphic participation in the work force, as well as
participation in the labor force for a longer time and
then dropping out, which may not show up in the
present generation, in the present cohort, with your
Title VII data? They seem to correspond. Has there
been any intercorrelational work done on that?

DR. BELLER. Meaning as to whether or not Title
VII's enforcement is affecting the labor force panic-
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ipation and the extent to which women stay on the
job?

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Well, they seem to be
paralleling one another from wnat I read in Dr.
Goldin's paper. Now, is there any research being
done to determine whether, if you took Title VII
away tomorrow, the trend would be the same or
similar?

I know that, as a civil rights lawyer, I'd like to
think that Title VII is the answer. Nevertheless, I'd
like to know your view, because these trends are
interesting.

DR. BELLER. There has been very little work
addressing whether Title VII has affected labor
force participation and the extent to which women
stay on a job. But there is one paper that I know of,
and that was a study by Osterman, that looked at the
effect of affirmative action on turnover and quitting
among women workers.

It did show that it reduced quitting. That is, wheri
women saw that they had improved opportunities to
move up in the firms, they were less likely to quit.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. The last question for you
is that in your paper you indicate that even in the
absence of discrimination, women might choose
other occupations. Wouldn't that explain part of the
gap? Wouldn't that be one of the factors?

DR. BELLER. I do not deny that choice may play a
role in the occupations that women are in. I just
argue that the empirical evidence has not been
strongly in favor of that explanation.

But, as I said, theoretically I find them both
persuasive, and, you know, if I had to take a stab, I'd
say I think it's 50-50.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Have you got more?
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Yes, I have just a couple

more.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Okay.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. One for Dr. England.

One of the things that's fascinated me throughout
my readings on all of this is the use of the multiple
regression and the assignment of a coefficient to find
out this unexplained gap with respect to segregation.

If we know at the outset that women are segregat-
ed and we know at the outset that there is a gap,
does it, using the segregation factor to arrive at the
coefficient of discrimination, simply assume or give
additional weight to segregation as the cause of the
gap, and then doesn't it just become a circle?
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The reason I ask that question is when you made
the comparison between dock workers and some-
where else, it seems to me that the weighting of
these factors is critical. What I'd like for you to
e-plain to me a little bit is how you go about
assigning weights to factors.

DR. ENGLAND. Recall that I divided my discus-
sion into explaining segregation first and then ex-
plaining the sex gap in pay given that we have
segregation. I gather that your question is more
about the latter.

COMMISSIONER DES1110. Right.
Da. ENGLAND. That is, we have men and women

in these different jobs. First, let Inc say that most of
the regression analyses that people have talked
about, you know, control for individual qualifica-
tions to find how much of the sex gap in pay is
unaccounted for. They control for many human
capital characteristics. They do not consider wheth-
er job segregation comes in or not. That's just a
black box left out of the analysis. They're just asking
if equally qualified people are paid equally, apart
from what jobs they are in.

Now, another way to use regression analysis to
deal more specifically with the comparable worth
issue is to look at the jobs men and women are in and
how the different job skills and other job character-
istics affect the wages of jobs. Then we use regres-
sion analysis to see if predominantly female jobs pay
less than is commensurate with their skill levels and
other characteristics. That's where we put percent
female in as a variable. Its net effect is what I would
say measures this kind of comparable worth discrim-
ination.

You have asked how one gets the weights for the
different skill factors. If you're a manager and you're
doing a job evaluation, it is a big problem to decide
how to get the weights. You'll hear a lot of
discussion about this later today. But if you're just
asking the question of whether employers have
engaged in the kind of discrimination at issue in
comparable worth, then you get the weights empiri-
cally.

For example, take an analysis I've done. I took a
list of about 20 different kinds of skill characteristics
from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, I entered
all those variables into a regression equation, and the
weights come out of the regression analysis. The
weight or coefficient for any one skill variable tells
you that, on average, controlling for all these other

skill characteristics, if a job has one unit more of this
type of skill, it pays X amount more.

That's not me deciding that weight. That's the
analysis telling us how employers weight the vari-
able in their pay schemes. I call it a policy-capturing
approach. The analysis tells us what policies em-
ployers use across the labor force.

So, when you explain as much as you can with
measures of jobs' skills, you go on to ask if there is a
tendency for the predominantly female jobs to pay
less than the predominantly male jobs that are
comparable on some points added up by those
weights derived empirically.

So, I don't think it prejudges the question. The
analysis does not assume that any pay difference
between a male and a female occupation is discrimi-
natory. It only assumes that discrimination explains
any pay difference between a male and a female
occupation that's left after you adjust for all these
skill characteristics according to the weights that
you can see empirically employers give those skill
characteristics. That's the differential that I would
define as the kind of wage discrimination ai issue in
comparable worth. This is totally distinct from
discrimination in placement, hiring, or promotion.

Now, this analysis is subject to all the usual
problems of social science research. If there are 17
relevant variables that we've omitted, we may be
overestimating or underestimating the extent of
discrimination. All research, not only that on com-
parable worth, has these problems.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Do you have more, Bob?
COMMISSIONER DEsrao. No. I would just ask, if I

might, just for the record, that I have some questions
for Dr. Berger, and would like to have her respond
to them after the hearing, if that's permissible.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. You mean in writing?
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. In writing.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Yes. Commissioner Ra-

mirez.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I think Dr. England

began to address some of the issues that concern me,
but I've been sitting through all of this, and again I'd
like to not conic at it as a social scientist, but to say
to you that as a woman who has made choices
between family and career and has always had as a
first priority the family considerations, I find no
incompatibility between a desire to see equity in the
workplace for women and that dedication to family.

Let me ask a question this way: Let's assume for a
minute that, indeed, the overwhelming majority of
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women, in fact, choose to go into these female
occupations, that we'd rather teach children and
nurture people and children in day care centers and
help people in hospitals and that all of those are a
matter of choice, and let us assume that there is no
pressure to keep us in those occupations. Now, and
let us assume that we are in those, that we took the
job in issue in order to supplement our family
income and that we have in the back of our minds
the possibility that we might take summers off to be
with our families.

Is it still not discrimination for the body that sets
the rates for those jobs to say because these jobs are
held by women, we will set them at a lower rate, and
because these women have made these choices in
terms of lifestyle, and I really don't know what
would happen to the kids if women and some men
didn't make these choices, but when you talk about
societal needs, we do have to remember that
somebody does have to take care of children.

But is it, given that scenario in which either the
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, who
deals with day care funding, or every legislature in
every State in this country sets salaries for teachers
in which they basically say all of these women are
just working to bring in a little extra income for their
families, so they keep wages low. Is that not
discrimination?

DR. ENGLAND. I would say that it is. That is, it is
discrimination in wage setting of the variety at issue
in comparable worth to the extent that they have
taken the sex of the people doing the work into
account in setting the wages, rather than setting the
wages on the basis of the contribution of the job to
the organization's goals or profit.

I think your point is extraordinarily well taken. I
wish I could say it as well, that all of these questions
about whether women chose the occupations, and
their loyalties to their families, are irrelevant. If the
job isn't paid commensurate with its contribution
and that differential is because of the sex of the
people doing the work, common plain English tells
me that's sex discrimination, whether or not the
women were forced into those jobs.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Let me ask Dr. Pols-
chek

DR. ENGLAND. Now, of course, there's a double
whammy if they were also forced into the jobs, but I
think the point holds regardless of that.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Can you answer? Can
you give me your views on that issue?
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DR. POLACHEK. Well, I think if I understand your
question right, it's a very important question, and
that is, is that if we do go into a system of
comparable worth and we do have boards which
determine wages for each particular job, is it not
possible that this board can use criteria which are
themselves discriminatory? The answer is, of course,
they can. That might be one good reason not to use
such boards, but to revert back to the marketplace,
presumably, that would behave efficiently and not
use such criteria.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. You didn't answer my
question. Do State legislators who set salaries for the
nurses, for teachersand I have testified before
them many times, and it is clear to me that they are
taking the sex of the people in these job categories
into considerationare they practicing discrimina-
tion?

DR. POLACHEK. If people take the sex of the
person into account in assigning a wage, yes, that is
discrimination.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Just one more question
to you, and that is, you talked about day care

DR. POLACHEK. Yes.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. As a Federal policy

that would tend to increase the effects oftell me
what you said about day care and then tell me what
you think a possible solution to that is.

DR. POLACHEK. Well, I said that there are
differences in lifetime labor force commitment be-
tween men and women that exist.

Now, part of the difference comes about because
women on average have different in,..entives to
participate and to have a full commitment in the
labor market compared to men. One reason is
societal; the burden of family care seems to be
placed on the part of women. If it is true, then, that
no day care is available, or if it is true that only high-
cost day care is available, then what happens is that
the women are the ones that stay home or drop out
of the labor force to take care of their children.

As an indicator that that is true, merely look at the
change in labor force participation of women when
their children reach school age. Labor force partici-
pation rates of women rise.

So, I'm saying the unavailability of free day care is
an impediment to full-time labor force participation.
That is one impediment, but an important one that
keeps women out of the labor force full time.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Genera' Counsel has a
couple of questions; then we can adjourn.
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MR. DISLER. I have a couple of questions for Dr.
Beller first. In your paper you mentioned that you
operationalized male-dominated occupations at 72.2
percent male, and I'm just wondering where that
number comes from. Why is it 72.2 percent, as
opposed

DR. BELLER. I take the percentage that males
form of the labor force or of all occupations, and I
add 5 percentage points to that.

MR. DISLER. Just arbitrarily or is just
wondering where that comes from.

DR. SELLER. Yes, it's arbitrary as to what exact
cutoff you make. I did the empirical work for other
cutoffs. You add 10 percentage points to the propor-
tion in the labor force or 20, and basically it doesn't
change the results, because most occupations are so
far from integrated that very few occupations are in
that middle range.

MR. DISLER. Okay. Earlier in your paper and
throughout your presentation, you mentioned that a
discrimination model explains how wages may be
higher in the male sector and lower in the female
sector even after you have taken into account
differences in the productivity characteristics of the
workers.

I'm just wondering how in that analysis or in these
analyses generally the supply and demand factors,
labor supply and demand factors, are taken into
account. If you're only looking at productivity
characteristics, does that take into account supply
and demand factors?

This is parallel to Commissioner Destro's ques-
tioning when he was asking about the effect of

wunionization, for example, on wage rates.
DR. BELLER. Yes. What I meant by the productiv-

ity-related characteristics are the supply characteris-
tics, like yourin human capital, your education,
your training, your marital status, which will affect
your participation. That's what I mean by the
productivity-related characteristics, in what's called
a human capital model.

Then the demand is thediscrimination is a
demand model. It's saying that employers, the extent
to which they will want to hire women and at a
particular wage is affected by their dislike for having
women in certain positions. They have preference
against having women in certain positions.

At least that's one theory of discrimination. It
expresses it as a distaste for hiring women in certain
jobs.

MR. DISLER. Let me ask you another question
about implementation of comparable worth, some of
the consequences. Is it possible or likely that the
implementation of that concept to the extent that
rates and wages of predominantly female jobs might
retard the desegregation of occupations?

DR. BELLER. I think that's an important point. I
haven't considered that because I haven't done my
paper on comparable worth, but let me say this, that
to some extent if you make female-dominated occu-
pations relatively more attractive, you will retard
the extent to which women are exiting those
occupations.

Ma. DISLER. One last question that I wanted to
direct to you and I guess to Dr. Polachek, who is the
only other economist up there. if a finn is going to
increase suddenly its wage for a particular job in
more than a nominal way, say, a 10 or 15 percent
wage increase for one of its job categories without
an increase in productivity either in that job or
anywhere else in the firm, what kinds of economic
consequences would we expect for that firm in terms
of, for example, supply and demand with respect to
workers both in that one job category and through-
out the firm? Would you expect that the demand, for
example, by the employer for workers in that one
job classification might go down, for example?

DR. BELLER. If the wages were raised above the
productivity of those workers to that firm, then you
would expect to see them hiring fewer of those
workers.

MR. DISLER. Okay. Might the firm's prices for its
product or service also go up?

DR. BELLER. I can't answer that off the top of my
head. I'd have to figure it out.

MR. DISLER. Okay. Dr. Polachek.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Could you assume that's

the case?
DR. POLACHEK. Yes. I'm sorry?
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I was going to say

maybe you're going to answer itI was going to
say, can you for the sake of discussion, would you
assume that the cost of the product goes up to pay
the cost of the wage?

DR. POLACHEK. Yes, that would occur; that
would tend to occur, yes.

Da. BELLER. In a perfectly competitive firm, but
not necessarily otherwise.

DR. POLACHEK. The other print is that if you
increase wages by this amount, 10 to 15 percent, in
one particular firm, that is, in a competitive industry,
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then in the extreme that firm could actually go out
of business.

084IRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. Arc you
throue..0

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Wait, Mr. Chairman. I
have to ask some more questions based on your
answers to this last line of questioning.

First of all, Miss Belier, even if raising the wages
of women in certain occupations caused them to exit
more slowly from those occupations, is that a good
reason not to raise their wages if the jobs are shown
to have value and comparable to other jobs?

DR. BELLER. Certainly not.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Also, could we not as-

sume that even if the wages were raised and women
stayed, therefore, in those occupations, that some
men might be attracted to those occupations by the
higher wages?

DR. BELLER. Yes. In fact, the data that I looked
at, well, there is some movement of men into
typically female occupations. It's nowhere near the
extent to the reverse. And if teaching were valued
the way it perhaps deserves to be valued in this
society, 1 hink

CHAIRS,' N PENDLETON. Good luck.
DR. BF' ER. there would beit would be

viewed as acceptable occupation for men as well.So
COMMISSIONER BERRY. In other words, if this did

happen, it might hypothetically open up more
choices for beat women and men, if we were to raise
the wages, rat Pr than just worrying about it
retarding women from leaving certain occupations;
that you might have men, for example, who might
go into the occupation where the wage is raised, and
you mightthis is all hypothetical, since nobody
knows what's going to happenyou might also
have more women go, ig into male occupations that
men have left and gone into the ones for women.

DR. BELLER. That's correct.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Hypothetically. Then the

only other point was, even if it were the case
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. C nnmissioner Berry, if

youoh, go ahead.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. even if it were the case

that the cost to consumers were higher because the
employer had to add in the cost of paying women
fair wages by my definition, wages that were related
to the value of their work, is that a reason not to pay
women the value of wages related to their work? I
mean, is that a reason not to do it, because-
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DR. BELLER. Probably not, because
COMMISSIONER BERRY. consumers might have

to pay more?
DR. BELLER. Probably not. Unionism probably

raises the cost of wages as well as otherthere are
many other factors that raise prices. So that alone
would not necessarily be one.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. I just wondered, because
it occurred tp me that one argument for not ending
slavery would be that it cost more to have people
who weren't slaves work than to have them be
slaves. But I leave it at that, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Berry
makes a good point. I understand where we're going
with this line of questioning and hypotheticals and
what-have-you, but it is clear to me you can't have
the wages unless you make the money. It does seem
to me it's very clear that if you have to increase the
cost of the product, you have got a problem.

Another thing about it is thatlook what we've
done with protectionism and unionism in this coun-
try. And we have done that and we have made
demands to the point whereby we have pushed a lot
of jobs right out of this country. So, if we're going to
talk about that situation, we've got to talk about how
this gets into collective bargaining and the whole
discussion.

So, to leave it with saying just hypothetically you
should not have to worry about the fact that you're
going to make fair salary is only one point. The
other point is from where you get the money to give
the fair wage. That's not going to happen from the
tooth fairy.

If we can, can we adjouni this meeting until 3
o'clock?

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. I move adjournment.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I mean recess until 3

o'clock.
Recess.)
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. If there is anyone in the

room who is hearing impaired, would you please
raise your hand so we can identify you and be able
to respond appropriately.

Okay. Is there anyone here %vim, is hearing
impaired at all? Thank you.

We're convening after the recess the afternoon
session. The afternoon session is entitled Compara-
ble Worth Doctrine and Its Implementation

Our next panel will focus on the implementation
of the comparable worth doctrine. Our four panel-
ists will be Dr. Donald Schwab, professor of



business research in the Graduate School of the
University of Wisconsin; Dr. Alvin 0. Bellak, a
general partner of Hay Associates, a management
consulting firm which has provided consulting
services on comparable worth issues to major
corporations; Professor Herbert Northrup, the for-
mer employee relations manager for the General
Electric Corporation. and since 1961 a professor at
the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School
and director of its Industrial Research Unit. Our
final panel member is Dr. Ronnie Steinberg, who is
director of the program on comparable worth at the
Center for Women in Government and an associate
professor of government at the State University of
New York at Albany.

We will start the presentation in this order: Dr.
Bellak, Dr. Schwab, Dr. Northrup, and Dr. Stein-
berg.

PANEL: COMPARABLE WORTH DOCTRINE
AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

Statement of Alvin 0. Bellak, General Partner.
Hay Associates

DR. BELLAK. Comparable worth, as we all know.
is a social, an economic, and a political issue. My
best contribution to the debate would be to address
it as a technologist and to stay away as best I can
from the other aspects. I'm a practicing consultant. I
have been at job evaluation and compensation
studies for some 27 years.

The common definition of comparable worth is
being codified in 19 State laws so far and goes
generally like this: Males and females are to be paid
equally for work requiring comparable skill, effort,
and responsibility under similar working conditions.

It is important to note that the only basis for pay
differentials generally recognized in the laws is
something that sounds like performance, for exam-
ple, seniority or productivity.

Now, I would like to emphasize again that the
point of departure for my paper and for this
summary of it is that we're dealing with laws that
say that: (1) males and females are to be treated
equally; (2) skill, effort, responsibility, and working
conditions are the compensable factors (except for
the State of California, the compensable factors are
not further defined in the laws); and (3) generally the
only pay differentials allowed are for performance.

What this translates into, for anybody trying to
implement comparable worth, is that they need one

job evaluation system for all the jobs in the organiza-
tion and one parallel set of pay rates.

With that as a backdrop, I will now turn to the
Washington State case that has attracted a lot of
attention. The State of Washington employed a
consultant. He did a job evaluation study and found
that some jobs had the same or very similar point
scores. If the jobs were predominantly filled by
women, they tended to be paid less than the jobs that
were predominantly filled by men. I think it aver-
aged about a 20 percent difference. The judge, Jack
E. Tanner, said that that constituted discrimination
and the State was liable.

Does this mean that if an organization has a job
evaluation some kind cif a point system, and it
prices jobs with the same or similar points different-
ly, pricing meaning setting the pay rate, are they
now and forevermore admitting diraimination? Are
they now liable for the consequert:s?

As far as I can see, and Fame expert opinion
elsewhere agrees, the Tanner recision has not ended
the matter. I think it has a longer distance to go.
There are other decisions and other courts.

Now, let's address job evaluation. In job evalu-
ation, you rank order jobs using compensable factors
and weightings that reflect the value system of an
organization: Skill, effort, responsibility, working
conditions are generic compensable factors.

While there is a large body of knowledge about
these factors, there is great room for variation as an
organization defines these factors in terms of a set of
working scales for job measurement purposes. As a
general rule, the more homogeneous the organiza-
tion, the easier it is to gti agreement on a specific set
of scales, either using an established set or develop-
ing a set de novo. In a large diverse organization, a
heterogeneous one it is common for various seg-
ments of the organization to each want their own set
of scales, and that's what you find, three or four or
more different evaluation systems in the same large
heterogeneous organization.

Why should there be so many value systems?
Well, just look at the mix of people in jobs. In the
private sector, you have factory workers, office
workers, scientists, executives, and so forth. In the
public sector, you have police, clerical workers also,
doctors, lawyers, and so forth. Can you reasonably
expect scientists and blue-collar workers to believe
that their jobs can be evaluated on the same scale?
How about police and clerical workers? How about
sales people and accountants?
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Net ret, in a large diverse organization, one ends
up with multiple job evaluation systems among the
various segments, and often some segments not using
any job evaluation system at all. That is, they rely on
what is known as market pricing.

Since there is no absolute job measurement system
in existence and none foreseen, and since multiple
value systems exist among the multiple segments of a
large organization, and since this virtually always
leads to multiple job evaluation systems, how do you
compare markedly different jobs across segments,
which is what you would have to do to implement
comparable worth?

The Hay system is very widely used and practical-
ly always across multiple segments in a single
organization, but almost never across all the seg-
ments. One highly publicized broad application of
the Hay system, which was successfully completed,
was a comparable worth project for the city of San
Jose. It included all jobs at all levels except the
uniformed classes, police and firefighters.

How was the project set up? First, union and
management agreed in advance to use the Hay
system and live with the results. Second, job
descriptions were carefully prepared with jobholder
input. Third, the evalai..i.ms were made by a
rerresentative committee that included union and
.sonunion people, management and nonmanagement
people. males and females.

The keys to the success of the project were: (1)
The value system of the Hay guide chart method
was suitable for the employees, at least they thought
so. (2) The process was open and visibly fair. (3) The
climate was clearly constructive, i.e., they agreed to
agree when they finished. The evaluators achieved
consensus on the relative worth of the very different
jobs within the structure and value system of the
government of the city of San Jose.

In the absence of any absolute job evaluation
technology that can produce absolute truth, San
Jose achieved the only other acceptable end result,
namely, credibility. I can't emphasize this enough.
Job evaluation is useful only to the extent that what
it produces is credible to the people involved, both
the governors and the governed.

Now, what do we foresee if, by law, we force any
single job evaluation plan on a large sfid diverse
organization? Keep in mind that in terms of numbers
of jobs and employees, San Jose, as an employer, is
tiny compared to some industrial companies that
have hundreds of thousands of employees. What do
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we foresee if we ask the many constituencies in a
large organization to voluntarily come together to
agree on a single job evaluation system that would
do justice to their different and frequently conflict-
ing sets of values?

Remember again, under the comparable worth
doctrine and the State laws, one set of points will
lead to one set of pay rates. You can believe that
once the people understand this game, the various
constituencies will care a great deal about how those
points are determined.

In our litigious society, one has to assume that this
will all end up in the courts. Today in the State of
Washington sort of case, we have a situation where
job A has the same points as job B but is paid less. I
predict that tomorrow we will hear the argument
that job C would have as many points as job EA and
would therefore be paid the same, if the job
evaluation system used by the State or the company
had the correct compensable factors and/or the
correct weightings for the kind of work performed
by job C The plantiffs will simply challenge the
validity of whatever job evaluation system was used.
How are judges going to handle this allegation? The
plaintiffs will surely be able to mount an army of
experts to testify on their behalf.

Now, let's suppose that there was a universal
method of job evaluation and it produced absolute
truth for every variety of job in every variety of
organization. Let's further suppose that for a single
large and diverse organization we plotted the pay
for each and every jobholder against the evaluation
points for his or her job. What would we find?

To be sure, we would find a very broad scatter of
point-pay relationships, but in a very clear trend
showing that pay increases in rough proportion with
evaluation points for the organization as a whole.
Hay does not claim to have such a universal
instrument, but, given the frailties of our method, we
have 30 years worth of data to show that on average
using the Hay system, as the points go up the dollars
go up. Nothing mysterious about that.

Next, suppose we were to dissect the whole and
plot a point-pay scattergram one by one for each of
the various segments of this large and diverse
organization and then calculated a trend line for
each resultant array. What would we find? Vei y
probably we would see almost as many different
trend lines as there were segments.

For the unionized blue-collar factory workers,
there could be as many different trend lines as there
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were separate union-management wage agreements.
For noriunionized white- collar office workers, we
would fi:td lower trend lines generally than for the
unionized blue-collar factory segments.

For all nonexempt employees, we would find as
many trend lines as there are distinct geographic
locations, with the highest line being easily 30 to 40
percent above the lowest line.

For job functions, we would find many differ-
ences, with some of the differences being dramatic.
At this time, for example, systems and data process-
ing jobs have higher pay lines than personnel jobs.
You should have seen what the trend line for
petroleum company geologists and so forth looked
like a few years ago versus all other jobs.

For profit center divisions in the private sector in
a single company, the glamour product divisions,
like electronic office equipment, with high trend
lines versus the low-tech divisions, e.g., metal
castings. with lower ones.

For female-dominated nonexempt jobs in general,
usually lower trend lines than for male-dominated
nonexempt jobs, possibly even where both are in the
same union in the same location.

For management, executive, professional, and
technical employees, generally no systematic differ-
ences in trend lines if you plot males against females.

All of this in a single, large, diverse organization
in either the public or the private sector: the same or
similar points with substantially different pay in
various segments of the same organization.

Now, is this chaotic management? Is it discrimina-
tory management? Or is the organization simply
pricing jobs at what ;t considers to be competitive
rates in the lovri;Ai3 labor markets from which its
people are drawn?

The doctrine of comparable worth calls for the
same pay rate for the same points in all cases, but it
must contend with multiple labor markets with their
very high diversity of pay for the same points and
the many forces influencing pay levels. Therefore, to
achieve full comparable worth would require an
organization to override different prevailing rates in
different labor markets for jobs that it judged to be
of comparable value within its own organization.

In the pay equity debate, the intent of the
advocates is openly and unashamedly to increase the
pay of women. But the laws as written are very
broad and specify differential pay only for seniority,
performance, and the like. Thus, it would appear
that under the comparable worth doctrine, all

organization segments would have to be paid on the
highest trend line selected for any segment.

Now, if all pay lines in an organization must rise
to equal the highest one, we can foresee a host of all
new issues. For example, would unions give up their
right to negotiate contracts independent of the pay
arrangements in other segments of the same organi-
zation? For example, would unions 1R, C D, and E
have to agree to the same point-dollar relationship as
union A which signed the first agreement? If the
individual unions negotiated jointly with manage-
ment for the same point-pay relationship, would
there be any need for more than one union?

How would an organization entice people into
jobs where there were shortages, for example,
because of distasteful work, if there were not
premium pay for the same points or maybe even
more pay for fewer points?

Would company division A, which pays only a
salary, have to increase its compensation level if
company division B very wisely introduced a moti-
vational incentive plan which was suitable for the
business sector in which it competed?

Must the State pay the same dollars for the same
points to employees who work and live in a low-cost
rural area as they do for employees who work and
live in high-cost cities?

Must a high-tech company raise the pay of its
accountants, normally a male-dominated job, to
equal the pay of its engineers, also male-dominated,
for the same points?

In the pay equity debate, the advocates raise the
issue of simple fairness. For example, any thoughtful
person would have to wonder about the fairness of
the pay of college-trained nurses and librarians
versus the pay of semiskilled auto and steel workers.
at least before the give-backs in the last year or two.

The labor market is full of this sort of thing, even
where sex domination either does not exist or where
it is clearly not a factor. Look at professors of
physics and engineering versus their own recent
former students who take jobs in Silicon Valley.
Highly skilled professional athletes versus highly
skilled surgeons. Musicians in a professional sym-
phony orchestra versus skilled craftsmen. State
Governors versus company presidents.

Try this one. Successful female models, aged 15 to
20, versus almost any other successful people of
comparable age with comparable skill, effort, and
responsibility. The list of seeming anomalies in the
labor market is really endless.
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None of this is to suggest that we see nothing that
looks like discrimination in the labor market, be-
cause we do. None of this is to suggest that we see
the labor market as being entirely free, because it's
not.

We are concerned that in our haste to address the
issue of fair pay for women, laws are being passed
which may open a Pandora's box of serious new
problems before we have had time to thoroughly
analyze and think through the probable and poten-
tial consequences of our actions.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. I should

have said in the beginning we are trying to stick to
this 20-minute time frame. One person blessed us
with a 15- minute presentation, and we would take
other blessings. Give us a chance to get to the
questions and answers.

Thank you.
Dr. Schwab.

Statement of Donald P. Schwab, Professor,
Graduate School of Business, and Industrial
Relations Research Institute, University of
WisconsinMadison

DR. SCHWAB. If I don't bless you, remind me
when 20 minutes transpire.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I'm not looking fcr
guarantees. I'm just

Da. SCHWAB. I understand our task is to discuss
pay-setting practices in organizations, to discuss the
role of job evaluation in that process, and to discuss
the changes that comparable worth implementation
would have in those current pay-setting processes.

So I would like to organize my discussion as
follows:

First, I'd like to talk a little bit about what
organizations currently seek by way of pay-setting
objectives and the sorts of procedures they use to
achieve those. Second, we look at changes in
practice proposed by advocates, and finally, I will
speculate on the implications of such changes and
raise some issues that need to be considered in this
context. However, I want to emphasize that I'm
talking just about micro firm-level issues rather than
macro issues that other people ha re or will speak on
at this conference.

I think it's important to note at the outset that the
comparable worth issue raised does not include, by
any means, all of the pay-setting issues that organiza-
tions are concerned with. It does not address the
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question, as Alvin [Bellak] said, of individual pay
equity. It does not address the question of pay level,
the amount of pay. It is specifically focused at the
question of pay differentials. On what basis should
differentials be made in the payment, not of individu-
als, but of jobs?

To understand how organizations currently pay
jobs, it is helpful to think in terms of two levels.
Differential job payment is a very complex issue; it is
hard to communicate, and it has been hard for some
people to understand.

At the first level, organizations define equitable
job pay differentials in terms of external markets.
What is a nurse worth? A nurse is worth what the
nurse can command in the external market. What are
carpenters worth? They are worth what they can
command in the external market.

Now, this sort of definition, this first-level cut, if
you will, has at least three advantages for organiza-
tions. First of all, there is a relationship between
market wages and productivity. We have ample
evidence that organizations do make substitutions
between capital and labor, and they make substitu-
tions between various kinds of labor as a function of
the productivity and cost of those resources. Conse-
quently, wage rates tied to the external market allow
firms to operate in a competitive fashion.

The second advantage is that externally competi-
tive wages allow the firm to attract and retain a
labor force. And, thirdly, at least until comparable
worth advocacy, wages related to external markets
were perceived as equitable by employees in gener-
al. And one point that Alvin made that I want to
reinforce is that compensation systems, with all the
judgment involved, are acceptable ultimately to the
extent that they are acceptable to the employers
who pay them and are acceptable to the employees
who receive them.

That is a first-level explanation only. If all labor
markets operated as nicely as hypothesized in
economic theory, firms really would not use any
other criteria. We probably would not have the
objections to the use f external markets, market
rates, as we now do.

The second level of explanation involves recogni-
tion on the part of firms that there are imperfections
in external labor markets, markets that are institu-
tionalized, if you will, in various ways. There are
rules and constraints which operate which are not
consistent with the hypotheses of economic theory.



Some of these constraints are external. Unions
would be an example. A regulation would be an
exami le. But some of these constraints are internal,
the way 'be organization sets up its personnel
policies ab, other activities that affect employees.
The sorts of technologies that organizations use also
serve to constrain pay activities.

The result of these sorts of constraints operating in
labor markets is that we do not have just one type of
labor market, but many types. Some of those
markets operate very much as economic theory
would predict. People move from organization' to
organization as a function, at least in substantial part.
of the wage that they are offered. But some markets
do not. And one very important type, important
both in the sense that it is really the kind of labor
market that comparable worth advocates have fo-
cused on, and important also in the sense that it
constitutes a fairly large number of jobs, is an
internal labor market associated with large firms,
governmental units, large private organizations.

In this kind of labor market, the firm very often
becomes a part of the market itself. What happens is
that access to internal labor markets occurs only at
entry job levelsentry-level production jobs, entry-
level managerial jobs, entry-level clerical jobs, and
what-have-you.

These so-called ports-of-entry jobs operate very
much like you would expect the external labor
market to operate. But above these jobs people get
access, net from the external labor market. bus
through the internal labor market, through promo-
tions as a result of seniority, merit, or some combina-
tion of the two.

Consequently, we see a range of jobs, a range
from pure market jobs, on the one hand, to jobs that
are unique to the particular employing organization.
There may be no analog to the latter jobs in other
kinds of organizations.

In the case of the first kind of job, the market job,
the firm is essentially a wage taker. lie firm pays
what it has to pay in order to attract people into the
organization. In terms of more unique kinds of jobs,
the firm dettrmines wages. It makes decisions about
what wage rates ought to be.

It is in this kind of a labor market that firms in the
private sector sometimes use job evaluation. And
when they do so, there is a very wide range of
procedures that they might employ. Nevertheless,
we think most private sector firms evaluate jobs on
so-called compensable factors. Although factors

vary across firms there is a lot of copying that goes,.
on. Moreover, the first prominent systems tended to
focus on skill, responsibility, effort, and working
conditions. Thus, these compensable factors occur
time and time again.

You are already aware that those four factors are
institutionalized in the Equal Pay Act. It is my
understanding that they were put in it at the
encouragement of business as a way of defining
equal worth. 'You will also recognize tNem as criteria
of equity that have been proposed by many ...ompa-
rable worth advocates.

The point I want to make here is that the
proposed use of these compensable factors differs
very markedly between the current practice of
organizations and the practice that comparable
worth advocates would recommk.du.

In the private sector, firms linkweight, if you
willthese factors to market wage rates for the jobs
that are actually linked to the external labor market.
In the most formal sense, the nrocedure is referred
to as "policy c'Inturing," as you will see in Ronnie
Steinberg's paper.

In policy capturing, the key-job wages (market
wages) serve as a criterion for the job evaluation
system. The policy of the market is captured
through the wages for these key jobs. That policy,
then, is applied to nonkey jobs for purposes of
making payment differentials. We are not sure (one
of the problems that we have in this area is the
paucity of research) how many firms go through this
formal policy-capturing sort of procedure. The
;nterim report of the National Academy of Sciences
said it was a "standard practice," but it is not clear
what that means. And I suspect it is not clear,
because they did not know, either, the extent to
which firms go through this formal policy-capturing
approach. But even when organizations do not go
through this formal practice of linking, weighting,
compensable factors to the external market, they still
do it informally.

Unless the job evaluation system leads to results
that are fairly consistent s. 'h external market
wages, firms are simply not going to find them
acceptable. And they will make appropriate adjust-
ments until there is a fairly close fit between what
their job evaluation system says, on the one hand,
and what the market wage rates are, on the other.

Now, comparable worth advocates recognizeas
I am certainly well aware; as you are certainly
awarethat there is a substantial differential be-
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tween wage rates paid or predominantly male jobs
versus predominantly female jobs. They have fur-
ther concluded that at least some of that differential
is a function of discrimination. Thus, they generally
reject the use of tne external market as a criterion
either for job evaluation systems or for other ways
of compensating employees.

The most common recommendation by advocates
is to replace the use of the external market and to use
the compensable tisctor scores alone. In a sense, they
are looking at the notion of internal equity, internal
equity here defined by these compensable factors.

Now, we have a conflict, obviously. Finns see
equity in terms of the external market. Comparable
worth advocates see equity in terms of the internal
market.

I want to say a little bit more about job evaluation.
I want to stress that job evaluation is an inherently
subjective set of procedures. The number of judg-
ments made when installing and maintaining a job
evaluation system is truly enormous. A sample of
such judgments is offered in the paper, so I will not
elaborate on them Kerr. But as a consequence, job
evaluation systems can essentially yield any result
you want. Firms use job evaluation systems to
reproduce the market, and they are very successful
at doing so. And there is a good bit of literature to
show that you can develop and install a job
evallytion system which would be highly, very
highly, related to external market wages.

Recently, advocates using what they refer to as
comparable worth studies, but what are essentially
job evaluation studies, have been very successful in
finding sex-based discrimination. There is no prob-
lem getting the results that you want from job
evaluation.

A specific question asked of our panel was: Could
job evaluation identify discrimination? The answer
is, obviously, no. You can get anything you want out
of job evaluation. The problem is to get results that
are satisfactory when different groups want different
results. That is the difficulty that we are confronted
with in this comparable worth issue.

The issue, it seems to me, at the bottom is one of
values. What should be the criterion for setting pay
differentials? Should it be the eat -real market or
should it be internal job content related? Or should it
be some other criterion? That value judgment is
ultimately going to be decided by societal values.

The consequences, however, can be empirically
estimated. We do not know the first-order cost of
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comparable worth implementation because we are
not certain exactly what that entails. But I was at a
conference recently with Heidi Hartmann, one of
the coauthors of the final report of the NAS, where
she was asked whether she thought an appropriate
objective would be to increase the average wage of
females to the average wage of males. She indicated
she thought that was an appropriate kind of objec-
tive.

Now, if you did that, and if you assume that
women earn 60 percent of men on average, which is
the standard figure thrown around, and then using
1983 labor force data and total compensation figures.
the increase necessary would add roughly $413
billion to the Nation's yearly wage bill, other things
being equal.

Now, other things obviously would not be equal.
But the cost would be substantial. Before substantial
changes in organizations' wage-setting policies are
made, it seems to me that there are a number of
issues that need to be investigated further. You will
hearyou have heard, I am certainmuch dis-
agreement between the various speakers. Certainly,
a lot of that is a function of differences in values. But
a lot of that is a function of our collective ignorance.
We simply do not know the answers to a lot of
important questions.

Now, to date, it is my understanding that the
Federal Government has funded the National Acad-
emy of Sciences' study. I think that was a $300,000
study; at least, I know it was less than $1 million.
And that was essentially a literature review, a
literature review of econometric studies of discrimi-
nation and a literature review of job evaluation.
Without getting into the econometric studies, in the
job evaluation area, they found, first of all, very little
research; secondly, the research for the most part
was very dated, and by that I mean 40 to 50 years
old; and thirdly, much of it was irrelevant to the
issues that are now important.

A couple of examples of our ignoranceand,
again, the paper elaborates on this some. We do not
know very much about the extent to which job
evaluation is used in the private sector. Although we
know something about the specifics of how organi-
zations implement job evaluation initially, we do not
know very much about how they maintain those
systems over time. And we do not know of the link,
if any, between internal job content factors, freed
from the market, and productivity.
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We have a very serious issue here. The charge of
discrimination is an important one, and the evidence
to date would suggest that it certainly cannot be
dismissed out of hand. But the solution proposed
raises many questions about consequences, not only
about intended consequences, but particularly about
unintended consequences. And to serve my self-
interest as an academic, I hope out of this session the
Commission would recommend that substantial re-
sources be allocated to address these issues.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. We're blessed. Thank

you very much, Dr. Schwab.
What was that thing about resources that you

said? What was the last statement?
DR. SCHWAB. Substantial.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Substantial.
Dr. Northrup, welcome.

Statement of Herbert R. Northrup, Professor of
Industry and Director, Industrial Research Unit,
Wharton School,. University of Pennsylvania

DR. NORTHRUP. Thank you. I'm pleased to be
here. The previous statements have put a great strain
on me. To get an academic to talk and say something
in 20 minutes, I think the Commission has made a
great accomplishment. Usually we're timed automat-
ically to talk either 50 minutes or 120 minutes, an
hour and 20 minutes, depending on how long the
class lasts.

However, I also come from a family that had a
minister in it. And this old gentleman once told me
that if you can't convert them in 20 minutes, you just
have to let them go to hell. So do my very best to
stay within the lines.

My interest in this subject comes from two areas
that I have spent 40 years trying to find out
something about, and that is discrimination in em-
ployment and labor relations. And the two come
together on this because both are very definitely
involved.

The comparable worth issue comes from the fact
that the other speakers have mentioned, that women
are earning substantially less than men. This doesn't
mean that that's due to discrimination, but I think
there is evidence that there is discrimination in the
labor market.

Comparable worth is extremely important because
it threatens, if ever put into effect, to completely
upset the labor relations system of the country. And
this, I think, is very serious.

Comparable worth is an ill-defined concept which
means many things to many people. I thought the
definition given by our first speaker was almost one
which made comparable worth into equal pay for
equal work. It does not mean that to most people.

Rather, as I understand it and, again, this illus-
trates some of the problems that our previous
speakers were talking about, because other people
may not even agree with the definitionbut compa-
rable worth to me relates jobs that are dissimilar in
content, for example, the office wo:ker and the
building craftsman, and purports to demonstrate that
if such jobs are of equal value to the employer or to
society, then such dissimilar jobs should be equally
compensated.

We run into the fact, of course, right away as to
whether worth can be defined. Many of the older
economists, even those beyond my time, wrestled
with this question. The Jesuits wrestled with it in
terms of what they called a just wage, and they got
into deep metaphysical arguments. They never
could even agree among themselves what a just
wage is.

As a matter of fact, the first thing I tell my
students is there is no such thing as a fair wage. It's
only a matter of opinion. Most people think they are
underpaid. Most employers think they [employees)
are being paid too much. And there is no objective
criterion to determine who, if either, is correct.

Now, it is very important to understandand if
you have ever been in labor relations situations, like
I have, it comes to you very directlythat wage and
salary administration is not done in isolation from
other aspects of personnel administration. It is
necessary not only that companies compensate
employees in a manner that both they and the
employees can live with, but also that that compen-
sation be related to in-plant upgrading programs.

These in-plant upgrading programs did not start
with unions, because as soon as you put people
together in an aggregation, there has to be a system
to get people to learn the job above them and to help
the persons below them learn th-ir job. You have
natural progressions that are quite dir -.nit in each
industrial enterprise that basically are leaned to the
structure of the industry.

For example, the auto industry has a very flat
wage structure, because about 85 percent of the
employees are semiskilled, and competence on one
job is easily learned when you're in another job.
Most employees are either assembly line workers or
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machine tenders, and it is not difficult to go from
one to another, indeed, from one plant to another.

Now, this is highly different, say, in the steel
industry, where you have long narrow lines of
progression, because competence in one phase of the
business doesn't teach you at all how to run jobs in
another phase of the business.

The same is true in the paper industry. In the
paper industry, yoll can be a first-class machine
tender, the top and highest paid job on a paper
machine, and know absolutely nothing of how to
operate a jub in the pulp mill. It's an entirely
different structure.

Now, how you relate that to a worth system,
based on what I would call a metaphysical idea of
what a job is worth outside of the labor market,
becomes not only a very perplexing thing, but begs
the question of who will do it. Basically, as we have
seen in the Washington case, we have judges or
equal employment administrators charged with the
job of setting wages. With all due respect, I do not
know of any group less qualified to do the job,
because they are not familiar with the bargaining
process, the wage-setting process, the structure of
industry. I have been an expert witness in a number
of equal employment opportunity cases. In these
cases I have begged the judge to go out and look at
the jobs, and I have never been successful. Some of
them have done pretty well, but they remind me of
my young days when I was working for the War
Labor Board during World War II.

It was very interesting because I did not know
what I was doing. Yet, these companies and unions
came in. They had 60, 70 issues, and they would
throw them to a person like me, who was then a
very nice young man and totally illiterate, and I
would have to decide these cases.

Of those 60 or 70 cases, 95 percent were that one
particular person was not being paid the correct
wage. This became totally untenable to unions and
companies because when they adjusted one wage, all
the other people claimed, "Well, we should get
adjusted, too, because our job is really more impor-
tant." And their wage was kind of a social status
thing. They were getting more wage than the other
fellow, and all of a sudden he was made equal to
them. And this they couldn't understand, you see.

This is why companies and unions went in either
to formal job evaluation systems or, over the years,
what I found to be more informal wage-classifica-
tion systems, the slotting of jobs.
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I have no statistics, either, and Dr. Schwab is
perfectly right: We know too little. My experience is
most companies have informal systems.

But by 1950 these kinds of disputes virtually
disappeared on the large scale, because companies
and unions found they could not develop relation-
ships if they had to decide all these individual wage
settings. It just tore the union apart and it drove the
company bananas. It cost a fortune.

Incidentally, that is why the literature has dried
up, because it hasn't been in contention until the
comparable worth issue came up. That is why you'll
find, as Dr. Schwab said, that the literature is 20 or
30 years old, and mostly 30 years old, because the
issue was sort of settled. That doesn't mean it was
perfect. That doesn't mean there wasn't discrimina-
tion, but the issue was sort of settled. And you won't
find much help in the literature.

But the point I'm making is that comparable
worth threatens to turn wage setting over to third
parties who have no particular competence and,
more than that, no acceptance by the parties.
Without that acceptanceI couldn't agree more
with the previous partiesyou are headed for chaos,
you see. This is the key to the thing.

I also think that comparable worth would greatly
raise the wage structure for the same problems we
had during World War II and thereafter. You raise
his wage or her wage and, by God, I'm going after
something for me, because, really, my job is more
important than his, and there are no agreed-upon--I
didn't say objective; I said agreed-uponcriteria to
determine where wages should fall.

So I think any reevaluation will be an upward
evaluation. You would, at most, red circle those
people whom you don't raise or whom you say are
too high. And you'd get a gradually creeping
increase. You'll get a great many more labor
problems, because the issues won't be settled. They
won't be settled in the administration of the contract
during the term of the contract. They will come out
in the labor negotiations, and they will screw up the
whole works. It will all be tied up with internal
union politics, one group versus another, and it will
all be fun and games.

Well, maybe I shouldn't complain. Maybe there
will be more work for us, so forth and so on. They
will call on us wonderful, knowledgeable academics
to do what we did during World War II, pull a rate
out of the air and say, "Now, isn't that nice? It's
objectively determined." But I have a feeling now
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the parties are more sophisticated, too, and we won't
be able to get away with that.

So I don't know if I even have to take 20 minutes,
Mr. Chairman. It seems to me that we're kidding
ourselves if we think that comparable worth will
end discrimination. It will change the players
around. It will change the relationships. And it will
ha .'e some very significant side effects.

One of these side effects will be more labor
disputes. A second side effect will be a higher wage
structure, an inflationary situation. A third would be
to make American industry less competitive world-
wide as a result. And the net effect of that will be to
prove to a lot of people, I'm afraid, that it doesn't
make any difference if your wage is evaluated higher
if you don't have a job. And you won't have a job if
you escape from market realities. Economics is a sad
operation, but it always wins in the end. I think
those are the things we had better keep in mind.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you for the bless-

ing and the wisdom.
Miss Steinberg, it looks like you're on the other

side of all of this.
DR. STEINBERG. I guess so.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. It seems that way in the

presentations, but we'll give you a chance to do
what you have to do.

DR. STEINBERG. I'll try to hold my own against
the opposing points of view and keep to my 20
minutes.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. We just try to let you
recognize that we recognize what was going on

DR. STEINBERG. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. And you're not alone.
DR. STEINBERG. Thank you.

Statement of Ronnie J. Steinberg, Director,
Program on Comparable Worth, Center for
Women in Government, State University of New
York at Albany

DR. STEINBERG. My remarks to you this after-
noon draw on the work of the Center for Women in
Government in conducting the New York State
comparable pay study.

The New York State study is funded as a result of
a contract between the Civil Service Employees
Association of AFSCME and the Governor's Office
of Employee Relations of New York State. CSEA
represents approximately 100,000 of the 175,000
employees in New York State government, repre-

seining three of its six bargaining units. And this, I
think, is very important because the study arose out
of the context of the normal relations between labor
and management operating within New York State.
In conducting and carrying out the study that I'll
describe to you this afternoon, we operate within the
context of a labor-management advisory committee.
The committee makes sonic of the major decisions
concerning study design options.

The Center for Women in Government received
the contract in June 1983. We expect to have the
study results back to labor and management in early
spring of 1985.

I'm the director of the comparable pay study, but
I want you to know that I have the good fortune of
working with a set of colleagues and consultants as
part of a comparable worth team. That team
includes Donald Treiman, who was the staff director
of the National Academy of Sciences study. The
study design and the implementation frame that I
will describe to you this afternoon are truly a

collaborative effort on the part of the center's
comparable worth team.

I also appreciate the opportunity to participate in
this consultation around these particular issues be-
cause I believe that my experience in working on the
New York State comparable pay study can provide
useful information on the actual use of job evalu-
ation and econometric forecasting in implementing
pay equity adjustments under an evolving policy of
equal pay for work of comparable worth.

Before turning to a discussion of the study design,
I'd like to open my remarks with a definition of
comparable worth from several different perspec-
tives. The policy goal of equal pay for work of
comparable worth has, evolved to eliminate the
wage discrimination that is a byproduct of occupa-
tional segregation. Viewed from a policy perspec-
tive, comparable worth broadens the earlier policy
of equal pay for equal work, which prohibited wage
discrimination if women and men were doing the
same or essentially similar work.

Conceptually, the policy goal. of equal pay for
work of comparable worth concerns the issue of
whether work done primarily by women and minor-
ities is systematically undervalued because that work
has been and continues to be done primarily by
women and minorities. By systematic undervalua-
tion, we mean that the wages paid to women and
men engaged in historically female and minority
work are artificially depressed relative to what those
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wages would be if those jobs were being performed
by white males.

Operationally, pay equity involves correcting the
practice of paying women and minorities less than
white men for work that requires equivalent skills,
responsibilities, stresses, personal contacts, and phys-
ical working conditions.

I want to make five additional introductory
remarks.

First, the demand for comparable worth is not
new. It first surfaced during World War II in the
1945 case brought to the War Labor Board by the
Electrical Workers Union against General Electric
and Westinghouse. In this case and a similar one in
1946, the Board decided in favor of the union's
position, but the companies ignored the decision.
And there is a direzt link between this particular
case and the 1981 Supreme Court decision in IUE v.
Westinghouse.

Second, despite what some critics contend, com-
parable worth is not just a white, middle-class
women's reform. Comparable worth studies, such as
the one we're doing in New York State, examine
potential wage discrimination in jobs such as gar-
ment worker, launderer, food service worker, insti-
tutional caretaker, retail sales worker, and entry-
level clerk typist. Such studies seek to differentiate
legitimate wage differences from those that are
solely a function of the sex of the typical incumbent.

Minority women are disproportionately represent-
ed in these jobs as well. Moreover, comparable
worth is now being extended to encompass jobs
disproportionately held by minority males, even
though until recently the question of fairness of
wages under this policy was defined almost exclu-
sively as a woman's issue.

In the New York State comparable pay study, for
example, estimates of undervaluation will be made
for such job titles as youth division aide, window
washer, elevator operator, janitor, cook, barber, and
busdriver. This is because the processes perpetuating
undervaluation are the same, whether the source of
differential treatment is race or sex or ethnicity.

Third, comparable worth policy is directed at
closing only that portion of the wage gap between
women and men due to systematic undervaluation.
Not all of the wage gap is a function of this
undervaluation.

Some of the wage differences are legitimately
derived from differences in job prerequisites, re-
quirements, and responsibilities. However, women
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may be segregated into lower paying jobs that
require equivalent amounts of skill, effort, and
responsibility as male jobs. The policy of compara-
ble worth is concerned with those salary differences
between women and men that cannot be justified in
terms of productivity-related job content character-
istics.

To quote the final report of the National Acade-
my of Sciences, "Paying jobs according to their
worth requires only that whatever characteristics of
jobs are regarded as worthy of compensation by an
employer should be equally so regarded irrespective
of the sex, race, or ethnicity of job incumbents." In
other words, it isn't really a question of deciding
what should be the criteria for payment of wages,
but that sex and race should not be the criteria upon
which wages are paid.

We are not talking about absolute worth or of
universal method of job evaluation. Rather, we are
talking about worth to the employer as specified
through an evaluation system customized to the
nature of work in a particular firm.

Fourth and related to this, since comparable
worth is concerned with eliminating only nonpro-
ductivity-based wage differences, the standard of
worth can be partially based on market wages. This
is because, as the National Academy committee
concluded, market wages "incorporate the effects of
many institutional factors including discrimination."
In turn, to achieve equity, it is necessary to remove
this discrimination from any final estimates as to
what wage rates should be.

Fifth and finally, while this section of the Civil
Rights Commission's consultation is concerned in
particular with technical and methodological under-
pinnings of attempts to correct for wage discrimina-
tion, comparable worth is less a technical than a
political issue.

The very emergence of the issue of comparable
worth is both a cause and a consequence of the
change in the power position of women in the labor
market. The Civil Rights Commission is to be
congratulated on its contribution in the 1970s to
Federal efforts to stimulate equal employment op-
portunity for women and minorities.

The considerable progress that has been made on
comparable worth demonstrates the power women
and minorities are able to command when they
organize and press for legal and political change.

I want to turn now to the New York State study
design. Comparable pay studies must meet two



objectives. First, they must determine whether the
salaries of female- and minority-dominated job titles
accurately reflect an explicit and consistently ap-
plied job content -based standard of worth or if the
salaries are a function of the fact that women and
minorities fill particular job titles. Second, studies
must pinpoint job titles that are undervalued and,
based on this, develop estimates of the potential cost
of correcting this wage discrimination.

To meet these objectives, we must build on and
adjust job evaluation methodologies to minimize the
impact of cultural biases on the salaries paid for
historically female and minority work. We are not
talking about worth in a metaphysical sense when
we do a comparable worth study. Instead, we are
talking about worth as defined in classification
systems that already operate in large bureaucratic
organizations, such as New York State government
employment.

The paper I prepared for the Commission re-
views, at some length, the use of evaluation systems
in existing classification and compensation systems,
the ways in which cultural assumptions about
women and minorities get built into classification
systems, the problems with existing evaluation meth-
odologies as a technique for assessing wage discrimi-
nation, and first efforts at using job evaluation in
State and municipal comparable worth studies.

Obviously, I cannot summarize that material here.
Rather, I'd like to turn right to the New York State
study design.

In designing the New York State comparable pay
study, we tried to build on the best aspects of
previous approaches to job evaluation and introduce
methodological improvements in light of criticisms
that have been leveled against job evaluation. The
study uses what is called an adjusted policy-captur-
ing approach, which involves, first, psychometric
techniques of questionnaire construction; second,
sociometric techniques of sample selection; and
third, econometric techniques of data analysis.

The goal of the study is to examine the effects of
sex and race segregation on the setting of salaries for
the system as a whole and on a job title by job title
basis for the three bargaining units represented by
the Civil Service Employees Association.

The study is being carried out in three steps. As a
first step, we are gathering information on the job
content of job titles through a customized survey
instrument and an elaborate employee sample strate-
gy, as survey and market researchers do all the time.

Our current design involves administering a highly
structured questionnaire to over 15,000 employees in
over 3,500 job titles across the State of New York.

The questionnaire, which has now been pilot
tested, asks people specific questions about their job,
such as: How often do people in your job have to
travel overnight on the job? How much control do
people in your job have over spending money within
a set budget? How much do people in your job do
the same thing every day? How many people doyou
supervise directly as a regular part of your job?

For each question, employees must choose one
from among a number of possible responses provid-
ed to them. All responses are closed ended, and the
same questions are being asked to all employees,
whether they are a custodian, a clerk, a personnel
administrator, a budget analyst, or an assistant
commissioner.

The questionnaire contains over 150 items ad-
dressing such dimensions as planning, problem solv-
ing and policymaking, managerial :tress, client-ori-
ented stress, physical working condition, skills,
education, experience, and so on.

In the second step, once we have collected these
data, we will analyze them statistically by develop-
ing a compensation model for the New York State
government employment system. By compensation
model, we mean statistically establishing the rela-
tionship between wages paid for jobi in the State
employment system and the content of these jobs.

In other words, we are talking about the relation-
ship between what people do in their work and what
they are paid for what they do relative to other
employees who work in the same firm. This is the
specification of worth in the New York State
government context.

For example, how much is it worth to the State of
New York in dollars and cents to have to regularly
make quick decisions on your job, to meet deadlines,
to tell people things they don't want to hear? How
much is it worth to the State to supervise people
who do routine work under closer supervision and
so on and so forth?

Once we have established these re/ationships for
the State system as a whole, we will statistically
adjust this model to remove the impact of what we
call **femaleness" and minorityness." This is the
recommended approach of the National Academy of
Sciences' final report and has been tested on national
data by Donald Treiman, Heidi Hartmann, and
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Patricia Roos, as reported in my paper to the
Commission.

This procedure will provide us with a corrected
compensation model that can then be applied to each
female- and minority-dominated job title to obtain a
predicted nondiscriminatory wage rate. In other
words, we will know what the value of wages
would be if the value of femaleness and minorityness
to the employer were not depressing the wage rate.

Thus, we will have information that is analogous
to the point comparisons associated with other
comparable pay studies. Yet, unlike other compara-
ble worth studies, we do not make comparisons
between specific male-dominated jobs and female-
dominated jobs.

As a third step, once we have provided, on a job
title by job title basis, whether or not and to what
extent the New York State classification system
undervalues the work performed in female- and
minority-dominated jobs, we will complete an eco-
nomic forecast to assess the potential cost of closing
any gap in wages which is determined to be related
to sex or race segregation. We regard this as one of
the most significant components in our project
because it will offer labor and management several
options for carrying out phased-in pay equity adjust-
ments in a voluntary and efficient manner.

We plan to vary estimates according to different
assumptions regarding the amount of time necessary
to close the equity gap. Similarly, we will provide
estimates according to various orders of priority in
closing the wage gap.

Currently, the center's comparable pay study
team is in the midst of analyzing data from a pilot
survey conducted in eight State agencies and three
State facility sites in Albany and New York City.
The survey was distributed to over 1,800 employees
in 80 job titles. It was designed to test certain
methodological issues before conducting the main
data collection this fall.

We were very encouraged by the high response
rate to the survey. The response rate for the mailed
questionnaire was approximately 64 percent. More-
over, as we scanned the returned questionnaires to
prepare them for data entry, we were able to
observe that employees were able to respond to our
questions in a plausible fashion. Few items were left
unanswered. The variations and responses across job
titles seemed to follow a plausible and expected
fashion. Of course, a full assessment of the reliability
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and validity of the questionnaire awaits a more
formal analysis.

I want to turn next to the issue of implementation
of pay equity adjustments, which is also discussed at
some length in the paper, even though I know that
you will be discussing that more fully tomorrow
morning.

For the sake of time, let me conclude by saying
that the experience from Minnesota, from California,
and from Connecticut, based on a national survey
recently completed by Alice Cook, professor emeri-
ta of the Cornell University School of Industrial and
Labor Relations, indicates that pay equity adjust-
ments can be and have been achieved in a voluntary
fashion, without visible economic dislocation in the
local labor market. I'm sure Nina Rothchild will talk
about that tomorrow morning.

In Washington State, where a lot of hoopla has
been raised, if we were to correct all the pay equity
adjustments in 1 year without backpay, to do so
would involve only 5 percent of the current person-
nel budget. That is an estimate that was made by the
State's manager of standards and surveys. It is the
backpay award that renders the Washington deci-
sion costly. And I can't see it as the advocates' fault
that the State failed to implement the results of three
studies it commissioned.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you.
All of you have done well. Everybody is trying to

do something different. But just let me ask you a
question. I mean, I don't care where it comes from.
Is there some absolute definition or some absolute
point of zero in the term discrimination? Do you all
see it to be the same thing, discrimination in terms of
employment?

I'm at a losssome people have one definition of
discrimination; some may have another. I'm trying
to find out if there is some measuring point. What is
If that we are talking about?

DR. NORTHRUP. I don't think it is absolutely
measured. If it were, you could write in the law
saying if you do this, this, that, and the other, and
you define it.

For example, in the very interesting presentation
by Dr. Steinberg, she said that they are going to
apply this formula to all female- and minority-
dominated jobs. Right? Why not apply it to white-
male-dominated jobs?

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. That wasn't my ques-
tion. But-
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DR. NORTHRUP. Yes. So this raises the question,
maybe some of the white males could say, "Well,
that's discrimination."

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. We have a group called
eastern and southern Europeans that are saying that.

DR. NORTHRUP. Yes. You know, we get into
perceptions here, deeply into perceptions There are
some things that are so obvious that it's clear, but
then you have a huge gray area.

DR. STEINBERG. You know, one of the things that
puzzles me when we get into issues and questions of
what constitutes discrimination in an abstract sense
is that we seem to forget or overlook the history of
the regulations and guidelines that were developed
in the 1960s and the 1970s under Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act. When we talk about what
constitutes discrimination, we talk about what con-
stitutes disc imination under the law and what
constitutes discrimination under Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act.

You will probably be spending a great deal of time
tomorrow at your session that focuses on legal
definitions and legal implications of comparable
worth as to whether or not there is as yet a legal
basis for comparable worth under Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act.

Fortunately, the New York State study does not
require that there be a legal basis under Title VII for
doing a wage discrimination study, because our
study was funded out of a desire on the part of labor
and management to correct something that it be-
lieved was operating in its own classification system.
To define discrimination for the purposes of this
study, we built on our understanding of the way in
which occupational segregation operates in the State
of New York classification system to depress the
wages paid to female- and minority - dominated jobs.

We have designed a methodology to address the
sources of undervaluation in that system and to
adjust it statistically for the purpose of correcting
the wage rates within that system. I can go through
how we are doing that in some detail. It constitutes
about 15 pages of my paper.

But it seems to me that we are operationally
building a model of discrimination from an under-
standing that, when a classification system leads, for
example, to paying a supervisor of nurses less for the
act of supervision than a supervisor of health
systems analysts or a supervisor of budget analysts.
that constitutes wage discrimination because every-

body who supervises should receive the same rate of
return for the act of supervision.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Just one little question,
Dr. Steinberg. How do you design a model for that
kind of statistical analysis? I mean, how do you do
that?

DR. STEINBERG. I talk about that at great length
in my paper.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I don't understand how
you do that.

DR. STEINBERG. Okay.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Shall I read the paper

again and maybe I can understand, or
DR. STEINBERG. No, no, let me try to summarize

it. The New York State classification system already
operates by establishing a relationship between what
people do on their jobs and what they are paid for
performing the job. This system of job evaluation
has been operating in New York State for 30 years.
The methodology that we are developing will
enable us to examine the current classification
system in order to adjust it where there are two
standards of worth or two equations for connecting
what people do and what they are paidone
equation for white-male-dominated job titles and a
second equation for female- and minority-dominated
job titles.

DR. NORTHRUP. But did you ever consider that
maybe the white males are overpaid, or are you just
working it in one direction?

DR. STEINBERG. Well, one of the approaches
that's involved in a policy-capturing technique is to
say that if the current wage policy of New York
State operates within a given set of parameters
formalized as a classification system with job de-
scriptions and grade levels that directly translate
into wages, that classification system should be
applied consistently across all jobs. I want to be sure
that, in my comparable worth study, I have devel-
oped a survey instrument that captures completely
and consistently what people actually do in every
job in New York State government employment.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I want to give this to Dr.
Berry, but I just want to ask, maybe develop the
pointare you saying, then, that with the two
systems or two classifications that you mentioned, as
they exist, that is prima facie evidence of discrimina-
tion?

DR. STEINBERG. No. If it were prima facie
evidence of discrimination, I wouldn't have to do
the study.
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CHAIRMAN PFNDI E'TON. Okay.
DR. STEINBERG. The study is being done in order

to assess whether and to what extent undervaluation
that we believe may be operating in the system is, in
fact, operating and to do so in a precise and specific
way.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Okay.
Dr. Berry.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Yes. Mr. Bellak, when I

listened to your talk and read your paper as well as
Mr. Schwab'sbut I'll just ask you the questionI
wondered if my recollection was accurate, that at
the time the Equal Pay Act was under consideration
by the Congress. that a number of employers insisted
in the debates, in the discussion, in the testimony,
that evaluation studies, job evaluation studies and
job evaluations in classification systems that were in
existence in private industry and elsewhere are to be
understood as having some value in figuring out
what equal pay for equal work might be. Because
when you talked about it, it seemed like it was very
arcane science and that nobody really understood
how to evaluate anything, and you weren't really
sure as to how to evaluate jobs and yet be suspicious
of it.

The other thing I wondered is, I used to adminis-
ter various operations, and I used to have job
evaluations and companies coming all the time
selling their services to me, which I bought, by the
way, on benalf of the company, to evaluate the
wholeall the jobs up and down in the organiza-
tion. And we even made some pay equity changes as
a result of their studies.

But am I to understand that in the last 20 years
something has gone awry with job evaluation, and
now it's so difficult to do that we can't apply it in
this area of comparable worth or have any assurance
that it works in other areas either?

DR. BELLAK. No, there is nothing terribly arcane
about job evaluation. Anybody who works within
an organization structure can learn to do it. And I
trust you will understand I am not against job
evaluation.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. I wondered about that.
DR. BELLAK. Yes. I told my partners if I write this

paper, the first thing people are going to say is, "Hay
is against job evaluation." I trust you will think
about whether I'm suicidal or not.

No. Job evaluation is neat stuff. We do it; other
people do it. It's not that hard to understand. It takes
a little effort, but it's not that hard.
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My concern is if you pass laws like the ones that
have been passed so far, how do you implement
them? And if a job evaluation system can only
function because people agree with the process and
the result, and then you subject that process to legal
challenge by those who don't agree with what came
out of it, what do you do next?

It's a terrific process. It works fine. The company
and the people have common agreement on the
compensable factors. They set up a process; commit-
tees do the evaluations; and then they get up from
the table and say, "Gee, we like what we have done
and we will live with it."

As long as it is voluntary, it's very useful. We get
hired because things are out of hand in these
companies. They have no process. We bring process.
They actually do the evaluations. We teach the
game. We coach them and then we step out. And
when it's finished, they are satisfied. It's voluntary,
you see.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. If I may interject, then,
am I to understand that you would feel that if
someone wanted to file an equity complaint of some
sort based on a voluntary existing job evaluation
process in a company and a claim that they were
unfairly treated within that system, you would find
that less objectionable than going out to do a job
evaluation study as the result of a complaint by
someone that they, in fact, felt that they were being
discriminated against?

DR. BELLAK. Everything works fine until the law
gets into it. In the private sector, where they have
some sense of a voluntary job evaluation system,
voluntary meaning the company says, "Look, we'll
do it this way if people go along with it," or the
company and union agree, and then they both go
along.

The evaluation committee does the work; it goes
through successive reviews. Some of the people
don't like the output. They have some kind of an
appeal process. You see, it's not a dictatorial thing.
The common complaint is the committee couldn't
have understood my job or this family of jobs and
given it such a low evaluation.

So there is a process. People will perhaps get new
job descriptions, they will be resubmitted, and then,
as best they can, a committee of different people will
make another judgment. And then it's done, you see.
That's as much process as they need.

Time goes by. The jobs change; the company
reorganizes; responsibilities are shifted, added, sub-



tracted: and they just keep this process going. They
keep on reevaluating according to the standards
they set up, and there is always some kind of an
informal process for appealing, and life goes on.

Once you interject the law, either by saying, you
know, that you must do certain things or allowing
anybody to go to court anytime he or she doesn't
like the points, the whole thing will fall apart. It can
only stay together by agreement.

It's not like a physical scientist measuring some-
thing to a billionth of an inch. There is no argument;
it's done and that's it. Job evaluation hangs together
only by agreement.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. The last question I have,
Mr. Chairman

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Okay.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. There was an article in

the April 16, 1984, Wall Street Journal about some
major American corporations that had signed the
Sullivan principles, Reverend Leon Sullivan's prin-
ciples for corporations that do business in South
Africa, called the Sullivan principles, and a number
of these are major American corporations, about 125
of them. It includes Mobil Oil; it says here in their
article, PepsiCo

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Xerox?
COMMISSIONER BERRY. big corporations in the

private sector. And the principles that they had
signed, one of them I thought was very interesting,
is that they provide equal pay for all employees
doing comparable work, which would indicate to
me that either they know how to measure compara-
ble work or they think they do or they signed the
principles misunderstanding what it was or some-
thing. Do you think it would be worth our time,
based on what you know about job evaluation and
how corporations operate, to try to find out what
they meant when they said comparable work?

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I'm not so sure
DR. NORTHRUP. Excuse me. Did they say

"worth" or "work"?
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Work. Comparable work.
DR. NORTHRUP. Work?
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Yes. What I am suggest-

ing is they must at least know what comparable
work is. And I'm wondering if you thought it would
do us any good. you who deal with evaluations, to
try to figure out what they meant, at least in this
instance.

DR. BEI LAX. I know just a tiny bit about it. My
understanding, and I really will not speak with any

authority on that, is that the American companies
working in South Africa had claimed that they had
been good for the country, and specifically on this
sort of stuff, that they have given the blacks the
same pay for doing the same work as the whites.
And, as we know, in South Africa that is not the
common practice.

I really think that that's the extent of what that
article is about. But, again, I can't testify with great
personal knowledge. But I'm pretty sure.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Well, it says equal pay for
all employees doing equal work or comparable
work. That's what it says.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I just want to make sure
that the reporter understands the word is work.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Comparable work.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. And not worth.
As we get into this. I'm not so sure that the

Congress would allow us to go to South Africa to
investigate.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. I'd like that, but not now,
though.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I move to Commissioner
Abram.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I think, Dr. Steinberg,
if I understood your response to the Chairman's
question, you have thrown a good deal of light on
the issue, at least as it exists in the context of what
you are doing for the State of New York.

DR. STEINBERG. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And what I understand

is, and see if I am wrong, is that quite apart from any
purposeful discrimination on the basis of race or
gender, you believe the thesis of your operation is
that you believe there should be comparable pay for
all work which is comparably rated by persons
expert in the rating of it; that that's justice?

DR. STEINBERG. We're not usingokay, I'm
getting confused in a sense in terms of the notion of
raters. We're not having anybody rate a job.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I understand.
DR. STEINBERG. But the larger question you are

raising is whether or not the hypothesis I'm starting
out with in the study is that, to the extent there is an
inconsistent application of New York State's values,
as expressed in wage rates, or an incomplete assess-
ment of job descriptions, which leads to paying
female-dominated jobs lower wages, that constitutes
wage discrimination.
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VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And that's without
regard to race or gender or any of the other
invidious factors?

DR. STEINBERG. It's completely in relation to the
race or sex type of the job.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, now, if the jobs
are not concentrated, if the lower paying job, which
you have assigned a higher rating, is not segregated
by sex or race, you're not concerned with it?

DR. STEINBERG. For the purpose of the study as it
has been defined under the contract. we will only be
doing these undervaluation estimates for those job
titles defined as female dominated or heavily minori-
ty encumbered.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well
DR. STEINBERG. But the methodology has the

capability of assessing all jobs with respect to the
models.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Are you
DR. STEINBERG. However, it seems to me, then,

that the additional analysis is legitimate if there is a
belief that discrimination is operating in relation to a
particular group. If the particular group is not a
protected class, it's up to group members and other
concerned people to broaden the concept of discrim-
ination under the law.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. All right. You are a
very learned person in this field.

DR. STEINBERG. Thank you.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Do you feel that the

concept should be broadened, as s matter of public
policy, to embrace an evaluation Ira which people,
regardless of their race, color, or creed or in jobs
that are lower paid but higher rated, should have
tht:ir pay raised, as a matter of public policy?

DR. STEINBERG. Are you asking me to speak as an
expert or as a citizen?

iiCE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, ac an expert.
DR. STEINBERG. I don't think that as an expert I

can answer that question.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. /-...11 right. As a citizen,

then.
DR. STEINBERG. As a citizen, yes, I believe as a

matter of personal principle that individuals who are
in low-paid positions, regardless of race or sex,
national origin, or the like, should be paid fairly on
the labor market. But as Professor Northrup has
said, the labor market is not necessarily fair in the
allocation of wages.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And you
DR. NORTHRUP. .I didn't say that.
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VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. As a citizen, then, you
feel, and this is what I gather you're saying, first,
that it is possible to use experts to do the rating by all
kinds of surveys and subject

DR. STEINBERG. No, it is possible to use experts to
establish empirically what actually operates in a
particular labor market. This is similar to, for
example, what a pollster does. A pollster goes out
and he or she earns money from a particular
candidate, whether or not that particular pollster
personally believes in or prefers that candidate. Yet,
that pollster is capable of going out and assessing
public opinion ratings for the purpose of the candi-
date's developing an election strategy. After all,
public opinion can be empirically assessed.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Dr. Steinberg, hear me
carefully now.

DR. STEINBERG. Okay.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Because I really would

like to get your opinion. You believe from your
experience and your education that it is possible to
fairly rate compensation schemes related to given
jobs by some kind of a system outside the market
and by the use of experts who use various tech-
niques?

DR. STEINBERG. It's not outside the market. But I
do believe there is a methodology for empirically
understanding market dynamics.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Who are the people
who can give us guidance in this? Tell us who they
are. What kind of talents would they have?

DR. STEINBERG. The experts or the
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Yes, the experts.
DR. STEINBERG. They would be able
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Psychologists or sociol-

ogists?
DR. STEINBERG. Well, I think, in order to do it

properly, one has to draw on methodologies from at
least three disciplines.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. All right.
DR. STEINBERG. Because it involves psychometric

techniques of questionnaire construction, sociomet-
ric techniques of survey sampling theory, and
econometric techniques of data analysis.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. All right. So, what
you're saying is as a citizen you believe that persons
who have the psychometric techniques, sociometric
techniques, and econometric techniques are, in your
judgment, able to work a fairer system of compensa-
tion across the board?
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DR. STEINBERG. Well, first of all. I don't think it
logically follows that anybody who had any combi-
nation

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, I mean the
experts who have these

DR. STEINBERG. but the people who bring those
methodologies to bear on a particular problem may
be able to bring enlightening findings back to a
labor-management committee, or a legislative task
force, or a court, who can then determine whether
or not wage discrimination is operating in that
particular labor market.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Have you thought very
deeply or long about what it would mean to have
wage scales established in this country, even absent
discrimination in the conventional sense, by the most
learned people who practice psychometrics, socio-
metrics, and econometrics?

DR. STEINBE.RG. I don't think the idea that social
scientists bring empirical findings back to policy-
makers means that those social scientists are setting
an inflexible wage policy. I don't think that follows.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Have you studied, for
example, the experience of this country using wage
controls as a method of setting wages?

DR. STEINBERG. Yes, I have, and I don't think it
bears elation to what we're doing here.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. It is government inter-
vention in the mechanism of establishing wage., isn't

DR. STEINBERG. Governments intervene all the
time. in establishing a minimum wage, for example.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well. that's not my
DR. STIIINBERG. But it is government intervention

in the wage-setting rwocess.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Please, ma'am. It is

both of them have the model of government inter-
vention in the field; do they not?

DR. STEINBERG. Yes, and so does the minimum
wage; so do child labor laws.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I understand.
DR. STEINBERG. So does Title VII of the 1%4

Civil Rights Act.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I gather, then, that you

feel, if I am expressing your feelings correctlytell
me; if not, tell me alsothat what is involved, as a
citizen looking for justice and equity, is a reorganiza-
tion of the way in which wages are established in
this country.

DR. STEINBERG. No. No, I disagree with that.
Viet, CHAIRMAN ABRAM. You do?

DR. STEINBERG. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Okay.
DR. STEINBERG. And I disagree with that because

in the New York State context and in most public
sector work organizationsFederal, State, county,
and municipalsome form of classification system
with more or less formal allocation of positions into
job titles already operates. These systems are already
used as a basis for allocating jobs across a wage
structure.

When we are undertaking a comparable pay
study, we start at the point at which work organiza-
tions already operate and uv. their own methodolo-
gies to seek adjustment in the procedures that they
already use. We are not reorganizing the way wages
are structured in the society. We & re using the very
technologies already in use and adjusting them to
eliminate discrimination.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. What is the difference?
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. WI!.0 is doing the

adjusting?
DR. STEINBERG. We did not develop job evalu-

ation for the purpose of correcting discrimination.
We're simply applying methodology that is already
in use.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. In your model, who
makes the decision?

DR. STEINBERG. The policymakers.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. All right.
DR. STEINBERG. Not the technicians.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. The policymaker for

the government?
DR. STEINBERG. If it is a government employment

setting, where there is no labor union, it would be
the employer. In a labor setting, depending on the
labor contract, it could be labor and management.

ViCE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Now, ma'am, I know
we do nut in our Stateyo do not share a State
with a football team operated by any State universi-
ty that I know of.

DR. STEINBERG. I wouldn't know about that.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. But suppose you Were

in Alabama. How would you work out the salary
arrangements for the football coach of the Universi-
ty of Alabama as opposed to the baseball coach, as
opposed to the women's basketball coach? What
would be fair and a just end?

DR. STEINBERG. I don't think I'm in a position to
answer that.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Is anyone in a posi.tion
to answer that?
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DR. STEINBERG. Probably someone who would
be in a position to examine the situation might be
able to answer that, but I certainly wouldn't under-
take it.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. To the satisfaction of
Bear Bryant?

DR. STEINBERG. Football is beyond my compe-
tence.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Well
DR. STEINBERG. Maybe one of my other panelists

can answer that.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Dr. Schwab, do you

want a piece of this one, too?
DR. SCHWAB. Well, I guess I won't talk to the

football coach's salary, but I think that the point that
I tried to make, which apparently is lost, is that
we're talking about values here.

Now, Ronnie says she can use psychometrics,
sociometrics, and econometric procedures to come
up with some results that they want to come up
with. Of course she can. She could use any one of
those techniques. We do not need the other two in
order to come up with the sort of results that she
wants to come up with.

Organizations use job evaluations for different
kinds of objectives. The issue here isn't: Is there
some mar',. ;i F:ieri involved? There isn't. The

is ; nd because job evaluation is
such h mars' _ imirphous technique, you liter-
ally can g.- w 14.(' tfr you want.

So the issue isn't: Is their job evaluation better
than somebody else's job evaluation? The issue is:
What is it that we are trying to achieve? It's a value
question.

CHAIRMAN 9ENDLETON. unpersuaded with
the argument, but I'm going to listen some more.

Mr. Destro?
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. One of the questions I

haveand any of the panelists can address thisI
would like to address first to Dr. Steinberg because
she is invoked in the study. I guess my question is
that I listened to your use of the existing salary and
pay scalesand let me just proceed in steps here so I
make sure that I am doing it correctly surd the
assumption is that what it's worth is already defined
by the present pay scales, right? Am I correct so far?

DR. STEINBERG. So far SO good.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. Nov,, is there any

attempt made, is there any way to factor out of the
data that you are getting how much supervisory skill
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involved in dealing with an absolutely unreasonable
employee might be worth?

DR. STEINBERG. Interestingly, one of the ques-
tions on our survey is about how many clients,
inmates, or patients an employee is directly responsi-
ble for, and then it asks the degree of severity of
those clients, patients, and inmates.

It does have questions that deal with how often
you have to tell people things they don't want to
hear. It has questions about conflict resolution
within your unit as a job content characteristic.

Since the unit of analysis for the study is the job,
not the individual incumbent, we don't get into such
highly individual categories as having a particularly
difficult individual to supervise, even though any
individual supervisor might have found herself or
himself faced with this in the course of their work
history.

COMMISSIONER DEgrao. No, I just ...sed that as an
example. The reason I asked that is, from what I
hear, we're comparing what people are being paid
by job title and extrapolating from that to the issue
of what each job is worth.

And what Dr. Northrup seemed to say--and he
can correct me if I'm wrongis: What happens if
after you've done a whole study and you have
decided that amount of dollars for this particular
characteristic is not worth it, you would like to
adjust it downward?

So aren't you getting a skewed result in the first
place by not evaluating the entire category? Because
then you're across the range of all State employees?

DR. STEINBERG. We are evaluating the entire
range of jobs across all State employees.

COMMIS:. JNER DESTRO. Okay. But have you ever
identified aswe're looking at what they pay now. I
don't see the State of New York going in and rank
ordering all the job categories and saying here is
what each is worth to us.

DR. STEINBERG. Here is what we should be

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Yes, here is what it's
worth to us.

DR. STEINBERG. Even though this is what we are
Paying?

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Here is what it is worth
to us.

DR. STEINBERG. They could conceivably do that.
They may say, for example, "My Goo, is this what
we are paying for? Oh, goodness, we don't want to
pay for that," and change the whole wage structure.
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It gets back to what Don Schwab said. I don't
expect them to change the wage structure. But if
they did do that, we could take that new structure of
worth and apply it consistently across all job titles in
terms of what State employees actually do on their

job.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay.

DR. NORTHRUP. There is a question, though, in
your answer, Ronnie, that confuses me.

DR. STEINBERG. Okay.
DR. NORTHRUP. I mean, you have put forth the

best case I ever heard for comparable worth.
DR. STEINBERG. Coming from you, that's a real

compliment.
DR. NORTHRUP. I don't buy it, but it's the best job

I have ever heard done, and maybe that's the one we
ought towhy it's worth talking about more than
anything else.

But you said just a few minutes ago that you are
applying this looking for sexist and minority encum-
brances. I think you need a better term than that, by
the way, but, anyway

DR. STEINBERG. Some of my colleagues agree.
DR. NORTHRUP. Then the next thing, you an-

swered Mr. Destro and said you're applying it across
the board, after we got through with the discussion
of Mr. Abram, when you said, well, they can apply
it to the poor white characters who aren't being
considered if they want to, but we'i-e not doing
anything about it.

Now, I think that's a confusion you ought to clear
up.

DR. STEINBERG. Okay. We're going to sample
3,500 job titles and receive responses from 15,000
employees. Then, with this informaticn, we're going
to analyze it statistically and come up with a
compensation model. That, then, becomes some
basis for understanding what it is New York State
values about the content of people's jobs for the
purpose of paying wages.

Having done that, we will then introduce several
correction factors statistically. Those correction
factors have been put forth in chapter 4 of the
National Academy of Sciences' final report. These
will remove the value of femaleness from that
compensation model; hence, we get a corrected
compensation model.

We'll then use the corrected compensation model
to predict what the wages of female- and minority-
dominated job titles would be if the values of

femaleness and minorityness were removed from the
compensation system.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Well, I guess that's one
of my questions here: How do you determine the
value of femaleness or minorityness?

DR. STEINBERG. Okay.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. That seems to me to be

one of the key issues because you are quantifying
what that kernel of discrimination is, and I'm not
sure that I have heard any of the witnesses today tell
us that we can even know that. So I want to know
where you get that data.

DR. STEINBERG. Where you develop a standard
for removing

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Right.
DR. STEINBERG. discrimination from the wages

paid in female- and minority-dominated job titles?
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Right. If you don't know

where it comes from, how do you
DR. STEINBERG. Let's talk about some of the

places where it comes from, and then let's talk about
the techniques that have been proposed as useful for
making adjustments.

There are two sources of undervaluation in
classification systems, broadly speaking.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL May I interrupt you here
just 1 minute and ask a quick question?

DR. STEINBERG. Sure.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Undervaluation in your

analysis equals purposeful discrimination?
DR. STEINBERG. No.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Okay.
DR. STEINBERG. Certainly not.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Okay.
DR. STEINBERG. I think some of the examples that

I talk about will explain that.
When we talk about-comparable worth, there are

two sources of potential undervaluatiou in compen-
sation systems. One is that job titles that are female
dominated are not described as fully and completely
as job titles that have been historically male domi-
nated.

The best example of this comes not from New
York State, but from the third edition of the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, which, as you
know, is a compendium of occupations in this
country. In this resource book, occupations have
been ranked in terms of data, people, and things.
Employers often turn to this book when they start
their firms to figure out how to describe, rank, and
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compensate the Jobs for which they will hire and
pay employees.

In one of those earlier versions, dog pound
attendant and zoo keeper were rated as jobs involv-
ing higher skill levels in terms of data, people, and
things than nursery school teacher and day care
teacher. Implicit in this ranking is the assumption
that the first set of occupations should be paid more
than the second.

A group of researchers at the University of
Wisconsin Extension School were puzzled by this.
In the 1960s, they decided to reevaluate the DOT
according to Department of Labor's old criteria.
When they conducted their own evaluations, they
got significantly different job descriptions than those
obtained by the Department of Labor evaluators.

When the Department of Labor evaluations were
compared to those of the University of Wisconsin
Extension School professors, it was found, not that
the evaluators were malicious or evil people who
were intentionally overlooking characteristics of the
job, but that, in fact, the evaluators had not thought
that the act of taking care of children for a certain
number of hours a day was a skill. That, to take
another example, typing a certain number of words a
minute without error is a skill. Rather, child care
and typing speed and accuracy are intrinsic to the
essence of being a woman and, therefore, not in need
o: compensation.

It's as if when we go out and evaluate carpenters
or electricians or plumbers or auto mechanics, we
say, since all boys learn how to use tools when they
are kids, we shouldn't compensate them for the skill
of using tools.

As a result of that study, the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles was revised, and many of those
jobs were upgraded in terms of more complete and
accurate descriptions of what people actually did on
their jobs. That's one source of undervaluation.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. One question on
that. So part of the problemand I thought I saw
this referred to in another paperis that, in general,
job descriptions are somewhat inadequate in telling
people across the board what their jobs involve. So,
isn't it equally true that you might go back to the
zoo ker der and find out that there are factors that
weren't considered there, too?

DR. STEINBERG. Definitely.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay.
DR. STEINBERG. It's the reason why our study

design includes the use of a highly structured
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questionnaire in which we're asking the same ques-
tions of every incumbent sampled.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. I'm trying to get a
sense of the method. Go ahead.

DR. STEINBERG. This means that the job descrip-
tions will be consistent because we're asking the
same questions of everybody. The readability level
of our survey instrument is seventh grade.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Okay. Are there any
more questions?

COMMISSIONER DEsrao. Well, I didn't get num-
ber two.

DR. STEINBERG. Right. You didn't get the second
example.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. No, I didn't get the
second factor. You said the first factor was job titles.
And then

DR. STEINBERG. Job descriptions, faulty job de-
scriptions.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Right. That was number
one, right?

DR. STEINBERG. The second source of undervalu-
ation comes from taking job content characteristics,
such as super vision, the skill of public speaking,
having to travel overnight a certain number of
nights per month, and providing two rates of return
in wages for the same characteristic, one rate of
return for historically male-dominated jobs and a
second rate of return for historically female-domi-
nated jobs.

In other words, the rate of return for the act of
supervision, for example, is higher when the person
you ale supervising happens to be in an historically
male-dominated job like budgeting rather than an
historically female- or minority-dominated job like
nursing.

Comparable worth policy would require one rate
of return for supervision regardless of the sex or race
of the typical job incumbent. The compensation
model we will develop for New York State will
establish, for example, what the rate of return is for
any particular compensable job content characteris-
tic, like supervision.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay.
DR. NORTHRUP. You would say
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. One more
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Dr. Schwab has a point.
DR. SCHWAB. Well, I thought that, and maybe I

misunderstood what Ronnie was sayingI thought
that she was saying that there is evidence that
women's jobs are undervalued in job evaluation
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processes. And if that's not what she was saying, I
don't have a point. If that's what she was saying,
because the only evidence I'm aware of, which is
cited in the paper that I wrote, does not support that
hypothesis.

I would also like to add that there is a point that
Ronnie has been making that simply is not correct.
She observes a relationship between certain compen-
sable factors and wages, and then she concludes that
it is those compensable factors that the State of New
York is valuing.

In fact, all she is finding is a correlation between
certain compensable factors and wages. And you
can take different compensable factors and get
essentially the same correlation. You can take
different compensable factors, different combina-
tions of compensable factors, and find in one
combination that responsibility, for example, might
have a very strong positive weight. In another
combination, it might have no weight or possibly
even a negative weight. There is confusion in going
from observing a relationship between wages and
compensable factors to saying that is what organiza-
tions value.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Well, I guess that was
my point about asking what is "worth."

DR. NORTHRUP. Well, there is another point here,
if you wanted to take two of them, and that is I
would disagree, from practical experience, very
heavily that supervision is supervision is supervision.
I think that's simply nonsense. Certainly, I don't
agree that it'stake male jobs, jobs that are tradi-
tionally male. I don't think supervising common
laborers is the same thing as supervising a first rate
electrical craftsman, and I think it's even less than
supervising scientific people in, say, a research
laboratory,

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Or college professors?
DR. NORTHRUP. I beg your pardon?
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Or college professors?
DR. NORTHRUP. Well, that's an impossible job

because to supervise college professorsI can say as
an ex-department chairman, and that's why I'm ex
you have all the responsibility and no authority. You
know, it's sort of like being Chairman of the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights.

[Laughter.]
CHAIRMAN Pt -.ND! 1, roN. I couldn't agree more.

Last among equals.
Commissioner Ramirez.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I wish we could spend
2 days with all four of you, because I think that

DR. NORTHRUP. My pleasure.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. the practical experi-

ence that you have obviously had would be very
'.1elpful to us.

I'm going to try to be very practical, or at least
what seems practical to me, and ask, DI. Bellak, you
have done, as I understand it, you have done job
evaluationsthe job evaluation work with a lot of
companies. And all of those have been voluntary.
Have any of those proceeded from a scenario in
which a company has or a personnel officer came to
you and said, "I suspect that the women in my
company, that their jobs have beenor that there is
a possibility that there may be discrimination against
women in my company, and I would like to have job
evaluations to correct that"? Has that happened?

DR. BELLAK. Recently, it's quite common.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. And when that does

happen to you, what is the extent of the problem that
you have uncovered? Can you tell us? Is it severe?
Does it account forcan you elaborate on mostly
how much of a problem it is from a practical sense as
you look at companies?

DR. BELI-AK. I can tell you that if you use the
technique that Willis used in the State of Washing-
ton or that Hay used in San Jose, and if youyou
probably know that Willis used to work for Hay,
and he has his own modification of our processif
you applied that process anytime in the last 30 years
that we have had the process to a large organization,
I think you would have found 30 years ago, today,
and tomorrow that if you accept the compensable
values reflected in the Hay guide chart profile
method, and if you apply that method with profes-
sionalism and participation of the various representa-
tives from the organization, that you will find that at
the nonexempt levels in the factory and clerical
kinds of jobs, that on the average women are paid
less for the same points than men, if the job is
dominated by one or the other.

Now, does that prove that there is discrimination?
Judge Tanner in the State of Washington says yes.
All I can say is that there is a differential being paid.
Now, is it because of discrimination?which is
possible, of course, Or is it because the people are
drawn from different markets? The organization
pays typists and secretaries and whatever in a
market that's full of typists and secretaries, and it
pays gardeners and electricians and whatever in a
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market that's full of gardeners and electricians, and
that the markets are different.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Well
DR. BELLAK. Now, if you comejust one more

statement.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I was just going to ask

you what you thought.
DR. BELLAK. It becomes it flammatory, you see, if

you're talking about jobs predominantly filled with
women versus men. But I tell you that if you asked
us the same question about accountants and engi-
neers, we would give you the same result, that on
average if we did go through the same process, same
guide charts, same everything, that on the average
you would find at the moment, and at the moment is
important, that engineering points are worth more in
the market than accounting points.

Ten years ago or whenever, before the OPEC
bubble burst, geologists, geophysicists, and so forth,
petroleum engineers, were like the rarest sapphires
in terms of dollars per point. Today, tell me how
many dozen you want and give me a dollar and I'll
get them for you. You see, the market changed.

Now, is that discrimination or is it simply the
company or the Stateand th.. States have done this
forever, by the way, before comparable worth,
simply buying, if that's not too offensive, buying
talent at the price at which it's available in the
market in which it finds itself. And it pays what it
has to pay.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. When you look across
companies or across projects, do you have an
opinion about whether, indeed, when you look at
the relative position of women across companies,
whether, in fact, what is operating is simply the
market pull or whether, in fact, within the value
system of the companies, given the people who
make decisions, that everything else that we have
talked about, whether, in fact, sex bias is operating,
or whether you believe that is just a matter of the
market?

DR. BELLAK. You asked me what I believe. I an
willing to believe that there is some amount of pay
discrimination in the market. If you asked me to
prove it, I'd tell you I can't, and I frankly don't think
the economists this morning can either.

I think they can prove a differential, and they, it
seems, as best I understood them, conclude that all
the variance that they cannot explain must, there-
fore. be the result of discrimination.
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To my eye, what they end up with is unexplained
variance. They don't know what it's attributable to,
and neither do I.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Well, I--
DR. BELLAK. Let me just support your case for

the moment. If you think back on the history of how
people were paid, there were many practices that
look curious from today's perspective. For example,
it was not that long ago that older workers were
generally paid more than younger workers.

When I first started with Haythis was in the late
fiftiesthat was about the end of the period where it
was common to find a subordinate paid more than
his boss because the subordinate was older. We
found married men being paid more than single men
because they needed more. And why on earth would
you pay women very much? They were a fringe
element in the labor market. That was the way it
used to be.

Now, I'm a psychologist by training. It has
occurred to me that some of that kind of thinking is
still buried in the psyche of the administrators of
organizations. And there must be some number of
men out there who feel deep down that it's women's
work and it's not worth much.

To measure it and prove it is something else again.
So, if you're asking for my personal belief, I think
people are people and they act from some prejudices
that they have. As a technologist, I tell you all I can
find is a differential. I personally can't prove why it's
there. I think it's the labor market. I can't prove t. I
can demonstrate that the labor markets are different.
I can't prove that every ounce of that difference is
pure capitalistic buying and selling in a free market.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Well. I was struck by
the fact that you gentlemen in your opening com-
ments did speakdid acknowledge that, in fact,
discrimination is operating. I thought that it was
interesting, if you willwell, most of my colleagues
have left, but when the Chairman asked that discrim-
ination be defined, the technicians shied away from
describing it, but most of the women in the audience
seemed to be quite able to describe, demonstrate it at
least in their faces that they had some idea about
what it was like.

I'm not going to be cute in this. I honestly believe
that you may shed some light on how we solve that
problem. I wonder, and I would ask each of you, if
you can share with us, if you are concerned about
the bureaucracy and the dangers of the extremes of
what a comparable worth remedy might look like,



and given again yourif I can use it heregut level
sense about how the thing operates, the interaction
between market and the baggage of previous con-
ceptions about women, then how do we go about
making the changes?

DR. NORTHRUP. May I make a suggestion? You
keep agitating, but don't pass any laws. Actually, I'm
not fooling.

DR. BELLAK. No, that's a serious statement.
DR. NORTHRUP. It is. I'm very serious about this.

When I was in industry in the fifties, for example,
there were many union contracts, not the one of my
own company, but many union contracts that lasted
up to and even after the Equal Pay Act. The union
contracts had different rates for men and women
spelled out, men's jobs and women's jobs, and we
have come a long way. It doesn't mean we're there.

I think my quarrel with comparable worth is a
firm belief that, first of all, it's too vague to be
meaningful. None of us have the same definition of it
today. And second, that its side effects will be rather
seriously detrimental to the economy and the coun-
try.

A third, of course, is back to my own statement
that there is no such thing as a fair wage. When you
say something is worth more than something else,
that is just a value judgment. That is all it is.

So that if you keep the pressure on, you're getting
change. And you are getting change. You look at
the rates for secretaries today as against just a few
years ago. you are getting change.

Now, you might say that change doesn't come fast
enough to suit you and, again, that's an opinion that
certainly one could be sympathetic with. But I
repeat, if it comes too fast, neither the men nor the
women will have jobs.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Let me just make one
further comment. I think that agitation certainly has
its place, and I have certainly done a little bit in my
time. But I think that agitation, in order to be
constructive, has to proceed from a willingness to
understand the nature of the problem.

DR. NORTHRUP. Right.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. And not to dismiss the

nature of the problem.
Let me just finally ask one question. I'll ask it of

Mr. Bellak again because I fmd it easy to talk to him.
DR. NORTHRUP. It's the whiskers.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ'. When these evaluation

systems are implemented, when you go in and you
work with the committee, and as Dr. Schwab said, it

is a matter of values, what is the representation of
women in these committees who hold the power to
set the values?

DR. BELLAK. We would offer to any client, as a
standard practice, that when you have a committee
doing evaluations, the committee should be reason-
ably representative of the population.

Now, I don't mean exact demographic representa-
tion. Before there was such an issue as comparable
worth, we would say let's make sure we have
somebody from manufacturing, somebody from
engineering, somebody from accounting, so that
each job gets looked at from the perspective of the
entire organization.

Now, we have learned to say let's make sure we
have, as in San Jose, it's a union-management issue,
let's get union and management at the table. We
have lots of female employees; let's get females at
the table. If you have a lot of blacks, let's put blacks
at the table.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I hope in San Jose you
have a lot of Hispanics.

DR. BELLAK. I don't know exactly what the mix
was, but I know that they worked very hard to be
representative.

Now, again, it's not democracy in the usual sense
of an exact representation. What you need is the
perspective of the organization represented by sev-
eral aspects of the organization. And whether it's sex
or ethnic background or function or whatever, just
that there must be enough variety so that nobody at
the table can run off with the game.

The other requirement is that the people at the
table represent the organization, not their own
group, so that the women at the table don't speak for
women; they speak for San Jose, or, you know, the
XYZ Corporation. That's very important.

And they must agree to agree, that whatever the
process is, they have committed to it. And as long as
the process doesn't turn out to be stupid, it will
work.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. So, you never have
people on that committee who don't agree with the
initial process, that is, people who feel that this is an
intrusion into the free market?

I remember in San Jose there were one or two
members of the city council who objected to this
because, from their point of view, there was a
serious issue of values having to do with the
freedom, but I would assume from what you are
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saying that people who took that position would not
be on the committee.

DR. BELLAK. Dr. Struve!, I would be willing to
put anybody on the committee who agreed to play
the game fairly, even if he did not necessarily agree
that it was a good idea. And we have done that in
the private sector.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. I know you have done it
in the private sector.

DR. BELLAK. The scientists don't like job evalu-
ation. They think that they are a different kind of
cat, and that traditional job evaluation is not appro-
priate for their kind of work. I worked on commit-
tees of scientists. The company said, "We're going
to do this and you're going to represent the research
labs." And they sit there and they play the game and
do as well as anybody else. All they have to do is
agree to play the game fairly by the rules.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Yes.
DR. BELLAK. And they can later argue that they

don't like the pay rates or something, but that will be
a very separate argument.

Now, if you don't want to play the game, you can
screw it up to a fair-thee-well. I mean, really,
digging your heels in and arguing that every
woman's job must have a maximum amount of this,
that, or the next thing, or in one company if any job
associated with manufacturing had to be of critical
Importance. When you get that sort of nonsense, the
whole thing falls apart because, as I keep saying,
given at least a process, it has to be diverse people
agreeing to work it through and not getting up until
they are reasonably satisfied.

nR. NORTHRUP. If they don't, I might say, and
then you get to the labor relations angle, you're in a
jungle. You're in an absolute jungle. I have been in
those things. It's

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I just want
DR. BELLAK. We wouldincidentally, we would

only work with labor, a union and management,
under the conditions set up in advance. You will
play the game, yes or no. And if you say you will
and you don't, we leave. I assure you, we would say,
"Look, folks, it ain't working," and out we go. Why
sit there?

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Well, to play the game
I don't want to press this, because Commissioner
Ramirez has her own points here, but in order to
play the game there has to be a consensus. But, now,
there may be people on that committee who play the
game because implicitly they accept the premises of
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the game and that if somebody didn't accept the
whole method of awarding points and all the rest,
they wouldn't play the game.

DR. BELLAK. They would have to withdraw, yes.
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. SO you wouldn't have

people who did not believe in the game playing the
game

DR. BELLAK. If it were that
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. which is another way

of saying
DR. BELLAK. If it were that fundamental
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Yes.
DR. BELLAK. the person obviously, you know,

how much can we adjust ourselves? Rut, again, in
the private sector, we would routinely have engi-
neers or lawyers and

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Oh, yes, I understand
that.

DR. BELLAK. who really don't think it's really
too smart, but if the company wants it, will give it a
shot. And oddly enough, they find out it is not a bad
game at all. There is rational process, you know; it's
open, it's reasonable, there are scales, and it works
out pretty well.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Yes. It's just like the
Civil Rights Commission.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Let me clarify one
point, and that'sbecause I don't want to conclude
something that I shouldn't conclude, and this is
directed again at the three gentlemen who had
concerns about comparable worth law.

We have talked about a job evaluation system and
its promise and limitations. You have said you have
great concerns about comparable worth laws and
government implementation. But am I right in
assuming that you do not object to comparable
worth objectives, that is, that people be evaluated
fairly and treated fairly in the process, so long as that
is a voluntary process in which the best of all of the
players can be brought to bear to achieve the
outcome?

DR. SCHWAB. The question isn't whether people
wouldI mean, who would say that they stand for
unfair payment? That's not the issue. Some advo-
cates of comparable worth have tried to capture the
term pay equity as though they discovered it
themselves. Everybody is for equity. The question is
equity what sense. The concerns, and I can only
speak for myself, obviously, the concerns that I have
about the particular way in which comparable
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worth seems to he heading is to define worth in
terms of these internal factors.

We know, or at least we suspect. that the
relationship between external wages and productivi-
ty is not one to one. Most people define discrimina-
tionour economists, at least, define it in terms of
people being paid unequally if they are equally
productive. And we know the market has some
problems of that sort.

We know nothing of the relationship between
these internal factors and productivity, and I think,
given the significance of the changes that are being
proposed, that we ought to be looking at that
question and others before we can move forward.

Da. NORTHRUP. But you asked a different ques-
tion. As I understood your question, ma'am. didn't
you really say that would we object, any one of us,
if. let's say, a company and a union or a company
alone put into effect what they called a comparable
worth system? My answer is of course not.

I would say no, because if they had done a foolish
thing, the market will punish themand I'm serious
about thatin one of two ways. If they set the
wages too low or ome crazy way, they will have
trouble getting tabor If the relationships internally
aren't right, they'll have a lot of labor trouble. If
they set it too high, they are going to be high cost
and they are going to get in trouble in the competi-.
live market.

So what they do is to me entirely their business,
and our system will take care of it. That's quite
different than saying you, by law, should set this
system in. That's quite different.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Commissioner Ramirez.
could I break in for one moment?

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Yes.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. The Chairman has asked

me to take the chair in his absence, and we're getting
on to 5:30, and I know we have lost our air-
conditioning here. So among other things, do you
have anything else particularly you want to raise? If
so, we'll go ahead.

DR. BELLAK. Do you mind if I also answer
Commissioner Ramirez' question? She asked a rath-er

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Well, I don't want to cut
off anything. If you want to continue, fine, Dr.
Bellak.

DR. BEt I.AK. I think that she asked a very good
question, and I will tell you that I came here to put
something into the debate, which I haven't seen

elsewhere, to address some of these issues from the
perspective of the technologists. I'll tell you that we
have just been employed by two States with compa-
rable worth laws to help them install a comparable
worth program.

I think this goes back to Dr. Northrup's response
that if that's what they want and if we can offer the
technological devices and process that help them do
the job evaluations, and if we or they collect labor
market data and choose a single position for all
people, male, female, or whatever, then so be it. If
that's a good idea for them, fine. If it turns out to be
not a good idea, well, it's their idea. That's the way
they wanted to administer compensation in their
organization. And whatever happens will derive
from their decision.

The technology for doing these things, if they
accept certain principles in our case, is in existence,
and it's been proven.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Thank you. Do you
want to continue?

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Well, I'd love to con-
tinue. But let me just ask one quick one. You talked
about values and you talked about market preference
and you talked about making things work. It seems
to me that the reason that we're talking about
comparable worth is that, indeed, there are changing
values, and those have to do with the way women
see themselves in the labor market and in the
economic mainstream. So that, then, becomes one of
the factors in decisionmaking by all sorts of employ-
ers about how they will play in this game.

So that when you talk about organizations choos-
ing or because of internal factors as well as external
factors, including the law, choosing to go forward to
try to achieve some standard of comparable worth,
you have made a judgment, or is it your judgment
that under those circumstances, when values and
value changes cause organizations to confront this
problem, that you are indeed not talking about an
aberration of the economicyou're not talking
about an aberration in terms of the economic well-
being of the country or the economic function of the
country, but an evolution in the economic function
of the country?

Is that too difficult?
DR. BELLAK. If that's all directed at me, I

would
COMMISSIONER kAMIRF2. We can talk about it

afterwards.
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DR. BEI.I.A1C, No, I would rather, as I said earlier,
stay away from such things as the economic desir-
ability or feasibility. I'll leave that to others.

COMMISSIONER DEsrao. AU right. With that, I
think that we'd best call it to a close.
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The meeting is now adjourned. Wc will recon-
vene in the same room tomorrow morning at 9
o'clock.

I'd like to thank the panel on behalf of the
Commission. I know members have left, but thank
you very much.
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Consultation on Comparable Worth

Proceedings, June 7, 1984

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. This is the witching
hour and we should begin.

Let me make a couple of announcements in the
beginning, at least, one announcement. If there are
any hearing-impaired persons in the audience, we do
have an interpreter, and if you raise your hand, we'll
try to put you in view. If there are none, then we
haven't got to deal with that. If anybody knows
anyone that comes in that might have that problem,
let us know and we can give them some assistance.
Thank you.

This is the second day of this Commission's
consultation on the issue of comparable worth. I
might indicate that these proceedings will be bound
and made available for distribution at some point in
the future. We're not committed to the time as to
putting the transcript together, but it will be avail-
able at a later date.

Today we have two panels and an overview, one
panel this morning and one this afternoon. The first
presentation this morning will be an overview of
comparable worth conditions from 1974 to the
present at the Federal, State. and local levels. Nina
Rothchild, Commissioner of Employee Relations for
the State of Minnesota, will be the morning precen-
tor. What we're going to do is ask her to give us an
overview in about 20 minutes of the paper she
submitted and give us a chance to ask some
questions. Ms. Rothchild?

FACTUAL OVERVIEW: CURRENT
COMPARABLE WORTH PROPOSALS AT THE
FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL LEVELS

Statment of Nina Rothchild, Commissioner of
Employee Relations, State of Minnesota

MS. ROTHCHILD. Mr. Chairman, members of the
Commission, thank you very much for inviting me
here. I would also like to thank your staff for their

help in making the arrangements for the consulta-
tion.

Yesterday's discussion could be characterized as
somewhat theoretical and hypothetical. Today I'd
like to be more concrete and discuss specifically
what is happening around the country. What I'd like
to cover this morning is, first, a general description
of the kinds of initiatives that have been undertaken
in various State and local governments; second, a
review of the chronology that I have presented in
my paper; third, a brief discussion of our experience
with pay equity in Minnesota; and fourth, some
general conclusions from the 10 years of experience
we have had with this issue, Before I do that, I'd like
to give what we mean as "comparable worth."

We use the expression "comparable worth" inter-
changeably with "pay equity." I know some people
make a distinction, but in Minnesota we do not.
What they both mean is equal pay for work of equal
value. However you define the value, you're moving
beyond the concept of jobs that are identical to jobs
that have equal value to the employer. We perceive
it as a method to remove sex or race as a factor in
wage setting.

Now, if you find disparities in wages between
groups of people, there are basically three ways that
you could try to eliminate those disparities. One is

through the collective-1 rgain. ing process, another is
through litigation, and a third is through govern-
mental action. My paper does not cover either
collective bargaining or litigation to any great
extent. These initiatives are difficult to get a handle
on because negotiated increases often are not called
comparable worth. Such raises simply mean the
union is doing its job in getting higher wages for its
members. On the other hand, AFSCME has about
80 cases filed with the EEOC, and there are some
other collective-bargaining initiatives which could
be labeled pay equity, such as negotiated job

s
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evaluation studies. But most of the time it's very
difficult to get a satisfactory listing of what has been
achieved through collective bargaining.

As for litigation, because you have a panel of
attorneys who will be presenting that later this
morning. I will leave that to the experts. My focus
will, therefore, be on various initiatives that have
taken place at the State. local, and Federal level.

Most activities, to date, have occurred in the
public sector. It is difficult to determine what is
happening in the private sector. Asking around,
people seem to give two answers: one is that they
already pay on the basis of comparable worth; the
other is that they consider it too revolutionary,
complex, and disruptive. In response, the response of
the private sector is either that there is no problem
or that it is too much of a problem.

Even when you narrow it down to government
initiatives in the public sector, there is still a variety
of activities taking place. There are many small
jurisdictions, and I will use one as an example of
why it is difficult to get a complete picture of
everything that is going on.

Recently, I gave a speech to a women's club in a
small town about 100 miles north of the Twin Cities.
I was talking about the Minnesota State experience
with pay equity. After the meeting was over, a
woman came up and told me she was the mayor of a
small town out there on the prairie with a population
of 3,500. She explained that she had, in fact, adopted
a pay equity plan for the city employees in Prince-
ton, Minnesota. She and the city administrator had
sat down and developed a job evaluation system
which everybody thought was fair, and they had
given increases to lower paid female clerical work-
ers. I doubt if this woman had ever heard of Gunther
or that she was aware of what was going on
nationally. Princeton, Minnesota, won't show up in
any national listing of pay equity, but it is an
example of independent initiatives occurring in all
kinds of places.

Despite the difficulty in identifying all these
activities, I think you can identify four general types
of pay equity initiatives that have occurred over the
last 10 years. The first would be enforcement of
existing laws. Washington State is a good example of
using Federal law. Title VII Of the Civil Rights Act
was used as the basis for eliminating the wage gap
between men and women. When it comes to having
a comparable worth standard or administrative
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enforcement in State law, there are 17 States which
fit into this category.

Secondly, and by far the most common, is to do
studies. Studies can be fairly general, such as
documenting the overall wage differential between
male-dominated jobs and female-dominated job
classes. They can be highly sophisticated and com-
prehensive by using job evaluation systems and
statistical techniques to document the part of the
wage gap that can't be accounted for by other
factors. There are now 25 States that are conducting
or have conducted pay equity studies.

A third type of initiative would be adopting a
comparable worth policy for civil service employees
in the State government. There are eight States now
that have pay equity standards in their civil service
statutes. The first was Wisconsin, and the second
was California. Minnesota's law essentially was
copied from California.

The fourth kind of initiative would be implemen-
tation. That is, moving beyond using existing laws or
making studies or making policy statements to
actually doing something to close the wage gap
between people who work in female-dominated
occupations and male-dominated occupations.

I'd like to turn now to a brief review of the
chronology. Since you have a copy of my paper, I
will not go through it year by year. Although it is
not comprehensive, I think it gives some sense of the
variety of initiatives taken. They range from what is
estimated to be a $300 million lawsuit in Washington
State to the case of Princeton, Minnesota. It ranges
from classic studies using job evaluation systems to
establishing a policy and process for implementation.
It includes more recent initiatives like Madison,
Wisconsin, which has a pay equity contract compli-
ance requirement, to the State of Michigan, which
has a law prohibiting wage secrecy. So I hope the
chronology gives a sense of the variety of initiatives
that have taken place across the country.

Secondly, I hope it gives a sense of the accelerat-
ing pace by which States and local jurisdictions are
looking at this issue. It started in 1974, although I
think the concept has been around for a long time.
But the more focused attention to it can be dated
from the 1974 study in Washington State. The next
major action was in 1976 when Idaho adopted a job
evaluation system and used that as a basis for setting
wages in 1977. Wisconsin had the first policy
statement for civil service. So, although there were
some initiatives during the late 1970s, the pace really
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picked up in 1981 with the Gunther decision of the
Supreme Court.

At the present time, there are 25 States that are
conducting studies, 17 States have a standard in their
law, 8 States have policy statements, and S States
that have implemented. This is not even talking
about the local jurisdictions which have had some
kind of activity. So. I hope the chronology will give
you a sense, first, of the variety of initiatives that
have taken place and, secondly, of the accelerated
pace of change that is occurring in all parts of the
country.

I would like to turn now to Minnesota's experi-
ence. I wrote a summary in the paper, so I will not
review all the specifics. The types of activities that
took place in Minnesota, I think, are fairly typical of
what is going on in other States, although we're not
typical in the speed with which we did it. I think the
comparison of Minnesota with Washington State is
useful: the two States are similar in size, and I'm sure
they're alike demographically. Washington State did
their first study in 1974. By 1981 they had made no
move to implement and they were in court. At the
current time, it looks as though it could cost them
$300 million in back wages to implement.

Minnesota did a study in 1979, made a pay equity
analysis in 1981, and in 1982 passed a law to establish
a policy and a process for pay equity. In 1983 the
legislature appropriated 521.8 million to make equity
adjustments. That seems to me to be a fairly
straightforward and reasonable way to go about
addressing this issue.

As I said, we have in Minnesota law both a policy
and a process. It's fairly simple. Whit we're dealing
with is the structure which takes care of 80, 90, 95
percent of everyday people who work for the State
of Minnesota. It has worked very well. We did not
have any opposition when the law was passed and
the appropriation was made. So I think its very
simplicity has certainly been part of the success.

A more recent initiative in Minnesota was a bill
which passed this last winter and which mandates
pay equity for all local units of government. That
includes counties, school districts, and cities. I think
the law went through with very little opposition
because of our positive experience with pay equity
for State employees.

I would like to conclude my remarks simply by
presenting some general conclusions from our expe-
rience in Minnesota and from the experience of
other States. One is, if you look around the country,

the patterns are remarkably consistent. The amount
of job segregation and the wage gap between men
and women are the same everywhere. Existing job
evaluations show similar patterns of an average 20
percent differential in pay between male-dominated
jobs and female-dominated jobs. Studies in all States
have shown similar results.

I think the second conclusion is that the cost of
pay equity is also relatively consistent. We found in
Minnesota that the cost of equalizing wages (on the
basis of our job evaluation system) was about 4
percent of the State payroll. I believe somebody said
yesterday that Washington State was 5 percent.
Actually, in the city of Princeton, Minnesota, it was
one-tenth of 1 percent of payroll. As a portion of the
payroll, the cost of closing the gap is not so great.

Third, there is really not a conflict between pay
equity and legitimate questions of labor shortage. In
the Minnesota law, we allow for other consider-
ations. We simply say that pay equity will be the
primary consideration. If we have an instance where
we can't get doctors for our State hospitals, for
example, we pay them more than what fits into the
job evaluation system. We recognize that doctors
are going to be exceptions to a general pay standard,
and we make allowances for that.

Fourth, I think that in comparing Washington
State and Minnesota, efforts that are undertaken
voluntarily and in good faith are less costly, more
controllable, and more conducive to good employee
relations.

The fifth point I would like to make is that a job
evaluation system need not be perfect in order to be
useful. If you wait for anything to be perfect, you
will have a very long wait in this world. A job
evaluation system, as someone said yesterday,
clearly a reflection of someone's values. But so are
the dollars that we pay. In a sense, we have an
evaluation system in every workplace because some-
one had to determine what would be paid for each
job.

In sum, I think if you focus on the heart of the
matter, which is you want to eliminate sex and race
as a factor in the wage system, if you focus on
structure rather than on exception and if you use
commonsense and goodwill, pay equity is something
that can be addressed in a positive and straightfor-
ward manner.

In looking at my watch, I have hit the 20-minute
mark. So, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude and be
happy to answer questions. Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN PINDI Flats. Thank you for that fine
summation. I'll now turn to my colleagues and see if
there are questions.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Ms. Rothchild, I find
your comprehensive view of experience very inter-
esting. I noted in your final remarks you dealt with a
system there adopted and as being focused directly
to the elimination of discrimination in wages that is
implicit in so many cases or found in so many cases,
discrimination based on invidious grounds. Is that
right?

Ms. ROTHCHIE D. Well, Mr. Abram, I used the
word disparity, not discrimination. There is a dispar-
ity. and that's what we're dealing with.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. All right. I would like
to ask if you found that there was vast disparity in
the wage scales of your State as applied to various
job categories in which there were no segregated
numbers, numbers in females, blacks, and Hispanics,
or whether you would argue, as you have today, for
a system of comparable worth based upon the value
of the job to the employer?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. I think good personnel manage-
ment would dictate that an employer would want to
pay according to the value of the job. Living in the
real world, it is more of a long-range goal than
something that will happen tomorrow.

VICE. CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, I think what
you're saying is what I suspected; namely, first of all,
if you have your view of the way equity and justice
should be achieved in the market for labor as being
this system of rating and pointing, it is of universal
applicability and not just applicable to the cases of
discrimination based on invidious classification such
a' race. It is a goal and desire and end result; is it
not?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. That is true.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Therefore, persons who

are as learned as you are foresee the use of the claim
of discriminationand there is discrimination; I'm
not disputing thatas an entering wedge for a total
revision of the system by which governments set
wages and salaries.

Ms. ROTHCHILD. I think that's likely to happen.
It's an imperfect world and t think you have many
factors. What we've tried to do in Minnesota is to
focus on the most obvious kind of disparities
between men and women or between blacks and
whites, the kind that would constitute discrimination
under the law. We re not trying to solve all the
world's problems.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. At this time.
Ms. ROTHCHILD. And I'm not holding my breath,

either.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Let me go a little

further. I know it is a gorgeous State. You have a

great many State vehicles, and you have a lot of
people engaged in putting gas in those vehicles. I
would suspect, though I don't know, that they are
very low paid as compared to your secretaries, and
that is a reflection of the market conditions; that is,
you can get males to put gas in automobiles for
considerably less wages than you can get secretaries
who work as secretaries. I would suggest to you that
each is valuable to the State and without each, the
State could not operate. Now, would you advocate
that those males who put gasoline in trucks and
vehicles and the cars, would you advocate that in all
cases, based upon their work, that they should be
paid as much as females who hold jobs that are
equally valuable but pay more?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Mr. Abram, we found in our
study that there was not a single case of a male-
dominated job class that paid less than a female class
of comparable value. There was simply not a single
instance of what you just described.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I'll deal with it in both
ways. Suppose you found that, would you advocate
what I suggested? Would you advocate that the
male wages be raised to the wages of the most
advanced secretary?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Well, Mr. Chairman, that is too
hypothetical and unlikely to ever happen.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, suppose it did
happen?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. I think if there is similar value, I
would try to pay the same.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And you wouldn't trust
the market to eventually take care of the males who
service automobiles and trucks?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Mr. Abram, when I think about
the market, I make a strong distinction between
prevailing wages and supply and demand. Maybe 10
percent of the jobs are affected by supply and
demand. So when you say "market," it is hard for
me to say

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, I meant the other
final question, ma'am. You say you did a survey and
never found a male-dominated classification or job
that was underpaid in relation to female jobs. Is that
right?



Ms. ROTHCIIII D According to the Hay evalu-
ation system.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Can I ask you whether
or not you specifically looked at those who serve
trucks and automobiles?

Ms. ROTHCHII.1). Yes. We looked at every single
joh.

VICE. CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Do you recall that one?
Ms. ROTHCHILD. I don't recall any particular one.

Hut, as I say, we had computer printouts which
compared female-dominated classes with equivalent
male classes, and there was simply not a single
instance in 1,800 job classes where that was the case.
I'm not saying it couldn't be the case with other
employers, but my experience was such that it was
not the case.

VICE. CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Ramirez?
COMMISSIONI R RAMIREZ. Thank you very much.

When you use the classificationthe criteria by
which you evaluate jobs was not some abstract
notion of value to the State. What were the criteria
that you used in the Hay evaluation system?

Ms. ROTHCHII D. The Hay system is very explicit
in identifying factors and suhfactors. It was devel-
oped for the private sector. When the State of
Minnesota adopted that system, we did not alter it to
fit us as employers. We simply had a contract with
the Hay Associates. They trained our employees to
do the evaluations. We simply adopted an existing
management tool for evaluating job classes.

CommISSIONER RAMIREZ. Know-how and ac-
countability are the factors in assessing the value and
into that would go such things as formal on-the-job
training, all of those things?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. When we're talking about job
evaluation, we're talking about the functions of a
job. We have class specifications. It has nothing to
do with an individual incumbent, how they perform,
what kind of education they have. When you look at
the class specifications, you match the level in those
specifications to the guide chart, whether there is a
lot of decisionmaking or little decisionmaking. You
get so many points according to the chart.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. SO that the hypotheti-
cal value of the secretary and the value of a man
pumping gas would be more than the notion of
which makes the Minnesota government run. There
is more specificity to the evaluation than simply
which is more valuable, or what is more critical.

,Ms. Romciittp. That is right. It was not a system
we developed ourselves. Unlike what they're doing
in New York State, or what they are doing at the
University of Minnesota. the Minnesota personnel
department simply adopted, if you will, the value
system that was developed by the Hay Associates.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. And the Hay evalu-
ation system has been existent for about 30 years in
the private sector?

MS. ROTHCHILD. Yes. And it has been used
extensively in the public sector, too.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETC1N. Commissioner Destro?
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Thank you for your

presentation, Ms. Rothchild. I'd like to ask a couple
of questions related to your system. Now that you
have this system in its implementation phase, what
do you expect will be the percentage wage gap after
it is fully in place?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. The percentage wage gap will
be zero on the basis of the Hay evaluation system.
However, the overall average of all females and
males might still have a gap because we have in our
salary schedule factors relating to seniority and so
forth. Our plan at this point is to implement over a 4-
year periodas I say, the total cost is 4 percent of
payroll. We're doing 1 percent of payroll per year
and assume that the legislature in 1985 will appropri-
ate a similar amount of money as in 1983. We fund
contracts on a 2-year basis.

COMMISSIONER DEsrao. Sure. One of the reasons
I asked that question is that throughout most of the
papers we have been reading and presentations we
have been hearing, we have been hearing about an
aggregate wage gap, and that is where you get the
60 cents or 58 cents. You get it as a factor of
percentage. Have there been any projections made
by your department as to what the Minnesota
aggregate wage gap would be?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. First of all, the wage gap in the
public sector tends to be less than in the private
sector. I believe the wage gap we started with was
75 cents on the dollar. I haven't really projected
what an overall would be. My guess is that it
wouldn't be much because it is a civil service system.
People tend to come into this system and stay for a
lifetime, women as well as men. So my guess is that
the factors you might find in the private sector are
not as common in a public jurisdiction.

COMMISSIONER DES'TRO. Has there been any
market disparity in the wages that you have now set
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by way of the system with what the market might
otherwise expect in a large city like Minneapolis or
in a small town like Princeton?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. I should state that even before
we started our pay equity program, our office and
clerical workers were paid 15 percent above the
prevailing wages. They now will he paid more than
that. They are receiving about a 2u percent increase
over a 4-year period. My guess is that it will have
some impact on general wages, at least wages for the
kind of jobs women and minorities usually hold.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. One of the systems that
you recounted in your timeline was the capital city
of my former State, Madison. You indicate in your
paper that vendors have to set percentage goals for
hiring of women, minorities, and disabled people.
You go on to say that the same goals must be used
for distribution of salary to these groups. Would you
explain what that means?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. My understanding is that if
someone who contracts with the city has, let's say,
10 percent women on their payroll and 5 percent
minorities on their payroll, then of their total payroll
dollars, women should get 10 percent and minorities
should get 5 percent. It is fairly recent, and I don't
know how it operates in practice.

COMMISPONER DESTRO. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Berry?
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Ms. Rothchild, I was very

interested not only in your paper and presentation,
but in your answers to the line of questions to Mr.
Abram, which confused me somewhat. So I would
like to pursue it. As I understand the basis for what
is called the comparable worth claim, which is a
popular term in complaints before EEOC and
litigation that has gone on, it's all based on Title VII.
There are also claims nt... based on Executive
Order 11246, and they are ca gorized b) those who
bring them as sex-based wage discrimination com-
plaints, ith the argument that--

CHArRMAN PENDLETON. Can everyone hear in
the hack?

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Stan off again. Ms.
Rothchild, I said that I was %ery interested in the
line of questioning of Mr. Abram and you re-
sponses, so that I want to pursue it a little bit. As I
understand it, the complaints filed by people who
make complaints about comparable worth before the
fiE0C and in litigation, ire talking about sex-
based wage discrirrina. ally under 1 itle VII
and sometimes they a ..der Executive Order
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11246, and that they are always talking about the
fact that Title VII prohibits denial ofdisparity or
discrimination based on sex, and that if you can
prove that the only reason why you get paid the
wage is because of your sex, whatever, the'value of
the job and all that is something you prove, that you
might pursue this and you might win. The under-
standing also is that the basis of Title VII is that
women and minorities are acknowledged as having
been discriminated against in the past, and that is
why they are picked out as targets in the statute.
That was always my understanding.

I uncerstand from you, though, that Minnesota
has gone beyond that, from your answer to Mr.
Abram, the ouhe asked you about gasoline
pumping .4:-As certain other jobs, and the answer you
gave did not seem to support the notion that you
look at female-dominated jobs because of historic
discrimination, but that is a factor. But you seem to
he going beyond discrimination complaintsMinne-
sota can do whatever it wants; I'm not complaining
about that. But I just want some clarification for my
information. Are you talking about something be-
yond what everybody else is talking about?

Ms. ROTHCHII D. No. I'm afraid I didn't make
myself clear. The Minnesota program is set up
strictly to deal with sex-based wage discrimination.
When we are appropriating money to close the
wage gap, we look at male-dominated jobs; we
develop a salary practice lice; we see that all the
female-dominated jobs are below that line, and we
bring the female-dominated jobs up to that line.
There are men in those female-dominated occupa-
tions. We are looking at the structure of the wage
system. We define the female occupations by the
gender of the incumbents.

My answer to his question was that if you could
prove that male gasoline pumpers were paid less
simply because they were men, then I think Title
VII would apply. But we're not dealing with that,
because it is too hypothetical. We're not trying to
make everything fair. There are balanced classes
below the practice line; there are male classes that
are above and below the line. We are not dealing
with that as an issue. My guess is that at the
bargaining table, we may very well deal with it. But
the program we have set up, the policy and the
process, deals only with the sex-based part of the
wage diffeeential.

COMNESSIONER BERRY. So any inferences I drew
from your response seeming to indicate that you



might he talking about issues that had nothing to do
with sex-based discrimination were merely my infer-
ences, or based on the fact that I really didn't
understand. I thir.k I do understand now.

If I could move along, you say you used Hay
Associates. There was a man here yesterday wno I
think was from the Hay Associates. He may still be
here. But when I listened to his testimony, I was
almost persuaded that the evaluation process was
something that was not completely reliable and that
used as a basis for trying to compare these jobs, I got
the inference that that was a rather specious kind of
approach to take. When Hay Associates' services
were contracted for by your State. did you under-
stand that about the process? What did you think
you were getting for your resources?

Ms. Rat lit-1111 D. Well, I was not with Employee
Relations at the time they adopted

COMMISSIONR BERRY. Okay.
Ms. ROTIICHII I). I think what they were doing, I

think that what Mr. Bellak said, is tha it is always
subjective. I think Hay has been in the business
about 30 years.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. How long?
Ms. ROTHCHILD. I think about 30 years.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. He said 30 years.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Oh. he said 30 years.

Could I ask you also, have you had a lot of
immplaints in Minnesota among various groups and
workers about this process? Have you had more
male workers complaining, that compare other jobs
with those females, comparing apples and oranges?
Do they want to be there, and so if they want to
make more money, why don't they go do something
else? What's happening there?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Well, that is something that
surprised me about the hypothetical case because
our experience has been so positive. From every
direction, newspaper editorials, the union, every-
body seems to think the time has come to try to
eliminate the wage gap. Specifically, State employ-
ees in Minnesota are fully unionized, in 16 different
bargaining units. The largest union is AFSCME.
They represent six of the bargaining units. Two of
their oargaining units are heavily female, clerical
workers and health care nonprofessionals. They also
represent our trade and labor workers and our
prison guards, both of which are heavily male
dominated. The union's point of view has been that
as long as there are people with low wages, it tends
to depress the wages for all workers. In the same

way, unions have historically supported raising the
minimum wage because the wages of those low-paid
people are going to draw down wages of the other
fellow. Sr there has been generally a positive
response from unions, as well as from the general
public End the public officials.

COMNISSIONER BERRY. Last question. It may be
something peculiar to the history of Minnesota in
the fact that you're a heavily unionized State and a
polit 1.:,*1 climate in Minnesota that creates conditions
where you can have acceptance of this kind of
notion. Am I inferring correctly?

Ms. ROTHCHILD I love Minnesota. But I can't
believe that it i so different from every other State
in the country.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. It is in this respect.
Ms. ROTHCHILD. I can account for it by some

specific factors; that when we moved, we moved
quickly. We worked cooperatively between the
legislative branch, the executive branch, and the
public. But, again, I don't believe that Minnesota is
in a land of its own.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I dO want to say, Ms.

Rothchild, that Ms. Chavez has reminded me that
Mr. Bellak said that the system worked fine in a
voluntary way. But when you put some mandate on
the system, that is where it tended to have its
problems, and I think, in all deference to him, we
need to say that was not a universal thing about the
system, but it was a voluntary

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Let me add to that, Mr.
Chairman. He also said that, in recent times as the
prospect of comparable worth as a mandated activi-
ty has come to the floor, the number of requests for
voluntary application of the Hay system to the issue
of szx discrimination has increased.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. Commis-
sioner Buckley?

COMMISSIONER BUCKLEY. In your comparable
worth study in Minnesota, can you give us an idea in
your range of job classifications to how wide a
range of job classifications you're talking about? If
you had to categorize where this range falls, where
woulc. youif you went, say, from the less paying
down to the most paying, where would you locate
that? Then, if this range were lower, would that
make wilt difference in implementation, do you
think?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. I'm no: sure I understand the
question. We define as a "female" class any job class
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which is over 70 percent female. Some of those
classes were closer to the male line and some were
farther away. The average gap, if you will, between
the salary practice line for female-dominated occu-
pations and the salary practice line for male-domi-
nated occupations was about 20 percent.

COMMISSIONER BUCKLEY. What I'm trying to get
a line on is if you look at all of the job titles, where
would these job titles fall? Would they fall in

Ms. ROTHCHILD. In the evaluation system?
COMMISSIONER BUCKLEY. No, in the work unit.
Ms. ROTHCHILD. In the type of occupation?
COMMISSIONER BUCKLEY. Right.
Ms. ROTHCHILD. Okay, office and clerical work-

ers, every single one of the job titles was underpaid.
Health care nonprofessionals was the next group.
Those are your State hospital workers. Your food
service workers were next, and then your custodial
workersmale and female. So they tend to be at a
low end of the pay scale to begin with. In fact, when
you get about halfway up on Hay points, there are
no more female job classes. The job classes from
then on are all male dominated. So those are the
occupational groups that were most affected by
thisboth the lowest paid and the lowest Hay rated.

COMMISSIONER BUCKLEY. If you set up your scale
in an area nearby to the city, county, or State, if
somebody else set up a higher number of points for
them, or if it is the same number of points but a
higher wage, how would you deal to correct the fact
that you might have a migration from a lot of
employees over there because they could get more
money? What would you do to your comparable
worth scale to try to deal with the filet that you're
having people leave and don't have people tc fill the
vacancies?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. We simply don't find evidence
of that kind of activity. Our largest concern in our
civil service system is that our turnover has been so
low. The wage structure in the public sector is
different from the private sector. In the public
sector, the lower paid people are paid more and
higher paid people are paid less. Movement from
one sector to the other seems not to occur. We do,
however, have some movement between one public
jurisdiction and another. As a practical matter, we
find very little movement from one job to another
job because of salary.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Excuse me; one ques-
tion. Once you get to this absolute zero point, what
happens when you have salary increments and
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raises? Do they have raises because of individual
performance or salary raises given because job
classifications need to be upgraded? In other words,
does everybody go up? Do all secretaries go up at
the same time as truckdrivers go up, or do truck-
drivers in a class begin to receive raisesmerit
raises, not the normal cost of living increasesbut
what happens? I guess what I'm trying to get at is,
What do you do about individual differences within
a job classification in terms of that performance?
How is that rewarded, or does it mean you have to
raise everybody's salary at the same time you raise
one?

MS. ROTHCHILD. As I said earlier, all of your
employees, except the managers and some confiden-
tial employees, are covered by a union contract.
Those union contracts generally do not have merit
pay in them. They generally have step raises related
to seniority. I should explain that our pay equity
program had to be done within the framework of
collective bargaining. So the kind of process we use
is diffe.ent because we need to maintain the integrity
of the collective-bargaining system. At the same
time that we had money earmarked for equity
increases, we also negotiated general wage adjust-
ments for our 16 collective-bargaining units.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. It seems to me that there
is a closed system in Minnesota from the unions and
between government, if you will, that you have, in a
sense, said to the taxpayers of Minnesota, "Here's
how we're going to handle all of our public
employees," and this is probably the most conve-
nient way to do that. As a result of that, you really
have a closed way of pron'oting the system, and that
seemed to me to be a little bit unfortunate that there
is no room for individual performance in this system.
If the union and collective bargaining and the
govcfnment all together in this whole

MS. Rai s:':HILD. Mr. Chairman, my view is that,
in the public sector, there is a great deal of
accountatility built into the system. The legislature,
after all, has to face the voters every 2 or 4 years. I
would guess our success with pay equity is related to
the dramatic changes in women's voting patterns. In
the 1984 session, the legislators told the lobbyists
that they would love to have it not come up for a
vote. But there is no way that they can face the
people in the State by voting against pay equity. So,
I think we're reflecting the mood of the public.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Well, 7 think you say it
better than I say it. One more question. You used the



terms pay equity and comparable worth inter-
changeably, but you said you were not using the
terms disparity and discrimination interchangeably.
Could you help us out with the distinction?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Let me give a parallel example.
Our department is resraisible for affirmative action,
and we have 34.000 State employees. If I found that
we only had five blacks, two Hispanics, and no
Indians, I wouldn't sit around debating about wheth-
er that is discrimination or disparity. I would say
that it is wrong and we ought to do something about
it. We perceive the wage gap in the same waywe
don't spend a lot of time talking about whether it is
discrimination or disparity. We say it is wrong and
we ought to do something about it.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. But you're sayingthat
didn't answer my question in terms of comparable
worth. What you're really saying is that because of
pigment or gender, that is, some kind of underrepre-
sentation in the work force, something is wrong.

Ms. ROTHCHH. D. I believe so.
CHAIRMAN PENDI ETON. And that the govern-

ment should correct whatever they perceive as
wrong.

Ms. ROTHCHII D. Correct.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. But you haven't an-

swered my question about the difference between
pay equity and comparable worth.

Ms. Rome met). It's a matter of semantics, as far
is I'm concerned. Maybe some people make a
distinction, but we never have.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Okay. Commissioner
Bunzel?

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL . I want to say, first, that
as someone who comes from California, I envy
Minnesota. Because whatever cooperation you had
in your State, it is not the prevailing climate in
California on a whole range of issues.

Ms. Ro Tticlitin. The cold winters: we need to
pull together or we'll die together.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Yes. That's the same
theme you'll hear in about a month when the
Democrats convene in San Francisco. I have been
trying to understand the question which our Chair-
man just posed. I'm tempted to try again. But let me
state, if I can, what the inference of your answer to
his question was, which was to try and distinguish in
your thinking the differences between pay equity,
which I k:iow is your term for comparable won't,
an.! discrimination. You said, in answer to him, that
when you find in your work that you have a small

number of certain groups in particular occupational
groups, you're not as concerned as to why, but you
realize it is wrong, and it is up to the government to
do something about it.

Ms. ROTHCHILD. This can't be explained by
COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. That is what I want to

get at. It seems to me that, based on what we learned
from various witnesses yesterday and from our
reading of literature and looking at various kinds of
experiences in the private and public sector, that one
can make an argument that the reason that the
Swedes, for example, dominate the tugboat opera-
tors on the East Coast is not necessarily because
there is discrimination against others. I could use
better examples.

What I'm trying to get at is that I'm not at all
certainand I may be putting words in your mouth;
if I am, please spit them outthat the question of
why there are so few of these groups is unimportant,
as you seem to think. Because if there is discrimina-
tion, then it seems to me that affirmative action
comes into play. But you have said that affirmative
action is a responsibility of your State without
having to wonder whether or not there is discrimi-
nation, or to be concerned with it because it is

wrong, and therefore, affirmative action, whether it
is discrimination or not, you must do something
about it. That is not my understanding of affirmative
action. But beyond that, would you tell me a little bit
about why, since you did state at the outset that sex-
based occupations were the premise upon which you
have worked in Minnesota for pay equity, the
reasons that may or may not involve discrimination
are unimportant in the short or long .-un? Am I
looking at something that has the potential for
conflict, or a« 1 making a mountain out of a
molehill?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Well, maybe the latter. I think
you're speaking in absolutes, whereas our experience
has been more pragmatic. It is not that I don't care
about why or anything like that. It's just that, like
anything else, if you can't find any kind of rational
explanation, if it flies in the face of all commonsense,
statistically there would be no accounting for the
fact that there were no Indians hired by the State,
because there are a fair number of Indians living in
the State. If it flies in the face of commonsense, it
then just simply becomes something that you think
you should deal with without getting into a lot of
theoretical absolutes.
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We operate from a very pragmatic point of view.
We see disparity We cannot account for disparity.
We try to think of some way to eliminate disparity.
We knew that if you paid women less than men, that
could be discrimination. But we didn't make any
judgment about whether it would have held up in
court or not because, luckily, it was never taken to
court.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEI . But I think what I'm
listening to, from what you're saying, is that where
there is wage disparity, there may or there may not
be discrimination; but that wage disparity is the
responsibility for the government to do something
about.

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Certainly, when the government
sees

CoMM1SsIoNR BUNZEI . All right. Yet, if I were
to give you a job classification in which there was
wage disparity, but I could persuade you at the same
time that it was not due to discrimination, would
you still say that in that instance there has to be a
remedy to rectify the wage disparity?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. We have all kinds of wage
disparity. We pay people more if they have manage-
ment position;. I don't have trouble with the fact
that some people get paid more than others. I mean,
that is the way our system is set up. I think you can
argue about how much difference there should be
between low- and high-paid people. But I also think
that when you have factors like sex and race
embedded in your wage system, which is essentially
what you're doing when you survey the market.
then you have an obligation as a public employer to
dim nate that.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Have you found in any
State jobs some that are overvalued?

Ms. ROTHCHil.D. We have State jobs that are paid
more than their Hay points would account for.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Are there State jobs that
are paid more than they are worth?

Ms. RnTHCHILD. Worthiness is in the eye of the
beholder. We define worth according to the evalu-
ation system that we have adopted. I'm sure that
most people would agree that some jobs are worth
more than other jobs. We do have some exceptions
to our evaluation system. We do not use the system
for faculty pen'tions. although I think that, theoreti-
cally. you coulu develop a system for teaching jobs.
We don't use it on the highway patrol, because those
Bilks are in life and death situations a good deal of
the time. So we make exceptions. but we don't-
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COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Well, I think that one of
the things you said that was important was that a
good deal of the notion of worth was in the eye of
the beholder and this would be the key, union or
what-have-you. I think you said to Mr. Abram that
there were some male-dominated jobs at the local
point.

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Yes. It is the very definition of
the salary practice line, the line of best fit if you
applied the Hay point on the current salaries.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. So you did find some
male-dominated jobs below the line. Did I state it
correctly. then, that their jobs were also brought up?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. No We were simply dealing
with the female-dominated occupations with the
money that was set aside. That is not to preclude
collective bargaining with th unions that represent
male classes below the line or the unions that
represent the balanced classes below the line. The
very definition of your line is the line that best fits.
So half of your male job classes are above the line,
or below the line or on the line.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. The last question I have
is one that could occupy us for a long time, and it
may not occupy us at all, because you may already
have answered it. I'm particularly interested now in
all of the implications of this and whether or not the
State University of Minnesota, for example, is under
your jurisdiction. Since it's part of the State system,
have you dealt with all of the jobs in the academic
world?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. No. Our office is responsible for
two higher education systemsthe State university
system and the community college system. The
charter of the University of Minnesota predates our
State constitution, and the university is, therefore,
autonomous. However, there was a law already on
the books that requires university civil service
employees to be paid comparably to State employ-
ees. So, although they are not part of my jurisdic-
tion, they did receive similar equity increases at the
University of Minnesota. But ti at was civil service,
not academic employees.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. If I asked you whether
or not a member of the faculty of nursing with her
or his responsibilities is comparable to a professor of
law

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Are you a lawyer?
COMMISSIONER BLNZEL. No. That's one of my

blessings; I'm not a lawyeror, to ontinue, a
professor of medicine: Does the system that you
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have used in the community college system and in
the State university system apply here? Could it be
made to work here and how would it work? How
would you apply

Ms. Rat HCHII.D. I don't believe the Hay system,
which is the system we use, has factors which
account for the kinds of things that are done in
faculty positions. I think, theoretically, it is possible
to develop one. You could identify the factors in a
faculty position which people would agree are
worthy of compensation, for example, how many
classes you teach or how many papers you write.
The system we use was set up for your typical kind
of corporate structure, which is a hierarchy, in
which also fits the State executive branch. So it fits
well with civil service types of jobs. Thf system we
UM' does not fit faculty positions, and we have not
used it as such. But I think the concept of having a
job evaluation s y tem that reflects values inherent in
teaching for academic work could be developed.

COMMISSIONER BUN' There are a number of
universities in the private sector, and this ricks up on
another point that the Chairman raised with you:
th.lt when they are looking for faculty members,
they arc very attentive to their individual scholar-
ship, their individual record, and their performance.
There is, in a sense, at the senior level, particularly,
what one might call a star system. Some people are
sc valuable to a university, particularly with a
graduate schoi,I, that there is a competitive edge to a
Harvard, or a Stanford or a Princeton or a Yale, or
many other places bidding for them or looking for
them. In fact, in many of these universities, faculty
members in different departments get paid a differ-
ential because of their rank, because of the number
of years they've been there, because of their produc-
tion. their teaching, and a whole range of individual-
:y oriented criteriain some sense, merit consider-
ations. I gather that, for the kind of system that you
applied to State employees in Minnesota, that none
of this would really be able to be made to fit.

Ms. RetHCHILD. I think if that is the basis of pay,
then it might not fit. I would point out that at the
University of Minnesota, there was a landmark sex
discrimination case. It didn't have to do with pay; it
had to do with employment in the academic ranks. It
hid to do with a woman who was a chemistry
professor who %vas denied tenure. They showed that
the probability of never having hired a female
chemistry professor was .000 something or other. So
I think you could make a case in the academic world

that there is discrimination in pay, too. On the other
hand, you might account for it by other factors, and
the individual factors could be those.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Well, the reason Magic
Johnson and Larry Bird get paid so well is because
they are so very, very good, and they get paid better
than some of their colleagues on the floor because
they're better than they are. Now, that's always a
dispute at the time when contracts are negotiated. I
don't know whether or not you would believe that
that's a system in principle that could apply.

Let us go back to the university context in terms
of trying to make discriminatingnot discriminato-
rybut discriminating judgments about individuals,
whether that's worth maintaining or building into
any system. Because one does very often try to hire
the best qualified people, and you have to pay more
for them.

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Sure, and we allow for that. As I
said, our law says "the primary factor." So, as I said
before, we're dealing with the 90, 95 percent. We're
not dealing with super-range doctors; we're not
dealing with the Governor, who is one of a kind.
We're dealing with the overall structure of the
system and not dealing with those individual excep-
tions.

COMMISSIONER BUNZEL. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you, Mr. Bunzel.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. If I may interrupt, before

you begin, can I just tag a point onto Dr. Bhnzel's
statement. I'll do it in 30 seconds. Okay?

I just wanted to point out for the record on this
discussion about universities that you've just been
through, I've been in about 5, 6, maybe 10 universi-
ties, some of them first rate, some second rate, some
third and fourth rate, and they all have job evalu-
ation systems. They may not be written down. I note
in your paper that you talk about informal as well as
formal evaluation systems. They have the superstars
as well as little twinkling stars, or those who have no
light at all. The reason why Earvin Magic Johnson,
except for last night's game, in fact, is paid more is
not because he's a man, but because there is an
assessment that he's somehow better; and Larry
Bird, who was better last night, gets paid, also, not
because he's a man or because of the color of his
skin, but because he's good, and I think your
evaluation system does not account for those kinds
of differences.
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Ms. Hot Ht Htt o. No. I think we need to go back
to what I mean by evaluation. We're evaluating the
tasks of a job, and the job class might have 500
incumbents in it. Some of those incumbents might be
first-rate performers and others might be duds.
We're not dealing with evaluating individual perfor-
mance. What we're talking about when we talk
about our jeb evaluation system, the Hay system, is
that you don't even know who is in those jobs. What
you do is take the tasks that are typical of a job class.
For example. for the class clerk typist II, these are
the things a clerk typist does; it's this responsibility
level; it takes this much know-how. That's our
evaluation. We're not talking about any individual,
stars or duds, either.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON:. You're talking about

categories and not performance.
Ms. ROTHCHILD. Absolutely. We're not talking

about people who are in these jobs; we're talking
about the nature of the job itself.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. You answered my ques-

tion about that par: earlier.
Ms. CHAVEZ. I'd like to follow up on that.

Yesterday, Dr. Steinberg talked about a study that I
believe was done for New York State. It was an
attempt to discover what, in fact, were the charac-
teristics of jobs and how they were valued by the
States. The example that she used was the difference
between being a child care custodian, a person who
takes care of children during the day, and someone
who worked in a zoo. Now on the face of it,
obviously, as a society, one would assume that we
value our children more than we value our animals;
yet. I wonder whether or not any account is taken of
the relative dangers to the individual in those two
occupations. One would assume that being in a
classroom for 6 hours a day with 30 children was
relatively less dangerous to the individual than
handling poisonous snakes, being in cages with
elephants, lions, tigers, etc. Now, in your system,
when you go about assigning a value to a job (you
mentioned accountability and responsibility and
know-how), what attempt have you made to study
the relative dangers the jobs? Do you take into
account studies of on-the-job accidents, health and
safety factors, and if so, how do you incorporate
those factors into your value system?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. The working condition factor
would take that into account. We do have jobs that
are fairly dangerous, in State hospitals for mentally
retarded, people with mental problems. They're
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difficult, dangerous jobs. Our State prisons have
difficult and dangerous jobs.

Ms. CHAVEZ. How do you go about assessing it,
though? Is it simply an individual looking at it and
saying, "Gee, I think that looks like a pretty
dangerous joh"? Or are there actual studies done of
the numbers of accidents to workers in those jobs?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. You could easily do that. We do
have data from the worker's compensation program.
This shows that working for the welfare department
or working for the department of corrections are
clearly the most dangerous places to be in the State
service. The Hay system doesn't take into account
very specific kinds of danger. As I said, the Hay
system is a general kind of system and has been used
by jurisdictions of different types ^I' over the
country.

Ms. CHAVEZ.. But if, in fact, you are trying to
assign not only the value to the State, but also the
worth of the job in some abstract sense, are you able
to measure and does your system, in fact, take into
account these differences in danger? Do you take
into account not just differences in working condi-
tions, whether or not a job is in an office and
therefore has a pleasant surrounding, or in a sur-
rounding that is less pleasant, but the actual dangers
of the job? Are jobs to be compensated in a way that
accounts for danger?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. As much as the Hay system
accounts for working conditions. Each of the factors
is supposed tc be somewhat separate. You have a
factor that has to do with know-how and a factor
that has to do with responsibility and so on.

Ms. CHAVEZ. So how many value points are
assigned to the relative likelihood of losing one's life
on the job?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. As I said, the jobs where losing
your life is a clear and present danger, such as the
highway patrol, we exempted from the system. So
we do make allowances for that kind of thing. As a
practical matter, people work a lifetime in State
hospitals or prisons and don't get killed. As a matter
of fact, most highway patrol people don't get killed,
either. But some do. It's not a perfect system. We're
the first to admit it. It's a close approximation. We
happen to think it's better than simply using dollar
bills, We at least try to assess the types of tasks and
responsibilities of a certain occupation and say that
this is what it's worth.

Ms. CHAVEZ. Yesterday, the gentleman from Hay
Associates, Dr. Bellak, suggested that one of the



reasons their system worked was that it required the
voluntary cooperation of all the parties. You sug-
gested that in Minnesota you do have voluntary
cooperation and that the union has been

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Actually, the Hay system was
adopted unilaterally by the department of personnel.

Ms. CHAVEZ. But you have had a working
cooperation with the parties since then.

Ms. ROTHCHILD. We have in pay equity, yes.
Ms. CHAVEZ. What about the union? Presumably,

no salaries in your State were lowered as a result of
your evaluation.

MS. ROTHCHIll We earmarked part of the salary
supplement apprc,:,riation for equity increases.
When the legislature appropriated mtiney for State
employees, there was some that was earmarked for
pay equity and there was some for general adjust-
ments. Those were negotiated at the bargaining table
with our 11 different unions.

Ms. CHAVEZ. But you would not expect opposi-
tion from unions when all salaries go up.

Ms. ROTHCHILD. I understand that there are
people who assume that [here will be kind of one
group of workers pitted against another, blue collar
against white collar. But that has not been our
experience. Certainly, if people want to encourage
it, it could happen.

Ms. CHAVEZ. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Mr. Disler?
MR. DISLER. Ms. Rothchild, you mentioned that

there are 16 or 17 States that have statutes that seem
to use comparable worth language and terminology.
In addition to your paper, the Commissioners have a
staff paper that mentions those statutes. Some of
those statutes have been on the books quite awhile.
Some of them predate the 1963 Equal Pay Act; yet,
there is very little case law there. I was wondering if
you would care to speculate as to why those laws
haven't been used, especially before the Gunther
case, before Title VII became available. It struck me
as very odd that there is a dearth of case law there.
Is that because people don't understand what those
statutes do?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. I think you also have to recog-
nize the recency of attention to pay equity. I also
think some of the laws are weak. The one I'm
familiar with, in Maine, has something like a 5500
fine. So, as a real remedy. I would guess that it's not
much in use. Theoretically, these laws could be
used, and they might be in the future.

MR. DISLER. Let me ask you something else.
Would you agree that a different system than the
one used by Minnesota, and one that Minnesota
would view as valid, might have yielded or might
today yield different points for different jobs- -a
different evaluation?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. My understanding is that there
might be slight variations, but that, in general, the
evaluation systems are quite similar. They yield
pretty much the same results although you could
find some differences.

MR. DISLER. But wouldn't that turn in part on
what compensable factors and what weights are
used? I thought earlier you acknowledged that that
there seems to be quite a bit of value and subjectivity
reflected in these job evaluation studies.

Ms. ROTHCHILD. Yes. My guess is that if you
develop an entirely new system, as they're doing in
New York State, as they're doing at the University
of Minnesota, you might eta! up with very different
ratings. But the current systems are all generated by
management consultants, and they yield similar
results. They're not identical, obviously.

MR. DISLER. In the system that you use, what
weight was given, if any, to physical effort?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. That, again, would be working
conditions, and that is a small part of the point total.
As I so' the system was adopted before I came, and
although I'm generally familiar with it, I don't know
how many points for what.

MR. DISLER. I was also very much struckwith
the risk of extending this a little bit longer, and I
appreciate your dealing with this head onby the
use of the terminology pay equity and comparable
worth. Let me ask you yo:Ir reaction to this. Would
it be more accurate to say that pay equity is the
objective and comparable worth might be a means
to it?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. I suppose you cou'Ai say that. I
think of comparable worth as standing for a concept.
Pay equity also stands for a concept. They both are
tools to try to identify and eliminate disparity in
wages.

MR. DISLER. The reason why I asked that is that
the terms do have somewhat different connotations,
and it just seems to me that if you define these two
terms to mean the same thing, equal pay for v ork of
equal value, and you're having a debate on thi; issue,
and someone comes forward in favor of equil pay
for work of equal value and is able to label 'm or
herself as for pay equity and put a skeptic c n Eire
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other side, it's a different connotation to put the
skeptic in a position of arguing against pay equity as
opposed to comparable worth. Would you agree
with that'?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. I think that comparable worth
has probably more negative connotations because
that's the term that has been around longer. I'm a
political creature. I think pay equity sounds better.

MR. DISLER. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Destro?
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. I have two short ques-

tions and I've narrowed it down to one. In the job
categories where you've indicated that the number
of Hay points is below what the salary range ought
to be, would those be jobs which reflect a national
job market as opposed to a Minnesota job market?
My understanding is that in the jobs which are
below, male jobs which are below would be above
the Minnesota market. in any event, by about 15
percent.

Ms. ROTHCHILD. No. The female jobs that were
below the line were still above the market.

COMMISSIONER DF-STRO. No. That's not what I'm
asking. 1 am looking now at what he said in two of
his questions. The first one concerned the jobs
which are paid above that which their Hay point
totals would predict; are those jobs. jobs in which
Minnesota would compete for individuals in the
national market?

Ms. ROTHCHILD. No. They are predominantly in
the State department of transportation, your high-
way jobs, your highway maintenance workers. The
male jobs that are above the line are the ones that
have been unionized longest. Pay for those jobs is
not related to competing in a national market. They
simply reflect a history of union activity.

COMMISSIONER DEsTao. Okay. And then the
other question was with respect to jobs below that
predictive index: The job of achieving pay equity for
those workers is then left to the union and not to the
State as a matter of collective bargaining?

Ms RonicHit.o. That is correct.
COMMISSIONER DE.STRO. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. We will take

a short break and change the set.
[Recess.;

PANEL: LEGAL PERSPECTIVE.; AND
PRECEDENTS

CHAIRMAN PEND! ETON. I would like to make
some introductory comments prior to the next panel.

I realize we'll be taking part of your time, but I will
try our best to get back on schedule.

Our next panel will be a review of the legal issues
and the case law relevant to comparable worth. Mr.
Robert Williams is a partner in the Washington,
D.C., law firm of McGuiness & Williams and
represents management in various labor and equal
employment opportunity issues. Providing another
viewpoint will be Mr. Winn Newman, also an
attorney in private practice in Washington, D.C.,
who represents the union and individuals in various
employment discrimination matters. He is the attor-
ney for the plaintiff AFSCME in the State of
Washington case.

Our presentation will go first with Mr. Newman
and then Mr. Williams. What we would prefer,
gentlemen, if you would accommodate us, is to give
up to a 20-minute overview. I must say, your papers
are excellent and I am sure I speak for my fellow
Commissioners. If you give us that summation, then
we can get into some exchanges between the
Commissioners and you, similar to what happened
with Ms. Rothchild. Mr. Newman, you're on.

Statement of Winn Newman, Winn Newman and
Associates, Washington, D.C.

MR. NEWMAN. Thank you. I an pleased to
address you this morning on Title VII's application
to claims of sex-based wage discrimination.

On this issue the law is clear. There is no dispute.
All sex-based wage discrimination is illegal under
Title VII. Whatever uncertainity may have clouded
this matter 4 years ago, it was firmly and emphatical-
ly laid to rest in the Supreme Court decision in
County of Washington v. Gunther and its denial of
certiorari in WE v. Westinghouse. If the reason
women are paid less than men is because of their sex,
then the Title VII violation stands on an equal
footing with a violation which exists when blacks
are paid less then whites because of race, when
Hispanics are paid less than Anglos because of
national origin, or Jews are paid less than Christians
because of religion. The issue is not one which is
affected by philosophy or economic theory. It's
simply today, given the state of the law, garden
variety discrimination to which Title VII's prohibi-
tions fully apply.

These hearings, however, are styled a consultation
on comparable worth and have been heavily domi-
nated by testimony from economists and sociolo-
gists. It is important, in our judgment, not to get
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tripped up by this so-called comparable worth
terminology: nor should the issue at stake here.
namely, ending wage discrimination, be lost in
arguments and analogies which focus on aggregated
national wage data rather than on sex-based wage
disparity in various jobs in a particular workplace.
Nor should the issue of wage discrimination be
confused with the discussion of a global picture.
rather than the unlawful discrimination of an indi-
vidual employer.

Comparable worth is nothing more than a euphe-
mism with no legal significance. Title VII prohibits
discrimination. It says nothing about comparable
worth. Title VII prohibits discrimination in any
form and on any basis. Thus, the focus in any lawsuit
under Title VII, whether dubbed a wage discrimina-
tion suit or a comparable worth suit, pay equity. or
any other kind of suit is simply: Did the employer
engage in prohibited discrimination in setting or
maintaining wages in jobs occupied by women or
minorities? The issue is not whether Title VII
requires equal pay for comparable work, but rather
did the employer pay minorities or women less for
their work because of race, national origin, etc.

Indeed, it matters not whether the male jobs with
which the women's jobs are being compared are
paid at a rate of $2 an hour or $10 an hour. What this
issue requites is that if the women's jobs require
equal skill, effort, and responsibility, the women
must he paid the same $2 or the same $10, and the
issue has nothing to do with what jobs are worth in
dollars. It is purely a discrimination issue.

Indeed, in every wage discrimination suit I have
filed or part' ipated in, beginning as far back as
1971, that has been our focus: wage discrimination,
not comparable worth. AFSCME v. Washington
State or IUE v. Westinghouse is no different.

The definition of comparable worf . which Mr.
Williams has articulated, namely, that compensation
should be proportional to the intrinsic work or value
of jobs as measured on some common scale, is not
what wethose of us who brought these lawsuits
mean by the phrase wage discrimination. Indeed,
that definition, by its terms and practical application
in various situations, has nothing whatsoever to do
with discrimination. For example, there is no dis-
crimination where men are working in two catego-
ries of male jobs of equal value and are paid different
rates. That's not discrimination prohibited by law.
and that's the kind of thing that Minnesota did not
touch for exactly that reason. Clearly, to that extent,

I agree with Mr. Williams. Nor is it necessarily the
case that wage differentials between any individual
female classification and a comparable male classifi-
cation are necessarily discriminatory.

What does become significant, however, as rele-
vant evidence of wage discrimination is a consistent
pattern of underpayment of women's jobs. We had
that pattern in Washington State. in IUE v. Westing-
house, and I dare say we will find that pattern in
virtually every workplace, public and private, in this
country, or at least those that have hired women
that did not discriminate in the hiring of women.
Whenever they hired women, they invariably segre-
gated them. So to the extent that you have a wage
structure based on segregation, you do not have it in
workplaces where males alone are employed.

The point here is the discrimination that we're
talking about that Title VII prohibits relates to the
way an employer evaluates his jobs. Indeed, to put
this another way in terms of a pattern of discrimina-
tion: If Jack and Jill, if you will, went up the hill,
and Jack reached the top before Jill, you don't
necessarily have a violation of the law. You can't
necessarily infer discrimination. But on the other
hand, if all the Jacks and all the Jims and all the Joes
reach the top of the hill before all the Jilts and all the
Jane's and all the Joannes, then commonsense
suggests it is reasonable to infer that the explanation
as to why all of the women lagged behind all of the
men is sex discrimination.

Similarly, where all of the employees doing
certain jobs requiring a specific composite of skill,
effort, responsibility, and working conditions are
paid at a lower rate than other employees working
in jobs requiring an identical composite and the
lower paid employees are predominantly women,
commonsense suggests that the reason for the lower
pay is sex discrimination. Again, for example, if even
highly skilled female occupations which are charac-
terized by an extreme shortage of workers relative
to demand are paid lees than unskilled entry-level
male jobs in which there is no shortage, like toll
collectors, it becomes reasonable for courts to infer
that the reason the men are paid more is because of
their sex.

The House Committee on Government Opera-
tions recognizes this important distinction between
comparable worth and wage discrimination, and just
2 weeks ago it issued a report in which it took the
EEOC to task for failure to enforce Title VII's
prohibition against sex-based wage discrimination.
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that unanimous report from both political parties
confirmed that the numerous successful recent wage
discrimination suits, including Washington State, are
simply Title VII standard fare. These suits have been
and will continue to be analyzed against a traditional
Title VII backdrop, consistent with the act's broad
remedial purposes and the national priority which
Congress has attached to the eradication of all forms
and vestiges of employment discrimination. This is
not some wild-eyed, liberal notion. It is simply what
Congress intended and demanded in enacting Title
VII, and the courts, including the Supreme Court,
require no less. Indeed, if there is anything radical in
this whole notion, it's what Congress did in 1964
when it passed the Civil Rights Act. That was
radical. That was fundamentally radical, if you will.
It said to employers: Don't discriminate anymore.
We're going to insist that it not be business as usual,
and we're going to change and interfere with the
way of doing business so that you can no longer
discriminate.

Four years ago, victims of wage discrimination
who sought redress in the courts were confronted by
arguments from lawyers and employers that even
the most blatant, the most flagrant, the most egre-
gious practices of sex-based wage discrimination
were shielded from Title VII review if the female
plaintiffs were not performing work identical to that
of male employees. That position was advanced
with adamance in case after case until it was finally
rejected by the Supreme Court in Gunther. Now, the
tack taken by those same people is different. But the
basic theme is consistent. Now the argument is that
Title VII's prohibition against sex-based wage dis-
crimination must be narrowly interpreted. But this
argument, too, is flatly inconsistent with the salutory
purposes underlying Title VII's enactment, its legis-
lative history, and court decisions interpreting and
implementing it.

The Supreme Court stated, in the Franks v.
Bowman decision, that in enacting Title VII
Congress intended to prohibit all practice in whatev-
er form that would create inequality in employment
opportunity due to discrimination on the basis of
race, sex, or national origin. It ordained that policies
outlawing such discrimination should have the
highest national priority. The Court went on to say
that one of the central purposes of Title VII is to
make persons whole for injuries suffered on account
of unlawful employment discrimination. One might
think that, since defending discrimination is a matter
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of highest national priority, items such as market
rates will become rather secondary.

Congress had to strike the balance between ending
discrimination or allowing it to be perpetuated, and
Congress struck this balance on the side of ending
discrimination. In so doing, Congress recognized
that the task would not necessarily be easy and that
some disruption of business as usual in the so-called
free market was a necessary byproduct. Notwith-
standing this recognition, Congress decided to close
shop firmly and emphatically on all forms of racial,
sex, religious, or ethnic employment discrimination.
Under these circumstances, it simply defies reason to
assert that discriminatory compensation practices on
whatever basis are entitled to any degree of insula-
tion from Title VII's otherwise far-reaching and
broadly remedial scope.

The argument advanced of late by opponents of
Title VII's prohibition of sex-based wage discrimina-
tion is to suggest that Title VII is limited to practices
of intentional wage discrimination. It's just another
way of saying that one particular type of discrimina-
tioncompensation---on one particular basissex
is entitled to a degree of deference and insulation
from Title VII coverage that is not tolerated for any
other form of discrimination.

To paraphrase the Third Circuit in IUE v.
Westinghouse, proponents of this intentional discrim-
ination theory necessarily argue that Congress in-
tended to permit employers to discriminate against
women in a way in which it would not permit them
to discriminate against blacks or whites, Jews or
gentiles, Protestants or Catholics, Italians or Irish, or
any other group protected by the act. The court
concluded that no such intent could be ascribed to
Congress, nor is there any real support for this
radical proposition in case law. Indeed, such a
proposition--that sex-based wage discrimination
should be treated differently from other forms of
discrimination claimscoming 20 years after the
passage of the Civil Rights Act, must itself be
viewed as a radical proposal and totally inconsistent
with the law. Citing cases, as my opponents general-
ly do, that arose prior to the issuance of the Gunther
decision would appear to be totally irrelevant.

In Gunther the Supreme Court made it emphati-
cally clear that its decision was limited to determine
ing whether Title VII wage claims were controlled
by the equal work requirement of the EPA. The
Court said "no" and beyond that expressly declined
to rule on any other matter. But this approach is
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typical for the Court Thus, the Supreme Court
decision in Gunther provides little or no support for
the employer proposition that sex-based wage dis-
crimination must be treated differently from other
practices which are discriminatory both in purpose
and/or effect. Reliance on Gunther for this proposi-
tion requires a distorted reading of the case and
amounts to nothing more than sheer wishful specula-
tion. Moreover, this argument runs directly counter
to the Court's teaching in the Manhart case that sex
and race-based prohibitions of discrimination enjoy
equal treatment under Title VII.

I cited in my written testimony a number of lower
courts that applied both disparate treatment and
disparate impact analyses to wage discrimination
claims. Indeed, one such case which proceeded on a

disparate impact theory. Kouba v. Allstate. was
settled just this week prior to completion of trial,
after remand from the Ninth Circuit, for millions of
dollars in hackpay It is indeed hard to imagine why
a well-established corporation like Allstate Insur-
ance Company would cough up millions of dollars
to settle a disparate impact case if it didn't think
there might be some credence to that theory.

Finally, in Brennan v. Corning Glass, the only
Supreme Court decision on the merits under the
Equal Pay Act, the Court noted favorably the Griggs
case, thereby indicating its incorporr In of dispa-
rate impact analysis into Equal Pay . cases. The
Court said: "We conclude that the company's
continued discrimination, though phrased in terms of
a neutral factor other than sex, nevertheless operated
to perpetuate the effects of the company's prior
illegal practice of paying women less than men for
equal work." This holding of Corning has never been
overruled, and lower courts have followed suit. If
disparate impact analysis applies to equal pay cases,
it applies as well to sex-based wage discrimination
cases under Title VII. Thus, there is absolutely no
reason to suggest or conclude that Title VII sex-
based wage discrimination cases will be analyzed
any differently than all other types of Title VII
cases.

A related suggestion is that a different standard of
evidentiary proof applies to claims of sex-based
wage discrimination than to other violations of Title
VII. Again, nothing in Title VII itself, its legislative
history, or authoritative case law lends credence to
this suggestion. While this is not the place to have a
detailed discussion of the law, it is clear, for
example, that relevant statistical showings, either

alone or in conjunction with other evidence, are in
the words of the Supreme Court in the Teamsters
case, a telltale sign of sex-based wage discrimination.
Similarly, evidence of other discriminatory prac-
tices, like initial assignment discrimination, job seg-
regation, sex-biased job classifications, discrimina-
tion in promotions and transfer, denial of employ-
ment benefits. and equal pay violations, is probative
of sex-based wage discrimination, prohibited by
Title VII.

Finally, evidence base' sn the results of an
employer's own job ev..-:.tion which shows a
consistent pattern of underpayment of women's jobs
relative to men's jobs requiring an equal composite
of skill, effort, responsibility, and working condi-
tions is highly probative of sex-based wage discrimi-
nation. This is all standard Title VII proof. Similar
types of evidence are used in every other kind of
Title VII case. Nothing is different in the wage
discrimination context.

At this point. I would like to focus a bit on the
role that job evaluation plays in the context of wage
discrimination cases in hopes of clarifying some of
the confusion that has arisen.

In every wage discrimination case in which jot,
evaluation has been an element of proof, like
Washington State. there is a clear showing the
employer deviated from the results of its own job
evaluation in setting the wage rates for women's
jobs, bi.t not for men's jobs. Put another way, there
was a consistent pattern of underpayment of wom-
en's jobs relative to their evaluated worth while
men's jobs were paid in accordance with their
evaluated worth, as determined by the employer's own
job ?valuation plan. The reliance on job evaluation
results and corresponding wage rates in this context
clearly is not designed to compel employers in all
instances to adhere rigidly to the results of their own
job evaluation. But these results do show that
employers have deviated in setting rates for wom-
en's jobs and not for men's jobs. This is what was
involved in Gunther and lUE v. Westinghouse and
AFSCME v. State of Washington. Where there is
such sex-based, sex-biased deviation, the forces of
commonsense and logic join with the law to suggest,
absent reasonable explanation, that the reason for the
deviation falling along sex lines is sex discrimination,
and not some neutral factor.

Job evaluation also becomes relevant for purposes
of establishing a remedy. There is well-established
law that, once a court finds a violation of law based
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on the evidenve presented, that it has broad discre-
tion in establishing a remedy. To do that, it may
itself order a job evaluation or any other method it
chooses in order to determine that remedy. Indeed,
in Washington State. Judge Tanner did order the
employer to evaluate, using the same method it had
in its earlier evaluation, some 500 additional jobs. I
emphasize that because so many people talk about
the fact that if not for the job evaluation, that
decision would have gone the other way. The fact is
that Tanner has ordered 10 times as many job
evaluations to be performed as the employer itself
had done previously and to be performed at the
employer's cost.

Now, I think it should also be clear!), understood
that job evaluation is an employer tool and not
something invented by unions; it's not something
invented by plaintiffs. Employers have been using
job evaluation, defending job evaluation for the last
60, 70 years. They have used it in order to defend
against equal pay cases. They lobbied to have it
considered as a defense to equal pay cases. It is only
now when job evaluation has been used against
employers that they challenge its effectiveness.

Another major objection raised by employers in
wage discrimination suits is that job evaluation does
not set wages. Rather, it is "the market" that sets
wages, and "the market" is a sacred cow. While the
Supreme Court has already rejected the market
defense in both Corning and in Norris v. Arizona. it is

clear, however, that this issue continues, and there
may also be some dispute in some of the lower
courts on that issue today But, contrary to the
impression conveyed by defendants' arguments,
there is no objective market concept that fleshes out
wage rates for various jobs. Reliance on the market
to set wages is characterized by so many variables
that it could mean something different to virtually
every employer. The employer decid-:s whom to
survey, what kind of survey, which jobs to survey,
and so on. Let me just give you some examples

CHAIRMAN PI NIH ETON. You're running out of
your time.

MR. NEWMAN. All right. I would suggest review-
ing the written testimony for Washington State. That
testimony shows that what happens typically in job
evaluations and surveys is that the market rates are
not always complied with. There are deviations
front them. The State of Washington had two
different systems, and it paid two different rates in
the State for the same job, although it was based on
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the same survey. In other words, each of the systems
deviated from the survey when they chose to. It's
hard to say in Washington State that there is such a
thing as the market rate, given all thisgiven the
kind of deviation that went on. Indeed, when faced
with the option of complying with the market or
continuing the internal relations where complying
may have upset the internal relationship of other
jobs, the State of Washington always opted to preserve
the historical relationship of the jobs rather than give
the increases determined Ly the market. All of this
suggests that preserving the historical relationship
was more important to the State, and preserving
historical relationships, given what we know about
sex discrimination, is a euphemism for preserving
historical discrimination.

I would close by emphasizing again that the law is
clear. I think it is time for those agencies and
individuals who are genuinely committed to the
purposes of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, as well
as the fundamental notions of justice and equity, to
get on with the business of vigorous law enforce-
ment and bring about an end to race- and sex-based
wage discrimination. The time for consultation has
long since passed. The time for factfinding has
passed. To the extent that such exercises are neces-
sary or appropriate at this point, their proper role is
simply to determine how we should proceed now to
break the back of sex-based wage discrimination in
this country.

In light of this, I would call upon this Commission
to exercise its authority and further implement its
congressional mandate to prod the civil rights
enforcement agenciesEEOC, Justice, or DOLto
take up the gauntlet once again, as those agencies
did previously in vigorously supporting the plaintiffs
it the IUE and Gunther cases. Ending discrimination
should not be a political issue It is a matter of simpie
justice. Thank you very much. I'm sorry I spoke a
little over.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you, Mr. New-
man.

Mr. Williams?

Statement of Robert E. Williams, Williams &
McGuiness, Washington, D.C.

MR. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I
would like to thank the Commission for the opportu-
nity to participate in this consultation. Certainly, this
is an excellent opportunity to address a number of
very basic questions surrounding comparable worth



and what a policy of comparable worth ,eally would
entail.

By the way, it's my understanding that the subject
of this session is comparable worth. I thought at the
outset that I was hearing Mr. Newman say that he's
not advocating comparable worth, although he went
on and I'm not so sure that, in terms of its use as a
methodology to prove discrimination that, in fact.
he's not really just advocating comparable worth
under another label.

My remarks this morning will focus on the legal
aspects of comparable worth. At the outset, though,
I think it's important, in light of much of the
discussion that I've heard here, to distinguish be-
tween the term comparable worth and that other
term that has been invoked so frequent:y, that is. pay
equity. The two are not synonymous. Contrary to
the implication of some of your earlier speakers, you
don't have to endorse a policy of comparable worth
in order to he for pay equity.

Pay equity is a goal that everyone can and should
support, and in my experience, most employers de
strive continually to maintain pay structures that are
perceived as equitable. I stress the word perceived
because equity in pay is ultimately a matter of
percention. Reasonable minds can always differ
about what is a fair wage for a given job. Our
traditional mechanism for resolving those differ-
ences has been to leave it up to the parties involved,
or their representatives, to agree on a wage rate that
the employer is willing to pay and the workers are
willing to work for, either through individual
dealings or through collective bargaining. As a
result, the traditional legal framework for compensa-
tion rights in this country has onsisted primarily of
contractual provisions. not statutory laws or regula-
tions. This doesn't mean the law takes a completely
laissez faire approach to compensation practices.
But, side from setting minimum wage requirements
and the like, our legislators has, .visely stayed away
from attempts to dictate or pass judgment on or
strictly regulate how much or on what basis jobs
should be paid.

Of course, the law does prohibit discrimination in
pay. This means that although a worker and employ-
er can take virtually any ft e.tors they may choose
into account in deciding what they think is a fair
wage, they cannot take into account the race, sex,
age, religion, or national origin of the worker. This
ban on discrimination is well settled. It takes the

form of various specific legal protections, most of
winch are well accepted and noncontroversial.

To put comparable worth in perspective from a
legal standpoint, I think we need to differentiate
between specific kinds of legal requirements, about
which there is no argument, and new or expanded
legal theories that have not yet been accepted by the
Court. On the one hand, we all know existing law
requires equal pay for equal work. This applies to
jobs that are the same or substantially identical in
content sa that they can be readily compared. As
such, it's a logical, workable requirement, because it
doesn't entail any subjective judgments about the
relative worth of different jobs or different job
functions.

Secondly, existing law guarantees that all workers
be accorded an equal right of access to compete for
higher paying jobs. There has been a great deal of
talk about job segregation and its relation to the
male-female earnings gap. So it's important to
understand that where there is job segregation
caused by an employer, there's a remedy for that. To
the extent that employers are responsible for concen-
trating men in some jobs and women in other jobs
because of discrimination in recruiting or screening
or hiring or assignments or other practices, the law
clearly provides a remedy. That remedy can include
reimbursement for lost earnings. So it is not neces-
sary to adopt any new legal theory based on
comparable worth in order to protect victims of
employer-caused job segregation.

Moreover, even where women have voluntarily
chosen predominantly female jobs, there's no ques-
tion that the law protects them against intentional
wage discrimination. The Gunther case, without
endorsing comparable worth, made it clear that
where a woman can prove that her job has been paid
less because she is a woman, or because the job is
predominantly held by women, she's entitled to a
remedy even if there is no higher paid male
performing equal work.

So, in the final analysis, the legal controversy here
really boils down to a question of evidence. What
kind of evidence does it take to prove wage
discrimination where, number one, the jobs in
question involve different kinds of work, and num-
ber two, they have not been illegally segregated by
the employer? Some examples are obvious. Mr.
Newman adverted to some of them. The Supreme
Court indicated in Gunther that where an emploser
admits that he paid less because the job was held by
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a woman, obviously that's discrimination and for
that there's a remedy. The Court also said that the
use of a transparently sex-biased job evaluation
system is illegal. But when we get beyond these
obvious, blatant examples, the task of trying to
prove the reasons for pay differences between jobs
that involve different -1/4 and have not been
deliberately segregated nes extremely specula-
tive. The hard legal questio,.., arise when it comes to
deciding what type of evidence will support an
inherence of discrimination under these circum-
stances when there is no obvious violation. This is
where Mr. Newman and I part company.

Contrary to Mr. Newman's thesis, the Supreme
Court did not say in Gunther that we should
automatically apply all iiie standards of proof
developed in other kinds of employment discrimina-
tion cases. It stayed far away from holding that
discrimination can be inferred from the mere fact
that some job evaluation study has concluded that a
disparity exists between predominantly male and
predominantly female jobs. In this regard, it's
important to understand that the Court in Gunther
did not find that the plaintiffs had made out a prima
facie case of discrimination and expressly said it
wasn't making any such finding.

The plaintiffs in that case had showed that their
employer conducted a study which indicated that
women jail matrons should be paid 95 percei as
much as men jail guards, but then proceeded to pay
the matrons only 70 percent as much as the guards.
The court never said that disparity, or that failure to
pay the 95 percent, proved discrimination, or that it
would support an inference of discrimination. It
merely held that the plaintiffs were entitled to an
opportunity to present whatever evidence they
might have that the disparity was, in fact, discrimi-
natorily motivated. The truth is, we'll never know
whether the plaintiffs actually had any such proof or
not in that case, because the case was settled on
remand without any further trial.

So there really is nothing in Gunther that supports
the basic evidentiary premises of comparable worth.
That is, the Court did not say that rates of pay for
different jobs have to be proportional on some scale,
predominantly male or predominantly female or not;
nor did it say that an employer who conducts a job
evaluation study necessarily has to conform its pay
rates to she results of his study. The Court didn't
reach those issues. But the majority opinion does
strongly intimate that the standards of proof devel-
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oped in other Title VII areas are not automatically
applicable in this area and that some kind of proof of
intentional pay discrimination apart from your com-
parable worth study is needed to establish a viola-
tion.

The lower -ourt decisions since Gunther generally
support lids interpretation. The cases are discussed
at length in my paper, and I won't reiterate them
specifically here, except to observe that the opinions
reflect a healthy skepticism about the reliability of
job evaluations as proof of discrimination. Several
courts have remarked critically about the subjectivi-
ty and abstract nature of job evaluations. True, a few
courts have indicated that job evaluations may
constitute evidence of discrimination in certain
circumstances. But most have not gone that far. By
and large, the cases seem to reflect a commonsense
judicial recognition of the limitations inherent in job
evaluation techniques.

Now, whenever a representative of employers
starts to talk about the limitations inherent in job
evaluations, the response is that employers regularly
evaluate jobs themselves and employers have argued
in favor of job evaluations. The argument is made
that it is, therefore, somehow inconsistent or im-
proper for employers to object to the use of job
evaluations in court as proof of discrimination. But
that overlooks the fundamentally different purposes
involved.

Certainly, job evaluations can be a very useful
tool within the context of an organization for
management decisionmaking, for promoting consen-
sus about what jobs ought to be paid. But there
should never be any illusion that these processes can
prove job values or relative job values to a legal
certainty. They were never designed for that pur-
pose. Job evaluations were generally designed only
to be advisory, not binding. The only binding
determination of job worth is the wage rate the
parties ultimately agree on, and that may or may not
be the rate indicated by a job evaluation study. Very
often studies are ccnducted and then the wage rates
are adjusted considerably up or down after the initial
job evaluation study is completed, to reflect the
influence of legitimate factors other than so-called
internal equity.

Therefore, it's a mistake to treat job evaluations as
more than they really are. That seems to be what
happened in the Washington State case. The State
had commissioned some studies that placed ni-meri-
cal values on State jobs. But no agreemen was



reached, at least until 1983, that those numbers
should be the basis for the State's pay scales. This
was not a case in which the employer adopted a
wage system and then deviated from it selectively to
the disadvantage of women cr minorities. The State
simply conducted some studies, but then chose for
the time being to stick with its existing pay system,
which was based on prevailing wage rates.

Contrary to Judge Tanner, nothing in the law
obliges an employer to adopt a new pay structure
simply because some job evaluation study indicates
that a different set of pay relationships would be
more equitable and more favorable to certain pro-
tected groups. There's an infinite variety of different
ways in which jobs can be evaluated, and one can
always come up with some system that would be
more advantageous to some segment of the work
force than the system currently in effect. The real
issue, which Judge Tanner never quite brought into
focus, is whether the prevailing wage system that
the State had I een using was designed or adminis-
tered wi.h discriminatory intent. To be sure, Judge
Tanner did refer to several factors which he said
evidenced intentional disc rimination. But it's clear
Vat the principal findings under both the disparate
treatment, or intent, theory and under the disparate
impact, or effects, theory were grounder.' in substan-
tial part on a comparable worth premise. The
bottorr line fact is that he treated the State's so-
called comparable worth job evaluation study as the
key, valid, and binding measure of the relative worth
of the job to the exclusion of any other measure-
ment.

The irony of this reasoning is that it creates a
disincentive to employers to conduct job evaluation
studies at all. If any employer who conducts a job
evaluation is legally obliged to implement its result
"right now," as Judge Tanner ruled, then there's no
room left in our system for negotiated or phased-in
solutions. There's no room to use job evaluations as
a diagnostic tool, unless the employer is prepared in
advance to implement immediately whatever pay
changes that particular study would suggest, with-
out regard to economic considerations bargaining
demands, or tfe possibility that some other study
might produce different results. All of tl at would be
unfortunate, in my view, because I do believe job
evaluations can be very helpful in trying to achieve a
consensus about equitable pay rates within the
traditional legal framework.

Finally, another very questionable aspect .if the
Washington State decision is that it appears, to leave
no room for consideration of labor market factors.
Existing case law overwhelmingly sanctions pay
differences based on different market rates for
different jobs. Mr. New nan has pointed to some
cases holding that you can't apply different market
rates to different classes of people doing the same
work. That's true, but it's beside the point. We are
concerned here with people in different occupations
to which different supply and demand factors apply.

Judge Tanner's unwillingness to recognize a labor
market defense in that context is completely at odds
with the weight of legal authority. Another Federal
district court judge, Judge Barbara Crabb of the
Western District of Wisconsin, wrote in a similar
context, and I quote:

Nothing in the law indicates that the employer's liability
extends to conditions in the marketplace which it did not
create. Nothing indicates that it is improper for an
employer to pay the wage rate necessary to compete in the
marketplace for qualified applicants.

I submit to you that Judge Crabb's view is the
better view. Unless we're prepared to alter our
whole economic system, it's simply not realistic to
adopt legal standards that would effectively force
employers to ignore outside market factors in setting

wages.
If the market treats men more favorably than

women, the answer is not to abandon or to distort
the free market system, but to continue to work for

elimination of factors that tend to restrict
women's relative bargaining power in the labor
market, such as discriminatory barriers to job mobil-
ity. The laws we need to accomplish this are already
in place. We don't need new legislation or expanded
judicial construction. But because pay equity is a
matter of perception, rather than a concrete, prova-
ble quantity, this will always be a controversial area.
For that reason, the goal of pay equity is best
achieved through voluntary mechanisms designed to
promote consensus, rather than through externally
imposed legal requirements.

The use of job evaluation techniques in voluntary,
nonbinding frameworks is a rite idea which many
employers support. But new laws, regulations, or
court-imposed requirements that would mandate job
evaluations, or give binding effect to job evaluation
studies, would not be either sound or workable, and
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this Commission should not endorse such new
requirements. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Gentlemen, thank you
very much.

Mr. Abram?
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Mr. Williams, it's your

contention that the law protects women against job
segregation under Title VII?

MR. WILLIAMS. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And also blacks and

other protected classes. Is that true?
MR. WILLIAMS. Absolutely.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. It is your understanding

that the Equal Pay Act requires equal pay for equal
work?

MR. WILLIAMS. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM As regard to work done

by women and men., I lathe, the law, as you
understand it, forbids discrim;eation against women
and other protected classes in pay because they are
women, or blacks, or both, regardless of what men
are paid?

MR. WILLIAMS. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And that's the ruling of

the Gunther case and other cases?
MR. WILLIAMS. Yes. The question is how one

proves
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Yes. I understand that.

Now, if existing law protects, as we had discussed a
moment ago, the comparable pay litigation attempts
to substitute job evaluations for proofs under the
Equal Pay Actis that right?

MR. WILLIAMS. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. And those proofs were

established by Congress, were they not, equal pay
for equal work, defined as work equal in skill, effort,
responsibility, and working conditions? Is that right?

MR. WILLIAMS. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Now, the litigation

which characterizes the comparable worth litigation
seeks to substitute human judgment to these more
objective factors whiCh the Congress outlines in the
Equal Pay Act. Is that correct?

MR. WILLIAMS. I think that's correct.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I'd like to ask you

whether job evaluations should be the standards, in
your judgment, of evaluation rather than equal skill,
effort, responsibility, working conditionswhether
or not job evaluations are better or more fair
performed by the use of human judgment rather
than those objective criteria?
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MR. WILLIAMS. I'm not sure that I am completely
following the distinction you're making. Because, of
course, skill, effort, responsibility, and working
conditions are traditional factors in job evaluation.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I understand that.
MR. WILLIAMS. And may or may not be
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Then I'll ask you a

prior question. What judgmental factorsyou spoke
of subjective judgmentwhat subjective judgmental
factors are intruded or insinuated in the comparable
worth type of evidence as opposed to the evidence
that's adducible in an equal pay case?

WILLIAMS. The problem is that in an equal
pay case you're dealing with jobs which, because of
identity or substantial identity of job content, can be
readily compared. In a comparable worth context

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. You're comparing ap-
ples and oranges.

MR. WILLIAMS. The jobs are not sufficiently
similar that one can look at them as a whole and say
these jobs can reasonably be equated. Instead, one
tries to look at combinations of job components. At
that point, you get into innumerable subjective
judgments about what components should be val-
ued, what weight should be put on them, and
whether the weight or the value judgments of those
who c ,nducted the job evaluation studies are neces-
sarily the only decisions that can be made of those
things.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Have you had any
experience in court with attempts to reach a oh jec-
five judgment of comparable worth in the, trial
courts?

MR. WILLIAMS. I've been fortunate up to this
point that my clients have not been sued on such a
theory. But I have dealt with these issues in the
arbitration context, in a number of cases dealing
with specific jobs. Of course, this is in the context
where the parties themselves have agreed on an
overall system. of job evaluation and have agreed
essentially, or in principle, on the factors that would
be applied and how they would be weighted. Yet,
even in that framework, we find that there is always
a great deal of room for differences of opinion about
how the factors relate to particular jobs.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Even when you've
agreed on the overall framework in a collective-
bargaining process or otherwise, and disputes arise
as to the points to be assigned to particular elements
of jobs, even in those cases you, I presume, present
experts who swear on one side and on the other. Is
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that correct? Do you find always that these experts
agree?

MR. WILLIAMS. If you found that, you wouldn't
have any cases. Invariably, the experts on the
opposing sides disagree. So it's left to some third
partyusually in my experience it's been put up to
an arbitratorto decide whether one expert is right
or the other expert is right, or whether the truth lies
somewhere in between.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. So the experts, who are
giving testimony under oath and who have had vast
experience, do give disparate opinions with respect
to the values to be assigned to a job on which points
have been agreed?

MR. WILLIAMS. Very definitely.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Productive of litiga-

tion?
MR. WILLIAMS. As I say, in my experience it's

gone as far as arbitration and, certainly, there's a
potential always that those cases could go on to
court. If these kinds of proof are adopted in the Title
VII context, there's no question it would be produc-
tive of litigation.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. May I ask whether or
not the principle of public justice which prohibits
disparity in wages between occupations of compara-
ble worth, whether the same principle of Justice

would, in your judgment, prohibit disparities be-
tween various jobs, described as pay disparities
between various jobs of comparable worth regard-
less of whether or not they are held by males or
females, or blacks or whites?

MR. WILLIAMS. If I understand your question,
Commissioner, I think I would agree that there
certainly is--although there might not be discrimi-
nation in the Title VII sense or the Equal Pay Act
sense. But if a system is adopted and wage disparities
are eliminated for so-called sex -segregated jobsI
use that in the sense of jobs that are not necessarily
intentionally segregated, but predominantly one sex
or the otherthat if those disparities are eliminated,
but in those jobs where disparity exists and there is
no sex segregation, there is tremendous potential for
labor strife. But I also think there could be legitimate
contentions, in that context, that the people in the
nonsegregated jobs are suffering discrik anation
based on a sex consideration.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, you're going to
have justice, and you have a system by which you
can evaluate what various jobs are worth to the
employer. Justice should demand that each job be

compensated according to its equivalent value,
regardless of whether or not there's sex or race
discrimination. Wouldn't justice require that?

MR. WILLIAMS. I think consistency with the basic

comparable worth premise would require that.
Whether that's justice or not is debatable.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, consistency then,
under the claim of justice, or whatever, might easily
beas we heard this morning from Ms. Rothchild
could easily be turned into the entering wedge for
some kind of human engineering by a government
decree of a wage structure of the country outside the
collective-bargaining system and irrespective of
existing discrimine.tion. Those arguments are cer-
tainly proper; aren't they?

Ma. WILLIAMS. I certainly think so. I see great
difficulty in determining where you would cut off
that line of reasoning once you adopt the basic
premise.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Couldn't you sec, for
example, occupationsfor example, let me give you
this. It's no longer certainly truea lot of typeset-
ting has gone out of existence. The newspaper field
is a field where persons are engaged in various kinds
of typing, and it is evenly distributed between males

and females. The linotypists make 540,000 a year.
MR. WILLIAMS. Under a comparable worth theo-

ry, if they could come up with some scale of values

on which their jobs were rated as equivalent, that
would follow.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. SO, whenever the mar-
ket is not pr. Icing what is thought to be an
equivalent pay result, you could have a claim, based
on these same principles, that there should be some
kind of government intervention and analysis by
experts of what the job is worth and a decree that it
be paid that. That's consistent, isn't it?

MR. WILLIAMS. I think that's right. I heard one of
the speakers say yesterday that you can get essential-

ly any result you want through job evaluation. So, it
seems to me that in any situation where there is an
existing pay differential, someone can develop a
system that would identify that as discriminatory
under that theory.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. This is not people's

court. Commissioner Berry?
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Thank you very much.

Mr. Williamsjust to make sure I understand your
testimony and paperis it the case that you want to
narrowly read the Gunther decision, that you want
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to limit it to intentional discrimination, that you
want to allow the market rate defense that was
rejected by the Court in Corning Glass, that you
want to follow the ruling of the case you discussed,
the Burdine case, on burdens of proof, and that that,
in general, summarizes the legal position you take?
Just to make sure I understand; or am I wrong?

MR. WILLIAMS. I'm not sure I'd use the word
"narrowly." I would carefully read the Gunther
opinion. But I think that does accurately summarize
where I think the law stands today.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Could you tell me why
you say in your paper that the Court intimates that it
might use an intentional discrimination standard? Is
that correct? It intimatesyou didn't say the Court
said that?

MR. WILLIAMS. The Court indicated that if
intentional discrimination can be provedand it
wasn't saying how it could be provedbut if
intentional discrimination could be proved, that
there would certainly be a remedy there.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. But the Court didn't hold
that intentional discrimination was the standard to
use. Is that correct?

MR. WILLIAMS. What the Court said in Gunther
was that the plaintiffs in that case were alleging
intentional discrimination, and if they could prove it,
they would get a remedy.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. But the Court didn't say
that one had to prove intentional discrimination. Did
it, or didn't it?

MR. WILLIAMS. It did not specifically say that.
COMMISSIONER BERRY. Okay. The other thing is:

What are your policy reasons, in general, for feeling
that you ought to take the legal position you do,
aside from the fact that you have certain clients,
which I understand? But in general, if you could just
summarize for me in a sentence what your policy
reasons are for choosingand as lawyers know, you
':an choose one side or the other, at least in most
cases for choosing.

MR. WILLIAMS. I can give you some of them. As
far as the question of intent versus the other standard
mode of proving discrimination in other Title VII
contexts, which is the disparate impact theory, there
are several difficulties with attempting to apply the
impact analysis to sex-based wage claims where the
jobs involved are different. Impact analysis ordinari-
ly is the theory of proof developed to apply in
situations where you have a specific employment
criterion or practice, such as a selection criterion, a
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height or weight requirement, a test, that affects
groups of people, protected group individuals, dif-
ferentially. To try to apply that when there is that
differential impact, an inference can be drawn in
discrimination

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Mr. Williamsif I may
interrupt youI didn't make my question clear.
Now, in the interest of time, I want to try to sharpen
it. Because I understand the legal analysis, and I read
your paper and I listened to at least part of what you
were saying. All I want to know is, in general: What
policy objective would you hope to accomplish?
What is the overall in terms of women's role in the
workplace, men's role in the workplace, the way
employers and employees relate? Just in general,
what do you think in terms of equity would be
accomplished by taking these positions?

MR. WILLIAMS. The overall goal would be to
accommodate pay equity within a framework that
works and does not seriously disrupt our existing
economic system, that is, existing system of values
on which we have determined wage rates through-
out history in this country.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Okay. That's what I
meant. Now, Mr. Newman, if I can turn to you for a
minute. What is the position of the unions, AFL-
CIO that is to say, generally, on this issue of pay
equity or comparable worth on sex-based wage
discrimination?

MR. NEWMAN. The AFL-CIO in 1981 and since
then has adopted resolutions calling for the establish-
ment of the end of wage discrimination through
collective bargaining, through negotiations, and
encouraged the tic If all other appropriate mea-
sures, including la . hits, to bring about the end of
sex-based wage discrimination. These resolutions in
1981 and 1983 were unanimously adopted by the
Executive Council of the AFL-CIO and by the
convention of the AFL-CIO and have since been
supported by testimony from Secretary Treasurer
Donohue and President Lane Kirkland. They have
also participated in the Gunther decision on the side
of the plaintiffs, and they are participating in the
Washington State decision as a

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Mr. Newman, why do
you want to cause all of the massive economic
disruption that would follow this approach that Mr.
Williams has just described? He's trying to avoid it
by taking the position he's taking. So I understand
that since you're on the other side, you want to
create massive disruption; you want to have, as my
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colleague Mr. Abram characterizes, an entering
wedge for human engineering of the wage structure,
not just in sex-based discrimination, but the entire
economy. Why are youwhat is your policy objec-
tive in doing this?

MR. NEWMAN. Well, as was said by a witness in
the Washington State case in your hearing this
afternoon, if there were no discrimination, there
would be no disruption. If there's a lot of discrimina-
tion, there will be a lot of disruption. If getting rid of
discrimination disrupts, then that is the policy of the
United States and then we must disrupt. I might say,
however, that giving somebody, as a result of a
market survey, a 25 percent increase is hardly any
more disruptive than giving them a 25 percent
increase in order to eliminate sex-based wage dis-
crimination. Those people who say they don't want
to disrupt are really saying, "We're prepared to
perpetuate wage discrimination because we do not
want to make this disturbance."

It doesn't really matter anymore what I think.
What does matter is that Congress has said and the
Supreme Court has said. "We want to end sex-based
wage discrimination."

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Do you understand the
proponents of pay equity or ending sex4Ased wage
discrimination to be proposing that we: establish a
system of overall justice, ultimately, which would
have some human engineering of the wage structure
for the whole country done by the government? Is
that what you're

MR. NEWMAN. Well, I haven't heard any of them
advocate that. I have heard it used only as an
argument against doing something to end sex-based
wage discrimination. But I know of no one who has
advocated that we establish a system of pay in this
country where everyone gets paid in accordance
with their worth. Certainly, the proponents of
ending sex-based wage discrimination have not so
argued that there be such government interference.
and I am surprised that those who oppose the
elimination of sex-based wage discrimination would
be suggesting that as any possibility. I don't think
they s.erionsly mean it.

COMM.....NIONER BERRY. Last question.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I thought we heard that

in the last discussion.
MR. NEWMAN. But I didn't respond to that point,

Mr. Chairman, in the last series of questions.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I thought we heard that
this morning and yesterday, that we should be
coming

COMMISSIONER BERRY. But my question was
different, Mr. Chairman. My question is not whether
you believe the government ought to interfere to
enforce pay equity where there is allegedly sex-
based wage discrimination. I understand that you'd
be supporting that. That's why you're a lawyer and
you're litigating these cases. You want the govern-
ment to do something. But my question was: Does
that extend to beyond sex discrimination or sex-
based wage discrimination?

MR. NEWMAN. One, we have no law requiring it,
two, we have laws governing collective bargaining
and we have no need to establish such a criterion. I
don't think that's the kind of thing we do in a
democracy is establish that criterion. In a democra-
cy we establish minimum standards. We do interfere
with business concerns to establish minimum wage
laws, and we tell business they can't violate that. We
tell business they can't have slavery; we tell business
they can't have illegal safety and working condi-
tions; we tell business they must comply with the
Walsh-Healy Act and the Davis-Bacon Act. Yes,
there are certain minimums. But we have never told
the employers that there is a particular market they
must use in paying, other than to get rid of illegal
practices, wage discrimination and

COMMISSIONER BERRY. But, Mr. Newman, how
are you going to keep what you're doing from being
the entering wedge to cause all of this human

MR. NEWMAN. Well, I just ticked off seven or
eight areas where the government has already said
we will interfere with the mar' .1, and I could tick
off many more. The Cons,. has traditionally
exercised the right to get rid of improper, invidious
conditions. They clearly said that discrimination is
one of those conditions they wish to get rid of. I
don't think anyone argues that Title VII, which
clearly interferes with the right of an employer to
pay people what it wants and to hire those people it
wantsno one has advocated getting rid of Title
VII that I know of; at least no responsible person
advocates getting rid of Title VII.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. SO, if we're against ending
sex-based wage discrimination according to your
theory of it, what we'd be against is Title VII, and
we would be asking for the repeal of Title VII, in
your view?
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MR. NEwhmr4. In my opinion, you would have to
repeal Title VII in order to perpetuate the kind of
sex-based wage discrimination that Mr. Williams and
others call comparable worth.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Okay. Last question for
Mr. Williams. You note that the district court in the
Washington State case did not endorse the so-called
comparable worth theory. You say that in your
paper and you said it in your talk. But then you go
on to discuss the case in terms of it being a
comparable worth theory case, and then you pointed
out that this consultation was about comparable
worth, even though Mr. Newman says sex-based
wage discrimination. Are you suggesting that you
can call Mr. Tanner's decision in the Washington
State case whatever you prefer to call it? Is there
sonic reason why you want to call it comparable
worth when the court, in fact, said it wasn't?

MR. WILLIAMS. Yes. I think it's somewhat disin-
genuous to say that the decision is not a comparable
worth case, when, in fact, the principal element of
proof that the judge relied on was a self-styled
"comparable worth" job evaluation study that the
State had conducted. I don't disagree in principle
that sex-based wage discrimination is prohibited and
that to the extent that it's provable, it's illegal and no
one is defending that. But we assume the issue, here,
when we say that sex-based wage discrimination is
proved by inferences drawn from a self-styled
comparable worth job evaluation study.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Would you like compara-
ble worth better if it were called something else, like
pay equity, or "good times for all Americans" or
something? Is it the name that bothers you?

MR. WILLIAMS. Not at al'. It's the reasoning that
bothers me. The question that bothers me is: Are we
going to establish standards of proof that meet
accepted legal standards before we draw inferences
of discrimination and go out and solve a problem? In
other words, let's know that the problem exists, and
let's establish the causation of the problem before we
go out and solve it.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Thank you. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Mr. Destro?
COMMISSIONER DEirrito. I would like to start with

Mr. Williams. During the course of the last few
days, I've heard a lot about what I would boil down
to four factors: markets, job evaluations, wage gaps,
and sex segregation in jobs. What like you to
address, very briefly, is the Supreme Court's view
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on the use of the market, when it's permissible and
when it's not, and relate that to section IV of the
Bennett Amendment.

MR. WILLIAMS. My understanding of the law is
that market differences based on the sex or the race
of the worker are not a legitimate basis for differen-
tials in pay. In other words, if an employer is hiring
laborers and finds that he can hire black laborers at a
lower rate than he has to pay white laborers, or if an
employer is hiring or finds that he can hire women
more cheaply than he can hire men, that market
factor does not justify a differential in pay. On the
other hand, if there are different jobs involved,
different occupations subject to different supply and
demand factors, then the cases have held that it is
legitimate for the employers to take those market
factors into account in setting wages. They're not
always taken directly into account on a one-to-one
ratio. But to the extent that the market in that
situation does influence what an employer decides to
pay for different jobs, that's a legitimate consider-
ation, and it would qualify as a factor other than sex
under fourth affirmative defense to the Equal
Pay Act, which is imported into Title VII via the
Bennett Amendment.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. Mr. Newman, do
you have any disagreement with that? Is that a fairly
accurate statement of what the law is, in your
judgment?

MR. NEWMAN. No, it's not accurate. For one
thing, I think an employer has the obligation to
show that it did, in fact, rely on the market; that it
did, in fact, do what the market said; and I don't
think in many of these cases that that has happened.
I think I can best answer you by telling you
Washington State does a survey. I think this is one of
the better surveys. It looks at certain jobs, 3 percent
of the jobs in that case that it determined to look at.
If it doesn't like the results, the next year it changes
the jobs it looks at. One year it may study a job by
doing an in-State comparison and other jobs are out-
of-State comparisons. They may change those
around from time to time. It seems to me that it's
hard to say that there is a market for unskilled jobs,
like a correctional officer, by going out of State. You
don't hire your people O' At of State. I don't know the
practical value in going out of State to get them and
to consider that a market. Moreover, there is the
system itself; rather, there are two systems in the
State of Washington: One is for higher education
and one is for all other classified jobs. For the same
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joh, based on the same survey, the State winds up
paying different rates. Now, how an employer in
such a case can rely on the market is hard for me to
fathom. One system also provides for geographical
differentials while the other does not. They also
provide for a statewide rate, and that, in itself,
defeats the issue of a market rate, especially when
you're talking unskilled jobs.

Now, it may be that highly skilled professionals
and others may move from city to city or even from
State to State. But it is awfully hard to see how there
is a market rate that is different, that's higher for
unskilled entry-level job seekers than for women's
jobs that are either unskilled or skilled. Can you
justify a market rate for a toll collector that's higher
than a nurse? Because that's what the market rate
theory requires. If a toll collector is getting more
than a nurse, then the rates paid for a toll collector
then the work of a toll collector must be justified by
a shortage of supply of toll collectors. In this period
of high unemployment, it is .1 little hard to fathom
that there is a shortage in supply of unskilled entry-
level labor. I think the whole theory of market rates
falls flat on its face when you talk about unskilled
jobs because there is no justification for paying an
unskilled male job more than unskilled female jobs
and, indeed, more than skilled female jobs.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. May I just ask you a
question based on the last statement? So then, your
theory of the market, as I understand it, would relate
solely to the unskilled occupations?

Ma. NEWMAN. No. I'm giving that as an example
of how an employer who says, "I'm relying on the
market to justify my rates," cannot defend that
position because there is no shortage. The issue of
market rates is supposedly based on supply and
demand; :hat in order to get a particular person to
occupy a particular job, you have to pay this rate.
Or if you have a whole bunch of unemployment out
there at the rate of whatever it is now, and it's about
the same for men and women, why is it the unskilled
entry-level job for the man gets paid more than the
unskilled entry-level job for the females? Why is it
that in Westinghouse a female on the assembly
lineunskilled entry level, no prior requirements
got paid less than a janitor or a grounds keeper?
Those are the kinds of issues I'm talking about.
Moreover, let's assume there is a shortage of
engieeers. Why is it that one finds that all other
male-dominated professions, if you want to move up
into that area, follow the line of the engineers and

are paid on that basis? There isn't a shortage of
every professional job so that you can defend every
male dominated job getting more than a librarian.
But typically, librarians with a master's get less than
any other male-dominated profession with a bache-
lor's.

COMMISSIONER DlESTRO. Sure. That part I under-
stand. I just wanted to get to the question of the
legal theory. Let me just see if I can paraphrase, and
then I want to get into the actual proof of sex
discrimination. I believe I understand exactly how
you're construing Title VII. So, I want to get into
that a little bit. Would it be accurate to say that, in
part, your position is you can't use the market
because the market itself has a sex factor in it?

MR. NEWMAN. That's really my second position
on the market. The first position is that the Supreme
Court, contrary to Mr. Williams, in cases involving
all kinds of different jobs in the Norris v. Arizona
case, has said that the fact that all other insurance
companies establish insurance rates on a discrimina-
tory basis does not justify the State of Arizona in
doing that.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Let me just break in.
Isn't that another one of the cases? As I read the
facts of that case, the companies intended to charge
different rates for women in these programs. They
had a market justification for it. There's no question
about that. But isn't it true that in all those cases
there was some proof of intent?

MR. NEWMAN. That's true. But then if youthey
had the market justification for it, yes. Let's take a
look at the GPO case, if you will, where the Federal
Government defended the discriminatory practices
of the Government Printing Office on the ground
that what they were doing was standard industry
practice. The court of appeals in this circuit, in sore
rather strong language, thought that was hardly a
defense, that they were doing what the industry
does. If that were a defense, the Westinghouse case
is in the same category. Because every electrical
company did what I just said about Westinghouse,
paid unskilled female assemblers less than it paid its
grounds keepers.

COMMISSIONER Drsrao. Let's move into the
proof problem because this is the area that interests
me the most. Let's just assume, so that we're all
starting in the same place, a small company, as
opposed to a government employer, and the way
they set their wage rates is simply by looking around
them and seeing what everybody else pays in
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whatever community they live in. What you see in
the market in the area is a wage gap, and you also
see the general reflection of the job segregation.
How do you prove a prima facie case of sex
discrimination under Title VII and compensation in
that kind of a situation?

MR. NEWMAN. Well, I think that virtually every
employer that hired women, at least prior to the
Civil Rights Act, hired them on a segregated basis. I
believe that we can establish willful, intentional
segregation and employer participation in the segre-
gation. It was established in Washington State, and
everybody talks about Washington State as if there's
nothing more there than a job evaluation. One, the
State ran classified ads and it solicited women and
ran ads in the women's column for female jobs like a
nurse, librarian, secretary, and so on. It ran ads in the
male column for

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Let me break in there.
The nice thing about a hypothetical is that you can
throw that kind of stuff out.

MR. NEWMAN. I have to say that that's not all you
have. I'm saying that I don't think you would have
only that if you investigated it. The problem is that
people talk about it as if that's all they have and
EEOC gets that case and that's all they brought out.
That case is not the one, let's put it this way, that I'd
want to bring in court tomorrow. I don't know
where it would come out, where the law would
develop it. It's not the case one would look for
tomorrow.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. No. That's certainly not
the one. That's obviously the hard case. What I want
to do is talk a little bit about hard cases. Because
what we've been talking about here is the extremes
in policies, one being easy cases, and when you talk
about equity in the abstract, the other one being hard
cases which talk about the collapse of the market
economy.

MR. NEWMAN. Forgive me for interrupting. I
think it is so important to talk about what exists
because there is such blatant wage discrimination
out there that nobody is pcing attention to. There
are easy cases and I think it does disserviceplease
forgive me for thisbut I think it is part of the
problem here. It is a disservice to put the emphasis
on the case you espouse because, particularly, I
think in all cases when you dig, you're going to find
something more.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. I WOUld tend to agree
that if more lawyers did their homeworkif lawyers
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for the EEOC did their homework --a little more,
they would find more things. I've been involved
with cases like that myself. What I'm trying to do is
just make clear what everybody is saying. I'm not
espousing the position one way or the other. I'm just
trying to make the record reflect w'at it is that
people are arguing.

Let's just assume, then, in this business that they
use the market. Let's change that a little bit and say
that they use the job evaluation system. Could you
envision the case where under Title VII you go in
and attack the job evaluation system itself for
including impermissible factors? I saw in one of the
writingsit may well have been yours; I don't
recallthe notion of the bona fide job characteristic.

MR. NEWMAN. Well, I think the Supreme Court
itself and Gunther expressly left room for that kind
of attack. I don't think, frankly, it's the easiest kind
of case, and in none of the cases that I've been
involved in have we attacked the system. Rather,
what we've said is, Employer, this is your system;
we don't know whether it's good or bad, but it's the
one you've decided to use and, to that extent, you
haven't followed it."

We've been careful, up to now at least, not to talk
in terms of an employer having to use any particular
standard. It's the failure of the employer to follow
the standard it used. In Washington State again, the
chid executive officer, the top personnel people, all
agreed that their wage system was discriminatory.
They put out statements to that effect. They simply
didn't appropriate the money to correct it. But they
accepted the findings of that job evaluator.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Let's assume that you've
made your prima facie case and it's based on a job
evaluation like the State of Washington, but you've
got a companyand having been involved with
companies and litigation, I don't think you're going
to find it an easy task of getting somebody in the
company to admit that they did anything wrong.
What happens if the company defends against the
prima facie caw- on the grounds that the evaluation
system that they're being held to does not reflect the
company's values and they put up evidence with
respect to the value? Does that rebut the prima facie
case?

MR. NEWMAN. I think it becomes a tougher case
if all you've got is the job evaluation that the
employer has not complied with in establishing
wage rates. That's not to suggest that Washington
State would be totally inapposite.



Commission& R Di stRO. I'm not suggesting that.
MR. NEWMAN. What I'm really saying here is that

the evidence in these cases is going to show
intentional discrimination. I'm suggesting also that
where it is established that an employer participated
in causing segregation, the effects of that segregation
must be remedied. In a sense. Mr. Williams and I are
not that far apart. He says that segregation plus
intentional discrimination is wrong. What he's n: t
saying, as I understand it, is the effects of the
segregation, in terms of the pay people get for the
jobs in which they've been segregated, must be
corrected.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay. With respect to
the segregation issue, assuming that you can't show
intentional segregationwhich, again, as far as I'm
concerned, the intentional case is the better way
how would you then show, assuming that they made
a rebuttal case that it was not intentional, that they
used some bona fide characteristics and this evalu-
ation would not reflect the valueswould it be
possible to show pretext under anything we know
now?

MR. NEWMAN. Sure.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. How?
MR. NEWMAN. Just show it by evidence of

discrimination, the evidence being the segregated
jobs, the polls they took showing that people don't
want to work with women, and the statistical
evidence. Nobody seems to think that statistical
evidence alone is clearly a way of establishing
discrimination. However, the courts have inferred
intentional discrimination based on nothing more
than statistics.

CommisstorsEa DESTRO. Okay. My point is that,
as I read section IV, if you can explain statistics
based on anything other than sex, then you may
have met your burden as to section IV. In that case,
it would seem to me incumbent, under the regular
standards of proof in Title VII cases, to go further,
although there is somewhat of a question, I think,
under the law, as to whether the case ends there
under the equal pay standard, or whether one must
come back and prove pretext. My question is: In one
of those cases where the rebuttal is madeand you
don't have all those ready factors that an employer
looks for-----how do you then prove pretext? Aren't
you back to the

MR. NEWMAN. Well, this is hardly the place to try
the lawsuit. But if an tmployer establishes that there
is some reason other than sex, or evidence to that

effect, I'm going to look at whether, in fact, when
they paid the entry level of males more than they
paid the entry level of female unskilled jobs, wheth-
er there is any justification for that. If I find that the
employer has participated in segregating the job, it
would seem that would be a factor other than sex.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. So then, would that be a
place where you would observe a job evaluation
system, assuming that you've got this hypothetical

MR. NEWMAN. Well
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. business?
MR. NEWMAN. I don't think you need a job

evaluation system to establish evidence of discrimi-
nation in wage rates, if you're going to establish that,
if wage rates are different and if it results in a
discriminatory work pattern. A judge may well
order, as I mentioned in my earlier testimony, a
judge may find wage discrimination and then say, "I
don't know how much it is; I know there's discrimi-
nation." He then has broad discretion to determine
what the relief should be, and the judge may order a
job evaluation in order to guide him in determining
what kind of remedial relief to provide. But I do not
believe you need a job evaluation in any way, shape,
or form in order to establish discrimination. I think
Washington State would have been the same way
without a job evaluation.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. The very last question I
have, and you've already led into it, is: With respect
to the difficulty of tracing the cause of each
percentage point of wage differential, how do you
determine how much discrimination needs to be
remedied? Assuming you have a 20 percent gap,
how do you find out what percentage of that 20
percent is attributable to discrimination?

MR. NEWMAN. Well, in this case the employer
agreed that the 20 percent disparity s due to
discrimination and the court so found. I think we're
confusing a couple of things when you say how do
you establish it as discrimination. We're measuring,
now, in job evaluation and not how much discrimi-
nation particular individuals may have suffered.
What we're measuring is, given where they are
today, what is the evaluation of that job with work
people are now performing? If you corrected the
entire 20 percent discrimination factor in Washing-
ton State, women employees would still be making
less than the male employees because they don't
hold as high positions. That may or may not have
resulted from a different kind of discrimination. But
its not part of this issue.
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COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Thank 50U.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Ramirez?
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I have a few questions.

I'd like to point out that wren I was in high school, I
was discouraged from becoming a lawyer by my
high school counselor. I think that it must have been
providence at work with a goal in mind that I would
someday sit on this Commission and might be able to
look at the forest through the treesor something like
that, and that's what I'm trying to do. So bear with
me as I try to understand a few things.

First of all, we have had painted over the course
of these hearings a picture in which a judge, a
government bureaucracy like EEOC, would be
given the power, given the principle of comparable
worth, to subjectively set the worth of jobs, basical-
ly, because the experts couldn't agree and one would
have to make a judgment. The problem that I have
with that scenario is that there are lawyers in this
world and that, in almost every instance as you have
here, there is vigorous advocacy for opposing
positions both in the bureaucratic procedures and
that that's how you act through the courts and that's
how you earn yo'ir living. What, Mr. Newman, do
you think is the likelihood that the legal profession
or advocates or the business sector would allow
such a situation to occur and that it could occur
because our procedures in our lives are too weak;
that, in fact, this could get into a situation where
setting worth was so subjective and that it would
lead toand based on sorn: kind of human engineer-
ing claim?

MR. NEWMAN. You're really hitting upon the
central theme of what I've been saying; namely, that
if you view this issue in terms of Title VIIand
again, I stress nothing about worth, comparable
worth or pay equityin Title VII the issue is
discrimination. Whatever men are getting paid
should be the wage for similar women's jobswhen
I say women, meaning predominantly women's
jobsthat is, for work of equal skill, effort, and
responsibility. Discrimination should be ended. No-
body is talking about a judge determining what any
job is worth. As I said before, some of the male jobs
pay $2 an hour or 510 an hour, but that doesn't
matter for the purpose of Title VII. Women's jobs
have to be raised to the same amount.

I might say, with respect to the whole concept of
bureaucracy or whatever, this occurs with respect to
any law. Under Title VII right now, even in the
example that Mr. Williams gave of segregation being
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illegal, if an employer took 100 people and 50 of
them are women that went to that assembly job in
Westinghouse and 50 of them are men who went to
forklift jobs or whatever and the court found there
was segregation, the remedy for that would be to
increase the pay of those segregated women's jobs to
the level of the men's jobs if that were established as
a current violation. There's really nothing so radical
about this. They do that in promotion cases; they
require an employer to give somebody the job.
Whatever they do to the person that got it in the
first place is another -ratter. But they require the
employer to pay out money regularly if the employ-
er discriminates in promotions or any other thing. I
mentioned the Kouba case of millions of dollars.
What was involved there is that Allstate hired
people, men and women, and paid them a m ithly
minimum based on the salary they had before they
became employees, that is, with their prior employ-
er. The argument was made that if you use that
standard, you're incorporating the discrimination of
the marketplace because women traditionally make
less, and if you give all employees the same amount
or particular amounts above where they were, then
you're perpetuating discrimination. Now, that's a
tough decision for a court to make. But these
decisions are being made all the time.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. But you do not fear
that the information that would be presented would
be so subjective that a court would accept and--

MR. NEWMAN. I think the burden of proof is on
the plaintiff. If the court finds that the evidence is
balanced evenly, the court is not going to find for
the plaintiff. The proof aspect is clearly there. The
plaintiff has to prove the violation, whether you're
talking about disparate treatment or whether you're
talking about disparate impact. Even under disparate
impact they have to establish that the employer can
expln it. But I think it's very critical here to
recognize that the btuden is on the employee to
prove that she was discriminatorily treated, the
occupants of those jobs were discriminatorily treat-
ed.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. We've heard a great
deal about voluntary movement in this area and the
notion that a voluntary system, both in terms of
individual employers and perhaps as policy for the
Nation, has much more potential for having good
effects. We had, this morning, described to us the
system in Minnesota which was implemented on a
voluntary basis, and we had some question about
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whether Minnesota was different from other States.
I live in Texas and let me tell you it is different from
my State. Obviously, if such a system were to be
implemented in my rtateobviously, if such a
system were the one in Minnesotabut it seems to
me that that is the reason for hr.,irit; safeguards
beyond the voluntary measures 14ener than going
forward with an all-voluntary system, because it is
unlikely to happen in many places in this country
without safeguards. How do you feel about relying
on voluntary methods?

MR. NEWMAN. I would certainly want to encour-
age voluntary methods. I think, however, you could
not justify relying on them solely. We did that for a
number of years prior to the passage of the Civil
Rights Act in 1964. But by that time we learned that
people sometimes need a push to do the right thing
and to end discrimination. So, we adopted that
legislation in 1964. We then had the tool of saying to
employers that, "It's not only the right thing to do,
but you're breaking the law if you don't do it."
think we need that kind of enforcement machinery. I
dare say if that kind of enforcement machinery were
not there, at least we can conjecture as to whether
Minnesota would have taken the same action.
Minnesota knew well, as various advocates of the
position made clear, that litigation was contemplat-
ed. So, I'm not sure you can really treat it as
voluntary. But in any event, certainly we would
encourage voluntary action.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Okay. I do have a few
questions for Mr. Williams. I am pleased for the
opportunity to ask you some questions because my
assumption is that you, having worked with defen-
dants in this case, with employers and with corpora-
tions, have had quite a bit of opportunity to get, if
you would, into the bowels of the way corporate
America makes decisions about wages and employ-
ment and everything else. I want to ask you, not in
terms of legal proof and not as a lawyer, but from
your experience in working with corporations and
looking at their systems of employment and their
systems of ompensation: What is your view on the
extent of discriminatory practicesnot disparate
practices, but discriminatory practiceswithin those
operations vis-a-vis women?

MR. WILLIAMS. It's very hard for me tc answer a
question that turns on discriminatory practices with-
out answering as a lawyer. But I certainly cannot
deny that no disc. oryor cannot maintain,
that no discrimir tctices exist. My overall

feeling is that employers, by and large, very much
want to maintain equitable pay structures, not only
for legal reasons but simply because it just doesn't
make good business sense to maintain pay structures
that are not perceived as fair and equitable. It leads
to labor relations problems. It can lead to the loss of
employees with valuable skills that the business
depends on. So, without getting into a question-
begging analysis about what is equitable, I think
certainly the attitude and the desire to be equitable
and, in that sense, nondiscriminatory is very strong
in corporate America.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ- Do you think that, as
was suggested yesterday, that decisionmakers in
corporate America carry with them residual atti-
tudes, if you would, about the way things ought to
be or the way things have always been, that,
however well-intentioned they may be, do influence
the way they make decisions that affect the relative
opportunity for women versus men?

MR. WILLIAMS. I'm sure that we all do. I'm sure
that people on all sides of these issues do. Whether
there is a patternI'm really not in a very good
position to make a judgment on thatwhether
there's a predominant pattern of attitudes that affect
these kinds of decisions.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Can you come up with
any solution for ending tie discrimination that you
assume exists to whatever degree that would take
less time than the notion that we let it work itself
out?

MR. WILLIAMS. First of all, let me say that I'm not
as pessimistic as many others may be as to how long
it will take discrimination to work itself out. I think
that we are at a point in this country where we're
beginning to see some very dramatic changes in not
only the composition of the work force and the
kinds of occupations that women are moving into,
but in fundamental attitudes. I see, in young men and
women that are entering the work force today, a
much different pattern, not only in terms a their
employment pattern but in terms of their attitudes. I
think there's a great difference. I think certainly
there are going to be some lingering effects. But as
you have changes in the pattern, there is going to be
less crowding of women in the traditional occupa-
tions and, therefore, even those who choose to stay
in traditional occupations are going to have greater
bargaining power. I think there is also a simple fact
of heightened awareness of pay equity issues and
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changing perceptions about what is equitable, and
how equity is best determined

COMMISSIONER RAMIRE7. One more que; an and
then I'll let you go. Do you believe tn..: those
changes and attitudes r4 practices have been
helped by vigorous enforcement where it has oc-
curred?

MR. WILLIAMS. Yes.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Ms. Chavez?
Ms. CHAVEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of

all, I want to apologize to you and to the Commis-
sioners because when the staff worked to put
together these panels, we worked very hard to try to
get balance and to make sure that each panel was, in
fact, balanced with equal numbers of proponents and
opponents of comparable worth. And it would seem
that this panel is composed of two persons who
oppose comparable worth. I just want to make sure I
understand Mr. Newman's testimony and his presen-
tation today.

As I understand what you've written and what
you just said, you are not in favor of the legislation
pending before the Congress and legislation pending
in various States which would, in fact, adopt
comparable worth language into statutes, because
you believe that Title VII is adequate to remedy sex
discrimination in the workplace and any differentials
of pay based on sex discrimination. Is that correct?

MR. NEWMAN. No.
MS. CHAVEZ. Well, perhaps you can enlighten

me, because I am confused after hearing ou.
MR. NEWMAN. Title VII provides the legal

mechanism for correcting sex-based wage discrimi-
nation. Doing studies, having employers do studies,
the employers being the Federal Government, the
States, or any public or private employers, is

consistent with Title VII because those studies will
show whether or not that employer has paid
discriminatory wage rates. Hopefully, after those
studies are completed, the employer would deter-
mine that those discriminatory wage rates must be
corrected in order to comply with existing law. I
have not said that I am opposed to comparable
worth. That's an inaccurate statement. What I have
said is that I think the law bans sex-based wage
discrimination. Frankly, I don't really know what
comparable worth means. I never understood when
I first heard the term comparable worth as requiring
national wage rates, as the employer community
now says it does, and things of the sort.
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I might add with respect to that, that the real issue
here is, as I said before, compliance. If there were
going to be a voluntary effort with Title VII, then
Westinghouse in the plants that were not sued, in the
28 or so that were not sued, would have instigated
the same corrective changes as it did in the 6 plants
where it was sued and where those charges oc-
curred.

Ms. CHAVEZ. If you don't understand the term
comparable worth, could I infer that you would
oppose legislation that used this term?

MR. NEWMAN. I don't care about the term. I'm
concerned with what the legislation says substan-
tively.

Ms. CHAVEZ. Do you believe that Title VII and
the Equal Pay Act are adequate to remedy sex
discrimination?

MR. NEWMAN. Do I believe Title VII and the
Equal Pay Act

Ms. CHAVEZ. Rightare adequate remedies for
sex discrimination in the workplace?

MR. NEWMAN. For sex-based wage discrimina-
tion, I believe those two pieces of legislation are
adequate if they were enforced. I think, however,
that it's not inconsistent when I say they are proper
laws to also say it would be great if individual States
passed similar laws and enforced them, because we
don't have enough enforcement of those laws. What
my criticism is, is that EEOC has not enforced the
law since 1981, that OFCCP has not enforced it, that
the Justice Department is not enforcing the law, and
that they are reversing the positions of those
departments prior to 1981.

Ms. CHAVEZ. In 1963 when the Congress passed
the Equal Pay Act, they eschewed the concept of
comparable worth and, in fact, dropped language
which would have incorporated that

Ma. NEWMAN. Right, in 1963.
Ms. CHAVEZ. Do you believe, at that point in

1963, this would be a correct interpretation? Do you
believe the law, as it is written now, is adequate to
remedy the disparities that we've heard about for the
last 2 days?

MR. NEWMAN. MS. Chavez, I would hardly
substitute my judgment for that of the Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court has said that the Equal
Pay Act covers substantially equal jobs. It has said
that job evaluation is a defense to the claim under
that law. It has also said that you may use such
evidence of job evaluations in Title VII sex-based
wage discrimination cases. That now is the law.



That's what the Supreme Court has determined was
h: ended. And I think it serves no useful purpose to
aigue that further because that was the argument
that was presented in the Gunther case. Mr. Wil-
liams' forces argued that the Title VII meant no
more than equal pay for equal work. We argued
otherwise; Justice argued otherwise; EEOC argued
otherwise. The Supreme Court happened to agree
with us in an overwhelming vote of five to four.
That's where it is.

Ms. CHAVEZ. I'm not arguing the merits of that
interpretation. I'm simply trying to understand. At
the beginning you said you believed that we ought
to be focusing on enforcement of current law in this
hearing as opposed to discussing the concept of
comparable worth. Part of the impetus for this
consultation is that there axe pending pieces of
legislation in various States and also before the
United States Congress. These laws would, in fact,
substantially enlarge the understanding and interpre-
tation of Title VII.

Ma. NEWMAN. I'm afraid I disagree. What law do
you have in mind that would enlarge the interpreta-
tion of Title VII?

Ms. CHAVEZ. There are bills that use the term
comparable worth.

MR. NEWMAN. But in substance, they don't
enlarge it.

Ms. CHAVEZ. So, you don't believe that those bills
are necessary. They're simply unnecessary because,
as you understand Title VII, it already incorporates
this process.

MR. NEWMAN. No. What I said earlier, I think, is
that doing a study, which is what the Evans bill
requires and the Snow bill requires, is consistent
with Title VII because that study would show
whether or not the Federal Government discrimi-
nates in the pay it gives employees. The Oakar bill
requires a similar study and would go towards
eliminating discrimination which, as I said before, in
the case of GPO and several other Federal cases, the
courts of appeals have found that the Federal
Government does discriminate. So, there's a reason
for the Federal Government to look at itself. To that
extent, it should not be thought of as new law. They
are not new laws. The shorter resolution calls for
condemnation of enforcement agencies for not en-
forcing existing laws. I don't know of any pending
legislation which seeks to change substantively Title
VII. I believe such a change is not necessary.

Ms. CHAVEZ. Thank yai.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. In that connection,
would you please resolve for meyou made a
statement earlier in your testimony or in your
presentation, I'm sorrythat comparable worth has
no legal basis. Based on what you just said, can you
help me to understand what you mean by no legal
basis?

MR. NEWMAN. I. mean there's nothingto have a
legal basis, we have to have a statutory thing to pin
it on. I see nothing in Title VII that says failure to
pay comparable worth is illegal. I see nothing in
Title VII that says failure to pay equity is illegal. I
do see things in Title VII that say, flat out, that
discrimination in compensation is illegal based on
sex or race, and there's no question about that
illegality. I might say that the EEOC has so held
since 1966 in a race case and has since so held in sex
cases. They've held that under Title VII, EEOC
clearly has no jurisdiction to beyond Title VII,
and I'm not suggesting for a moment that it does.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. We have a couple brief
questions from the General Counsel.

MR. DISLER. I have a couple questions for Mr.
Newman, but I think I'd like Mr. Williams' com-
ments on the questions as well.

Mr. Newman, I had a couple of questions about
some of the things you said in your paper. The first
one is where you say, "Disparities in pay between
male and female workers, like disparities between
blacks and whites, which are based on the sex or
race of job occupants and not on the jobs themselves
areplainly and simplyunlawful." And you make
a statement that Title VII doesn't require a compar-
ing of jobs.

My question is: What do you mean by the phrase
"not based on the jobs themselves"? Are you talking
about job content?

MR. NEWMAN. Yes. I'm saying if the job content
justifies a wage differential, there would be no wage
discrimination case. For example, let's assume that
the employer deliberately, by segregation, assigned
women to jobs that were lesser skilled than those of
the jobs assigned to the male employees. That might
be discriminatory and would be a violation of the act
insofar as the segregation is concerned. But if, in
fact, the pay differential was justified on the basis of
skill, effort, and responsibility, that would not
constitute wage discrimination as such.

MR. DISLER. Aside from a case of intentionally
putting people into different jobs on the basis of sex,
I understand you are sayingas I heard a moment
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ago, I think in answer to Commissioner Ramirez
that you're saying that women, at least in predomi-
nantly female jobs, should be paid the same as men
in predominantly male jobs when there is compara-
ble or equal skill and effort once that is determined.
Is that an accurate statement of what you said?
That's a question for you.

MR. NEWMAN. For me?
MR. DISLER. Yes. You were suggesting, I

thought, in an answer earlier, that women in
predominantly female jobs should be paid the same
as men in predominantly male jobs when the jobs are
of comparable skill value, effort, and that kind of
thing. Now my question, after this long introduc-
tion, is: Aren't you turning Title VII on its head in
that statement? I can agree with half of that
statement that Title VII prohibits the basing of
wages on sex and race. But Title VII is prohibitory.
It doesn't tell you what to base wages on, and you're
saying that if they don't base it on the jobs
themselveswhatever that means, and you seem to
say that's job contentit's a violation of Title VII.
Is that what you're saying?

MR. NEWMAN. I'm saying that you have to apply
the word of prohibition of discrimination in compen-
%anal, and you have to set up a standard by which
you measure discrimination in compensation. The
act contains no specific standard for this anymore
than it contains st.:ridards as to how you show a
promotion discrimination case. That's case law,
court law. And that, to the extent you can show that
women are being discriminated against in compensa-
tion, is a violation of law. Now, one way to show it,
in my judgment. is to show that there is a. pattern
that -11 male jobs, as you go up in skill and effort, get
paid more, but the female jobs all get paid less than
the male jobs. What you have in American industry,
and in the government as well, is that the employers
do, in fact, increase the pay of jobs as the skill,
effort, and responsibility go up. That's standard. But
the problem is that they increase it on a two-track
system, with men's jobs going up as skill goes up,
women's jobs going up as the skill goes up, but
always with the women's jobs being below the men's
with an equivalent number of points, and that's the
discrimination aspect that we're talking about.
Whether that pattern is sufficient to show discrimi-
nation or not is a matter for a court to determine
based on the available evidence.

MR. DISLER. I appreciate that clarification.
Did you have a comment, Mr. Williams?
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MR. WILLIAMS. Well, with respect to the state-
ment that you asked about, I would certainly agree
with Mr. Newman to the extent that there is no
viobition if the differential in pay is based on job
consent. But I think the problem with the statement
is that it doesn't go far enough. There also may be no
violation found if the differential is based on any
other nonsex factor. It need not be job content. It
could be a difference in seniority, a merit factor, a
quantity or quality factor, or an other factor other
than sex. The term in the statute was put there to
allow for basically any factor that is not sex related,
or race related. It need not necessarily be a job
content factor.

MR. NEWMAN. What we're really disagreeing on
is how you measure discrimination. We don't dis-
agree if it's clearly a seniority explanation, or quality
or quantity of production explanation, merit, or any
other factor other than sex. We all agree. That's
clear. That's case law. The question is: How do you
apply those terms? And that's for a court to
determine in each case based on the evidence.

MR. DISLER. Okay. I have two more questions.
One regarding another statement ',Ire in your paper,
Mr. Newman. In several places you were talking
about employers or others who rely on the market
factors and that the market is no defense to sex
discrimination. Putting aside the merits of arguments
that use the market's supply and demand in this
context, however they're used; I don't want to
address the merits. I want to try to understand what
it is employers, for example, might be sayi ig about
the market in this context, because I'm not persuad-
ed you have accurately described their position. I
may be misunderstanding it. But I'm not persuaded
that the way you have set it out here is the way that
they would put it whatever the merits of their
argument may be. Let me quote you the piece of it
that concerns me.

You say that, "Few would publicly suggest that
Title VII permits an employer to exploit black
workers by paying them lower wage rates than
whites simply because the black unemployment rate
is so tragically high and the supply of blacks is so
much greater than demand. Why then should the
time 'market' argumentoversupply of women for
'women's' jobsbe a defense to sex discrimination?"

Now to me, that assumes, as I understand the
market argument, the answer to a very important
question. Isn't the market argument not that the
oversupply of blacks, for example, would justify a
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different wage for blacks than for whites, especially,
for example, in the same job, but that lookiig at two
different jobs, supply and demand for each job is an
explanation. Whether the argument is persuasive or
not is something else, but it is an explanation for why
there is a pay gap. I mean, it goes to the question as
to whether there is discrimination. Am I describing
the market argument accurately?

MR. NEWMAN. Let me try to comment on that.
What I'm attempting to say is that employers say the
reason, at least one reason thattied in with the
market aigumentthat women get paid less is
because there's overcrowding in the kinds of work
women do, where lots of women are available for
that work and, therefore, the rate goes down. I'm
suggesting that there is a solid analogy between that
argument and saying that there are lots of black
people, the great unemplr yment, it's greater than
tha' of whites, we, therefore, can get blacks cheaper
that we can get whites and let's pay them less. I
don't see much difference, any difference, in those
two arguments. I simply don't think that, publicly,
people would espouse the argument that we should
hire blacks for less They do espouse the argur--nt
that we should hi. -en for less because the., -e

overcrowded and r supply.
MR. DISLER. Ok predate that gloss on that.

Not all of that is clear to me from reading.that
paragraph. I was wondering if Mr. Williams 'tad a
comment on that.

MR. WILLIAMS. Well, I do see a difference
between the two arguments. If we're- talking, in e

situation regarding blach, about similar ;;.-ks
same job. certainly Mr. Newmar is correct. tdei ie
would justify paying ;Iss for the same job s.m ly
becausepaying black people less for the Same. job
than you would pay white peoplesimply because
there may, in some instaLces be more black people
available to do the work. But I think to try and
translate that reasoning over to a situation where
different jobs are involved and you're following a
market differential based on the difference in the
jobs, regardless if there be an oversupply of one sex
or the other in either job; I think that reasoning
simply doesn't wash. You're ignoring thethe
fundamental difference is that there are different
jobs involved.

MR. NEWMAN. May I comment on that? W'-at I'm
talking about is the fact that there are predominantly
women's jobs, and employers justify hiring women
for those jobs and paying them less because there's a

big market out there. It's a job that is predominantly
female. The analogy I'm drawing is that if you had a
predominantly black job that is different from the
white jobs, you have the same issue and no employer
would publicly say, "Title VII permits me to hire
blacks for that predominantly black job and pay
them less than the job is worth because there are no
whites working in the same job because they are in
different jobs."

MR. DISLER. But wouldn't it permit the employer
to say because of the suprly and demand for tk,
different jobs, I mean, you're adding

MR. NEWMAN. Well, I don't think an employer
could say there's a greater supply of blacks and

MR. DISLER. I agree with that. Even in predomi-
nantly female jobs or predominantly one-race jobs, I
main, you do have some mix of ti,..iaple .71 there.
You're adding, of course, the description in your
hypothetical which yields your results.

MR. NEWMAN. saying there are things
as women's jobs, but we don't admit to the fact that
black jobs exist. But if you relate this whole issue to
unskilled entry-level jobs, there is no market for toll
collectors. As long as you have a pool of toll
collectors out there or a pool of assembly workers or
a rxtol of janitors, you have a pool of people who
want a job and the women want a job and the men
want a job, and if the women wind up in lower paid
jobs than the men, I submit that one can infer
discrimination.

Let me just add this. One of the more telling
pieces cf evidence in Wad:14ton State. I thought,
was that we Tooke. at jobs that the State required
nothi ig more than high setool for, and we then took
the 40 or so classifications we found which were
predominantly ware:. and which were predomi-
nantly men, tad f'iund that predominantly
women's jobs w.re getting paid 18 percent or 20
percent less than the predominantly men's jobs
whe-- Lite State had established the identical entry-
level standard. Now these were unskilled joh, that
any of them could do. We found the same thing if
we looked at jobs that didn't require high school.
There clearly was a pool of people out there to do it,
but then yc :. could hardly say there way an oversup-
ply of women versus men when the jobs could have
been performed by either.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Does anybody else have
any questions? If not, I think we should adjourn for
lunchuntil 2:15, and we'll come back in this room.
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Thank you Mr. Newman and Mr. Williams for
your very interesting presentatiesis.

[Recess.]

PANEL.: COlvIPARABLE WORTH AS A
REMWDY FOR SEX DISCRIMINATION

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Our final panel of this
consultation will be examining the viability of
comparable worth for eliminating six discrimination
in employment. The panel will .ilso consider the
economic and regulatory costs and benefits of
implementing comparable worth and whether i.y
alternative remedies exist. Discussing these issues
will be Dr. June O'Neill, program director of the
Urban Institute program in policy research; Secre-
tai y Ray Marshall, former Secretary of Labor,
current professor of economics and public affairs at
the University of Texas at Austin; Dr. Jeremy
Rabkin, assistant professor of government, Cornell
University; and Ms. Joy Ann Grune, lecturer and
writer on the issue of comparable worth. Ms. Grune
was a founding me.nber of the National Committee
on Pay Equity and served, until recently, as the
executive director of that mganization. It should be
noted that the agenda does not look :..e Ms. Grunt
is no longer affiliated with the National Committee
on Pay Equity, and we apologize for th^ oversight.

Ms. Grune, would you proceed. T'.aink you for
being with us.

Statement of Joy Attu Grime, Former Executive
Director, National Committee on Pay Equity

Ms. GRUNE. Thank you very much.
The essential point in the paper I prepared is that

there are workplaces in which wages for job
classifications are low because of the sex of the
majority of occupants and that this type of wage
discrirination must be eliminated, directly eliminat-
ed pay for 7.qual work, the elimination of
discrimination isi hiring and promotion, and affirma-
tive action are important policies. But they comple-
ment pay equity; they do not substitute for it. Many
of the arguments used against equal pay for work of
comparable value arc built on shaky assumptions
which exaggerate the extent to which employers
respond directly and uniformly to market forces.
These arguments also exaggerate th t degree to
which pay equity challenges the market economy.

As for costs, even though we've heard estimates in
the trillions of dollars for what it will cost to achieve
pay equity, these estimates are not sound. Workplace
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by workplace estimates are just becoming available
as employers complete job evaluation studies and
actually begin implementing. If employers voluntari-
ly take action, they can contain costs in important
ways. As far as government involvement goes, State
and local governments have surged ahead over the
last 3 to 4 years where the Federal Government has
failed to fully enforce the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
This is particularly bad because, somewhat paradox-
ically, strict Federal enforcement is the primary
factor to encourage voluntary compliance.

In my 15 to 20 minutes I will summarize my paper
section by section.

Section number one: Pay equity is a necessary
remedy for wage discrimination. Although there is
often a great deal of confusion associated with the
concept of pay equity, the principle is straightfor-
ward and direct. Pay equity requires the elimination
of the type of discrimination through which wages
for entire occupations have been depressed because
an overwhelming number of occupants are female.
I'm s6. that most people can agree that there have
been, and probably still are, situations in which men
and women are doing the same work; and people
can agree that there are workplaces in this country
where certain occupations are paid less because it is
mostly women doing the work. Likewise, I'm sure
that most people can admit to the theoretical and
empirical probability thrt, in many situations, these
occupations are paid less because the work is done
by women.

Pay equity is unique*, suited to reach deeply
rooted patterns of structural inequality in which
wages for entire occupations have been reduced
because women are doing the work. It is a direct and
deliberate challenge to wage discrimination which
reaches into the workplace and puts its finger
directly on discrimination. Pay equity does not rely
on laissez faire approaches such as the market, or
indirect approaches such as affirmative action,
which historically have shown themselves to be
inadequate to the task of reducing wage discrimina-
tion and the wage gap. I want to stress, as others
have said, that pay equity advocates believe that the
1964 Civil Rights Act reaches wage discrimination
which occurs among jobs which are comparable but
not equal. This was confirmed by the Supreme
Court in Gunther v. Washington. As Winn Newman
indicated, this 1981 Court decision was an extremely
important one for pay equity because, up until that
time, the main argument against equal pay for work
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of comparable value was a leigal onethat the Civil
Rights Act was no broader than the Equal Pay Act
in its applicability to wage discrimination. Fortu-
nately, the Supreme Court decided in our favor in
this case.

The objective of pay equity is to raise wages for
predominantly female jobs to match wages for
equally valued male jobs. The majority of pay equity
initiatives now taking place across the country are
efforts to eliminate sex-based wage discrimination.
However, in those firms or those workplaces where
job segregation and wage depression are associated
with race or ethnicity, the principle of pay equity
can also be applied. So, for example, yesterday
Ronnie Steinberg described the large, and I think the
most expensive, study to date now going on in New
York Statethe $500,000 evaluation study. Because
of the patterns of wage depression and employment
in New York, they are looking at race as well as sex
in their job evaluation study.

Section number two: Equal pay for equal work
and the elimination of discrimination in hiring and
promotion are not substitutes for pay equity. Equal
pay for equal work, pay equity, and the elimination
of discrimination in hiring and promotion are all
required by law. They are comparable but distinct
approaches to related but different problems in the
workplace. The Equal Pay Act passed by Congress
in 1963 mandates equal pay for equal work per-
formed by men and women. Although extremely
important, this law is limited because it is not able to
reach the type of discrimination experienced by
most women, that is, discrimination which involves
comparable, not equal, jobs. Many people believe
that there are still situations in which men and
women doing equal work are not receiving equal
pay and that much stronger enforcement and initia-
tive is necessary in order to reach this type of
discrimination. However, even stronger enforce-
ment of the EPA will not address the type of
discrimination being experienced by most American
women today.

Now, in this section of the paper, I reviewed
many facts and figures on patterns of occupational
segregation. I'm not going to go through them now,
because they were well reviewed yesterday by
several panelists. I do want to call to your attention,
however, a fact sheet which is in one of your
briefing books. It's called "Women of Color and Pay
Equity" and was done by the National Committee
on Pay Equity and the National Institute for Women

of Color. Basically, this publication com,ludes that
women of all racial and ethnic groups are converg-
ing in their earnings and in the types of jobs they
hold. However, there are still differences. Number
one, women of color still make less. Number two, it
appears that women of color experience slightly
greater degrees of occupational segregation than do
white women. Women of all racial and ethnic
backgrounds are victimized by structural discrimina-
tion which goes beyond equal pay for equal work.

In terms of pay equity policy, the point at which
we must pay particular attention to variations among
women is when we target employers, industries, and
occupations for purposes of eliminating discrimina-
tion. They must be selected in such a way that the
problems of all types of women are reached.

There are many reasons why the elimination of
discrimination in hiring and promotion and affirma-
tive action are not substitutes for pay equity. I want
to group my comments here into three different
sections.

Number one, the law requires the elimination of
wage discrimination whether the jobs involved are
equal or whether the jobs are comparable. The
existence of affirmative action programs in a work-
place is great; it does not transform an illegal act of
wage discrimination into a legal one. Likewise, I've
heard mention of the personal motivations that drive
women to enter the work force. A woman's personal
reasons for taking a job or staying in a job, once
again, do not transform an illegal act of wage
discrimination into a legal one.

Finally, if an employer is attempting to eliminate
discrimination in hiring and promotion in this part of
his work force, that's fantastic. But it is not a license
to discriminate over here against jobs which are held
predominantly by women or minorities.

Some people have suggested using affirmative
action and job integration as a direct means to
redtv,e the wage gap. Job integration and affirmative
action are important policies, but they're not feasible
as direct policies for the reduction of the wage gap.
This is because, one, it has been estimated that
roughly two-thirds of men and women would have
to change jobs if we were to achieve equality of
occupational distribution. That would take a very
long time. I think, in one of the papers, the estimate
was 75 to 100 years.

Number two, this approach calls on women to
give up years of experience and training. Some
women may want to leave their jobs; many may not.
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Dut this approach makes little sense as an employ-
ment policy, because it depends on millions of skilled
women deserting the service sector infrastructure of
the American economy to take other jobs.

Number three, this approach presents the problem
of attracting and retaining men in predominantly
female jobs.

Finally, the service sector of the economy, where
many women are employed, has quite a few of the
expanding occupations. To expect that we can take
women from these and assign them to predominant-
ly male jobs which are often shrinking and experi-
encing high unemployment rates is unrealistic.

Now somewhat paradoxically, if our goal is to
achieve job integration, I think one of the most
successful ways of doing this is to implement equal
pay for work of comparable value. I say this for four
reasons. (1) This issue empowers women and will
encourage new women to enter new jobs. (2)
There's going to be much less of an incentive for
employers to maintain sex-segregated jobs once pay
equity is implemented. (3) Affirmative action will be
used by employers to integrate jobs so as to avoid
being held legally and financially responsible for
wage discrimination. (4) Finally, higher wages in
predominantly female jobs will attract men.

Section number three: the failure of market
arguments against pay equity. In this section of the
paper, I discuss five fallacies concerning pay equity
in the market. Rather than go through all of them, I
have pulled out three points that I would like to
emphasize.

Point number one: It is sometimes thought that
pay equity represents an internal wage structure
which is different from and stands against an
external or market-based wage structure. This polar-
ized view of alternatives for wage setting leaves the
impression that pay equity requires the destruction
of reliance on the market in wage determinate -m.
This point of view is inaccurate. Pay equity requires
only the elimination of bias in the wage-setting
process. Bias has many sources, some of which we
know about and some of which we are learning
about as we do more case studies of the wage-setting
process. Bias may operate through market rates. It
may operate through the ways in which employers
choose to respond to and rely on the market. Bias
also can operate through job evaluation systems and
through the types of subjective judgments that
employers make, such as in the IUE v. Westinghouse
case that Winn Newman referred to in his testimony.
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It is virtually impossible for employers in this
country in 1984 to set wages outside of a market
economy. Pay equity activists have not asked em-
ployers to do so. Instead, what activists have usually
asked is that the predominantly male jobs have their
wages derived from prevailing wage rates and then
that predominantly female jobs be based on equally
valued male jobs. The connection to the market
occurs through the predominantly male jobs.

The second point concerning the market is that
employers have great latitude in how they iespond
to or rely on market forces and that this latitude is
too often exercised to the disadvantage of people in
predominantly female jobs. I want to give three
examples here.

In terms of supply and demand, an employer has
many choices as to how to respond to a shortage of
workers. His choices, let's say relative to nurses,
include temporarily absorbing the shortage, hiring
temporary nurses, having the nurses who are em-
ployed work overtime, redesigning the workload,
changing recruitment techniques, or possibly raising
wages. Pay equity advocates fear that the last
choice, raising wages, is less likely to be used. They
also fear that wages will be raised to a smaller
amount.

The second example I want to give here concerns
latitude and discretion in responding to market
forces. Clerical

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Ms. Grune, could you
go into conclusion?

MS. GRUNE. I'll try my best.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. We have a very long

agenda and your time is about to expire.
Ms. GRUNE. Okay, thank you. Clerical workers

have complained that their employer surveys lower
paying firms in a smaller geographical area when
wages are being set for predominantly female and
minority jobs. There are other examples here which
I will bypass at this point.

In terms of cost, the major point I'd like to make
is, given that wage discrimination is illegal and must
be eliminated, the single most important thing an
employer can do to contain cost is to voluntarily
comply. Voluntary compliance is basically a two-
step process. Step number one is doing a pay equity
job evaluation study; step two is putting together an
implementation program.

In terms of the role of government in eliminating
wage discrimination, I've worked with people in
many cities and States across the country, and
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generally they feel quite aczomplished relative to
the progress they're making with collective bargain-
ing, with organizing, and with State and local
legislation. But they are overwhelmingly pessimistic
and discouraged when it comes to the Federal
Government. They feel they cannot rely on the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to
enforce the Civil Rights Act.

In conclusion, I believe that pay equity or equal
pay for work of comparable value is one of the most
democratic women's issues to arise in the last 15
years. It is an issue that promises to help the many,
not the few, and also the needy more than the
privileged. I think that even without more vigorous
enforcement efforts on the part of the EEOC, this
issue will continue to move, primarily because of the
deep appeal, fantastic appeal, it has to working
women and their supporters. But things would
certainly happen a lot easier and a lot less expensive-
ly if we could count on the cooperation of the
Federal Government in this regard. Thank you.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Thank you. I'll turn the
meeting over to the Chairman.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Abram, for filling in for me.

Dr. O'Neill, I guess you're next.

Statement of June O'Neill, Urban Institute,
Washington, D.C.

DR. O'NEILL. The traditional goal of the feminist,
at least as I understand it, has been equal opportunity
for women, and that is the opportunity for women to
gain access to schools, training, and jobs they choose
to enter and on the same basis as men. This goal,
however, basically accepts the rules of the game as
they operate in a market economy. In fact, the thrust
has been to improve the way the market functions
by removing discriminatory barriers that restrict the
supply of workers to jobs.

By contrast, the recent policy of comparable
worth would dispense with the rules of the game. In
place of the goal of equality of opportunity, it would
substitute a demand for equality of results, and it
would do this essentially through regulation and
legislation. In fact, after thinking about it, you
wonder why one would bother to go through all
these elaborate schemes and why not simply say all
women should be paid the same as all menand
why even stop there? Because, in a sense, when you
start thinking along these lines, you have to question
why some women earn a great deal more than other

women and why some men earn a 'peat deal more
than other men if they're each putting forth their
maximum amount of effort in working according to
their highest ability. I think, therefore, comparable
worth is a radical departure from the economic
system we have and so should be scrutinized with
great care.

The main points I will make are as follows: One,
the concept of comparable worth rests on a misun-
derstanding of the role of wages and prices in our
economy; two, the premises on which a comparable
worth policy are based reflect confusion about the
reasons why women and men are in different
occupations and have different earnings. Both the
occupational differences and the pay gap, to a large
extent, are the result of differences in the roles of
women and men in the family and the effect these
role differences have on the accumulation of skills
and other job choices that affect pay. Discrimination
by employers may account for some of the occupa-
tional differences. But it does not, as comparable
worth advocates claim, lower wages directly in
women's occupations. Three, comparable worth, if
implemented, would lead to capricious wage differ-
entials resulting in unintended shortages and sur-
pluses of workers in different occupations with
accompanying unemployment; moreover, it would
encourage women to remain in traditional occupa-
tions. Four, policies are available that can be better
targeted than comparable worth on any existing
discriminatory or other barriers.

First, the concept of comparable worth. By
comparable worththe definition that I am working
with is the view that employers should base compen-
sation on the inherent value of the job rather than on
strictly market considerations. In the free market,
wages and prices are not taken as judgments of the
inherent value of the work, of the worker, or of the
goods, but reflect the balancing of what people are
willing to pay for the services of these goods with
how much it would cost to supply them. Market
prices are the efficient signals that balance supply
and demand. Thus, in product markets we do not
require that nutrition dictate differences in price, for
example, between soybeans and chocolates, or that
the price of water be higher than the price of
diamonds because it is so much more important to
us. If I asked what the proper scale of prices should
be for these products, I think most people would
give a sensible answer, that there is no proper
scaleit all depends. It depends on taste, the needs
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of millions of consumers, and various conditions that
determine the cost of prioduction and 0,e price of
these products.

What is true of the product market is also r. ue of
the labor market. There is simply no indepr adent,
scientific way to determine what pay should be in a
particular occupation without recourse to the mar-
ket. Job skills have costs of production, such as
formal schooling and on-the-job training. Different
jobs have different amenities that may be more or
less costly for the employer to provide, such as part-
time work, safe work, flexible hours, or a pleasant
ambience. And individuals vary in their talents and
taste for acquiring skills and performing these
different tasks. The skills required are constantly
changing as the demand for products changes and as
different techniques of production are introduced.
Ten years ago, the demand for computer program
operators was just not like it is today. The world is
different. These changes can also vary by geograph-
ic region. In a market system, changing conditions
are reflected in changing wage rates, which, in turn,
provide workers with the incentive to acquire new
skills or to migrate to different regions.

The wage pattern, that is, the net outcome of
these forces, need not conform to anyone's indepen-
dent judgment based on preconceived notions of
comparability or of desirability. Some examples, I
think, will help to indicate how really difficult it is to
make those judgments. Take a college faculty that
has a physics professor and an English professor.
They both may have the same number of degrees;
they both may have put in the same amount of work;
they both may have the same publicationsthat is,
the same number of publications and in the same
quality journals. Should they be paid the same?
Well, if they were paid the same, what would
happen? The demand for physics teachers is differ-
ent than that for English teachers. Presently, the pay
for physics teachers is much higher than it is for
English teachers, the reason being that physics
teachers have demand in more parts of the economy
than English teachers and physics also is an area that
fewer people go into. It also so happens that physics
is an area that has relatively more men than Englia
So, the question could be raised whether it is biases
against women that result in pay differentials be-
tween the fields. It's very difficult to look at two
occupations and decide what is comparable to what,
what should be more highly rewarded than what.
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Another example, ittributed to Sharon Smith,
refers to English-French language translators com-
pared with English-Spanish language translators.
These two occupations might seem, at first impres-
sion, identical. But when you think about it: Are
they identical? The demand for Spanish language
translators may be different for business reasons.
There may be a wider demand. That would lead you
to believe that maybe Spanish language translators
should be paid more. On the other hand, more
people may speak Spanish and be able to translate
from one language to the other. So the supply may
be greater. You can't tell just by considering these
factors which occupations should be paid more and
by how much. The 0 isn't any kind of computer that
can figure this out. This is the kind of process that
goes on through trial and error in markets where
wages are determined. Sometimes there are market
imperfections. In a market system they're more
readily rectified. Unions, for example, may raise
wages above the natural market wagethe wage
that would balance supply and demand. There are
also minimum wages. However, comparable worth
does not address the problems caused by market
imperfections.

Why abandon the market? The argument for
abandoning market determination of wages and
substituting comparable worth, or going to some
mix of market and comparable worth, is motivated
by the pay gap. I won't say much about the i ay gap
because I'm sure you have already heard a great
deal. The only thing that I will mention is that the
male-female pay differential is not 59 cents out of
every dollar. That statistic is based on the compari-
son of annual earnings of women and men and is not
adjusted for differences in the hours worked by
women. If you look at 1983 using what is a more
appropriate statistic, the ratio of hourly earnings of
women to men, as reported by the Bureau of Labor
Statisticsin 1983 it is 72 percent. Among groups
under the age of 35, the ratios are considerably
higher. For people from 29 to 24, the female-male
earnings ratio is 89 percent. For people 25 to 34, it's
80 percent.

The differential has narrowed considerably. Since
1979 there has been a little change. Before that,
differentials had remained constant for a long time.
There are reasons for this. A lot of it had to do with
education. I don't know whether it's commonly
known, but in the 1950s women who were in the
labor market had more education than men; they



were a more select group comparable to the average
woman. As more women entered 'le labor force,
the relative education of women to men fell. This
was a factor that would have widened the wage
differential.

Speakers this morning must have gone into the
reasons for the pay gap, citing studies that have tried
to explain what accounts for the differential between
women and men. One must rely on explanatory
factors that one can measure in doing such studies. I
think that one finds that major differences are
accounted for by differences in the amount of work
or the quality of work experience that women and
men have. However, expectations are also impor-
tant. Among women in the labor force today, many
of them had not planned to be working. As things
turned out, the world changed and, as mature
women, they did enter the labor force. Preparations
that women have madethis is looking at women
over 40are not the same as the preparation of men.
So, it's more than just a differential in years
workedalthough the differential in years worked
is large and accounts for much of the differential
but it also has to do with the kinds of investments
related to work that were made along the way.

Another factor that is important is that even
among women who worked continuously, many
women who are in that situation really have two
jobs. They have a job in their homes and they have a
job in the market. Their job in the market is tailored
to fit in with home responsibilities. Under those
circumstances, women are limited in the kinds of
choices that they can make, and it restricts the
hours, the kinds of jobs, and the geographic location
of jobs. These factors, I think, lead both to differ-
ences in occupations that women enter and to
differences in earnings. That doesn't mean that there
isn't any discrimination. Among the studies that
have been done, there's a wide array of findings,
depending on who's doing the study and what kind
of data they have used. The differentials that remain
unexplained also vary. But what is unexplained is
what you don't know about. It isn't necessarily
discrimination. It may be; it may not be. But what
you can't measure should be called a measure of
ignorance. It's not nezessarily a measure of discrimi-
nation.

I'd like to jump to a central contention of
comparable worth supporters. Among the various
reasons cited as to why comparable worth is needed,
the one that's most difficult to follow is that the pay

in women's occupations is lower simply because
employers wish them to be lower and systematically
downgrade them. This argument is different from
the idea that pay in women's occupations is de-
pressed because of an oversupply to women's occu-
pations. An oversupply to women's occupations
could arise because large numbers of women enter-
ing the labor force have been choosing these
occupations, and I think that there is some truth to
that. That has, in fact, happened. It's not true of
younger women, incidentally. Younger women are
entering a different array of occupations than older
women. For a period of time during the late 1950s
and 1%0s, there certainly were situations where
women entering particular occupations must have
put downwards pressure on wages in those occupa-
tions. That would be a nondiscriminatory reason for
oversupply.

Oversupply can also result from discriminatory
factors. That is, if women are barred from entering
some occupations and are forced into certain oth-
ersinto a small array of occupationsthat would
also constitute an oversupply, and that would be a
discriminatory situation. However, that doesn't have
anything to do with comparable worth. Comparable
worth would be counter to helping that situation. To
remedy the situation would involve making sure that
the barriers don't exist.

However, comparable worth advocates have re-
cently taken the view that overcrowding is not the
major reason. The major reason is that employers
simply pay less because they want to. They down-
grade the valiie of the occupation. How, though,
would they implement this? There are thousands and
thousands of firms. Suppose some employers did, in
fact, have that view; they just looked down on
women's occupations because women did them and
decided not to pay very much for those occupations.
Those occupations would become a bargain, and all
it would take is for some employers to come into the
market and the product that used those occupations
could be produced much more cheaply than other
products and services. So, you would find that
gradually, as long as a component of employers does
not share the view that these occupations should be
paid less, there are mechanisms, very powerful
mechanisms, that make it difficult for the employers
that have this peculiar bias to stay in business. I don't
believe that discrimination easily arises against an
occupation as such; I don't really see and I've never
seen it demonstrated that such a thing could occur.
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The only way it could ever arise would be through
collusion. Although, theoretically there could be
collusion in some markets, it's certainly not true of
the main situation in the United States.

In a study that I did, I asked the question: To what
extent you could perform an experiment and say
and I've done this in a studyto what account do
measurable factors, such as differences in schooling
and other things, explain differences in wages going
across occupations? Is there a discount for an
occupation being predominantly female? In an anal-
ysis of data on more than 300 occupations, I found
that after adjusting for schooling, training, part-time
work, and a few environmental conditions, the
proportion of females in an occupation was still
associated with lower pay. But the amount was
really fairly trivial. For each 10 percentage point
increase in the percent female in an occupation, the
wage in the occupation was lower by 1.5 percent.
However, in this study I did not have data on the
work experience for women in the occupations
compared to men, nor did I have really any way of
measuring all of the amenities of the occupations.
So, again, one is left with a question mark: Is there
some sort of mechanism that is systematically result-
ing in lower pay? However, as I noted, there was
very little left to explain, since the relation between
wages and the proportion female in an occupation
was not large.

In my paper I would have liked to discuss
comparable worth in practice, but there really isn't
very much that can actually be studied since
comparable worth isn't really in effect in any major
way. I did go through the Washington State example.
I think that just going through what that comparable
worth study actually produced would raise a num-
ber of eyebrows. I think that individuals reading
through how points were assigned for different
categories would be troubled. Most people, I think,
would disagree, and I think that it illustrates that
there really isn't any independent way to define
worth or value. If it were implemented, however,
there could be significant effects. The study does
conflict greatly with the pattern of actual wages;
that is, the wage scale that the Washington State case
would enforce is quite different than the wage scales
that exist in the economy. But the changes, if this is a
model of what comparable worth would bring, the
changes would be radical indeed. From the point of
view of an economist, the fact that the study was
done does not mean that study was a measure of
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nondiscrimination, although the judge did not rule
that way.

To conclude, advocates of comparable worth see
it as a way of raising women's economic status and,
quite expectedly, tend to minimize cost. They often
point to child labor and the minimum wage and say,
"Look, nothing so bad happened as free market fans
complained would occur." Well, evidently they are
unaware of the numerous economic studies that
have shown disemployment effects of the minimum
wage. But the minimum wage as it has been passed
in this country was never terribly radical. Nobody
has proposed a 515 per hour minimum wage,
because I think that people basically understand
what would happen, that there would be extensive
disemployment. I think that comparable worth is
more in the league of a 515 an hour minimum wage,
or sweeping legislation such as prohibition. Of
course, I think in terms of the economic distortions
that would be caused; they would be profound.
Curiously, this is recognized by one comparable
worth proponent (Nancy Barrett) who suggests that
"we give very serious consideration to the idea that
firms that raise pay for disadvantaged occupations
get special tax incentives for capital equipment that
will raise the productivity of these workers. We
can't expect firms to swallow these losses." I agree
there would be losses. Therefore, I think one should
wonder why one would do this.

I'd also like to point out that long-term welfare
recipientsthe reason that Nancy Barrett wants to
go along with this, despite her misgivings, is that she
felt it was a way to raise the incomes of poor women
having families on welfarebut long-term welfare
recipients are not the women holding the jobs
covered by comparable worth schemes. The work
participation of women who are long-term welfare
recipients is low, and the lesson of minimum wage
effects has been that those who are most vulnerable
to disemployment as a result of wage hikes are those
of little education, poor training, and little work
experience.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I think we're about out
of time.

DR. O'NEILL. I think that another byproduct of
comparable worth is that it diverts attention away
from the real problem of discrimination that may
arise. Such problems need not be confined to women
in traditional jobs. Pay differences between men and
women performing the same job, in the same firm, at
the same level of seniority may no longer be an
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important source of discrimination. The form dis-
crimination would likely take is through behavior
that may still deny women entry into on-the-job
training or promotion on the same basis as men. The
obvious solution is a direct one, namely, allowing or
encouraging women whose rights are being denied
to bring suit. Existing laws are intended to cover this
very type of problem.

In the paper. I do go through a discussion of pay-
setting procedures in governments. Because they are
not open to the market fully, I think they do raise
problems. The problem, however, is that they
sometimes echo arrangements that you wouldn't
want to duplicate in Federal, State, or local pay,
namely, wages that are jacked up above market rates
by professional organizations or by a powerful union
that has achieved too high wages. What this means is
that pay-setting procedures can be made more
sophisticated in government; that is, they can take
account of the length of the queue for some of their
occupations, and they can try to see that their
sampling of firms is less tainted by nonmarket forces.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. We're really out of time.
DR. O'NEILL. Okay. I'm sorry. I didn't under-

stand you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you. Dr. Rabkin?

Statement of Jeremy Rabkin, Assistant Professor
of Government, Cornell University

DR. RAHKIN. Since we have two economists on
this panel and have heard a great deal of sr_ iment
about the economics of one way or the other, I
thought I might preface my remarks by stating why
I don't take the economic arguments very seriously
and why, nonetheless, I have a strong preference for
market solutions in these things. It seems to me the
great intellectual virtue of economics is that it allows
you to talk very confidently about the relations
between two or more factors without actually
knowing anything at all about these factors them-
selves. It's a way of talking in abstractions, which is
sometimes useful, but we ought always to remind
ourselves that we are dealing in economics with
abstractions that have a great many assumptions
packed into them; and it's always very hard to know
in real life what these formulas or equations are
really depicting.

It seems to me just in a commonsense way or, if
you like, in a political waythe market has two
very, very impressive advantages as compared with
government regulation. The first is that markets

offer a very decentralized mode of decisionmaking
and for that reason tend to embrace more informa-
tion and to use it more flexibly or creatively than the
government. The second, which see s to me espe-
cially important in this context, is that markets are
more impersonal. The market is not any one person,
firm, or office. It's a "them"; it's "reality"; it's "out
there." Therefore, people tend to accept results
much more readily from the market than they do
from government, and they tend to channel their
energies into accommodating or adapting to market
trends rather than fighting them as a personal
affront. In sum, it seems to me that markets are a
very wonderful mechanism for harmonizing extraor-
dinarily diverse preferences and abilities.

Now, I'm sure some antidiscrimination laws can
also be a great force for social harmony. The core
meaning of discrimination, it seems to meand the
Supreme Court says this as well in interpreting the
Constitutionthe core meaning of it is intentional
mistreatment of someone on account of an ascribed
characteristic like race or sex. In short, it's an insult;
it's an affront to the victim's dignity. It seems fairly
obvious to me that it will be beneficial to social
harmony if you pose limits on people's ability to go
around delivering these kinds of insults. But on the
other hand, the more broadly or sweepingly you
define the term discrimination, the more you encour-
age people to go around feeling insulted and affront-
ed. When you have a lot of people going around
feeling insulted and affronted, that is not going to be
good for social harmony.

Now, a lot of current civil rights regulations have
this character. They suggest that if a current
practice could be otherwisefor example, an em-
ployment selection criterionand the change would
benefit a particular group, then the failure to make
that change is an affront to that group. It's discrimi-
nation against it. The rhetoric of comparable worth
seems to me to go very far with this. It seems to be a
logical extension, if not a caricature, of this position.
Some of the advocates of comparable worth keep
returning to this figure, that women are only paid 60
percent as much as men. One could imagine an
economy in which this weren't so and, therefore, it's
somehow said to be an affront to women that we
allow this to continue.

I would put my arguments against comparable
worth, against trying to implement this kind of
regulatory scheme, most succinctly in these terms.
What you do with a comparable worth scheme is
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you sacrifice the benefits of the market. On the one
hand, you sacrifice the greater adaptability and
intelligence of decentralized decisionmaking and
instead get government formulas which are bound to
be more rigid and clumsy. Secondly, and I think
more importantly, you sacrifice the impersonality of
the market, and along with that you sacrifice
people's tendency to accept and accommodate to
market realities, and instead, you encourage them to
feel aggrieved and to litigate, complain, anti try to
force changes in the positions they currently occu-
py. You encourage an attitude that says, "I'd rather
fight than switch," and that, I think, is not a terribly
good thing for our society.

If you try to visualize what a comparable worth
scheme would look like, if it's actually implemented
in a serious and large-scale way, I think there are
three particular problems worth drawing attention
to. The first is the unmanageable scale of it. I don't
see how a comparable worth scheme could be
confined to a narrow, surgical intervention. When
you upset the advantages of the market in the name
of comparable worth, I think you're going to be
doing it almost necessarily on a very, very large
scale.

I was impressed by some of the testimony we
heard this morning and yesterday about experiences
in State gave: nment. I think it's possible that State
governments would find this &islet' to do because
they don't face competition and, to a certain degree,
they can always supply themselves with more
revenue by raising taxes. But in any case, whatever
the advantages of State government in implementing
comparable worth, I don't think there is any serious
prospeit that this could be limited to State govern-
ments if it's made a part of our civil rights axle. If it
is now understood to be a requirement of Title
VIIas, for example, Mr. Newman was saying and,
of course, Judge Tanner in the State of Washing-
tonif Title VII requires comparable worth, then of
course, it already applies to the private sector. I
have noticed that the bills in Congress regarding
comparable worth are very explicit about this. They
expect it to apply to the private sector.

Furthermore, I don't see how it can be confined to
women. In popular discussion it's usually related to
the pay gap between men and minorities. But in
presentations here, people have mentioned women
and, of course, minorities. Title VII applies not just
to women; that is, it applies not just to sex discrimi-
nation, but to discrimination on the basis of race and
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religion. We don't hear much about religious dis-
crimination now, but it might be a basis for com-
plaints too. So, I think there will be a lot of other
groups. Our experience in civil rights regulation is
that once you start adding groups, it's very hard to
stop. Indeed, it seems to me that once you set up this
machinery, there is no reason why white males
should not be able to demand comparable worth.

I very much agree with the implication of a lot of
questions by Vice Chairman Abram. If you go back
to debates about affirmative action a decade ago, one
of the arguments was that this was very dangerous
because it would start with a few groups and then
we would add more and more groups, and lots of
other people would come forward and say that their
group was also underrepresented or naderutilized so
they should have affirmative action too. Well, one of
the things that stopped that, that rrevented that
from reaching a totally absurd extr, neI think it
was somewhat extreme, but it was not completely
self-refuting; it wasn't 100 groupsone thing that
prevented that was that people did not have access
to the data. If you were an Italian American and
thought that there was a lot of discrimination against
Italian Americans in the insurance industrythat's
not a hypothetical case; I remember hearing about
this in the mid-1970sit was very hard for you to
bring a suit. It was very hard for you to even build
political momentum for adding this to existing
government programs because you didn't have data
to prove your charges. The government was collect-
ing data on only a few groups and not on your
group; so you couldn't readily make your case.

Now, it seems to me that the essence of compara-
ble worth is that you're going to be comparing
everybody. You're going to be comparing all kinds
of occupations, and that is going to be providing
data for anybodywhite male, old or young, what-
ever kind of backgroundto say, "My occupation is
being underpaid relative to all the criteria of worth
which government has established." They'll have
the data right in their hands. I know Ms. Orune and
several people have said that comparable worth will
only apply to those occupations which are domi-
nated by women. "We'll only look at whether those
fit in with the rest" It seems to me that that would
be sex discrimination itself. We only do this for
women, only those occupations that are dominated
by women, and for the rest, "Too bad; you don't
have any protection." But the existing civil rights
laws speak about discrimination on the basis of race,
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sex, and other abstract criteria. They do not say only
particular groups are protected. As I said, it seems to
me it would be discrimination on the basis of sex to
say the government will intervene on behalf of
women, but not on behalf of men. It will intervene
on behalf of minorities, but never on behalf of
majorities. I think it will be very, very hard to
confine this to a few protected classes.

Finally, let me add just one more observation on
this same general point about the tendency to
expand this program to an unmanageable scale.
Even if, somehow, we are able to restrict this just to
special protected classes or victims of direct discrim-
ination, I still think it is hard to see how this could be
confined to a handful of occupations which are, let's
say, 70 percent female. I know that was the cutoff in
the AFSCME case in the State of Washington. But I
don't see the logic of that. It seems to me S an
occupation or a job category is as much as 35
percent women, it is very plausible to argue that that
is much more than in most other occupations. It's
n-'ich more than one would normally expect, and
that, in itself, is plausible evidence that there's an
overcrowding of women there that is beating down
the average wage. And so, even though only 35
percent of the present holders of this job are women,
still these people are having their wages depressed
by the residual effects of sex discrimination. It seems
to me that that kind of argument can be applied to a
very, very large portion of employment situations in
this country.

So, the first general problem in implementation is
going to be confining the scale of this, and I really
don't see how that's going to be done.

The second very large general problem is reduc-
ing this to a couple of clear objectives. The great
thing about the market is that it has no clear
objectives of its own. It's just the overall result from
lots of people making their own arrangements. But
government programs have to have objectives. If
you're setting up a government program, you better
have a reason; you better have a goal. Now, what is
the goal here? It seems to me there are several
different goals. They are likely to be in conflict, and
most disturbing is that one can predict, given the
experience of other regulatory programs in this field
and regulatory programs in general, when you have
contradictory objectives, each of which is rather
appealing, each of which has its own constituency,
government agencies are very reluctant to choose.
They don't come down on one side or the other.

They try to compromise; they try to preserve their
maneuvering room. The result, very often, is that
they achieve none of the possible objectives because
they can't choose between them.

Stop and think about what the objectives here are.
Is the objective here to establish a fair process for
deciding on people's wages for everybody, or is it to
raise the wages of women? I think, just on the basis
of statements we've heard here in the last day and
one-half, one could argue it i '-er way. If you think
about what is going to happv. .1 real life, there will
be a lot of pressure from peopit. who are not in the
protected classes to say, "Look, this has got to be
done fairly. You've got to have procedures which I
can accept, which properly rate my wage." On the
other hand, of course, going to be a lot of
pressure from women's groups and other groups to
have criteria and have a system which will ensure
that women do get more money. So, there will be
that kind of pressure. Do you settle on some kind of
general, fair procedure, or do you have a real result-
oriented approach which will always help women?

MOIVON. f`r, I think there are bound to be conflicts
between minorities and women. People speak about
them as if they have exactly the same interest. I
don't see why that should be so, or at least why that
should always be so. A lot of criteria that might be
favorable to womenthat is, pay criteria such as
years of education or educational credentialsif you
took these seriously, you might indeed raise the pay
of nurses. But, on the other hand, you might depress
or at least relatively depress the pay of carpenters,
tree trimmers, and other blue-collar workers. And
many of these blue-collar workers may be minori-
ties. So, there will be that kind of tension, and in
particular cases against particular firms, you can see
tremendous cross pressures being built up.

Finally, another really important contradiction
here is between increasing wages as against increas-
ing job security, or at least preserving job security.
If the immediate or foreseeable effect of a big wage
increase is to force an employer to lay off half of his
nurses or school teachers or whatever this female-
dominated occupation is, I think you'll find that a lot
of women will not want to see this happen, and there
will be cross pressures on the enforcing agency.
Should it disregard the employment effect, or should
it give a lot of attention to that and, therefore,
reduce its ambitions for pay increases? I think one
could think of lots of other examples of areas in
which there will be quite contradictory policy
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pressures, and the enforcing agency will have a very
hard time in settling down to clear policy.

Without a clear policy you're going to have a
regulatory system which is not just esthetically
displeasing and looks a little bit confused, but which
really is going to be quite debilitated in many ways.
If you think about what a bureaucracy involves, you
have to have fairly clear standards which a lot of
people can process in a fairly routine way. And I
think this agency will face tremendous pressures not
to clarify and not to reduce it to a routine, to keep
things in a kind of muddle so they don't offend
different groups who would be offended by a clear
policy decision one way or the other. So, this is a
second general way in which I think this comparable
worth scheme would likely lead to a lot of difficulty;
that is, this whole general problem of reducing it to
clear policy.

I want to just quickly mention a third generic
problem with comparable worth regulation before
concluding. I think, in political terms, it's bound to
be very, very divisive. It seems to me that, built into
this, there's a potential for conflict between women
and minorities, and between blue-collar workers and
middle-class people. There are certain class tensions
here. One thing that's not been mentioned at all and,
I think, is very crucial to all of this, is that people
keep talking about women's wages as if women were
floating around out there all by themselves. A lot of
women are married. Indeed, a lot of men are
married. A lot of people care about their family
income much more than they care in the abstract
about the group to which one or another partner in a
marriage happens to be connected. I haven't tried to
study this. But it would not surprise me if, on
balance, even after raising the wages of so-called
pink-collar workers, women who are in rather low-
level jobs, the net effect of the comparable worth
scheme might still be to depress the earnings of
working-class families because it may well reduce
the wages of their husbands much more relatively
than it increases the wages of working-class women.
Whether that turns out to be true overall, I think
you really have to worry about the perception here
that this is helping middle-class women and middle-
class families and very much hurting working-class
families. So you have this problem of class conflict.

Finally, it seems to me that you're just going to
strengthen the perception among a lot of people that
the government is, indeed, as people said, engaging
in social engineering; that it's simply manipulating
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people; that civil rights really comes down to a
slogan used to cover a scramble for more on the part
of particular groups. On the other side, I think you
can have a lot of demoralizationyou want to warn
me about the time?

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Almost.
DR. RASKIN. Okay, just another minute. At the

same time, I think you can have a lot of bitterness
and demoralization on tht- part of comparable worth
advocates who, I O. nk, are bound to be disappoint-
ed with the results. Government is just not very
good at putting through large-scale changes in
society. People look at how much actual redistribu-
tion of income government ha:. achieved over the
past 40 years; rzople look at how much actual
progress there has beei in narrowing the gap
between average income of blacks compared with
whites; people look at all these things and usually
express a lot of dissatisfaction and say, "Oh, the
government hasn't done enough." Well, it's just hard
for the government ever to do enough. It doesn't
have enough hands and it doesn't have enough
fingers to really arrange the society in quite the way
that people might like. So, I think comparable worth
advocates ate bound to be disappointed, and that
will create an extra level of cynicism and dissension.
Add to this the bitterness of its opponents, and I
think you can see that the political atmosphere
behind this program is going to be very bad, indeed.

One thing I want to say in conclusion. I think
probably the worst thing about comparable worth
regulation is that, indeed, it is very easily identified
with social engineering. It does seem to identify civil
rights with government management of society to
achieve certain results instead of relating rights to
individual opportunity in a diverse and free society.
I'm not trying to be rhetorical. I genuinely think
there is something un-American about this vision of
government in a position to engineer society to
come out looking just the right way. I think it will
be demoralizing to people. In the most fundamental
way, I think it will be subversive of the whole idea
of rights, to get people accustomed to a government
which can interfere on quite this scale. So, I think
the experiment with comparable worth, if it is tried
on a large scale, is destined to fail spectacularly, but
also quite destructively.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you very much.
Secretary Marshall, welcome.
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Statement of Ray Marshall, Professor, Lyndon B.
Johnson School of Public Affairs, University of
Texas

Da. MARSHALL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I'm
pleased to be here. I'd like to commend the Commis-
sion for holding these hearings. I think this is an
extremely important subject. While I believe that
most of the arguments against the so-called "pay
equity" or "comparable worth" notion are over-
drawn, I think important issues are raised and those
need to be considered, and I think these consulta-
tions will do a great deal to help clarify the issues.
At least, I hope that's the case.

Let me make three preliminary observations
before I cummarize the remarks in the paper that
you have before you, which was prepared by Beth
Paulin and myself.

The first one is that while I'm not an attorney, I
agree with Winn Newman's conclusion that discrim-
ination in compensationwhich is what we're talk-
ing about hereis expressly prohibited by Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act and by Executive Order
11246. 1 also think it's important to point out, of
course, that compensation discrimination is not the
only form of discrimination, and all of the others are
also covered by this title.

The second point that I'd like to make is that a lot
of the reasons for the disagreements about this issue
relate to differences in conception about how the
market operates. I am a specialist in labor markets,
and I know that labor markets are not like the bean
market and they're not like the stock market; people
are not commodities, and the labor market works
very imperfectly. I've often observed that when
Adam Smith's invisible hand moves in the labor
market, it's all thumbs. It is not perfect. I think it's an
important institution and we ought to try to improve
it as much as we can. But it is not perfect and leaves
a lot of room for discretion. Wages are not deter-
mined by the automatic forces of demand and supply
or marginal productivity. It tends to operate impel-
feet! y.

Secondly, it seems to me to be extremely impor-
tant to distinguish between the internal labor market
and the external labor market. The internal Lbor
market is the market within a firm, say, within the
Federal Government, within the State of Washing-
ton. within General Motors, or within any particular
organization. The labor market operates even less
perfectly within a large organization. Within an
organization you get consideration of equity, cus-

tom, and tradition and not the operation of the
forces of demand and supply. That doesn't mean that
the forces of demand and supply are irrelevant to
that internal labor market. However, their relevance
is to what labor market specialists call "ports of
entry." That's where you go into the external market
to hire people. Another way to put the same thing is
that in every large organization, every job is not up
for bid and you don't go and look on a board like
you dO the stock market to see how much they're
going to pay you today bawd on fluctuations in the
forces of demand and supply. Workers are immobile.
There's an assumption in market analysis that people
will readily move. Well, it's costly to move. People
don't have perfect information and you get discrimi-
nation.

I think one of the problems with all the arguments
of "let the market do it" is that there is a great
intellectual leap in building a picture of an abstract
market and how it operates and then leaping to the
market that we have and saying this market is
perfect and, therefore, whatever it does should be
P.tr:' Toned and, therefore, we ought not to have any
intez.vention in that market. In fact, I haven't heard
an argument yet about nonintervention in the con-
nection with pay discrimination that we didn't have
in connection with discrimination against minorities
or anybody else. The basic argument of market
specialists was that if you had competition in the
market, you would eliminate all these forms of
discrimination. Now, those of us who believe in
intervention in the market believe interventions
which would interfere with a perfect market will
improve the market that we have. There shouldn't
be discrimination in the market, so interventions to
eliminate discrimination cause the real market to
operate like it's supposed to theoretically operate. I
believe that if you didn't have those market inter-
ventions, we would still have more segregated
seniority rosters and other forms of discrimination.
We had very tight labor markets during World War
II, but these markets stayed segregated within firms,
and you would still have the discrimination in
compensation and other matters without interven-
tion in the form of antidiscrimination legislation.

The third point that I would like to make is that
there seems to be a great deal of confusion in a lot of
the discussion about the effects of comparable
worth. Some of the arguments assume that we're
talking about the external labor market and that
we're talking about peopleindividuals and their
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characteristicsand that they get paid according to
those so-called human capital characteristics. That's
not what we're talking about. We're talking about
jobs and the pay that gets assigned to those jobs.
Now, you hope in the ! world there is some
correspondence betwr rharacteristics of the
people and the sk Sion, responsibility, and
working conditions, which are the points usually
used in job evaluation in order to assign values to
jobs. The point of this is that employersevery day,
every State government, Federal Governmentas-
sign different pay scales to different jobs. And they
don't do it by any kind of market quotation. There
are places where they have to go into the market at
those so-called ports of entry.

Now the main thrust of our paper is to examine
the arguments for and against comparable worth,
and just quickly summarize our main aixament.

The first argument is that wage differentials
between men and women are not based on discrimi-
nation, according to the critics, but merely reflect
demand and supply. As I've noted, the problem with
this argument is that it assumes a model of the labor
market which is very different from the way wages
are actually determined. The forces of demand and
supply are important, but they function very imper-
fectly, leaving room for discretion, that is, tbr
discrimination. Few would argue that discrimination
is the only reason for the pay gap. But few objective
analysts could argue that there is no discrimination
in the labor market against women or minorities or
others that are in the classes who tend to be
discriminated against. Numerous efforts to account
for the pay gap by a variety of techniques usually
leave a sizable residual that cannot be accounted for
by so-called human capital factors.

However, several points should be made about
these generally economy-wide studies. The first is
that equations cannot prove discrimination or the
absence of it. They merely constitute one piece of
evidence to be used in arguments over whether or
not discrimination exists. It seems to tie that an
extremely important point is that you cannot, in the
abstract, tell us whether discrimination exists in a
particular organization or firm. You have to present
the evidence on all sides, and then somebody has to
make the determination. Comparable worth, as I've
mentioned, relates to specific jobs in particular
enterprk es. Of course, employers use job evaluation
techniques to assign values to jobs in different
classifications. I was an arbitrator for 20 years and
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examined these techniques all the time in wage
classification cases. The courts have done it. It was
done during World War II. In fact, employers are
the ones who insisted that you use job evaluation
techniques in order to bring some order into the
internal labor market. Of course, job evaluation
techniques are not precise. They are inherently
judgmental. But so are all compensation systems.
There are few, if any, perfect markets for labor, or
even markets like the stock and commodity markets.
As noted, this is particularly true in the internal
labor market and also particularly true for govern-
ment.

Again, however, these job evaluation techniques
leave latitude for discretion. We're persuaded,
though, that most job evaluation techniques show a
pay gap between predominantly male and female
jobs which probably understates the margin for
discrimination because they use factors which are
more likely to predomidate in men's jobs or which
are more common among men than women. Indeed,
sex bias in jvb evaluation techniques is a proper
concern for any antidiscrimination agency. If it is
assumed, as we do, that there is discrimination in the
external labor market, then importing that bias into
the internal labor market through wage surveys is no
defense against discrimination. This is particularly
true for government. Governments typically claim
to assign wage rates to jobs on the basis of wage
surveys from the external marketthough I must
say the governments rarely use those surveys to
exactly determine wages, which is what we found in
the Washington State case.

Secondly, it is sometimes argued that comparable
worth is like attempting to return to the obsolete,
medieval concept of the just price. The trouble with
this argument is just price or equity still plays an
important role in wage determination in internal
labor markets, especially in government employ-
ment. Governments typically make surveys, but do
not translate the results into wage changes, arguing
that such survey results are too high or too low
which is ali equity and not a market !dim Similarly,
most organizations seek to preserve hierarchies of
wage payments based on status considerations as
when it is determined that Federal employees should
not be paid more than Cabinet officers, the Presi-
dent, or Members of Congress; that State employees
should not be paid more than their supervisors or the
Governor, that wages in one occupation should
retain established relationships to other occupations
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in order to prevent morale problems; or that no
wage should be cut, regardless of survey results.
These are perfectly valid considerations for wage
and salary administration, but they are not automatic
consequences of the forces of demand and supply.
Unfortunately, these traditional job hierarchies also
contain the consequences of traditional attitudes
about men's jobs and women's jobs.

This background makes it possible to deal more
quickly with typical arguments against discrimina-
tion in compensation or comparable worth. First,
there is the argument that the wage gap is due to
things other than discrimination. We completely
agree. But most studies leave a residual unexplained
by other things, which suggests a latitude for
discrimination.

The second argument is that comparable worth
would require the government to force employers to
pay equal wages for unequal work. A variant of this
argument is that comparable worth would lead to
government wage fixing. The government would
not force the employers to do anything, except not
to discriminate in whatever compensation system
the organization uses. That should be the objective
of any discrimination legislation, to see to it that
people are not discriminated against for things
unrelated to their merit and productivity. The
government would not fix wages, though courts
might order specific wages where discrimination
had teen proved after trial.

The third argument is that the acceptance of the
comparable worth principle would be very disrup-
tive and expensive. Our response is, "Who knows?"
Since you have to look at each one of these cases on
its own merit, it would depend on the evidence in
each case. Some critics assume comparable means
the elimination of wage differentials between men
and women. This is absurd. Not many argue that all
of the pay differential is based on discrimination.
Moreover, the critics frequently assume that what is
contemplated in antidiscrimination programs for
compensation is that you're trying to cause some-
body to be paid more than they are worth. That's
not the issue. The issue is to cause people to be paid
what they are worth and not less than they are
worth because of discrimination.

Most of the arguments about disruption start from
the assumption that there is no discrimination in the
market, that the markets establish the best wage
which is nondiscriminatory, and that any interfer-
ence with that will cause great disruption. If you'll

start from the supposition that there is discrimina-
tion, that people are not paid what they're worth to
that employer in whatever job evaluation system
that employer uses, then you do not disrupt the
market by causing people to be paid what they're
worthyou improve the market. I think it's great
that if you increase the wages in some jobs, you
would get more men applying for those jobs. That,
after al., is the objective, to be neutral with respect
to sex. As noted, however, the evidence of discrimi-
nation in compensation must be judged in each case.
If much discrimination in pay can be demonstrated
to the satisfaction of the courts or administrative
nencies, there could be some disruption. But that is
the price for correcting serious problems of discrimi-
nation. If the critics of comparable worth are correct
and discrimination cannot be demonstrated, there
will not be much disruption.

We have noted, however, that the theoretical and
general arguments used by most of the critics prove
nothing. If you assume perfectly competitive labor
markets and equilibrium conditions, then any inter-
vention would be disruptive. It also should be noted
that most critics of comparable worth assume
discrimination to be mainly a specific overt act of
discrimination and ignore the institutional patterns,
which they assume not to be the concern of public
policy. I believe that these institutional patterns are
extremely important and should be a subject of
national policy.

In conclusion, therefore, whether or not there is
discrimination in wage payment is to be determined
on the basis of the facts in each case. A remedy for
pay discrimination does not require that wages be
equal for men and women, only that the jobs be
valued on a nondiscriminatory basis. This does not
lead to central planning or government wage fixing
anymore than passage of the Civil Rights Act led to
central wage fixing by the Federal Government.
The government does not have to fix wages in order
to eliminate discrimination. It is true that compara-
ble worth is based on some elements of just price or
equity. But in the absence of auctions for labor, a
sizable equity element is inevitable in labor markets.
Similarly, job evaluation is not precise. It is inherent-
ly judgmental. But it is an established technique in
comparable worth cases that would involve no more
judgment than ordinarily is involved in wage and
salary administration. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you
Commissioner Berry, you have a question?
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COMMISSIONER BERRY. Excuse me. I was trying
to wait until you finished your testimony, Dr.
Marshall, because I wanted to hear all of the
testimony. But I'm supposed to catch a plane in
about 10 minutes. I don't know if I'll make it.

It seemed to me in reading Dr. O'Neill's paper
which I read while we were sitting hereand
reading the other papers and listening to you, that
even if everything that Dr. O'Neill said were true
assuming it were truethat women are in certain
occupations because they want to and even if
what Mr. Rabkin said about opening the floodgates
is true and you have all these horribles that will
occur to the whole world; even if that's all true,
would that mean that we should not enforce Title
VIPs prolV.cition against sex-based wage liscrimina-
tion? I mean, I guess I should ask Dr. O'Neill or Mr.
Rabkin instead of you, Dr. Marshall.

Would you say, Dr. O'Neill, that even if every-
thing you say is true, does it mean that we should
not enforce Title VII's prohibition against sex-based
wage discrimination, which is what I understand
Mr. Newman, Ms. Grunt, and other people who
advocate pay equity insist upon?

DR. O'NEILL. I don't think that I said anywhere
that I thought that there was no discrimination, or
that the ordinary workings of Title VII should be
abolished. I think I indicated that they should not
beand I even indicated in the paper where I think
there conceivably might be problems. I think that
the problems are probably improved as more women
are in the labor market. Some discriminatory situa-
tions have improved for women. But they are more
in the order of women not having access to training
programs, promotions, or to situations of that sort.
The problem is: How do you define wage cliscritlii-
nation? How do you know when there is wage
discrimination? If two people are doing the same job
in the same firm, I think it'seven then there may
always be some measurement problem of what is
actually the same work. But when you start jumping
across occupations, how do you know what is
discrimination and what is not? I really don't think
anyone knows the answer to that. That's the trouble.
Ray Marshall says that people's occupations should
be paid what they're worth. But what is it that
they're worth and by whose standard, and how are
we going to know what that is?

COMMISSIONER BERRY. As I understood Dr.
Marshall, he said the standard was with the employ-
er, in his own evaluation process, whatever that was.
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That's what he said, at least, and that's what others
are saying.

DR. O'NEILL. The employer, presumably, is doing
what he thinks isis paying what he thinks he needs
to pay to get the right number of workers in the jobs
that he needs. My own view of job evaluations, a lot
of them are purely cosmetic. They're done to sort of
arrange a certain amount of order and sometimes
they'll smooth over discrepancies and try to arrange
patterns in large firms where there doesn't seem to
be an occupation that exists in the market and then
they try to find something. But these are close. They
don't tryI don't think they abstractly, without
reference to supply and demand, sit down and say,
"Well, to me, a secretary is worth this much and the
electrician is worth that much," and try to compare
them. That's where there's a problem. I think he or
she would say, "I'll pay as little as I can for
secretaries and nurses to

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Don't we have a right
toif the employer insists on using job evaluation
techniques in every other setting and if they in-
sistedas Dr. Marshall and Mr. -+Iewman said
earlieron using job evaluations themselves at the
time the Equal Pay Act was up. And, in every other
setting, don't we have a right to look at what the
employer himself sayshimself or herself

DR. RABKIN. Could I respond to that? I think,
with all respect to what Dr. Marshall said, it was
extremely misleading. We heard a lot of testimony
yesterday from people who were familiar with the
way these systems work. They were saying that
these systems can be manipulated; that is, the
evaluation systems can be manipulated to give you
any result that you want. I think any sensible
employer is naturally going to manipulate his system
in order to show that his status quo is absolutely
just" as it is. Now, it's inconceivable to me that

you're going to set up a regulatory program, but not
allow the regulators to question how this employer's
own system was operated. Because otherwise, it'll be
just a complete charade; it'll be silly. So the
regulators will have to have some authority to go in
there and say, "Excuse me, Mr. Employer, why did
you evaluate it in these terms? How does it happen
that this status quo is perfectly justified under your
system? You must have rigged your rating some-
how; let's go over that now." That's one way in
which I think it's not going to be left to the
employer.



The second thing. you were ju :1 saying, Commis-
sioner Berry, "Well, after all, the employers chose to
do this." Some employers now are choosing to do it.
But you cannot imagine this system wurking with-
out everyone being required to do it because, surely,
you are not going to say that somebody who has the
misfortune to work for an employer who doesn't
choose to do this rating at present is out of luck and
cannot make the case. Surely, you're going to
require everyone to do this rating, and then you're
going to start giving instruction., to these people as
to how it must be done.

DR. MARSHALL.. No, you not going to do that.
CHAIRMAN .PENDLETON. Maybe Dr Marshall

would like to respond to your question.
DR. MARSHALL. Every employer has some sys-

temevery large employer has some system besides
the market because they don't go every morning,
look on the bulletin board, see what they're going to
pay people, and then stay with the quotation for
people that day. There is no marketfor example,
take the military analogy. There is no market for
majors. You go into the market and get lieutenants
and privates. Therefore, the wage structures are not
determined by the automatic forces of demand and
supplythe market is not irrelevant to what you
pay. because you try to keep some relationship
between what you have to pay to get lieutenants and
retain them and what you pay majors. But you've
got a lot of discretion. There's no well -organized
market to cause that to be the case. How do you
decide how much you're going to pay people within
the Federal Government? You certainly don't go
into the market or to any other governmental
organization and get a quotation on peoplc. There's
no such market.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Dr. Marshall, I was
suggesting to you, though, that perhaps in your
description of the external market, there is a list for
today. I've been by many street corners

DR. MARSHALL. In some markets, yes. That's
right.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. in this country where
men are waiting to go to work, and they hire on
with the person that pays the salary for the day and
gives them a legitimate way to earn some income. Of
course, that's off the books, but it does seem to me
like what we're talking about. That does not consid-
er that market at all and there are factors outside
of

DR. MARSHALL. I would consider those markets.
That's what I call the external market.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. But wouldn't you agree
somehow with your description ofyou don't put a
list up on the wall about jobs today and those men
standing on that corner

DR. MARSHALL. What I say is that most jobs in
most large internal labor markets are not done by
auction. They are done by contract for some period
of time. You ,Ittgotiate a contract and

CHAIRMAN FENDLETON. You mean the internal
market. I'm talking about the external market.

DR. MARSHALL. That's right.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Would you say in this

respect that what you're talking about now and
'hat we're talki.tg in these 2 days here really

includes the interns.: market?
DR. MARSHALL. Mainly the internal market.

Absolutely.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. And not the external

market.
DR. MARSHALL. Absolutely. Mainly the internal

labor market because what we're talking about is:
How much do you pay that job? What pay rate do
you assign to that job? Every large employer has
some technique to assign wages to jobs. Now, you
dor 't require a job evaluation to do that. It seems to
me that the proper role of the government is to
simply say that whatever that technique is, it ought
not to discriminate.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. In the private market,
too?

DR. MARSHALL. Yes, private market as well.
Because that's illegal under Title VII

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Mr. Chairman, can I make
this one last comment before I go?

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. You said you had one
question.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Yes, it was just a com-
ment.

I found it very disturbing, if I understood Ms.
O'Neill and Mr. Rabkin correctly, that an employer
would have an evaluation system, himself or herself,
in this firm, and then when there is a lawsuit or
complaint filed or something, the employer would
say, "Hey, wait a minute. I only did that because it
was cosmetic and I wanted people to think I had a
system and the system is not really valid." That was
the impression I got. Because I thought after Dr.
Bellak's testimony, Hay Associates, and all the rest
of the discussion about it, that this was athe
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employers did this because they thought it was
reasonable in their firm; it was done on a voluntary
basis and they set these procedures up and they
followed them. Now I'm losing confidence in them.

DR. RASKIN. What they're saying is just that,
"We have this for advisory purposcs and we do not
take as a binding requirement everything that we get
;Is a matter of advice; we don't necessarily agree to
live up to every word in every possible context."
That seems to me perfectly reasonable.

Let me add one other thing before you leave. I
was very anxious to answer the initial question you
started with. You asked us something to this effect:
"If it is discrimination, why shouldn't we go after
it?" Well, there's been a lot of talk about discrimina-
tion, and I just would like to throw out another
word which I think is important for us to consider
and that is tyranny. Discrimination is a bad thing.
Tyranny is also a bad thing. And a lot of times when
you're posing the question of why don't we pursue
discrimination down to this extent or to this little
nook and cranny or that detail, the answer isand I
think it's a perfectly respectable and quite important
answer which we shouldn't forgetthe answer is, it
would be tyrannical to try to do that. There are lots
of aspects of personal behavior which some people
in this room and I, myself, might think are really
bad. If you use an epithet to somebody who has a
personal handicap, that's probably a nasty thing to
do and it might well be considered discrimination
against the handicapped, but we don't want the
government making sure that nobody says a bad
word to somebody with a handicap.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Mr. Rabkin, I was talking
about discrimination under Title VII.

DR. RASKIN. I understand. But my
COMMISSIONER BERRY. And I was talking about

Federal laws --
DR. RASKIN. But my
COMMISSIONER BERRY. tyranny of discrimina-

tion. How do you
th'. RASKIN. And the reason I say this is that it

seems to me that in order to set wages in a way
which you will accept as nondiscriminatory, I think
you have to interveneI mean "you" generically.

COMMISSIONER BERRY. Thank you.
DR. RASKIN. "You" in the sense of "one." I'm

sorry. Whoever it is in the government
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. We'd like to move on

with-
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COMMISSIONER BERRY. I appreciate that, Mr.
Chairman.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Thank you for leaving
us in such spirited

I do see sonic people leaving and I would like to
say at this time that if there's any question in
people's minds about the balanced approaches this
Commission brings to the public information, I think
we've had quite a balanced presentation in these last
2 days on both sides of this issue. I'd like to take the
time in front of the audience to thank Ms. Chavez
and the staff and particularly Michael McGoings,
the Assistant General Counsel who headed the team
to put this consultationand Mr. McGoings is down
here in front. I would not like for you to leave here
without knowing that there are people who do
things and that I am, for one, happy that we were
able to present such a balanced presentation on this
issue, and I'm certain you'll all be looking forward
to the record as it comes out. We have a couple
more people with questions. I do know we have the
General Counsel, and Mr. Abram would like to ask a
couple questions. If the Chair can find some space,
there are a couple of questions that I want to raise at
some point.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Mr. Secretary, I cer-
tainly agree with you that there are many interven-
tions in the economic system by the government,
interventions which I think are commonly accepted
as being in the public interest and, anyway, whether
they are or not, they're part of the fabric of our
society and our social policy. But I would like to
challenge you with a proposition that all interven-
tionsbecause some are all right does not mean that
all interventions are, and I know you would not
contend so. But I would like to focus on the degree
of intervention which I foresee looms above us in
this possible application of comparable worth as a
measure of reducing discrimination. Let me give you
an illustration from industry.

I knowand you know so much betterthat the
ILOWU has a large number of machine operators
who are paid very low wages and they do very
important services. They sew the garments that me
of the ladies here, I hope, are wearing with trade
union labels. There also is a furrier's union, which is
ahnint entirely, I believe, male. They sew garments,
though heavier and much more costly. The ILOWU
women who sew women's garments are performing
a function very similar to the furriers and, I would
suggest, maybe comparable, except in the respect
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that the garment commands a much higher price
when it's a mink coat and, therefore, the wages are
very much higher.

Now, I believe, as you do, that the entry of
women into the furrier's union, or the trade, if it's
unorganized, ought to be something that the law
regulates, that is, at least prohibits discrimination
against individuals who qualify from entering into
that occupation, and I suspect maybe there are
barriers to it that perhaps ought to be knocked
down. They're already illegal; are they not?

DR. MARSHALL. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. All right. Now, I

wouldbeyond that intervention, the intervention
of the government to prevent the women's entrance
into the tradeI would have a great deal of
difficultyand I wonder if you wouldwith a
finding that if you had a conglomerate that had a
factor that did both, ladies' garments and fur coats,
that because there are comparable skintand really
they are, except for the weight of the merchandise
that you have got to pay the woman who sews a
blouse what you pay a man who sews a mink skin.

DR. MARSHALL. I don't think any job evaluation
system would equate those jobs.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I can't believe you on
that, sir. I'm sorry.

DR. MARSHALL. 1 think that most of these job
evaluation systems

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Well, you're an expert.
But let me go further. The result, however, of what
I fear would be that blouses would have to necessar-
ily cost eventually what fur coats cost, or approxi-
mately, leaving out the materia;s involved, which
means that from the intrusion of the concept of
comparable worth as a fight against discrimination,
you have skewed the entire market with respect to
women's garments. Now this is what I'm afraid of.

Now you say to me, "Sir, how do we know these
things, these baleful results, are going to happen?'
You asked that question. You speculated that we are
seeing specters and ghosts where there are none.
May I suggest to you, sir, that you find out too late.
Let me give you two illustrations which you may
know about.

One is, we cannotI'm told, I just askedwe
cannot give a typing test to an employee of the Civil
Rights Commission because, under Title VII, con-
sent decrees, and government consent and intrusion,
we have gotten to the point that the 116 entry-level
jobs in the Federal Civil Service can no longer be

subject to an examination. Speaking to you sir, from
my own native Stateyou come from one in the
region, though Lyndon Johnson used to say it's
Westernat the University of Georgia, of which
I'm a graduate, recently the Department of Educa-
tion decreed that the Regents examination, as a
condition for graduation from the university sys-
temwhich was a 10th grade reading comprehen-
sion examinationcould no longer be given because
of disparate impact. Therefore, I'm a little skeptical
about your assurances because I know the drive
between equality in results is a powerful engine,
particularly in the hands of strident political forces.

DR. MARSHALL. You're arguing against what
we've got now, not against comparable worth.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I'm not. I'm just argu-
ing against the extension of it into the labor market
to the point, sir, that blouses will cost as much as fur
coats; and I tell you that history supports me rather
than your optimisim.

DR. MARSHALL. Well, maybe. I think you can
have abuses of any system, and I think there have
been abuses

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. We've got those now.
DR. MARSHALL. That's right. This is not going to

add to it. It seems to me that the remedy is to correct
the abuses, not to do away with the basic objective.
I'm not concerned about outcomes. I'm concerned
about means. I'm concerned about you taking
techniques that will be discriminatory. It seems to
me, though, from my study of this situation, that our
courts, as well as our administrative agencies, have
really leaned over backwards to protect due process,
protect

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. That's not due process.
DR. MARSHALL. Well, now that's a different

situation. When they have found discrimination and
proved in a court of law with all the rules of
evidence, then the court can take action to correct
that discrimination. My view is that, unless we're
going to repeal the Civil Rights Act and do away
with the Executive order, that we will already get
courts having to intervene in these situations. And
what I hope would happen is what did happen when
the Civil Rights Act got passed in 1964and
documented this pretty thoroughly in your State of
Georgia as well as other Statesand that is a lot of
employers immediately conformed with the law
because it was the law. It gave them an excuse to do
what they should have been doing anyway, that is,
not discriminating.
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Now, I believe that you cannot permit discrimina-
tion in compensation. Forget about the term "com-
parable worth." You cannot say, it seems to me, that
the only defense is people who are doing identical
jobs; you invite discrimination with that rule. You
invite employers to say, "All right, I'll differentiate
them a little bit and then I'll put people that I'm
going to discriminate against in the one I've differen-
tiated. They're no longer identical jobs and therefore
not covered." That's the reason that the Court ruled
the way it did in Gunther and the reason that I think,
as the Washington State case goes to the Supreme
Court, you're likely to get that kind of ruling in it.
Now, it seems to be quite different from most of Vie
horror stories I hear about like the one you recite- -

%/to,. CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Sir, these arethis is
pervasive throughout the entire Federal Civil Ser-
vice. It covers 116 entry-level jobs, and the Carter
administration entered into this as a consent decree.

DR. MARSHALL. Because the court found
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Oh no, the courts didn't

find anything.
DR. MARSHALL. Well, they entered into a consent

decree for whatever reason.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. The court did not find

anything.
DR. MARSHALL. But they had a court case that

was filed.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. But it was done by

administrators who have your general attitude about
the question, if I may say so.

DR. MARSHALL. Well, I administered that law,
11246, and I think we did a fair amount to improve
the administration of it. This was an internal thing

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Let me ask you this, sir.
I'd really like toyou have great experience and
great learning and I'd like to ask you this. Have you
not testifiedI'm sure you haveas an expert
witness in various labor arbitration cases"

DR. MARSHALL. I WaS an arbitrator.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Right. And you've

heard experts.
DR. MARSHALL. Sure.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Have you ever seen a

claim that didn't have two or three fine experts
swearing against each other?

DR. MARSHALL. Absolutely. That's the reason
that I believe in our adversarial process.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. What I'm saying is that
you'll find plenty of experts who will say that furrier
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seamstress or seamster, if that's what he's called, is
doing comparable work to the woman?

DR. MARSHALL. I'm not sure of that. I don't know
the occupation. But I would doubt it. I would doubt
it partly because the material you work with is part
of the responsibility that you get points for in any
job evaluation system. And, if you're working with a
very expensive material, then you're not going to
give the same weight to that. Take welding. Weld-
ing is a common occupation. But there's a vast
difference of just welding high-pressure tanks than
just welding pipe on a construction job. There is
great variation, and responsibility is one of the
factors that anybody will take into consideration in
any job evaluation system.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I know others want to
ask a question, so I appreciate your answer.

May I turn to Ms. Grune just a minute, Mr.
Chairman? I want to ask her one question.

Ms. Grune, I gather from you that you believe
that the obliteration of all discrimination, by which I
gather you really mean equality of result, is of
overriding value in the society; that it is so abomina-
ble and contemptibleand I agree it isbut it is so
much so in your judgment that the obliteration of
every vestige of it is worthy of all of our attention
and concentrated effort. Do you feel that way?

Ms. GRUNE. In the paper you read, I was
addressing one specialized type of discrimination

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. You had that attitude.
Ms. GRUNE. sex-based wage discrimination

among comparable jobs. Regardless of whatever my
personal feelings may be, it is required by law that
this type of discrimination be eliminated.

VICE CHAIRMAN ARRAN.. Let me now put this
question to you. Would you dispute the fact that a
female domestic, often a minority, has incalculable
worth to the professional working wife?

Ms. GRUNE. Would I dispute that?
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Yes.
Ms. GRUNE. No.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Should, therefore, that

domestic be compensated regardless of market sup-
ply, or education, as much as she is worth as
measured by the value of the professional working
woman had she remained at home? In other words,
should she have your salary?

Ms. GRUNE. Well, first of all, when we talk about
the pay equity principle, we would apply it to a
wage labor situation where there are multiple
occupants of more than one given position in a
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workplace and where one person or group of people
is being discriminated against relative to others. So
the type of situation you're talking about where you
have one woman working in one household is not
the type of situation that this principle usually
reaches. The principle can be applied to the prob-
lems of maids in hotels, janitors in universities, or
laundry workers.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Just is just. Why don't
you take this as a hypothetical? Why don't you take
it out of the context of industry and put it in a home
and in a single employee-employer relationship?
This is a just principle of a principle for justice.

MS. GRUNE. I'm trying to describe the pay equity
principle as it's been used.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Okay.
DR. MARSHALL. By definition, Mr. Commission-

er, if you only had one person, you couldn't get
discrimination within the organization.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I understand that. But
the element of justice, the ethic is the same.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Mr. Rabkin, just a ques-
tion or two. Would you say thatwhat I hear you
statingthat equal pay for jobs of comparable
worth is a radical or revolutionary concept in your
estimation? If that's the case, wouldn't you also
sayand this is based on job discrimination now
that job demands by their very nature are often
inequitable and discriminatory and that if we do
what is being advanced by proponents of compara-
ble worth, this could run really counter to and do
devastating harm to the country's free enterprise
system?

DR. RASKIN. Well, I'm not an economist. I do
take seriously the possibility that this could have
very serious and destructive economic conse-
quences. But I am much more concerned about the
noneconomic consequences. I just think it will drive
people crazy. I think it will really upset people and it
will make people think that anything can happen
now. I mean, the government just manipulates
people in all kinds of ways, and I think it's
demoralizing to people to have to live with that, and
I mean that seriously. People are laughing as if it's a
joke. But people get used to being manipulated ill
that way in this country, and I don't think it's funny.
I think it's ver demoralizing. You cannot have a
free society if people just come to take more and
more for granted that, well, what we do is up for
grabs, and if the government wants to rearrange it
this way or that way, that's fine because, after all

we're just kind of fodder for the government. I think
that is really a serious concern, even if it sounds to
you rather rhetorical.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Just one other point.
From wh.-! you say about it driving people crazy, if
it drives people crazy, will it eliminate discrimina-
tion as we know it in this country, or will it create
more?

DR. RASKIN. One of the things I said in the
paperand I think it b a point worth emphasizing
is that you can drive people crazy and you can cause
a lot of disruption without achieving your objective.
I think there are many examples of that in our
experience from civil rights regulations. There are a
lot of cities that have had extremely controversial
busing programs which have gotten lots of people
upset and sometimes even provoked violence, and
yet, when the dust settled, they didn't have more
integration; they had less.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. My final point for any-
body on the panel is: Would any of you consider this
to be what I call reparations for middle-class white
women, which will leave people uneducated and
essentially unschooled at the college level? Is this
kind of a financial quota system for people compara-
ble to some other kind of quota system?

DR. RASKIN. I believe that's what it is
DR. MARSHALL. Well, I don't think that at all. It

seems to me that all you're really doing is saying
whether you ought to be able to discriminate against
people in their pay. Therefore, if you abolish
discriminationand I think society ought tothe
only other assumption is that there ought not to be
any intervention at all.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. In this case, I've heard
talk these 2 days about minorities and women. The
only people in the Civil Rights Act of 1983 that we
have to study and be concerned about are the white
males who are eastern and southern Europeans of
native descent. They say they cannot get a job
because of affirmative action. Many people don't
know that's in the law. But I just want to let you
know that that is in the law and the only group we
have to study are white males of a certain group or
-thnie. '%7 ,," this comparable worth situation
apply r.

DR. MAasnA L V pay discrimination might
because they could be di*.ci 'Ho tgainst in their
pay. That's the issue here.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Not just minorities and
women where you're saying that-
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DR. MARSHA! I . No, no. I thought you were
talking about. say, men who could argue that they
had been discriminated against.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. These men say they are
being discriminated against because we have a
discriminatory regulation called affirmative action.
What I'm talking about is what they define as direct
discrimination. Now if that is the case, how is the
comparable worth issue contaminated by it, or is it
contaminated?

DR. MARSHALL. 1 don't think it is at all. First, I
think the argument is not correct.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I'm not saying that the
argument is right. I'm saying they're the only ones in
the law that we have to study, and if the Commis-
sion deals with this issue, how do you suggest we
deal with that group?

DR. RABKIN. I think it would be very easy for
people in that category to come forward and say
thatwell, for example, we've heard a lot of people
in the last day and a half say that, "You know, if
employers wouldn't be so obstinate, if they would
voluntarily do comparable worth assessments, then
it would be a lot cheaper." So, perhaps a lot of
employers will voluntarily do this as a kind of good-
guy affirmative action gesture. I think it would be
perfectly reasonable for a group like this to then turn
around and say, "Our wages have been relatively
depressed or perhaps even actually depressed be-
cause of discrimination on behalf of women." I think
that would be a perfectly actionable case. I don't
know whether they'll win, but they could certain-
ly

DR. MARSHALL. We got the Webber case, which
was by a white person.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Well, you know what
that was.

DR. MARSHALL. I do know.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Ramirez?
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I feel the need to

clarify in my own mind whether I understood
anything that happened in the last 2 days or not. I
think the best way for me to try to clarify that is to
go back to the furriers and the blouse seamstresses.

In the case of the furriers and the seamstresses, if
there was the determination that, indeed, when
we're talking about the same level of skills, differ-
ences in responsibility, andlet's assume that the
responsibility was the same, let's assume that all of
the Hay scale points come out the same. Under pay
equity discrimination principles, would you not have
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to go the next step and determine whether the
differences were due to market variables, that is, that
there are more or less people who can do furs as
opposed to doing blouses. If you could ascertain that
the difference in salary was not the fact that one
group were women and the other group were men,
but that, in fact, there were market factors that were
not related to the sex or the race of the employee,
would you then not have a pay discrimination?

DR. MARSHALL. You might not. If you found that
there was no discrimination in the market, then what
I think you would have to argue, as we did in the
Washington State case, that either they said they used
the market and didn't, or they preserved the internal
wage structure which they knew was discriminato-
ry; it had been established and perpetuated. When
asked the question, "Given this structure which you
know was discriminatory and overtly discriminatory
in its inception, if there's a conflict between what
those people get paid in the market according to the
survey and what the internal structure dictates,
which do you user' They said, "You use the internal
structure, not the market." Well, that evidence
suggests that the market argument leaves something
to be desired. You can't say that, "We don't
discriminate; we pay the market"; and then you
show considerable difference between what you pay
and what your own survey says you ought to pay.

Now, my main point is this. You cannot determine
this issue in the abstract. It has to be determined by
adjudication in each case if there is a charge of
discrimination. It seems to me that about all the
statistical evidence can do is what the Supreme
Court suggests is to make a prima facie case. It
doesn't prove anything.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. Let me just ascertain
one thing. There is a place for market consider-
ation

DR. MARSHALL. Oh, absolutely.
DR. RABKIN. Not absolutely. I don't know how

Secretary Marshall can say that. I think that's a very
open question.

DR. MARsaiAu.. You don't believe you ought to
have a market?

DR. RABKIN. I believe that lots of different people
have different approaches to this I don't accept that
Secretary Marshall is the definitive word on it.

DR. MARSHALL. I don't either. I agree with that.
An informed word, but not definitive.

DR. 1L4RON. People said here earlier and, indeed,
Secretary Marshall said that sometimes the market
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can be discriminatory Now once you've said that
the market can be discriminat.try, that seems to me
to undermine. if not altogether eliminate, the market
defense which you are now invoking. I don't know
really how you show that "the mark( liscrimina-
tory." I don't really understand w .fiat means.
That, to me, could mean almost anything, and
although I think Secretary Marshall does undoubt-
edly mean something moderate and reasonable and
controlled, again, I think that the record is that we
just have no reason at all to assume that something
which reasonable people set out in a reasonable way
will be a part

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Do you believe that
there is discrimination in the society?

DR. RARKIN. I believe the term discrimination is
so elastic that it can be stretched to cover almost
anything and therefore

DR. MARSHA! I . And therefore, we ought not to
intervene.

DR. RARKIN. Therefore, we ought to be very,
very careful about what we do.

DR. MARSHALL. I agree with that.
COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I don't know where

you're from or where you grew up. I grew up in the
same State Secretary Marshall did. Let me just say
that the practice, i'ne common understandingand
this is not an illusion and it's not abstractif you
went today and surveyed men over 50 in the State of
Texas and you asked themand they gave you an
honest answerabout whether they set wages for
women on the basis that the women were not heads
of households and, therefore, they did not need as
much moneyif the men gave you an honest
answerthe rate of response, that has been and is
today the basis for wage setting, would be over-
whelming. I don't think that any amount of theoriz-
ing or need for a legal description of discrimination
can negate the fact that, at least in that part of the
world where I come from, the practice of paying
women less because they were not heads of house-
holds has been very much a part of the marketplace.

DR. O'NEILL. But is this all women? Just in
women's occupations, or women who are lawyers,
any women?

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I said to you that if you
went to men in my State and you asked themand
thej answered honestlyas to whether they had set
wages for women on the basis that they were
women, the result would be overwhelming.

DR. O'NEILL. But that doesn't explain how wages
of women rise. Women's wages rise all the time;
they rise every year and they rise differently
depending on what the women did. I am sure that
what you're saying is truethat some men may say
this. I think they may be patting themselves on the
back and taking credit for something that, in a way,
they really have no control over; they may observe
women who are working and earning less and then
take credit.

COMMISSIONER RAMIREZ. I would suggest that
you ask men how they have set wages.

DR. RARKIN. I think you're somewhat misunder-
standing. I'm not saying that the market is perfectly
just. What I'm saying is to beware of open-ended
intervention which can be twisted to all sorts of
bizarre ends. Again, it is not adequate to say. "Well,
the people who are proposing this have good
intentions."

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Before we have to break
this up, I have two more questioners, Mr. Destro
and then Ms. Chavez. I'm sorry, we left out the
General Counsel, Mr. Disler.

COMMISSIONER DESI-RO. I just want to make an
observation here, one on the Chairman's comments
about southern and eastern Europeans. It's Ameri-
cans of southern and eastern European descent that
we're mandated to study, not white males of
southern and eastern European descent.

In any event, what intrigued me about Secretary
Marshall's comment about "That's kind of like
Webber," is that it exemplifies one of the things that
has frustrated me in my experience with national
origin discrimination litigation, other than Hispanics
or the other recognized national origins, and that's a
lack of data Unless you have the data, you can't
prove that there is any discrimination. What I've
been listening to over the last 2 days here is how to
find the data to prove the discrimination. One of the
things that I've been looking at, across the board, is
what inferences are raised by what data One of the
things that distressed me about your paper, Secre-
tary Marshall, is not so much the notion that there is
segregation, that there is a gap, or that there is
discrimination, but seeing it happen myself; I know
it's out there and I know that Commissioner Rami-
rez is quite correct when she says that there are
women who are treated differently simply because
they are women. It may not always be, because in
compensation it may well be that we don't send
women out to do those kinds of things. But the point
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that you make in your paper that is distressing is
where you are taking issue with the simple labor
market. You say, for example, "If discrimination is
only temporary, how is one to account for the
existence and longevity of occupational segregation
and the male-female earnings gap, and if discrimina-
tion is not the cause, ""-hat is?" That strikes me as the
first question. But this morning I asked Commission-
er Rothchild from Minnesota, "Have you eliminated
the gap now that you've instituted pay equity in
Minnesota?" She said, "No, there is still going to be
a gap, probably." Where do you stop with it? You
can still ask the same question and still have to keep
readjusting the system unless you finally make the
determination to close the gap. So how do you know
that you're going to close the gap?

DR. MARSHALL. You don't know. That's the
reason you take it on a case by case basis. You
present the evidence that you have. If you have
statistics in a case, you present that. If you don't, it's
always possible to fall back on logic and look at
testimony. I believe in our system. I'm trained as an
economist. I've always admired the legal profes-
sion's concept in rules of evidence. Economists think
they know the truth and, therefore, don't have to do
anything other than to use their techniques. It seems
to me that the approach that you have to use in these
contested cases where people argue that their rights
have been denied is '.o have some kind of tribunal to
make decisions. I think our courts have leaned over
backwards to protect due process, to require that
you present the evidence, and I think our commis-
sions have as well.

COMMISSIONER DES'rRO. I would agree with you
on that. I guess I need the proof that comparable
worth is a Title VII issue, especially as a lawyer who
has been involved in Title VII cases. One of the
things that intrigues meand I asked the two
lawyers who were on the panel this morningis that
in normal Tide VII cases, once you've raised your
prima facie case there is a presumption that discrimi-
nation is the cause in much the same way as you
were to presume it in your paper here. If the defense
is market defense and the presumption is that
discrimination takes place in the market and you
can't use the market defense, you may set up what
we lawyers call an irrebuttable presumption.

DR. MARSHALL. What I would argue is that it is
not necessarily presumed that there is discrimination
in the market. You can get evidence to make that
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determination. I presented one such set of evidence
in my paper.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. What about in female-
concentrated occupations like nurses? Because of the
concentration, segregation and gap are themselves
taken as the evidence of discrimination. As far as I'm
concernedif you can come up with a perfectly fair
way to adjudicate thismy only problem here is
how to deal with these presumptions.

DR. MARSHALL. Well, isn't this the same thing,
though, in dealing with any other case, a murder
case?

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. But you don't have the
same operation of presumption in those cases.

DR. MARSHALL. Well, the presumption is that the
State now has the responsibility to demonstrate that
you're guilty. Somebody has the burden of proof.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. That's right. Because in
the States you've got the burden of proving that
you're guilty. In a normal civil case, the plaintiff has
the responsibility in proving that the defendant is
guilty of the illegal or harmful act. The presumption
in most Title VII cases arises because it's the
employer who has the greatest access to informa-
tion. But from what I've been hearing in the last few
days, nobody quite has access to the information,
whether it's employee or employer, to find out how
to quantify the degree of segregation even in the
market, or in that business, or in the differential
between a nurse and a computer operator.

DR. MARSHALL. Well, as you know, a lot of times
Title VII cases are lost by plaintiffs. They're unable
to make their cases. A lot of EEOC cases are lost
because you're unable to present the evidence that
there was, in fact, discrimination in those cases.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. But these are cases
where you're inherently turning things on statistics.

DR. MARSHALL. Well, the courts have ruled on
statistics.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Sure, and that's permissi-
ble. But the problem with the statistics that we've
been hearing over the last couple of daysI think
what Commissioner Ramirez said is that she's trying
to understand them--is that I'm not sure the statis-
tics really tell me what I need to know. I have a
visceral sense that, having seen the system operate, I
know discrimination is there. But one almost feels
reduced to the statement that Justice Stewart made
in the pornography cases that you know it when you
see it. The question is- How is the court going to



know when it sees discrimination and v. hen ices
something else?

DR. MARSHA! L. What I would do if were defend-
ing either the plaintiff or the defendantand I'm not
a lawyerbut if I were defending a plaintiff or
defendant, I would attack their statistics. Of course,
sometimes statistics are simply factual. That is, you
don't do any analysis. You just present the numbers.
There's 10 or there is 12 or whatever.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I thought I heard you
say, Dr. O'Neill, is that the 60 percent gap becomes
a 72 percent gap when you reduce the comparisons
to hourly wages rather than gross income.

DR. O'NEILL . That's correct.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Then I heard you say

that when you factor in and compare comparables,
that is, age brackets of 25 to 35, you say it was
reduced to 80 percent or came up to 80 percent or 89
percent?

DR. O'NEILL. It's percent for 20- to 24-year-
olds.

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. Now, that leaves only a
11 percent gap. Let me ask you this, Secretary
Marshall. Couldn't you explain that 11 percent gap
that we have now discovered to be the gap on an
hourly basis between women who are fairly modern
women and men who are fairly modern men?
Couldn't you explain that 11 percent gap on such
factors as, or at least part of it, as mobility? Couldn't
it be explained on cultural differences?

DR. MARSHALL. Unless you found some way to
control

VICE, CHAIRMAN ABRAM. This huge thing that
we've been talking about for days, the 60 percent
gap, these papers have been full of it.

DR. MARSHALL. Well, mine is not full of that.
VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. I know it isn't and I

congratulate you. The literature is full of it and the
rhetoric in Congress is full of it. It's down now to a
measurable 11 percent gap and probably closing all
the time. Why do we need all of this intervention?

DR. MARSHALL. Let me make two points. First,
those general statistics that Dr. O'Neill is talking
about are approximations to understanding the pay
discrimination case in an individual firm. These are'
general, economy-wide statistics, and we're not
talking about that. We're talking about what do you
pay that job, not what you pay people. What are the
wages assigned to those jobs?

VICE CHAIRMAN ABRAM. But if you get to the
problem because of a natural problem, the natural
problem is becoming a very small thing.

DR. MARSHALL. Well, what you could have is
some people not discriminating at all, some people
getting overpaid, and all of that averages out. In
fact, it's like the story about the man with one foot in
the oven and one in a bucket of ice; on the average
he's comfortable. These general statistics frequently
conceal more then they reveal.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Dr. Marshall, if that is
the case that you just stated, then it seems you're
talking about paying for that job as one factor, and
then you pay for performance. It seems to me you'll
never get to comparability if performance is a fact in
how you pay. You mentioned earlier in your
statement that this would be entry-level salary,
which would be comparable. Now does it mean that
we have to look forward to some comparabilities in
performance if we can't measure everybody on the
same scale?

DR. MARSHALL. Actually, it doesn't have much to
say about performance of those people in those jobs.
What you're saying is what kind of skill, effort,
responsibility, and working conditions attach to
those jobs.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I agree with that. But at
some point down the line there's got to be some kind
of performance measurement, right? Does that upset
the applecart about comparability?

DR. MARSHALL. Because you would get rid of
those individuals if they didn't perform.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Ms. Chavez?
Ms. CHAVEZ. I just have one question for Secre-

tary Marshall.
This morning, Winn Newman, under a line of

questioning from me, suggested that Title VII, as
currently written, was probably adequate to deal
with sex discrimination and wage setting in the
marketplace. Of course, his interpretation of the
Title VII might differ from mine and from some
Commissioners. One of the reasons w' have been
drawn together to discuss comparable . oth is that
there are pieces of legislation pending in the
Congress and also in State legislatures that are
specifically comparable worth statutes, as opposed
both to Title VII and to equal pay for equal work
under the Equal Pay Act. Is it your understanding
that Title VII is adequate, or do we need legislation
that adopts comparable worth language into the
statutes?
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DR. MARSHAI I I believe we will have a determi-
nation of that when the Supreme Court rules in the
Washington State case. If they sustain Judge Tanner
in Washington Stare, then I think Title VII will cover
it and that you probably won't need legislation. If
they do not, as in many other cases, you might need
legislation. That doesn't, of course, keep the States
from needing legislation to deal with whatever
problems they perceive they have.

Ms. CHAVEZ. But if the Supreme Court adopts an
interpretation of Title VII

DR. MARSHALL. Then Winn's interpretation
makes a lot of sense to menot being a lawyer, but
ht ving followed these cases for a long time.

DR. O'NEILL. I'm not a lawyer, but I do know
something about the Washington State case and I
think that if the case is ruled on, it will be simply
because of the unusual circumstances in that State,
where the State happened to have done a compara-
ble worth studyand I think the final ruling came
down that could have said, "Everybody with red
hair should get a 30 percent increase in pay because
our study shows that occupations that have a lot of
redheaded people are worth more," and it would
have been ruled on. If you look at the particulars of
the so-called comparable worth study, I think
anybody who sort of evenyou know, the defini-
tion, for example, this is a panel of 13 politically
chosen people who were given some guidance by
Willis Associates, and they rank the occupations the
way they please. I think the way it came out, you
could only conclude that the way they ran the thing
was in a way of bias for its finding that women's
occupations should be ranked higher than men's
because they systematically chose things that way. I
don't think that it would pass muster.

DR. MARSHALL. It did pass musterlet me say
thatin the court.

DR. RASKIN. Would you really rely on courts to
assure the integrity of these things?

DR. MARSHALL. Well, who else is going to
protect it?

DR. RASKIN. Congress by the way it writes the
laws. And it hasn't written any law on this yet.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Commissioner Buckley,
do you have a question?

COMMISSIONER BUCKLEY. I'd like to address Dr.
O'Neill. I was wondering if you could help me. For
the last 2 days we've been hearing a lot about
figures, right? You finally came up with a figure that
deals with the weekly earnings, the hourly earnings,
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and it brings us close to that 11 percent difference. Is
it possible that that 11 percent difference will be due
to marital status that Dr. rotackek referred to? He
brought out married versus unmarried and he
brought it down from 11 percent due to that.

DR. O'NEILL. That particular differential is for
people, more or less, starting out, 20 to 24 years old.
Within the group, what typically happens is that
women who are not married earn more than women
who are married, and I think it's for the reasons that
I'm sure Dr. Polachek mentioned; that is, differences
in responsibilities and the fact that married women
have less freedom of choice than single women. As a
group, since women are marrying later, that may be
one reason why the differential has narrowed for
that age group because there are fewer married
women in the 20 to 24 age group and fewer women
in that age group who have young children. Fertility
has declined considerably.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Mr. Disler?
MR. DISLER. Secretary Marshall, I have a couple

of quick questions. I take it that it's your view that
even noting that the market isn't perfect, market
factors of supply and demand are relevant in wage
setting.

DR. MARSHALL. Are very relevant.
MR. DISLER. You note that even in the military

they're not irrelevant.
DR. MARSHALL. That's right. That's not my

argument. My argument is that the market forces are
sufficiently imprecise to leave room for discrimina-
tion.

MR. DISLER. There was a remark that you made
thatand you made remarks like that in your
paperthere was one sentence I want to read to
you. I want to make sure it is not out of context. You
said that you would decry people's misstating what
comparable worth is about and what it would
require, and you said in one part of your response,
"If a firm, through job evaluation, determines that a
man's job is just as valuable to the firm as a woman's
job, then the employees in both of those jobs should
be maid equally even though the jobs themselves are
quite different."

DR. MARSHALL. Yes.
MR. DISLER. All right. Now let me ask you this.

You note that market factors can be relevant to
wage setting. I take it that seniority would also be
something that you would permit.

DR. MARSHALL. Modify.



MR. DISLER. Okay. Would you also agree that the
labor marketsalthough they're not the same thing
as a commodity market, as you pointed outare not
static?

DR. MARSHALL. That's right.
MR. DISLER. Would you allow, then, an employer

who on day 1 has a job evaluation system and pays
wages according to it, on some day thereafterday
30, day 60to respond to supply and demand?

DR. MARSHALL. Sure.
MR. DISLER. Now, given that the labor market is

not static and there are also seniority factors in-
volved here, too, what would be left to a compara-
ble worth system?

DR. MARSHALL. Once you make the adjustment,
maybe nothing. Once you eliminate the differential,
then you assume that the adjustment process will
take care of itself. One of the main reasons that
you're concerned about anything is not the structure
of wages but the level.

MR. DISLER. So in other words, once that job
evaluation is put in place, you're prepared to say

Da. MARSHALL. I don't believe you would need
them. In my %iew, the best way to handle these cases
is through negotiation and collective bargaining in
most organizations and, therefore, they can adapt
the situation to their own requirements. But whatev-
er system they use, they shouldn't be discriminatory.

MR. DISLER. Let me make sure I understand you.
You're saying that once this job evaluation is put
into place, responding to supply and demand is
something that would be consistent within compara-
ble worth.

DR. MARSHALL. Yes. But then, of course, some-
body might want to argue the question of whether
or not this point that you're responding to is itself
discriminatory. But that's a different issue.

MR. DISLER. Okay. Would you also say that the
content of jobs is not static?

Da MARSHALL. I did not.
MU. DISLER. Okay. The reason why I raised that

and mentioned also the other questions is that I'm
not as optimistic as you are that c. _mparable worth
advocates, for example, would be willing to settle
for a one-time implementation and then rely on the
markets.

DR. MARSHALL. Well, they did, for example, in
the AT&T case, which was one I was involved in,
and I don't think there has been any substantive
litigation in that case. It was a sex discrimination
case, among others. My reading of this situation is

that you don't get the male company suit over and
over again of the same organization; that once you
make an adjustment and then develop a mechanism
to adjust grievances arising out of that system,
you're not likely to have subsequent litigation. If you
did, if it's Title VII, then what it would mean is that
you file a complaint with EEOC and they dismiss it,
as they do cases that get filed that are dismissed
without sufficient merit to investigate.

MR. DISLER. Would you agree that it may be a
little early for either of us to predict?

DR. MARSHALL. That's right. Sure. The only
complaint I've got about this whole business is that I
don't think you can really tell until you get the facts
in each case.

MR. DISLER. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. Mr. Destro?
COMMISSIONER DErrito. I just have one for Dr.

O'Neill and Dr. Marshall. I was intrigued by one of
the comparisons that was made in Dr. O'Neill's
paper that comes out of the Washington .Post This
illustrates my need for getting a handle on how we
come up with one of these discrete evaluations. The
one I'm looking at is where a clerical supervisor is
rated equal to a chemist in knowledge and skill and
mental demand, but higher than the chemist in
accountability and thereby receivi5,3 more in total
points. Then when you take the whole thing in that
internal market and compare it to the external
market, you have a 41 percent differential just the
other way around. I suppose I could do fairly well as
a clerical supervisor, but I wouldn't trust myself
mixing up nitroglycerin. I don't really understand
how you can weigh two jobs like this. One presumes
a lot of academic and scientific knowledge; the other
one is maybe knowledge of people that you acquire
on the job. How do you rate them the same? The
outside market simply doesn't. I would suspect that
if you compare many clerical supervisors, they
wouldn't rate them the same either.

DR. MARSHAL.. I think the outside market might.
I think you have to look at that to see. But 0.2
answer is that employers do it everyday. They have
got to assign some wage rate to the chemist job,
don't they? They have go i to assign some wage rate
to the clerical supervisor job, don't they? Therefore,
they do it. The common denominatorpeople say
this can't be done, but one of the reasons we have
money is that's the way you equate jobs.
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COMMISSIONER DESTRO. But I guess my point is:
How do you weigh the factc .3 I know it can be
done.

DR. MARSHALL. I think if you did it, you could be
challenged by the standards of the profession. The
job evaluation has been in existence in the United
States since World War I and was used significantly
during World War II and is used increasingly.
Employers are the ones who insisted that it be used,
especially in big organizations. There are a variety
of techniques. There is no one particular technique,
just like there is no one type of market.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. I understand that. But
I'm askinr, about this particular one. It seems to me
that any job evaluation technique which comes out
with a 41 percent internal differential from the
external differential is accounted for by a lot more
factors than discrimination. It would seem to me that
what they're doing is valuing the jobs and making a
discrete judgment that a chemist is worth less than a
clerical supervisor.

DR. MARSHALL. The point I emphasize is that job
evaluation, however it's done, is inherently judg-
mental and some are simply more subject to market
forces than others.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Dr. O'Neill?
DR. O'NEtt.L. Well, that was exactly my argu-

ment, which is why I said that we would be getting
ourselves into a horrible mess, since judgments differ
from one person to another and that it would lead to
dissension. The market is quite impersonal. There is
nobody to throw something at if the job that you
know how to do goes up or down in wages. But
there would be if we had identifiable boards and
people who are saying that what you do is not
worthy, or what you do is very worthy, and you
start getting sort of a capricious situation.

DR. MARSHALL. You get capricious sitt itions in
the market as well.

DR. O'NEILL. And if there are, and if you know
what's causing them, then I think it's usually some
restriction that is causing it, and the thing to do is to
get rid of

DR. MARSHALL. One of the restrictions might be
that some people are born poor and black.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. That's an understandable
one. But the one I wanted Dr. O'Neill to focus on-
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DR. MARSHALL. The market assumes that every-
body has got the same number of votes and they
don't have.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. The one that I wanted
Dr. O'Neill to focus on, though, is with respect to
this particular evaluation in your paper. Do you
know, or is it available to find out, the breakdown of
how you can rate a clerical supervisor equal to a
chemist in knowledge, skills, and mental demand?
I'd like to see how the points were assigned in those
categories.

DR. MARSHALL. We can get it for you. I think
Winn Newman probably has it.

DR. O'NEILL. In the court case there are materials
from the State of Washington and, essentially, the
panel of 13 was given job descriptions and it was
their interpretation of the job description.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. They did have job de-
scriptions?

DR. O'NEILL. Job descriptionsand I think they
did journey to some Ses and looked at the work.

DR. MARSHALL. And they later refined it.
COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Okay.
DR. O'NEILL. The thing remained constant since

1974.
COMMISSIONER Da.--7^.0. Okay. This is really

done, basically, through perceptions of the job based
on a written job description.

DR. MARSHALL. By the job evaluations written by
the supervisors in those jobs.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Right. Then there was
some kind of a scoring mechanism, and that's what
we got from Hay, right?

DR. MARSHALL. I think that is the important
thing.

COMMISSIONER DESTRO. Or whomever. All right.
That's fine. Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN PENDLETON. I think these hearings
have come to a close. I want to thank all of the
audience that came. I know some ladies that I talked
to came from far places to hear this. I hope you got
as much out of it as we at the Commission did, and I
hope that when we have future consultations you're
able to attend in larger numbers and you are able to
maintain as much interest as long as you have.

Thank you very much for attending. These
proceedings are now closed.
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